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Feng Liu
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Prediction of Flutter of Turbine
Blades in a Transonic Annular
Cascade
A parallel multiblock Navier-Stokes solver with the k-� turbulence model is used to solve
the unsteady flow through an annular turbine cascade, the transonic Standard Test Case
4, Test 628. Computations are performed on a two- and three-dimensional model of the
blade row with either the Euler or the Navier-Stokes flow models. Results are compared
to the experimental measurements. Comparisons of the unsteady surface pressure and the
aerodynamic damping are made between the three-dimensional, two-dimensional, invis-
cid, viscous simulations, and experimental data. Differences are found between the sta-
bility predictions by the two- and three-dimensional computations, and the Euler and
Navier-Stokes computations due to three-dimensionality of the cascade model and the
presence of a boundary layer separation, respectively. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060731�

Introduction
Aeroelasticity in turbomachinery has been recognized as one of

the most important problems presently facing the designers of
turbomachinery blades. The structural instability is due to the in-
teraction between the unsteady aerodynamics and the structural
dynamics of the blades. In the aeronautical industry, demand for
lighter and more efficient machines is developing. In the power
generation industry, there is a drive to increasingly large exhaust
areas of low-pressure steam turbines, leading to longer blades.
Under both of these conditions, turbine blades of present-day de-
signs are more likely to react to the effects of dynamic loading
due to unsteady aerodynamics. The coupling between the fluid
and structure can lead to blade failure if in the design phase at-
tention is not paid to the possibility of aeroelastic interaction.

The aeroelastic interaction may be regarded as falling into one
of two groups. One is forced response where the blades vibrate
under periodic aerodynamic force of neighboring blade rows;
however, there is sufficient mechanical or aerodynamic damping
to limit the amplitude of the vibration. Blades under these condi-
tions may fail under low- or high-cycle fatigue. The second is an
unstable situation where there is insufficient damping in the sys-
tem, and the amplitude of a self-excited vibration increases over
time, until the blade fails. This second type of configuration is the
focus of the models investigated in this paper.

Although experimental studies play an important role in the
research into this phenomenon, computational simulations provide
a number of key advantages. These include the ability to represent
the flow in the whole flow-field at significantly lower cost. Thus
results may be studied, in detail, providing insights into flow be-
havior and flow structures. Marshall and Imregun �1� provide a
review of both classical and more modern numerical methods for
aeroelastic predictions.

Sophisticated simulation models that involve fully coupled and
time-accurate fluid-structure computations have been developed
for turbomachinery blade rows in recent years, where the motion
of the blades are computed by computational structural dynamics
under aerodynamic forcing while the flow is computed by an
Euler or a Navier-Stokes flow solver with moving boundaries to
accommodate the motion of the blades. Vahdati and Imregun �2�
presented a methodology for the three-dimensional aeroelasticity

analysis of turbomachinery blades using an unstructured Navier-
Stokes solver for the fluid and a modal model for the structure.
Sayma et al. �3� and Vahdati et al. �4� extended the method for
forced response predictions. Carstens et al. �5� developed a
structured-grid Navier-Stokes solver coupled with structural
model for flutter simulations. Doi and Alonso �6� coupled an un-
steady flow solver with a commercially available finite element
code for the structure. Liu et al. �7� developed a multiblock, mul-
tigrid, and parallel time-accurate Navier-Stokes solver coupled
with a modal model for the structures for flutter simulations of
airfoils and wings. The method was also extended to turbomachin-
ery blade vibrations Sadeghi et al. �8�.

Although the aforementioned approaches represent a new step
in computational analysis, their applications in a practical design
environment still await development of faster computers, more
efficient numerical algorithms, or both; and validation of such
direct time-domain simulations remains to be fully investigated
because of the lack of measurement data. In addition, experience
with such codes by the design engineer must be developed. Con-
sequently, more efficient methods using two-dimensional models,
or Euler equations, and the energy method to determine flutter
boundaries are still the major tools used in the design of turboma-
chinery blades. Discussions of these methods can be found in
�1,9–11�. Under certain conditions, it is questionable that such
approaches adequately represent turbine blade behavior under op-
erating conditions. A major difficulty in the simulation of three-
dimensional aeroelasticity in turbomachinery is the lack of experi-
mental measurements to validate numerical computations. Bell
and He �12� designed experiments and performed computations to
study three-dimensional effects on blade flutter. Their studies,
however, are limited to low sub-sonic conditions. The purpose of
this paper is to quantify and document the differences between
two- and three-dimensional computations and those between
Euler and Navier-Stokes computations by comparing all of them
with a relatively well-defined experimental test case, the transonic
Standard Test Case 4, Test 628. The annular cascade geometry
was investigated in a previous paper �13� for the subsonic flow
conditions. The investigation presented in this paper involves tran-
sonic flow conditions.

Model of Aeroelastic Configuration
The model configuration was chosen so that it could be com-

pared to experimental measurements thus providing a validation
of the simulation and realistic boundary conditions. The case is
known as Test 628, of standard configuration 4 of the standard
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configurations developed to demonstrate flutter in turbomachinery
�14�. This has a low aspect ratio, is well documented in terms of
the experimental measurement, and exhibits both transonic and
significant viscous flow characteristics.

The standard configurations rely on Lane’s �15� traveling wave
model where a single vibrational mode shape is considered, with
an interblade phase angle �IBPA� assumed between adjacent blade
passages. Since there are a finite number of possible IBPAs for a
rotor of finite radius, only a limited number are required to be
modeled.

In the present numerical model, the annular or linear cascade is
truncated at the lowest number of passages required for flow pe-
riodicity; periodic conditions are assumed at the circumferential
boundaries of the cascade.

The experimental configuration is characterized by the flow
conditions summarized in Table 1. The flow at the inlet is sub-
sonic and almost incompressible, whereas at the exit absolute
Mach number it is well above unity. Surface pressure measure-
ments were taken only at midspan.

The experimental apparatus involved an annular cascade of
blades that were translated in an oscillatory manner to model the
vibration of turbine blades undergoing flutter. The aeroelasticity
was modeled in the experiment by rotating the blade about a span-
wise pivot, toward the hub of the apparatus. The amplitude of the
vibration was kept constant, as was the frequency of oscillation.
The phase difference was modified between neighboring blades to
identify the most critical interblade phase angle. This was deter-
mined by the energy method, where the unsteady pressure is in-
tegrated over time. The model may be related to a simple spring-
mass system. If energy in the system is damped, the system
remains stable. Conversely if the energy adds to the total energy
of the system over time, it is unstable.

During the experiments, which involved a number of different
configurations and flow conditions, Schlieren photography was
performed and a strong passage shock was located on the blade
suction side. The exact position of the shock wave was not noted
for this particular set of conditions.

The experiment was modeled numerically through both a three-
and two-dimensional geometry. In the case of the two-
dimensional configuration, the midspan flow conditions were
specified at the inlet and outlet of the domain. Periodic flow con-
ditions were specified in the circumferential or blade-to-blade di-
rection. Where the aeroelastic configurations were modeled, suf-
ficient blade passages were required to maintain time periodicity
as well as spatial periodicity. For example, for the interblade
phase angle of 90 deg, four passages would be required, with
periodic conditions applied at the outer blade passage boundaries.

In the case of the three-dimensional geometry, the amplitude of
the blade oscillation was varied linearly over the span to model
the rotation of the blade about the pivot, as in the experiment. The
tip gap was not modeled.

There are two different geometric configurations considered.
The first is a two-dimensional cascade model where the dimen-

sions of the two-dimensional slice are taken to be at midspan of
the experiment. The second involves three-dimensional annular
passages. The inlet and outlet plane lies one chord upstream and
downstream of the blade’s leading and trailing edges, respectively.
Although the overall distribution of the inlet total pressure profile
was specified, the details of the boundary layer profile were not
provided. Thus, a constant level of total pressure was specified to
the wall. The boundary layer thickness developed over the end
walls between inlet and the blade leading edge.

Modeling Method
The numerical implementation of the fluid model involves a

finite volume spatial discretization of the compressible Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations. They are solved simulta-
neously with the k-� turbulence equations for model closure. The
fluid model governing equations are solved in a time accurate
manner using a dual-time approach �7,16�. The artificial diffusion
scheme of Jameson et al. �17� is applied for smoothing oscilla-
tions due to the discretization of the convective terms and nonlin-
earities in the flow field, such as shock waves and stagnation
points.

The solver has been implemented to operate on parallel com-
puter facilities using MPI. A moving mesh implementation adapts
the fluid mesh to the oscillation of the turbine blades �18�. The
numerical implementation has been validated by applying the
code to a number of simplified flutter configurations. This process
of validation has been reported previously �13,19�.

Results and Discussion
Because of the complicated nature of the flow for this particular

configuration, it was necessary to perform a detailed study under
steady flow conditions to ensure that the results were not unduly
affected by the grid geometry. This investigation also gave indi-
cation about some of the physical behavior that could be expected
of the aeroelastic configuration.

Steady Flow. A grid resolution study was first performed on
the steady configuration, with no oscillation of the blade profile.
Although an H-grid was adequate for modeling the subsonic tur-
bine configurations, it had some major deficiencies when applied
to the modeling of transonic cascade flow. A comparison between
the passage Mach number distribution and cell distribution for
two-dimensional steady simulations with an outlet Mach number
of 1.4 was investigated for two different types of mesh geometries
�13�. Each mesh had a comparable cell count, with the O–H grid
having 152 cells and the H-grid having 160 cells on the blade
surface, respectively. The most notable difference was the resolu-
tion of the trailing edge shock. The wake region in the case of the
H-grid was also less distinct. This was the most compelling reason
for the use of the O–H mesh for the modeling of this flow regime.
The low resolution of shock waves on the blade suction side could
lead to significant inaccuracies in the reproduction of the unsteady
flow field.

An O–H mesh was further refined in the throat region, which
led to better resolution of the passage shock. A simulation involv-
ing the new mesh of four times the number of cells exhibited
shock-induced boundary-layer separation at about 70% of chord
on the blade suction side. A mesh of twice the cell density was
produced involving 85,000 cells per spanwise plane and 736 cells
on the blade surface, displayed little further change in results. The
inlet average flow angle condition measured in the experiment
was given in the cross section normal to the cascade axis 10%
axial chord upstream of the blade leading edge, where there exists
considerable circumferential and radial nonuniformity due to the
proximity to the blades. In the case of the computations, the inlet
plane is one chord length ahead of the blade leading edge and a
uniform inlet angle of −26 deg is used instead of the −12 deg
measured at the 10% chord location ahead of the blade leading
edge in the experiment. The surface pressure coefficient for these

Table 1 Aeroelastic parameters for standard configuration 4,
Test 628

Condition Experiment

Typical reference velocity Uref 65 m/s
Bending mode direction � 63.0°

Bending mode amplitude at hub hc 3.15�10−3

Bending mode amplitude at
midspan hc

4.03�10−3

Bending mode amplitude at casing
hc

4.91�10−3

Reynolds number 5.9�105

Outlet Mach number Mais2
1.43

Reduced frequency kc
0.0779
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two meshes is shown in Fig. 1. There is some difference in the
separation region, however the distribution through the passage
shock at 70% chord is similar between the two simulations.

Schlieren distributions of the simulated flow field may be rep-
resented by contours of density gradient. They are useful for iden-
tifying shock features, wake regions, and boundary layers in com-
pressible flow. The density gradient was calculated for the
simulations. Comparisons of this quantity for the coarse and fine
meshes showed that they were similar for the two-dimensional
simulations, with little difference between the flow features.

A comparison of the surface pressure coefficient at midspan for
the three-dimensional, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes, and Euler
simulations is made in Fig. 2. Both Navier-Stokes simulations
predict the impingement of the passage shock on the blade
suction-side at about 65% chord, with the position predicted by
the two-dimensional simulation slightly forward of that predicted
by the three-dimensional simulation. The two-dimensional Euler
simulation predicts the shock impingement further forward again,
at 60% chord. In the experimental results shown in the same fig-
ure, it appears that the passage shock impinges on the blade at
50% of chord, given that the passage shock is identified by a local
minimum in the surface pressure coefficient. It is not obvious
whether the experimental results involve a separation zone at the
trailing edge. Experiments in a linear cascade with the same pro-
file at the higher outlet Mach number of 1.68 show what appears
to be a separated zone after the passage shock on the suction side

in a plot of surface isentropic Mach number �14�.
The Schlieren distribution in Fig. 3 were calculated for the two-

and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations to identify dif-
ferences between the two results. The Schlieren distribution for
the three-dimensional case is at midspan. The flow is quite com-
plex and involves a number of different phenomena.

In the two-dimensional case the point of flow separation coin-
cides with the passage compression shock at about 70% chord. An
oblique shock wave emanates from the separation point at
−30 deg from the machine axis. Another oblique shock wave ex-
tends from the blade trailing edge toward the outlet at an angle of
−20 deg from the machine axis. The wake is characterized by a
fork like region, extending in the flow direction from the trailing
edge.

The three-dimensional simulations differ in the point of separa-
tion and the geometry of the shock waves. The passage shock is
also visible but does not coincide with the separation point on the
blade suction side; the flow separates further down stream at about
85% chord. A shock wave also occurs at the point of separation at
a similar angle to that in the two-dimensional case, but it merges
shortly downstream with the shock from the trailing-edge.

A three-dimensional contour plot of the steady pressure coeffi-
cient on the blade suction side for the simulation is shown in Fig.
4. In the trailing-edge region of the blade in the figure, the white
region represents the separation bubble; this is where the flow has
negative axial velocity at the first mesh point adjacent to the blade
surface. The pressure distribution varies significantly in the span-
wise direction from midchord toward the trailing edge, as does the
size of the separation bubble. On inspection, the flow in circum-
ferential plane at the 75% span region more closely resembles the
two-dimensional simulation compared with the midspan three-
dimensional distribution.

The spanwise variation in pressure coefficient is also compared

Fig. 1 Surface pressure coefficient for coarse and fine
meshes

Fig. 2 Surface pressure coefficient for Euler, and two- and
three-dimensional configurations

Fig. 3 Schlieren distributions for steady Navier-Stokes
simulations
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with experimentally measured values in Fig. 5. Once again, the
impingement of the passage shock on the blade suction side is
identified by a local minimum in the pressure coefficient, in the
neighborhood of midchord. The point of impingement of the pas-
sage shock in the simulation is 70% chord at 25% span, 65%
chord at midspan, and 55% chord at 75%. It is more difficult to
identify the position of the shock in the experimental measure-
ments due to lack of resolution. At 25% span the shock may be at
about 65% chord, midspan at 50% chord, and at 75% span at 45%
chord. The simulation predicts a shock position that is 10% further
aft on average than the experiment. Therefore, the in-passage flow
conditions in the simulations are at higher Mach number than in
the experiment.

There are some differences between the steady simulations, be-
tween the two- and three-dimensional simulations, and also with
experiment. The next section investigates the way in which these
differences affect the results for the simulations of the aeroelastic
configuration. The surface pressure distributions do not compare
well between the two- and three-dimensional configurations. The
way in which this affects the aeroelastic stability of the configu-
ration is investigated in the following section.

Unsteady Surface Pressure and Aerodynamic Damping. The
aeroelastic configuration involved the oscillation of the blade pro-
file in a translational mode, as described in model section. The
flow conditions were similar to those applied in the steady simu-
lations described above.

Because of the higher mesh density of the mesh required to
resolve the passage shock, only an interblade phase angle of
180 deg was investigated, given the limits of the available com-
puter resources. The mesh for this particular case involves a grid

density of �5 million cells, run under unsteady flow conditions.
This is a large simulation for state-of-the-art workstations and
medium-sized parallel, computer clusters.

The unsteady pressure on the blade due to the oscillation of the
blade is analyzed by performing a fast-Fourier-transform of the
fluctuating static pressure on the blade surface. The first harmonic
of this quantity is typically the largest and is at the same fre-
quency as the blade oscillation, with a phase shift that depends on
the local flow conditions. The phase shift is critical in determining
the stability of the configuration. The experimental measurements
were analyzed in a similar way. A configuration where the inte-
grated unsteady pressure over the blade surface leads the oscilla-
tion of the blade in terms of phase is unstable and will lead to
failure of the blade where there is insufficient mechanical
damping.

A comparison is made between Euler and Navier-Stokes simu-
lations for the two- and three-dimensional geometries at midspan
in Figs. 6–8. The blade surface distributions of the first harmonic
of unsteady pressure are shown. The magnitude of the second
harmonic of unsteady pressure was found to be insignificant. For
the peak unsteady pressure on the blade suction side at 20%
chord, there is some deviation between the two- and three-
dimensional geometries. In the forward half of the blade, the pre-
dictions of unsteady pressure phase compare well with experiment
for both models and both surfaces. Beyond midchord on the blade

Fig. 4 Steady pressure coefficient and separated zone on
blade suction side for three-dimensional simulation

Fig. 5 Distribution of steady pressure coefficient for
3-dimensional simulation versus experiment

Fig. 6 First harmonic magnitude of unsteady pressure for
blade suction side at midspan

Fig. 7 First harmonic magnitude of unsteady pressure on
blade pressure side at midspan
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suction side, however, there are more significant differences.
The passage shock is evident in the experiment and the simu-

lation results by a local maximum on the blade suction side be-
tween 60% and 70% chord. The two-dimensional Euler simulation
predicts the shock impingement position closest to the experiment
as it did in the steady simulations. For the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes simulations it is difficult to distinguish between the
shock impingement and the separation point at 70% chord. The
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation predicts the impinge-
ment at �65% chord as in the steady simulation. The flow sepa-
ration is the cause of the second maximum at about 85% chord.

There are significant differences in phase for the flow models
on the blade suction side toward the trailing edge; however, the
three-dimensional result gives the best prediction of phase in this
region. In the experiment, the phase on the blade suction side
returns to similar values to the forward section after the neighbor-
hood of the passage shock, whereas both two-dimensional fluid
models predict a phase almost a half cycle from the experimen-
tally measured value.

The distribution on the blade of the unsteady pressure and
phase for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulation is
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The separation line is visible in both
plots toward the blade trailing edge. The impingement of the pas-
sage shock is also visible in the plot of phase, as a local maximum
at 70% chord. Because of the complicated nature of the spanwise
variation in unsteady pressure, a two-dimensional simulation can-
not reproduce this type of behavior.

The shock induced boundary layer separation or any other flow
separation on the blade suction side cannot be well predicted by
inviscid simulations. Navier-Stokes simulations, however, tend to
be conservative in the prediction of flow separation. Usually they
predict flow separation at more extreme conditions than is re-
quired in reality. A grid-independent prediction of the flow sepa-

ration on the blade suction side proved to be a significant chal-
lenge. As the spatial grid and time resolution are refined, unsteady
vortex shedding may appear at time scales much smaller than that
of the blade oscillation frequency. The suitability of the turbulence
model under such conditions is questionable. Other authors have
investigated the performance of turbulence simulations with sepa-
rated flow with mixed results �20�.

Deviations of the results from the experimental results may also
be due to other important factors, such as the effect of tip leakage
at the outer casing and the lack of resolution of the flow condi-
tions at the simulation inlet and outlet planes, taken from the
experimental measurements.

Despite the aforementioned issues, the present computational
results indicate the importance of the use of a three-dimensional
model and a Navier-Stokes code for the accurate prediction of the
unsteady pressures, especially the phase of the unsteady pressure
after flow separation, which is critical for the correct prediction of
flutter stability of the blades.

A comparison is made between the different configurations for
damping coefficient in Fig. 11. Even though the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes simulation predicts a significant difference in the
peak unsteady pressure magnitude at 20% chord, the damping
coefficient it predicts is closest to experiment since the damping
coefficient is mostly determined by phase angle.

Conclusion
A parallel multiblock Navier-Stokes solver with the k-� turbu-

lence model is used to study the unsteady flow through an annular
turbine cascade. Two different configurations are used in the com-
putations, one two-dimensional, the other three-dimensional. In
addition, computations are also performed with both the Euler and
the Navier-Stokes flow models. The computational results of the
two- and three-dimensional configurations and with either the

Fig. 8 Phase of first harmonic of unsteady pressure at
midspan

Fig. 9 Magnitude of first harmonic of unsteady pressure for
three-dimensional configuration

Fig. 10 Phase of first harmonic of unsteady pressure for
three-dimensional configuration

Fig. 11 Damping coefficient for different simulations versus
experiment
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Euler or the Navier-Stokes models are compared to available ex-
perimental data to document the effects of viscosity and three-
dimensionality on the prediction of unsteady pressure and aerody-
namic damping for the vibration of the blades. The comparisons
reveal that, where flow separation occurs, only the Navier-Stokes
computation gives the correct phase-angle distribution of the un-
steady pressure, which is critical for the prediction of flutter
through the computation of aerodynamic damping. Furthermore,
there are significant three-dimensional effects in both amplitude
and phase of the surface unsteady pressures on the blade. Not
surprisingly, the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes computation
yields the best prediction of the aerodynamic damping compared
to experimental data. This result questions the reliance of the de-
sign engineer on the general applicability of two-dimensional, in-
viscid, or both two-dimensional and inviscid computations for
flutter predictions, despite their advantage in computational effi-
ciency.
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Nomenclature
b=c /2 � semi-chord

c � chord of turbine blade
Cp= �p− pref� / �p0− pref� � time average surface pressure

coefficient
Cp�n�= p�n� / �hc�p0− pref�� � nth harmonic of the unsteady

pressure coefficient
hc � bending amplitude, nondimen-

sional with chord
kc=�c /2Uref � reduced frequency, based on

semi-chord
Ma � Mach number

Mais2 � isentropic Mach number at outlet
p � static pressure

pref � reference static pressure at a posi-
tion designated by experiment

p�n� � nth harmonic of unsteady pressure
p0 � total pressure

Re=�Urefc /� � Reynolds number
u*=��wall /��wall � friction velocity

Uref � velocity at reference position
y+ =yu* /� � dimensionless distance, scaled

with sublayer
� � direction of bending amplitude

from machine axis
	�n� � phase of nth harmonic of un-

steady pressure coefficient
� � coefficient of dynamic molecular

viscosity

� � coefficient of kinematic molecular
viscosity

� � density
�wall � shear stress at wall

� � angular frequency
�
 � natural frequency of pitching axis
� � blade aerodynamic damping

coefficient
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Prediction of Cascade Flows With
Innovative Second-Moment
Closures
We report on the performances of two second-moment turbulence closures in predicting
turbulence and laminar-to-turbulent transition in turbomachinery flows. The first model
considered is the one by Hanjalic and Jakirlic (HJ) [Comput. Fluids, 27(2), pp. 137–156
(1998)], which follows the conventional approach with damping functions to account for
the wall viscous and nonviscous effect. The second is an innovative topology-free elliptic
blending model, EBM [R. Manceau and K. Hanjalic, Phys. Fluids, 14(3), pp. 1–11
(2002)], here presented in a revised formulation. An in-house finite element code based
on a parallel technique is used for solving the equation set [Borello et al., Comput.
Fluids, 32, pp. 1017–1047 (2003)]. The test cases under scrutiny are the transitional flow
on a flat plate with circular leading edge (T3L ERCOFTAC-TSIG), and the flow around
a double circular arc (DCA) compressor cascade in quasi-off-design condition �i=
−1.5° � [Zierke and Deutsch, NASA Contract Report 185118 (1989)]. The comparison
between computations and experiments shows a satisfactory performance of the HJ
model in predicting complex turbomachinery flows. The EBM also exhibits a fair level of
accuracy, though it is less satisfactory in transition prediction. Nevertheless, in view of
the robustness of the numerical formulation, the relative insensitivity to grid refinement,
and the absence of topology-dependent parameters, the EBM is identified as an attractive
second-moment closure option for computation of complex 3D turbulent flows in realistic
turbomachinery configurations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2073267�

Keywords: Second Moment Closures, Stabilized Finite Element Methods, Transition,
Turbomachinery Flows

Introduction
The major impediment to the trustworthy use of computational

fluid dynamics �CFD� in the aerodynamic design of turbomachin-
ery is still the large degree of uncertainty in turbulence closure
modeling. Predicting accurately flow separation and reattachment
on a turbomachinery blade, effects of streamline curvature and
pressure gradient, and, especially, the laminar-to-turbulent transi-
tion is still a challenge. The transition is of primary concern be-
cause of the dramatic changes induced in the skin friction, heat
transfer, and pressure distribution.

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow can be classified
into three types �1�. The first is the natural transition where turbu-
lence develops gradually by natural amplification of perturbations
and local instabilities of laminar flows. In a by-pass transition,
turbulence is diffused into the boundary layer from the free-stream
or from a local turbulent source, whereas in a separation-induced
transition, turbulence is generated by the separation of a laminar
boundary layer, primarily in the shear layer around the separation
bubble and near the reattachment point. The prediction of natural
transition is beyond the scope of Reynolds averaged Navier
Stokes �RANS� models. However, in turbomachinery flows, this
mechanism is quite rare. On the other hand, the by-pass and sepa-
ration induced transitions are common and can in principle be
modeled by RANS approaches.

Eddy-viscosity models �EVMs�, adopting either linear or non-
linear stress-strain relationship, have shown not to be very satis-
factory in reproducing transition in turbomachinery flows, despite
occasional claims of success. The well-known deficiencies of lin-
ear models in reproducing the near-wall stress anisotropy, stream-

line curvature effects, and in responding to extra strain rates make
them unsuited for predicting transitional flows others than on a flat
plate. Nonlinear EVMs were expected to overcome these short-
comings. However, it is difficult to choose a suitable model
among a variety of existing nonlinear EVMs at different levels of
closure, some involving quadratic or cubic in terms of mean strain
rates and vorticity, with several coefficients that are often treated
as functions of mean-flow and turbulence parameters. Craft et al.
�2� reported successful applications of their cubic eddy-viscosity
model, closed by an additional transport equation for the stress
anisotropy invariant; the test cases also included some transitional
flows. Chen et al. �3,4� considered several transitional flows using
the same three-equation model of Craft et al., as well as its two-
equation derivative �5�, but their conclusions indicate the need for
further improvements. Recently, Corsini and Rispoli �6� and
Borello and Rispoli �7� computed the flow around an ERCOFTAC
T3L profile using the same cubic eddy viscosity model of Craft et
al. �5� and obtained fair results, albeit only for a large �7%� free-
stream turbulence. Similar success has been achieved in predict-
ing the 2D DCA and 3D NACA compressor cascades �7�, such as
encountered in non-free-vortex axial rotors �8�.

Major challenges in computing transitional flow are the accu-
rate prediction of the evolution of the turbulence and the location
of the transition incipience. Linear EVMs, especially those that
use damping functions in terms of nondimensional wall distance,
are known to fail in this respect because of inadequate account for
realistic viscosity effects and stress anisotropy evolution. Various
remedies have been introduced to cure the problem, the most fre-
quent being the artificial triggering of transition �i.e., switch-on of
a turbulence model� at an a priori specified location based on
some empirical information. Another approach, supposedly more
general, is the introduction of an intermittency function, evaluated
from an algebraic correlation or from the solution of an empirical
transport differential equation �e.g., �9��, but all such models are
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burdened with high empiricism and most showed to be inappro-
priate for the application to flows with complex geometries.

The negative experience with the eddy-viscosity models has
prompted the use of second-moment closures �SMCs� with incor-
porated low-Re-number and wall proximity effects. The first
model of this kind was proposed by Hanjalic and Launder �10�
almost three decades ago, but, despite promising results, the
model has not been widely accepted primarily because of high
demand on fine grid clustering in the wall vicinity. Subsequent
variants proposed by Shima �11�, and Lai and So �12� experienced
a similar destiny. None of these models was tested in turboma-
chinery flows. More recently, Chen and Leschziner �13� discussed
a hybrid EVM/SMC formulation for the simulation of two com-
pressors and the VKI turbine cascades. Whereas an improvement
with respect to EVMs can be noted, the authors indicated the need
for further development. Gerolymos et al. �14� reported improved
predictions of several complex turbomachinery flows with their
new low-Re SMC. The authors claim that their solutions required
only 30%–50% more computing time, as compared to a linear
EVM. Although their model looks rather complex, and gives just
a marginal improvement in cases with weak separation as com-
pared to the standard low-Re k-� model, its high computational
efficiency and robustness, comparable to nonlinear EVMs, de-
serve attention and bring new support in favor of SMCs.

In this paper we report on the performance of two second-
moment closures in selected turbomachinery flows. The first
model considered is the well-established and broadly tested
low-Re SMC of Hanjalic and Jakirlic �15�, dubbed HJ. This model
showed good performances in a number of flows featuring strong
adverse and favorable pressure gradients �the latter including also
relaminarization� �16�, in separating �15�, rotating, and swirling
flows �17,18�, as well in by-pass and separation-induced laminar-
to-turbulent transition �19�. Its performance in complex 3D turbo-
machinery flows has been recently assessed �20�. The second
model considered is an innovative elliptic blending model �EBM,
�21��, which proved to be very robust and not very demanding on
fine grid clustering, thus seemingly suited for complex turboma-
chinery configurations. The EBM is a topology-free model, with
an innovative approach to the modeling of the pressure-strain
term, employing blending between the near-wall and away-from-

wall �“homogeneous”� pressure-strain models, in terms of a
blending function obtained from the solution of an elliptic equa-
tion akin to Durbin’s elliptic relaxation model �ERM, �22��. In
contrast to the ERM where elliptic equations are to be solved for
each stress component, EBM introduces just one scalar equation
while maintaining a comparable level of accuracy. This model has
been shown to perform very well in channel flows, backward-
facing steps, and single and multiple-impinging jets �23�, but has
not been tested before in turbomachinery flows.

The test and comparison of the EBM and HJ performance in
turbomachinery flows is the main target of the present paper. The
potential of the two SMCs with low-Re and wall-proximity pro-
visions are systematically assessed in several benchmark flows
including the T3L round-leading edge and a DCA compressor
cascade flow. The equations are solved using an in-house parallel
stabilized finite element code �24�. Numerical predictions are
compared with available experimental databases.

Turbulence Models
There are two important prerequisites for predicting laminar-to-

turbulent transition in wall-bounded flows. These are the accurate
prediction of true viscosity effect �low-Reynolds number� which
has a scalar character �as it damps equally the turbulence fluctua-
tions in all directions� and of the nonviscous, wall-orientation-
biased wall-blocking effects, which primarily suppresses the tur-
bulence fluctuations normal to the wall. The latter has a strong
effect on the overall turbulence anisotropy close to a solid wall,
which—with the exception of the elliptic relaxation model of
Durbin �25� and some higher-order nonlinear formulations—is
hardly tractable by any eddy-viscosity models. On the other hand,
the accurate reproduction of the stress anisotropy �and, especially,
of the wall-normal component� has proved to be crucial in pre-
dicting the laminar-to-turbulent transition �19�. A full second-
moment closure offers much better prospects for reproducing the
stress anisotropy, and thus the effects of streamline curvature and
rotation and—with an appropriate low-Re treatment—the laminar-
to-turbulent transition.

Both SMCs considered here have been designed to account
separately for viscous and nonviscous wall-proximity effects. In
the HJ model, this has been achieved by introducing two types of
wall-topology-free damping functions into a baseline high Rey-
nolds number �high-Re� closure, one solely in terms of the turbu-
lence Reynolds number for the true-viscosity effects, and the other
in terms of stress- and dissipation-rate anisotropy invariants. Be-
cause the near-wall turbulence anisotropy is primarily due to in-
viscid wall blocking, one can argue that the anisotropy invariants
can be used to model the nonviscous wall effects, though indi-
rectly. A further distinction is made between large-scale motions,
accounted for with the stress-anisotropy invariants, and small-
scale motions, treated in terms of the dissipation-anisotropy
invariants.

The elliptic blending model follows a different rationale. In
analogy with Durbin’s elliptic relaxation method �22�, here the
inviscid wall blocking effect is introduced via the elliptic relax-
ation concept, whereas viscous effects are accounted for by intro-
ducing the Kolmogorov time and length scales as the lower scale
bounds. The latter proved to be satisfactory for modeling viscous
damping in the near-wall region, but apparently not fully adequate
for capturing laminar-to-turbulent and reverse transition, as it will
be shown later.

Table 1 Details of SMC formulations

HJ EBM

�ij �ij1+�ij2+�ij1
w +�ij2

w �1−�2��ij
w+�2�ij

h

�ij f s�ij
w+ �1− fs���ij �1−�2�

uiuj

k
�+�2

2

3
��ij

D�
t �

�xk
��C�Tukul�

��

�xl
� �

�xk
��C�Tukul�

��

�xl
�

P� C�1
Pk

T C�1
Pk

T
+ �c�1−�2�� k

uiujninj
� Pk

T

��
C�2f�

�̃

T
C�2

�

T

�
C�3�Tukuj

�2Ui

�xj�xl

�2Ui

�xk�xl

0

Table 2 HJ model coefficients

C�1=1.44 C�2=1.92 C�3=0.25 C2=0.8A1/2 C1
w=max�1.0−0.7C ;0.3� C2

w=min�A2 ;0.3�

Cuiuj
=0.22 C�=0.18 C1=C+�AE2 C=2.5AF1/4f

f =min�� Ret

150�3/2

;1� F=min�0.6;A2�
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It is worthwhile to note that the presented SMC closures lead to
an increase in the CPU time up to 80% as compared with the
standard low-Re closure.

The Reynolds stress �uiuj� and dissipation-rate ��� transport
equations can be written in a general form

Duiuj

Dt
= Pij + Dij

� + Dij
t − �ij + �ij �1a�

D�

Dt
= P� + D�

� + D�
t − �� + � �1b�

where the terms on the left-hand sides denote the material deriva-
tive, P� denotes production, D�

� and D�
t are molecular and turbu-

lent diffusion, respectively, �� is molecular destruction, �ij is the
pressure-strain term, and � is the gradient production term in the
� equation. A comparative overview of both the HJ and EBM
formulations is given below, with a focus on the modified version
of the EBM that offers a robust framework for computations of
complex flows.

A Conventional Damping-Functions Approach As a repre-
sentative of the conventional approach to model the viscous and
wall-blocking effects, we consider the model of Hanjalic and
Jakirlic �15�. This model was originally based on the standard
high-Re second-moment closure with simple linear pressure strain
modeling �Rotta’s return-to-isotropy model for the slow term and
Noat et al.’s isotropization-of-production model for the rapid
term� with Gibson-Launder �GL, �26�� wall-echo model. Despite
its simplicity and deficiencies in some flows �impinging, rotating�,
this basic model has proven over the years to be reasonably suc-
cessful in a variety of flows and was selected by HJ to serve as the
high-Re asymptote. The GL wall-echo model contains the wall-
normal unit vectors n and wall-distance function fw�dw�, which
have been regarded as inconvenient for flows in complex geom-
etries, though both n and dw can be easily evaluated in the pre-
processing phase. Other pressure-strain models can also be used
as a high-Re basis, e.g., Craft and Launder �27� modified wall-
echo term for flows with stagnation regions, or topology-free
high-Re SMC, such as Speziale, Sarkar, and Gatski �SSG, �28��,
though possibly with some minor retuning of the coefficients. It is
noted, however, that the SSG model is inferior to the GL model in
reproducing the near-wall anisotropy �29�, at least in generic
channel and boundary layer flows.

The adopted full pressure-strain model can be written as

�ij = �ij1 + �ij2 + �ij1
w + �ij2

w = − C1�aij − C2�Pij −
2

3
Pk�ij�

+ C1
wfw

�

k
�ukumnknm�ij −

3

2
�ukuinknj + ukujnkni�	

+ C2
wfw

�

k
��km,2nknm�ij −

3

2
��ik,2nknj + � jk,2nkni�	 �2�

where fw=min�k3/2 /2.5�dw ;1.4�.
The HJ submodels for the viscous and wall-proximity effects

draw on the early low-Re SMC of Hanjalic and Launder �10�, but
with modifications that makes it possible to discern viscous from
inviscid wall influences. This has been achieved by expressing the
coefficients in the pressure-strain model in terms of the local tur-
bulence Reynolds number Ret=k2 / ���� to account for viscosity,
and in terms of the invariants of the stress anisotropy �aij

=uiuj /k− �2/3��ij� and dissipation rate anisotropy �eij =�ij /�
− �2/3��ij� �15�.

In analogy to the pressure-strain term, also the dissipation ten-
sor �ij �Table 1� is modeled as a blending of the near-wall and
away-from-wall terms �30�. The blending function is made depen-
dent upon the flatness factors of the stress �A� and dissipation �E�
anisotropy �A=1− �9/8��A2−A3�, E=1− �9/8��E2−E3�, where
A2=aijaij, A3=aijajlali, E2=eijeij, E3=eijejleli� to account sepa-
rately for large- and small-scale turbulence anisotropy:

�ij = fs�ij
w + �1 − fs���ij where fs = 1 − �AE2. �3�

This formulation has been calibrated to reproduce the near-wall �ij
components as obtained by DNS results for channel flow. The
high-Re term is expressed as in the standard formulation.

The proposed near-wall term reads as

�ij
w =

1

T

�uiuj + �uiuknjnk + ujuknink + uluknlnkninj�fd�
1.0 + 1.5�uiuknlnk/k�fd

�4�

Fig. 1 T3L-Mesh detail

Fig. 2 EBM—coarse grid: „a… turbulence intensity and „b…
streamlines distribution
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where fd= �1+0.1Ret�−1, T=k /�.
Note that the flatness parameters A and E in fs become unity in

isotropic turbulence, whereas they approach zero in the two-
component limit. However, although both parameters attain iden-
tical limits, they are not equal nor proportional to each other.
Because small-scale dissipative motions are affected by the wall
to a lesser extent than large scale eddies, the parameter E ap-
proaches its isotropic value of unity much faster than A when
moving away from a solid wall �15�. In view of these features, A
and E are convenient parameters to account for large- and small-
scale turbulence anisotropy, especially when approaching the two-
component limit.

In HJ, the dissipation equation �1b� takes the standard form
with the low-Re modifications of Hanjalic and Launder �10�. The
submodels for the various terms are summarized in Table 1, with
the function f� in the viscous destruction term defined as

f� = 1 −
C�2 − 1.4

C�2
exp�− �Ret

6
�2	 . �5�

The turbulent diffusion D�
t is for simplicity modeled using the

Daly-Harlow formulation �31�. In Table 2 the HJ coefficients are
reported.

Elliptic Blending Model. The basic idea of the EBM is to use
a scalar elliptic function to accommodate the homogeneous
pressure-strain and stress-dissipation rate models to meet the wall
conditions �21�. This approach has its roots in the elliptic-
relaxation second-moment closure of Durbin �22�, but instead of
solving a tensorial elliptic equation for the function f ij, here the
pressure-strain term is modeled by blending a homogeneous and a
near-wall model through the expression

�ij = �1 − �2��ij
w + �2�ij

h �6�

using a scalar elliptic blending function �, obtained by solving an
elliptic equation

� − L2�2� = 1. �7�

The parameter � is positive defined: it is set to zero at a solid
wall, while approaching unity in the free-stream nearly-
homogeneous regions, following an elliptic law depending only
on the local length scale L. For the homogeneous part �ij

h , any
known pressure-strain model can be applied. In this work the
Speziale et al. �SSG �28�� pressure-strain model for homogeneous
conditions is used; this model has been shown to reproduce fairly
well the stress redistribution in several homogeneous, as well in
some inhomogeneous near-equilibrium flows, including those
along solid walls, though not in the region very close to the wall

�ij
h = − �g1 + g1

* Pk

�
��bij + �g3 − g3

*�bklbkl�kSij + g4k�bikSjk + bjkSik

−
2

3
bimSim�ij� + g5k�bik� jk + bjk�ik� �8�

where g1=3.4, g1
*=1.8, g3=0.161, g3

*=1.3, g4=1.25, g5=0.4.
Manceau and Hanjalic �21� derived a new model for the near-

wall counterpart �ij
w, which satisfies the wall-limiting constraints

and the balance of all terms in the transport equations for each
stress component

�ij
w = − 5

�

k
�uiuknjnk + ujuknink −

1

2
ukulnknl�ninj + �ij�� . �9�

The need for modeling complex geometries militates against a
frame-related definition of the wall-normal direction. As the gra-
dient of � becomes normal to the wall in its proximity, n is here
defined in a topologically free fashion as

n =
��


��

. �10�

The �ij term has been constructed in a similar manner by adopt-
ing a nonisotropic formulation in the wall region, which asymp-
totes to the isotropic form in the free-stream where �=1:

�ij = �1 − �2�
uiuj

k
� +

2

3
�2��ij . �11�

With regard to the � equation, the production term has been recast,
with the coefficient C�l expressed as a function of � and the ratio
of turbulence kinetic energy and the wall-normal stress
component

P� = C�1
Pk

T
+ �c�1 − �2�� k

uiujninj
�Pk

T
. �12�

This modification aims at compensating for the omission of the
low-Re � term. This intervention is akin to Durbin’s modification
in his k-�-v2-f model, and it is motivated by the numerical stiff-
ness of the � term, which in the original form contains the second
derivative of the mean velocity, thus requiring a very fine mesh in
the near-wall region. This modification makes the model robust

Table 3 EBM coefficients

C�1=1.44 C�2=1.83 c=0.03 CL=0.161

Cuiuj
=0.21 C�=0.18 C	=80.0 CT=6.0

Table 4 T3L—convergence iterations

Convergence iterations EBM HJ

Coarse grid 438 415
Fine grid 245 257

Fig. 3 EBM—fine grid: „a… turbulence intensity and „b… stream-
lines distribution
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and—within reasonable limits—rather insensitive to the near-wall
mesh refinement, enabling the first grid point to be placed at a
distance, in terms of y+, up to 3.

Finally, the length and time scales in the EBM are defined in
the conventional manner in terms of k and � for the high-Re
regions, but, following Durbin �25�, are bounded by the Kolmog-
orov scales in the low Reynolds number limit:

L = CL max� k3/2

�
;C	

�3/4

�1/4� �13a�

T = max� k

�
;CT

�1/2

�1/2� . �13b�

The lower scale bounds become effective very close to the wall,
thus introducing viscous effects into the model, though these
modifications do not appear capable of fully reproducing laminar-
to-turbulent transition. The other coefficients are reported in
Table 3.

Numerical Techniques
The RANS equation set complemented with the turbulence clo-

sure equations has been solved by using an implicit SUPG/PSPG
stabilized finite element approach �32,33�. The linearization of the
equations system has been solved by adopting a fixed-point strat-
egy. The solution of a preliminary standard low-Re k-� model is
used to produce a set of initial conditions for the RSM calcula-
tions. The equations of motion and continuity are solved in a fully
coupled fashion. The Reynolds stress gradients have been directly
implemented in the momentum equation as a source term without
any numerical difficulties. This contrasts the common procedure
practiced by other authors who found it necessary to introduce
some temporary artificial eddy viscosity to cure numerical insta-
bilities and convergence problems in the solution of momentum
equation when passing from eddy viscosity models to Reynolds

stress models �34�. The stabilized finite element approach here
applied has guaranteed stable and monotonic convergence in the
prediction of the investigated flow fields. In order to prevent the
occurrence of nonphysical values of turbulent variables, during
the solution procedure a lower positive bound �clipping� has been
placed for the turbulent terms that are positive definite �uiui ,��. It
is important to note that clipping is adopted only during the solu-
tion procedure to enforce realizability and clipped variables are
not present in the final results.

The convergence threshold parameters here adopted are

Fig. 4 HJ—coarse grid: „a… turbulence intensity and „b…
streamlines distribution Fig. 5 HJ—fine grid: „a… turbulence intensity and „b… stream-

lines distribution

Fig. 6 T3L—friction factor along the leading edge for fine grid
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r
/
r0
 
 rtol; 
Ūi
n − Ūi

n−l
/
Ūi
n
 
 stol

where 
r
 and 
r0
 are, respectively, actual and initial residual

norms, while Ūi is the generic unknown quantity and the super-
scripts refer to the nonlinear iteration. Both prescribed threshold
parameters are set to 10−5.

The adopted numerical solution is based on a MPI-based par-
allel FGMRes solver running on a LINUX cluster with 16 proces-
sors and 8 Gb RAM �24,35�.

Discussion of Results
The proposed low-Re SMC models has been fully validated in

reference test cases �20�. Here the following turbomachinery flow
cases are investigated.

T3L Round-Leading Edge Flow. Computations of flow over a
flat plate with a semi-circular leading edge are compared to the
experimental results produced in the framework of the ER-
COFTAC SIG on transition modeling �36�. The Reynolds number,
based on the inlet free-stream velocity �5 m/s� and the leading
edge radius r �5 mm�, is 1660. Because of symmetry, only the
upper part of the 2D computational domain is considered. The
latter extends 15r in the transverse direction, whereas the inlet and
outlet sections are located 10r upstream and 44r downstream of
the leading edge stagnation point. Two block-structured H–O
grids with 16,951 and 24,881 nodes, respectively, are used. The
O-connected region around the plate includes 41 nodes normal to
the wall, clustered to give y+=1.0 for the near-wall point. Figure 1
shows details of the impingement region.

At the inlet section of the computational domain, the experi-

mental free-stream, uniform mean velocity profile is used. A uni-
form profile is also assumed for the normal Reynolds stresses,
computed after the measured free-stream turbulence intensity
�TI=7% � by using the experimental anisotropy relationships �36�:
vv=0.75uu and ww=vv. Free boundary conditions are used for
the tangential Reynolds stress uv. Finally, the inflow dissipation
rate is obtained as �=k3/2 / lm where the length scale �lm� has been
tuned to 18 mm in order to match the measured decay of the
free-stream turbulence level. No slip conditions are enforced at
the wall for all the variables except for �, which is instead defined
by using the wall limit in terms of the kinetic energy gradient
��w=2����k /�xj�2�. Von Neumann boundary conditions are en-
forced at the symmetry line for all variables except for the normal
velocity component, which is set to zero. Finally, von Neumann
conditions are applied to all variables at the remaining boundaries.

In Table 4 the nonlinear convergence iterations have been re-
ported for both the models. It is worth noting that on the coarse
grid a uniform flow field for all the variables is set as initial
condition. For the fine grid computations, an interpolation of the
coarse grid predictions is used as the initial field.

In order to assess the predicting capabilities of the considered
SMC models as far as capturing of the separation-induced transi-
tion is concerned, the turbulence intensity contours and stream-
lines around the stagnation point are analyzed.

As a preliminary remark it is important to note that no substan-
tial difference has been noted between the coarse and fine grids
for both models. The EBM �Figs. 2 and 3� overpredicts the turbu-
lence level near the impingement zone, which induces excessive
mixing and somewhat suppresses the separation, as indicated by
the streamline distribution. When the fine grid is adopted instead

Fig. 7 T3L—boundary layer velocity profiles at four stations: „a… x=6 mm; „b… x=8 mm; „c… x=16 mm; „d… x=22 mm
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�Fig. 3�, the EBM resolves fairly well the near-wall zone. The
turbulence level near the impingement point is lower than with the
coarse grid, and a recirculation bubble appears 6 mm downstream
of the leading edge, extending up to 15 mm. Results obtained with
the HJ model with the coarse grid �Fig. 4� feature drawbacks
similar to the EBM, though predicting a smaller turbulence peak
near the impingement point. As expected, on the fine grid the HJ
model �Fig. 5� returns the best results, consistent with the ratio-
nale of the model, which is aimed at capturing transition and
separation. A recirculation zone extending from 6 to 18 mm is
captured, in fair accord with experimental results.

The above results indicate that both models generate stable re-
sults on very coarse grids as well. However, as expected, a very
fine clustering towards the wall �y+=1.0� is required to properly
predict near-wall turbulence effects in the impingement region.

Figure 6 reports the distribution of the friction factor Cf along
the profile. It is worth noting that, according to the streamline plot,
the EBM predicts a smaller recirculation region, ranging in be-
tween 5 and 17 mm, whereas the HJ predicts a back-flow region
near the wall ranging in between 5 to 19 mm. Both results are in
satisfactory agreement with Palikaras et al. �36� extrapolations,
which locate the recirculation bubble in between 6 and 17 mm
downstream of the leading edge.

In Fig. 7, the boundary layer mean velocity �U� profiles are
compared at four sections, located just downstream from the
round region �6 mm� near the inception of the recirculation zone
�x=8 mm�, in the reattachment point �x=16 mm� and in the re-
covering region �x=22 mm�, respectively. In the first section, re-
sults of both grids for both models are presented. It is clearly

evident that a grid independent solution has been achieved. Both
models give satisfactory results; the second and the third sections
clearly show the presence of a recirculation region as already
displayed by the Cf distribution and the experimental results. Nev-
ertheless, the thickness of the boundary layer seems to be some-
what overestimated.

The profiles of the rms of the velocity fluctuations �u�� at the
same four locations are presented in Fig. 8. At the first location,
the HJ simulation gives improved results in the near-wall region
as compared with the EBM. On the other hand, the EBM simula-
tion returns a better turbulence peak in the near-wall region fur-
ther downstream �Fig. 3�, though in other respects the above no-
ticed superiority of the HJ simulation is not replicated.
Nevertheless, the EBM predictions are quite satisfactory in view
of its simplicity �and, consequently, numerical robustness�, featur-
ing a plausible reproduction of the reattachment and recovery
zones.

The global performance of the models under consideration is
evaluated by the integral parameters at the above cross sections,
as shown in Fig. 9. It is noted that in the integral parameters
calculations the upper limit of the boundary layer has been as-
sumed as the location �on a line directed normally to the profile�
where the flow velocity �Ue� is equal to 99% of the maximum
velocity calculated along the same cross section. The displace-
ment thickness distribution ��=�0

��1−U /Ue�dy� �Fig. 9�a�� shows
an acceptable behavior �especially for HJ�, although an overesti-
mation of the boundary layer height, already observed in Fig. 7, is
noticed. The momentum thickness ��=�0

�U /Ue�1−U /Ue�dy�

Fig. 8 T3L—boundary layer velocity fluctuations u� profiles at four stations: „a… x=6 mm; „b… x=8 mm; „c… x=16 mm; „d… x
=22 mm
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Fig. 9 T3L—integral parameters „a… displacement thickness; „b… momen-
tum thickness; „c… shape factor
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�Fig. 9�b�� distribution confirms that the momentum losses in the
boundary layer are very well predicted by the HJ model. The
predictions obtained with the EBM can also be regarded as
satisfactory.

The value of the shape factor H�=� /�� �Fig. 9�c�� indicates that
EBM better estimates the length of the transition region and it
shows a more accurate description of the mean flow properties in
the region far downstream from the leading edge.

Double Circular Arc Cascade Flow. The second test case re-
fers to a DCA compressor cascade flow, investigated experimen-
tally by Zierke and Deutsch �37�. The cascade geometrical param-
eters are summarized in Table 5.

The cascade operation under scrutiny corresponds to a weak
off-design condition with an incidence angle of −1.5°. Although
the flow is at an inlet angle close to design, it is highly challenging
due to the presence of strong transition and separation phenomena
arising along the blade surfaces.

The two adopted computational grids contain up to 69,792
nodes, and a combined H–O topology is used to mesh the solution
domain. The boundary layer is included within the O-connected
region where 61 nodes are allocated normal to the blade surface.
Near the solid wall y+ is set to a value of about 1 for both grids;
a different number of nodes is used for the profile discretization;
in the coarser grid 585 nodes are adopted, while in the finest one
721 nodes are placed along the blade skin. Figure 10 shows the
coarser grid, with details of the leading and trailing edge.

In the inflow section, located a chord upstream of the blade
leading edge, uniform distributions for all the variables are as-
sumed, i.e., the experimental free-stream velocity, a turbulence
intensity value TI=2.0%, and a characteristic length scale lm
=16 mm. The inflow normal Reynolds stresses are modulated as
indicated for the T3L test case. No-slip conditions are used at the
blade surfaces, with the exception of the dissipation rate �, which
is set to the wall value �w. Homogeneous von Neumann boundary

conditions are enforced at the outlet section �one chord down-
stream from the leading edge�, and flow periodicity is assumed on
the permeable boundaries midway between adjacent vanes.

In Table 6 the nonlinear convergence iterations for both grids
have been reported.

The distributions of the calculated Cp �Cp= �p− pin� / �U2 /2��,
where p is the current pressure value and pin is the pressure at the
inlet section, are compared in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11�a� the HJ model
plausibly reproduces the experimental results with both grids.
However, the finer grid results match better the measurements. On
the suction side, HJ captures the negative peak at the impingement
point and the pressure spike that leads to the separation-induced
transition of boundary layer, related to the favorable pressure gra-
dient �extending up to 8% of chord�. After that, a strong adverse
pressure gradient develops at the blade portion ranging up to
about 75% of the chord. The HJ reproduces fairly well this region,
showing sensitivity to the streamline curvature and boundary layer
development under such an adverse pressure gradient. This en-
ables us to correctly predict the pressure plateau located around
75% of the chord, indicating the inception of a separation region

Table 5 DCA—cascade geometry

Camber angle 65°
Stagger angle 20.5°
Solidity 2.14
Chord length 228.6 mm
Inlet velocity 32.88 m/s
Chord based Reynolds number 501,000
Inlet Mach number 0.1

Table 6 DCA—convergence iterations

Convergence iterations EBM HJ

Coarse grid 370 356
Fine grid 452 420

Fig. 10 DCA cascade—computational mesh „coarse
discretization…

Fig. 11 DCA cascade—Cp distribution: „a… HJ simulations and
„b… EBM simulations
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that extends up to the trailing edge. On the pressure side, HJ
returns an accurate prediction of the Cp distribution, indicating the
presence of a large blade portion subjected to weak adverse pres-
sure gradient �up to 65%�, followed by a zone affected by a fa-
vorable pressure gradient.

EBM �Fig. 11�b�� shows some discrepancies with respect to HJ
�the HJ results on the fine grid are used as reference� especially in
the suction side. In particular, on the coarse grid the accuracy of
Cp predictions is not satisfactory. The finer grid predictions show
a clear improvement. However, at the inlet a too steep pressure
gradient is present, leading to an early transition to turbulence and
a misrepresentation of the pressure spike at 5% of chord. This
behavior is related to the lack of sensitivity of the EBM to tran-
sition phenomena which cannot be accounted only by the low-Re
scale bounds, which is the only low-Re-number remedy in the
EBM. Nevertheless, the adverse pressure gradient region is cor-
rectly predicted up to 70% of the chord. The downstream trailing
edge plateau is also captured, indicating that the model is capable
of predicting the separation process, as indicated also by the sharp
pressure recovery predicted in the trailing edge. On the pressure
side, only minor discrepancies are noticed between EBM and ex-
periments. The fine performance of EBM is attributed to the lesser
importance of adverse pressure gradient. The present comparisons
with data in the literature allow us to argue that the fine grid
results could be assumed as grid indipendent. Hence, in the fol-
lowing only the finer grid results are considered for discussion.

Figures 12 and 13 compare the streamwise velocity profiles and
the predicted turbulence intensity �TI� profiles at two stations
along the blade suction side. To exploit the capabilities of the
SMCs as compared with to the eddy-viscosity closures, the veloc-
ity and turbulence intensity profiles obtained with the cubic Craft,
Launder, and Suga—CLS—model �35� are reported in Figs. 12
and 13. At the first station �19.7% of the chord�, the HJ model
returns a boundary layer velocity prediction close to measure-
ments. The EBM produces an increased thickness �1 mm wider�
of the boundary layer. This outcome could be related to the early
transition in the first station already noted in Fig. 11�b�.

The turbulence intensity profiles �Fig. 13�a�� confirm the capa-
bilities of HJ in predicting the turbulence statistics in nonequilib-
rium boundary layers. The near wall region is very well predicted
up to a distance of about 3 mm. Moving farther away from the
wall, the turbulence intensity remains higher than the experimen-
tal one until about 20 mm from the blade surface �not shown in
the figure�. In contrast, the EBM shows a relatively high level of
turbulence in the boundary layer. However, the TI profile is cor-
rectly predicted outside the boundary layer. The CLS results show
that the boundary layer at this station is still almost laminar. As
stated in Borello et al. �35�, this should be related to the cubic
turbulence attenuation operators. At the second station, located in
final portion of the blade �90.3%�, the HJ velocity profile shows
very good prediction of the velocity and other mean features of
the boundary layer �Fig. 12�b�� in terms of both its thickness and
the extension of the recirculation region. A similar behavior is
observed for the turbulence intensity profiles �Fig. 13�b��, though
the distribution within the boundary layer does not capture the
double peak of the TI. It is worth noting that, in the near-wall
region, Zierke and Deutsch �37� report an experimental scatter
much larger than the mean value of the local turbulence intensity.
This implies that, at this location, the measurements can be relied
upon only farther than 5 mm from the blade. The EBM results
show that the model response to adverse pressure gradient not
completely satisfactory. As a consequence of the drawbacks al-
ready evident in section at 19.7% of chord, the boundary layer
thickness is about 5 mm wider than in the experiments. Despite
this deficiencies in the velocity and turbulence intensity, the
boundary layer thickness predicted by the EBM can be considered
as satisfactory if compared with the results of the CLS model.

An overall estimation of the both SMCs accuracy in reproduc-
ing the boundary layer development can be obtained by analyzing

the integral parameters �Fig. 14�. HJ shows very good agreement
with experiments. This confirms the fair response of the boundary
layer to the adverse pressure gradient and the streamline
curvature.

EBM shows a wider thickness of the boundary layer along all
the suction side. At the first station, the measured shape factor
�H�2� indicates a transitional boundary layer due to a leading
edge separation bubble near the measuring station. In contrast,
both SMCs predict an early leading edge separation �very close to
the leading edge, some 3% of the chord upstream with respect to
experiments�. Then, at the first measurement station �where H
�1.3� the computed boundary layer is already fully turbulent.
This is due to the high level of turbulence enforced at the inlet
section, in analogy to the settings of Chen et al. �13�, aimed at
sustaining turbulence upstream of the blade. Nevertheless, in
downstream sections all the integral parameters show a steep rise
that, in accord with experiments, indicate the presence of a large
recirculation region. As a conclusive step of the discussion, global
cascade parameters have been compared with experiments in
Table 7. The blade loading was assessed in terms of the diffusion

factor D̂=1−Uout /Uin+�Ut / �2�Uin�, where Uin, Uout, and �Ut
are the mean values of the inlet velocity, the outlet velocity �mea-
sured 31.9% of chord downstream the leading edge�, and the
variation in the tangential velocity, while � is the cascade solidity.

Also considered is the static pressure coefficient Ĉp= �pout

Fig. 12 DCA cascade—boundary layer-velocity profiles in two
stations „a… 19.7% of chord; „b… 90.3 % of chord
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− pin� / �0.5Uin
2 � where pout , pin are the mean values of the static

pressure at the inlet and outlet sections, respectively, and  is the
mean density, as well as the total pressure loss coefficient �̂
= �p0in− p0out� / �0.5Uin

2 �, where p0out , p0in are the mean values of
the total pressure.

We argue that the HJ results are in very good agreement with
experiments. On the other hand, the EBM shows an accurate pre-
diction of the diffusion factor, while the description of the static
total pressure loss coefficients deteriorates and, with regards to
these parameters, does not show a clear improvement as compared
with the CLS.

Conclusions
The paper provides an assessment of two second-moment tur-

bulence closures in predicting compressor cascade flows. Both
models allow integration up to the wall accounting separately for
the viscous and wall-blocking nonviscous effects. The focus is on
the elliptic blending model �EBM�, which provides a simple but
robust framework for treating flows in complex geometries. In
parallel, the tests have also been carried out with a well-
established SMC closure of Hanjalic and Jakirlic �HJ�, here ap-
plied for the first time to turbomachinery flows.

The performance of each model can be summarized as follows.
The HJ model gives quite good predictions of the flow field for

the flow over a round leading edge flat plate, demonstrating its
ability to capture boundary layer development, transition incep-
tion, and small recirculation region in the presence of streamlines

curvature and zero pressure gradient. The double circular arc
simulation shows that, even in the presence of an adverse pressure
gradient, the HJ model is capable in reproducing the boundary
layer development �i.e., velocity and turbulence profiles, plus in-
tegral parameters� and the presence of large recirculation regions.

The EBM simulations generally return satisfactory results, de-
spite lacking specific Reynolds-number-dependent provisions for

Table 7 DCA—cascade loading parameters

Loading parameters Experiments HJ EBM CLS

D̂ 0.555 0.553 0.559 0.561

Ĉp
0.473 0.472 0.409 0.528

�̂ 0.094 0.139 0.205 0.082

Fig. 13 DCA cascade—boundary layer velocity TT profiles in
two stations: „a… 19.7% of chord; „b… 90.3% of chord

Fig. 14 DCA cascade—suction side integral parameters: „a…
displacement thickness; „b… momentum thickness; „c… shape
factor
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capturing laminar-to-turbulent and reverse transition. In the T3L
case, although failing to reproduce the proper transition location,
EBM gives performance comparable to the HJ model. In the DCA
simulation, several important flow features have been predicted
with the EBM as accurately as with the HJ model. Despite the less
satisfactory prediction of Cp, the EBM simulation reproduces ac-
ceptably well the velocity and turbulent intensity profiles along
the suction side. The integral parameters in this test case show that
the EBM tends to overestimate the boundary layer thickness due
to an inappropriate prediction of transition and the subsequent
downstream turbulence recovery.

Based on these findings �and an earlier test in a variety of
flows� we conclude that the HJ model can be identified as a suit-
able and accurate tool for CFD of turbomachinery flows. Despite
the need for a fine grid clustering in the near-wall region and the
presence of a wall-distance-dependent function fw in the baseline
GL model that serves as the high-Re-number asymptote, the HJ
model has been successfully applied to the simulation of complex
3D turbomachinery flows bounded by complex wall topology �see
also �20��. The EBM, on the other hand, shows great potential for
computing complex flows. Its plausible physical rationale with a
wall-sensing elliptic equation that is capable of identifying com-
plex wall configuration and its effects on pressure-strain and dis-
sipation, together with its simple and robust, topology-free formu-
lation, as well as its relative insensitivity to grid refinement,
makes it an attractive proposition for computing 3D flow phenom-
ena in real complex geometries. However, it requires still im-
provements in the description of the laminar-to-turbulent and re-
verse transition as well as for proper capturing of the effects of the
adverse pressure gradient on the boundary layer development.
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A Quantitative Comparison of
Delta Wing Vortices in the
Near-Wake For Incompressible
and Supersonic Free Streams
When requiring quantitative data on delta wing vortices for design purposes, low-speed
results have often been extrapolated to configurations intended for supersonic operation.
This practice stems from a lack of database in high-speed flows due to measurement
difficulties. In the present paper an attempt is made to examine this practice by compar-
ing data from an incompressible flow experiment designed specifically to correspond to
an earlier experiment in supersonic flows. The comparison is made for a 75° sweptback
delta wing at angles of attack of 7° and 12°. For the incompressible flow, detailed
flow-field properties including vorticity and turbulence characteristics are obtained by
hot-wire and pressure probe surveys. The results are compared, wherever possible, with
available data from the earlier Mach 2.49 experiment. The results indicate that quanti-
tative similarities exist in the distributions of total pressure and swirl velocities. Quali-
tative similarities also exist in other properties, however, many differences are observed.
The vortex core is smaller and rounded at low speed. At high speed, it is elongated in the
spanwise direction near the trailing edge but goes through “axis switching” within a
short distance downstream. The vortex is located farther outboard, i.e., the spacing
between the two legs of the vortex pair is larger, at low speed. The axial velocity distri-
bution within the core is significantly different in the two flow regimes. A “jet-like”
profile, observed at low speed, either disappears or becomes “wake-like” at high speed.
The axial velocity characteristics are examined in the light of an analytical
model. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060732�

1 Introduction
After more than five decades of research, investigations of delta

wing vortices continue to be of both practical and academic im-
portance. However, a quantitative comparison of these vortices
between incompressible and supersonic regimes has remained il-
lusive due to a limited database. Such a comparison is attempted
in the present paper with a focus on the flow field extending from
the trailing edge up to about one chord downstream. A summary
of the current understanding of incompressible and supersonic
delta wing vortices, and hypotheses on how they may compare,
are first provided.

For a sharp-edged delta wing �also referred to as “planform” in
the following� in a low-speed stream, the overall vorticity dynam-
ics is reasonably understood based on visualization as well as
quantitative experiments. Flow from windward �pressure� side
spilling over the leeward �suction� side separates along the leading
edges. The resulting shear layers then roll up into a pair of large
counter-rotating swirls above the delta wing. These are commonly
referred to as either “primary” or “leading edge” vortices. The
primary vortex pair often would induce a smaller pair of second-
ary vortices of opposite sign. Sometimes even a pair of tertiary
vortices, induced by the secondary pair, can be observed. How-
ever, with increasing distance from the planform, the latter vorti-
ces decay quickly. Consequently, within a short distance, the lead-
ing edge vortex pair remains as the salient feature of the wake.
The process usually completes within about two root chords from
the planform �Spreiter and Sacks �1�; Hummel �2�; Hiremath et al.
�3�; Kedzie and Griffin �4��. With sharp leading edges, since the

flow separation location is fixed, the topology of the ensuing vor-
tical flow is also known to be insensitive to Reynolds number
�Carcaillet et al. �5�; Luckring �6��.

In the supersonic flow regime, a quantitative investigation has
been very rare in comparison to its low-speed counterpart �Sforza
�7�; Wood et al. �8�; Milanovic and Wang �9��. This is due mainly
to experimental difficulties encountered in high-speed flows. Flow
topology has been analyzed based on visualization studies �Miller
and Wood �10�; Seshadri and Narayan �11��. In visualization stud-
ies, under the condition of “subsonic leading edge” and in the
absence of cross-flow shock waves, the overall leeward flow to-
pology has been found to be insensitive to Mach and Reynolds
numbers �Stanbrook and Squire �12�; Stromberg et al. �13�; Erick-
son et al. �14�; Kraft �15�; Örnberg �16�; Rom �17�; Monnerie and
Werlé �18�; Green �19��. The “subsonic leading edge” condition
refers to a subsonic Mach number normal to the leading edge, first
discussed by Stanbrook and Squire �12�. The vortex flow down-
stream in the wake likewise exhibits topological similarities be-
tween supersonic free stream under subsonic leading edge condi-
tion and its low-speed counterpart �Spreiter and Sacks �1�;
Centolanzi �20�; Walker and Stivers �21�; Wetzel and Pfyl �22�;
Spahr and Dickey �23�; Ganzer and Szodruch �24��. These find-
ings provided a justification for extrapolating a low-speed data-
base to configurations intended for supersonic operation �Strom-
berg et al. �13�; Erickson et al. �14�; Kraft �15��.

For the supersonic wake, limited quantitative data can be found
in previously classified literature, such as in the works of Cento-
lanzi �20�, Walker and Stivers �21�, Wetzel and Pfyl �22� and
Spahr and Dickey �23�. The emphasis of these measurements,
made at generous spatial intervals, was not to provide details of
the flow field but to evaluate theoretical models for a downwash
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prediction in the wake. Although these measurements yielded use-
ful gross information, overall, data for supersonic flow remain
rare.

Even though the vortices in the two flow regimes are qualita-
tively similar, Green �19� conjectures that quantitative details are
surely different as are the associated aerodynamic effects. Dis-
similarities have been noted in some studies. For example, the
onset of vortex asymmetry and breakdown are found to occur at
much lower angles of attack in the supersonic regime �Rom �17�;
Green �19�; Fellows and Carter �25�; Craven and Alexander �26��.
An obvious difference stems from compressibility effects. Cross-
flow shock waves can emerge to interact with the primary vorti-
ces. Significant density gradient variation exists, as indicated by
shadowgraph flow visualizations. Thus, it is possible that baro-
clinic torque could be an additional source of vorticity in the
compressible flow regime. Differences are also inferred from lee-
ward surface pressure measurements. For a fixed angle of attack,
the magnitude of the primary suction peak has been shown to
reduce with an increasing free-stream Mach number �Wendt �27�;
Stallings �28��. This could imply a corresponding decrease in vor-
tex strength. The primary vortex core over the wing, as visualized
by vapor screen technique, “flattens” in the direction of the span
with increasing Mach number �Stanbrook and Squire �12�; Vor-
ropoulos and Wendt �29�; McGregor �30��. Downstream in the
wake, visualization suggests that the primary vortex can experi-
ence substantial stretch in the direction normal to the span, and
that secondary vortices persist farther at a higher Mach number
�Ganzer and Szodruch �24��.

There are certain physical differences between the two flow
regimes that could impact the structure of the vortices in the wake.
In the low-speed case, the Kutta condition dictates that the lee-
ward flow slows down after the initial acceleration as the trailing
edge is approached. Thus, the leading edge vortices are subjected
first to a favorable followed by an adverse pressure gradient. In
the supersonic case, on the other hand, the flow on the leeward
surface continually expands until it is abruptly decelerated by the
shock wave from the trailing edge.

In light of the preceding discussion, it is apparent that there are
ambiguous views on how the near-wake vortical structures in the
two flow regimes may differ. The literature lacks a direct quanti-
tative comparison needed not only for a clearer understanding but
also for validating theoretical and computational studies. Such a
comparison constitutes the main objective of the present paper.
During the course of literature survey, it also became apparent that
details of the vortical structure even in a low-speed wake were
lacking �Hummel �2�; Hiremath et al. �3�; Rom �17�; Green �19��.
A detailed documentation of the wake at low speed, particularly
for the turbulence and vorticity characteristics, forms the other
objective of the paper.

2 Experimental Setup
Both the earlier supersonic and the present incompressible ex-

periments were performed with delta wings of common geometric
proportion, but of two different sizes. The delta wings had 75°
sweepback, thus, the apex angle was 30°. Each was of a “flat-top”
shape, having a four percent thickness-to-root-chord ratio and a
chamfer of 30° along all edges. A top-view schematic is shown in
Fig. 1. The model root chords �c� for the Mach 2.49 and incom-
pressible experiments were 152.4 and 237.0 mm, respectively.
The corresponding Reynolds numbers based on c were 6.5�106

and 1.0�105.
The low-speed experiments were carried out in an open circuit

tunnel at NASA Glenn Research Center. The free-stream velocity
was nominally 8 ms−1. The 0.76 m wide�0.51 m high test sec-
tion was preceded by a 16:1 contraction ratio inlet and the blower
was located downstream. The wing was mounted near the begin-
ning of the test section and the measurement domain was within
one test-section height. Thus tunnel wall effects on the data are
considered insignificant. A streamlined strut, with 57 mm chord

and 3.2 mm thickness, supported the wing. The strut was attached
centrally on the pressure surface of the wing. The effect of the
wake of the strut was also considered insignificant in the measure-
ment domain.

Two adjacent crossed hot-wires �Dantec R.51�, one placed in
the “u-�” and the other in the “u-w” orientation, were traversed
under automated computer control to step through the same grid
points. The appropriate relative shift of the two datasets yielded
the distribution of all three components of velocity and turbulence
intensities on a given cross-sectional plane. The � and w data were
corrected for the error introduced by the u gradients and the finite
separation of the sensors in each X probe. The probes were cali-
brated in situ and the outputs from the four sensors were least-
squares fitted with fourth-order polynomials as a function of the
tunnel velocity. The polynomial coefficients were later used to
calculate the velocities using cosine law. The survey plane at the
trailing edge involved strongest secondary motion and flow angu-
larity as much as 22° was noted. No yaw or pitch correction has
been applied. An earlier study in the same facility �Foss and Za-
man �31�� indicates that the errors introduced in � and w due to
such angularity should be within 5%. The most significant con-
tributor to the uncertainty in the data was the drift in hot-wire
calibration. During data acquisition the tunnel velocity �u�� was
monitored constantly. If there was more than 1% deviation, the
acquisition was stopped. Data normalization was done by an up-
dated value of u�. The uncertainty in the normalized u velocity is
estimated to be within 2%. The probe traverse had a resolution of
0.025 mm. Uncertainty in the mean streamwise vorticity is esti-
mated to be about 20%. Further details of the facility and hot-wire
procedure can be found in the cited paper. An approximately
0.8 mm i.d. thin-walled Pitot probe, connected to a
0.01 psig �69 Pa� range pressure transducer, was used to acquire
the total pressure data in separate runs. Uncertainty in the mea-
sured Pitot pressure is estimated to be within 2% of the dynamic
pressure. Data were obtained at 7° and 12° angles of attack. De-
tailed cross-sectional measurements were carried out in the near
wake at six streamwise locations. Both Pitot and hot-wire surveys
employed a minimum spatial grid spacing of 1.52 mm.

Fig. 1 Top-view schematic of the planform and the illustration
of coordinate notations
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The supersonic experiments were conducted in the Mach 2.49
blowdown facility at the Polytechnic University in Farmingdale,
New York; the results were summarized by Milanovic and
Kalkhoran ��32,33��. The 0.381 m�0.381 m square test section
was 1.27 m long. As with the low-speed experiment, the wing was
mounted on a streamlined strut attached to the pressure surface.
Measurements were carried out with a five-hole miniature probe.
The 30° conical probe tapered from a root diameter of 3.2 mm to
a tip diameter of 0.82 mm. Uncertainties in the total pressure data
was estimated to be 7.5%. The mechanical and calibration details
of the probe as well as further uncertainty estimates were given by
Milanovic and Kalkhoran �33�. Measurements were carried out at
7° and 12° angles of attack, at the trailing edge and half-chord
downstream. The test parameters satisfied the condition of the
subsonic leading edge. Only the mutually perpendicular traverses
through the vortex core were made in the supersonic flow. The
minimum step size in the traverses was one millimeter; thus, the
supersonic and low-speed data have comparable spatial resolution
with respect to the planform size.

In both experiments, surveys were carried out on the port side
of the planform. In the following, the coordinate origin is located
at the apex of the trailing edge �Fig. 1�. “Streamwise” coordinate
�x� is along the direction of the free stream. “Spanwise” coordi-
nate �y� is in the horizontal direction parallel to the trailing edge.
The third, referred to as the “transverse” coordinate �z� is in the
out-of-page direction. For most of the data, distances are nondi-
mensionalized by the half-span of the trailing edge, s. Streamwise
measurement locations are referred to, in keeping with common
practice, in terms of the chord �c�. The appropriate cross reference
in terms of the half-span �s� is provided in the figure captions. All
velocities are normalized by the free-stream velocity �u��.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Flow-Field Surveys at Low-Speed. Measurements were
made at low speed for both 7° and 12° angles of attack at six
locations, x /c=0, 0.06, 0.13, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.64. For brevity, de-
tailed flow-field maps only for the 12° case are presented in Figs.
2–5. Total pressure �P0� distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The
data are given in the format of a loss coefficient, �P0− P0,�� /q,
where q is the dynamic head and P0,� is the total pressure in the
free stream �El-Ramly and Rainbird �34��. As stated earlier, the
surveys capture the port side half of the wake; y /s=1 denotes the
symmetry plane �Fig. 1�. The rollup and the evolution of the pri-
mary vortex can be seen clearly. Significantly lower pressures
characterize its core. At the trailing edge, the loss coefficient in
the core has a value of −0.95. Another low-pressure region is
observed underneath the primary vortex, most likely due to the
combination of a secondary vortex and the viscous wake from the
trailing edge. For the first two survey stations, the latter structure
also has a pronounced total pressure deficit. With increasing
downstream distance it diffuses while merging with the primary
vortex. By the last survey station the primary vortex has become
the salient feature of the wake.

In Fig. 3, contours of turbulence intensity �u� /u�� are shown.
The cross-stream velocity vector fields are superimposed in this
and the remaining flow-field maps �Figs. 4 and 5�. Turbulence
intensity in the vortex core at the trailing edge plane is 11%. The
viscous wake from the trailing edge and the shear layer from the
leading edge are also discernible. These manifest as a highly tur-
bulent sheet of fluid wrapping around the primary vortex. The
shear layer and the viscous wake are ingested by the primary
vortex farther downstream, consistent with the evolution seen in
Fig. 2. The turbulence intensity in the core at the final survey
station is about 0.16, representing a significant increase of 45%.
High turbulence intensity found in the core has often been attrib-
uted to vortex meandering. However, the present data display a
concentrated vortex core throughout the measurement domain.
This suggests a relatively steady vortex since large-scale meander-

ing would smear the distributions. On the other hand, the wrap-
ping of turbulent fluid from the shear layer underneath is evident.
With increasing distance downstream, turbulent fluid from outside
is brought in and deposited in the core. Thus, the entrainment of
turbulent fluid from the surrounding must also contribute to and
indeed could be the main mechanism for the high turbulence in
the core.

In Fig. 4, streamwise vorticity ��xc /u�� contours are shown.
The primary vortex with the negative �clockwise� sense persists in
the flow. At the upstream locations a secondary vortex structure of
opposite sign is clearly seen. The opposite senses of the swirl can
also be discerned from the vector fields. By a half-chord down-
stream the secondary vortex has completely disappeared, as also
observed with the pressure contours �Fig. 2�. The magnitude of
vorticity in the primary vortex has also decreased rapidly, by
about a factor of 3, within the same distance. The ingestion of the
surrounding turbulent fluid into the core and diffusion are likely
responsible for the observed decrease in the streamwise vorticity.

Corresponding total velocity distributions are presented in Fig.
5. The total velocity represents the resultant of three components;
however, it is dominated by the streamwise velocity. Again, it is
observed that low momentum fluid from the wake of the trailing
edge becomes entrained into the primary vortex with downstream
distance. The vortex itself in general has velocity higher than that
of the free stream for the first four stations, but a deficit appears
farther downstream. The axial velocity characteristics in the vor-
tex core will be addressed further in Sec. 3.2.

The streamwise evolution of various properties pertaining to the
vortex core, obtained from Figs. 2–5, is summarized in Fig. 6. All
magnitudes are normalized by the corresponding value at the trail-
ing edge. The circulation ��c /u�� was obtained by line integration
of the cross-flow velocities ��v dy+�w dz� over an appropriate
boundary surrounding the vortex �Foss and Zaman �31��. While
the entrainment of the turbulent wake is taking place, as indicated
by the increase in turbulence intensity, the total velocity is found
to decrease significantly. The peak vorticity also decreases sub-
stantially while circulation remains fairly constant. These trends
are analyzed further in the following section.

3.2 Comparison of High- and Low-Speed Surveys. The two
flow regimes are now compared using profiles obtained along the
transverse �z� and spanwise �y� axes of the vortex core. Results
for x /c=0 and 0.5 are presented in Figs. 7–18, respectively. In
order to allow the comparison with incompressible flow, the Mach
number data from the supersonic experiment were converted to
velocity by assuming a constant stagnation temperature. In the
experiments, the probes were traversed in planes normal to the
free-stream direction. Therefore, the vortex axis was not always
aligned with the probe axis and thus the swirl velocity was not
truly measured. The term vortex “swirl” velocity has nevertheless
been used to denote cross-stream velocity components. Similarly,
the term “axial” velocity has been used to denote the streamwise
component. As stated earlier, the total pressure data for the low-
speed case is presented as the coefficient, �P0− P0,�� /q. For the
supersonic regime, the definition of a corresponding pressure co-
efficient is not obvious. Following the format of Milanovic and
Kalkhoran �32�, the total pressure in the latter regime is normal-
ized by the free-stream total pressure. Despite this difference in
normalization, a comparison of the trends in the pressure variation
should be valid and adequate.

3.2.1 Trailing Edge. Profiles in the transverse direction are
shown in Figs. 7–9. Those in the spanwise direction are shown in
Figs. 10–12. Figure 7 illustrates that both the magnitude and spa-
tial extent of the total pressure deficit are larger at a higher angle
of attack. The minimum Pitot pressure has been used in previous
supersonic studies to denote the vortex center location �Brodetsky
and Shevchenko �35�; Milanovic and Kalkhoran �33��. With this
criterion, the core center location at Mach 2.49 can be found from
Figs. 10�a� and 7�a�. At �=7° the center is at y /s=0.39 and z /s
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=0.13, while at �=12° the coordinates are �0.54, 0.21�.
For the low-speed experiments, with the criterion of minimum

total pressure, the coordinates of the core center �y /s ,z /s� are
found to be at �0.34, 0.15� and �0.41, 0.24�, for the 7° and 12°
cases, respectively. Thus, both high- and low-speed results show
the vortex moving inboard and upward relative to the wing sur-
face, as the angle of attack is increased. However, the cores in the
Mach 2.49 case are somewhat more toward the centerline of the
wing and closer to the surface compared to the low-speed coun-
terpart. The vortex core trajectories will be summarized in Sec.
3.3.

The vortex core dimensions can be characterized based on the
locations of swirl velocity peaks and maximum pressure gradient
as in Milanovic and Kalkhoran �33�. For the Mach 2.49 case at 7°,
the core size is measured in the spanwise and transverse directions
�y /s�z /s� to be 0.29�0.14. The corresponding size at 12° is
0.42�0.26. The low-speed core dimensions are found to be
0.18�0.14 for the 7° case, and 0.12�0.19 for the 12° case. The
measurements in the supersonic case therefore agree with flow
visualization observations that the core is stretched in the span-
wise direction �Stanbrook and Squire �12�; Vorropoulos and

Fig. 2 Low-speed vortex wake at �=12°; contour labels indicate total pressure loss coefficient „P0
−P0,�… /q, at the following locations: „a… „x /c=0; x /s=0…, „b… „x /c=0.06; x /s=0.22…, „c… „x /c=0.13; x /s
=0.49…, „d… „x /c=0.25; x /s=0.93…, „e… „x /c=0.5; x /s=1.87…, „f… „x /c=0.64; x /s=2.39…
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Wendt �29�; McGregor �30��. Note that the low-speed results do
not exhibit such a pronounced stretching. The core becomes flat-
tened at high speed conceivably because the vortex is sandwiched
between the planform and the expanding flow above �Stanbrook
and Squire �12��.

The spanwise profiles of total pressure shown in Fig. 10 also
reveal the presence of secondary vortices in both regimes, as in-
dicated by the smaller pressure dips �Milanovic and Kalkhoran
�32,33��. These are to the left of the primary vortices. The second-
ary vortices, found in the normalized spanwise range of 0.1–0.2,

are characterized by opposite gradients in the transverse velocity
�Fig. 11�. Recall from the low-speed data that vorticity was of an
opposite sense for the primary and secondary vortices at this x
location.

Thus, the flow fields for the two regimes so far are found to be
similar in many details. However, the streamwise velocity distri-
butions differ considerably �Figs. 9 and 12�. The supersonic case
features velocity deficit in the core with values below that of the
free stream. A higher angle of attack results in a larger deficit. This

Fig. 3 Low-speed vortex wake at �=12°; contour labels indicate turbulence intensity, u� /u�, at the
following locations: „a… „x /c=0; x /s=0…, „b… „x /c=0.06; x /s=0.22…, „c… „x /c=0.13; x /s=0.49…, „d… „x /c
=0.25; x /s=0.93…, „e… „x /c=0.5; x /s=1.87…, „f… „x /c=0.64; x /s=2.39…
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is apparent in the transverse profiles of Fig. 9�a�. Low-speed data
shown in Fig. 9�b� indicate a different trend. An increase in the
angle of attack increases the axial velocity in the core. A clearer
contrast with the high-speed case is that the velocity around the
core exceeds that of the free stream. The streamwise velocity in
and around the core has an important consequence on vortex
breakdown for both supersonic and incompressible flows. A vor-
tex with axial velocity in the core lower than that of the free
stream is more susceptible to breakdown. The required decelera-
tion to reach the stagnation point at breakdown is less than that for

the case with a uniform or an overshoot/jet-like profile �Délery
et al. �36�; Nedungadi and Lewis �37�; Mahesh �38�; Kalkhoran &
Smart �39��.

3.2.2 Half-Chord From Trailing Edge. Low-speed and super-
sonic data at half-chord downstream are compared in Figs. 13–18,
in a similar manner as done in Figs. 7–12. Pressure and velocity
measurements provided core center locations and dimensions. As
before, core center coordinates are given in terms of �y /s ,z /s�. At
Mach 2.49, they are �0.37, 0.08� at �=7° and �0.48, 0.11� at �

Fig. 4 Low-speed vortex wake at �=12°; contour labels indicate normalized streamwise vorticity,
�xc /u�, at the following locations: „a… „x /c=0; x /s=0…, „b… „x /c=0.06; x /s=0.22…, „c… „x /c=0.13; x /s
=0.49…, „d… „x /c=0.25; x /s=0.93…, „e… „x /c=0.5; x /s=1.87…, „f… „ x /c=0.64; x /s=2.39…
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=12°. At low speed the coordinates are �0.29, 0.17� and �0.34,
0.19�. Therefore, at each angle of attack in both flow regimes, the
cores have moved slightly outboard and downward with increas-
ing downstream distance. The core sizes at Mach 2.49 are simi-
larly found to be 0.22�0.18 at �=7° and 0.22�0.32 at �=12°.
At low speed, the corresponding dimensions are 0.22�0.23 at
�=7°, and 0.22�0.20 at �=12°. While the core in the low-speed
case is approximately round, at the higher incidence in the super-
sonic regime it is stretched significantly in the transverse direc-
tion. These data again are in agreement with the vapor-screen flow
visualization results of Ganzer and Szodruch �24� for a 73° swept-
back wing in a Mach 2 free stream at �=10°. These trends are

further analyzed in Sec. 3.3.
In both flow regimes, the “viscous” wake of the trailing edge is

evident in the total pressure profiles �around z /s=−0.2 in Fig. 13,
just below the vortex cores�. The viscous wake has not affected
the “swirl” patterns, as seen in Fig. 14. The presence of a second-
ary vortex is also indicated by the total pressure deficit �Fig.
16�a�� and the swirl velocity profiles �Fig. 17�a��, in the y /s range
of 0.0–0.1. At low speed, the secondary vortex is not obvious
either in the total pressure profiles �Fig. 16�b�� or in the swirl
velocity profiles �Fig. 17�b��. Thus, it appears that the secondary
vortex generated in the supersonic case is either stronger initially
or has less dissipative characteristics compared to its low-speed

Fig. 5 Low-speed vortex wake at �=12° contour labels indicate normalized total velocity, „u2+v2

+w2
…

1/2 /u�, at the following locations: „a… „x /c=0; x /s=0…, „b… x /c=0.06; x /s=0.22, „c… „x /c=0.13; x /s
=0.49…, „d… „x /c=0.25; x /s=0.93…, „e…, x /c=0.5; x /s=1.87…, „f… x /c=0.64; x /s=2.39…
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counterpart.
The axial velocity profiles at half-chord �Figs. 15 and 18�, par-

ticularly for the high-speed case, are rather complex. This is at-
tributed to the proximity of the viscous wake, the secondary vor-
tex, as well as shocks emanating from the trailing edge.
Shadowgraph visualization for the Mach 2.49 flow indicates that

the vortices go through the shock and expansion waves before
reaching the half-chord survey location. In comparison, a simple
profile with the vortex wake only is visible at the low speed. It is
also noted that velocities in the core at the low-speed are lower
than the free-stream velocity, in contrast to the observation at the
trailing edge.

The results presented so far have shown that the vortices in the
two flow regimes have many similar characteristics with compa-
rable swirl profiles. However, the axial velocity distributions dif-
fer significantly. The causes and implications of the difference in
axial velocities are further explored in the following.

3.2.3 Axial Flow in the Vortex Core. It is clear that the vortex
cores do not usually convect at the speed of the free stream in the
near-field. This is in concurrence with the experience from previ-
ous research on wing tip vortices �see, e.g., Thompson �40�; De-
venport et al. �41�; Chow et al. �42�; Anderson and Lawton �43��.
When the core velocity is higher than the free-stream velocity, a
vortex is said to have a jet-like profile. Similarly, a wake-like
profile refers to a vortex having the core velocity lower than that
of the free stream. The mechanisms affecting the axial velocity
distribution within an incompressible trailing vortex was first ad-
dressed by Batchelor �44�. According to Batchelor’s analysis, the
axial velocity, u�r�, relative to the free-stream velocity �u�� at a
given downstream location, is determined by evaluating the fol-
lowing equation:

Fig. 6 Evolution of minimum and maximum values of various
properties of the vortex core, normalized by respective values
at the trailing edge

Fig. 7 A comparison of transverse profiles at the trailing edge; � �=7° � �=12°

Fig. 8 The same as in Fig. 7
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u2 = u�
2 +�

r

�
1

r2

�C2

�r
dr − 2 �H �1�

where C�rw is the circulation parameter with w being the swirl
velocity, and the last term represents the integrated total pressure
loss. For a typical linear swirl profile in the core, the contribution
of the integral term is positive, thereby promoting a jet-like axial

flow. On the other hand, the total pressure loss retards the axial
flow resulting in a wake-like profile. It should be noted that Eq.
�1� was derived for wing-tip vortices, but the basic formulation is
independent of the specific vortex generator.

Wang and Sforza �45� later extended the formulation to com-
pressible flow by assuming a polytropic pressure–density relation
in the core. A similar expression was obtained:

Fig. 9 The same as in Fig. 7

Fig. 10 A comparison of spanwise profiles at the trailing edge; � �=7°, � �=12°

Fig. 11 The same as in Fig. 10
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u2 = u�
2 + �7	n − 1

n

 − 2��

r

�
C2

r3 dr +�
r

�
1

r2

�C2

�r
dr − 2 �H

�2�

where n is the polytropic exponent, and the last term on the right-
hand side is now the stagnation enthalpy loss. Equation �2� differs
from Eq. �1� in an extra term involving the circulation parameter

and the representation of the loss term. It follows that, with 1
�n�1.4 and C=rw=Ar2 �A being a constant�, the first integral of
the circulation parameter is negative. However, the net contribu-
tion from the two terms involving C is positive.

Thus, in both flow regimes vortex circulation promotes a jet-
like profile whereas viscous loss induces a velocity deficit. The
axial flow profile is ultimately dictated by the interaction of the

Fig. 12 The same as in Fig. 10

Fig. 13 A comparison of transverse profiles at half-chord downstream; � �=7°, � �=12°

Fig. 14 The same as in Fig. 13
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vortex circulation and loss stemming from entrainment of the vis-
cous wake. It is also possible to have both velocity overshoot and
deficit in the same cross-sectional profile at different radii. Al-
though Eqs. �1� and �2� capture the physical mechanisms, they do
not readily lead to a quantitative prediction due to the difficulty in
the evaluation of the loss term. Nevertheless, a further qualitative
assessment of the axial flow behavior can be made based on these

formulations.
For identical circulation, the compressible flow would have less

of a capacity to promote a jet-like axial flow due to the first term
involving C in Eq. �2�. Here, it is pertinent to consider the ideal
amount of circulation a planform could impart into its wake. If it
is assumed that the entire lift of the planform manifests itself in

Fig. 15 The same as in Fig. 13

Fig. 16 A comparison of spanwise profiles at half-chord downstream; � �=7°, � �=12°

Fig. 17 The same as in Fig. 17
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the vortex wake, with a Kutta–Joukowski relationship being ap-
plicable, then the nondimensional vortex circulation becomes half
of the lift coefficient. Hence, the lift coefficient is an indicator of
the vortex strength. The supersonic experimental data summarized
by Lee and Ho �46� showed that the lift coefficient, for a 76°
sweepback subsonic leading edge delta wing, varies inversely
with free-stream Mach number. Hence, the circulation reduces
with increasing Mach number. A reduction in C together with the
effect of the first term in Eq. �2�, would make the viscous loss
term dominate and drive a wake-like profile in the compressible
case. This is supported by the comparisons of the streamwise ve-
locity profiles in Figs. 9, 12, 15, and 18.

A numerical study �Rizetta �47�� is worth mentioning in this
connection. Using Euler, laminar, and k-	 turbulent algorithms,
Rizetta simulated a wing-tip vortex in a Mach 2.5 stream. The
computations provided transverse profiles through the vortex core.
The results showed that the various simulations had little effect on
the pressure and swirl velocity distributions, but the axial Mach
number profile was different. From Euler to laminar to k-	 simu-
lation, which represented modeling the flow with an increasing
viscous effect, there was an increasing deficit in the axial Mach
number in the vortex core. The Euler computation produced a
mild “jet-like” profile, the laminar Navier–Stokes solution showed
a deficit, and the k-	 simulation resulted in the most pronounced
“wake-like” profile. In spite of questions regarding the applicabil-
ity of classical turbulence models to the flow under consideration,
the trend is similar to the observations made here; i.e., a wake-like
axial flow in the vortex is enhanced by the introduction of viscous
flow into the core �Sforza �7��.

The observations made at low speed can also be reconciled
based on Eq. �1�. Recall that near the trailing edge a locally
“wake-like” profile is embedded in a region of velocity overshoot.
The overshoot is higher at the higher angle of attack. Thus, the
gain in circulation at the larger incidence must have offset the
viscous loss and contributed further to the overshoot. The velocity
overshoot at the trailing edge is in good agreement with past mea-
surements �Werlé �48��. With increasing downstream distance, ad-
ditional dissipative effects from the ingestion of the turbulent
wake continue to compete through the �H term. Thus, a wake-
like profile eventually evolves as seen at the half-chord down-
stream location.

3.3 Near-Wake Core Trajectory and Shape Summarizes.
From the low-speed surveys �Sec. 3.1�, vortex core trajectories
and sizes are determined, using the criteria discussed in Sec. 3.2.
These data are compared with the corresponding high-speed
results.

Vortex trajectories on the y-z plane are compared in Fig. 19 for
�=12°. For the high-speed regime, in addition to the results of

Milanovic and Kalkhoran �32� data from another study approxi-
mately matching the conditions of the present investigation are
also included. The latter experiment, of Povinelli �49�, involved a
near-wake survey of a vortex generator in a Mach 2.5 stream. In
the study we addressed enhanced mixing through the action of
streamwise vortices. The delta wing shaped generator had 58.5°
sweepback and the data are for an incidence angle of 14°. Even
though the Mach number normal to the leading edge was super-
sonic, shadowgraph pictures showed detached shocks in front ap-
parently due to the large chamfer of the model. Thus, the vortex
generation process was expected to be the same as in the case of
subsonic leading edge.

Figure 19 provides a view of the vortex trajectories projected
on the cross-sectional plane. Each data point is marked with the
measurement location x /s. A rather complex trajectory at low
speed can be observed. Although the details border on the spatial
resolution of the measurements, a looping behavior is quite clear
within the distances examined. A similar trend was also noted at
�=7° at the low speed �the data not shown�. A looping behavior is
not observed in the high-speed experiments with the given spatial
resolutions. The trajectory at the low speed is plausible and can be
accounted for in terms of vortex dynamics. Recall from Fig. 4 that
there is a secondary vortex of opposite sign underneath the pri-
mary vortex. The induced motion of the primary/secondary vortex
pair causes both to first migrate upward and away from the

Fig. 18 The same as in Fig. 17

Fig. 19 Near-wake vortex core trajectories from low-speed
and supersonic experiments. Cited references are „MK… Mil-
anovic and Kalkhoran †32‡ and „LP… Povinelli †49‡.
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trailing-edge apex. However, the intensity of the secondary vortex
diminishes rapidly. As the secondary vortex decays, the primary
vortex is left under the sole influence of its counterpart across the
planform centerline. The induced velocity of the final primary
vortex pair then causes a continuously downward trajectory far-
ther downstream.

The trajectory for the 75° delta wing at the low speed is spaced
outboard from its high-speed counterpart �Milanovic and Kalkho-
ran �32��. The vortex for the low-speed case is situated farther to
the left in Fig. 19. In other words, at the higher Mach number the
spacing between the two legs of the primary vortex pair is smaller.
This is also seen in the near-wake data of Monnerie and Werlé
�18�. It is postulated that the reduced spacing is due to the flow
expansion around the leading edge that also caused the initial
flattening of the core. The expanding flow squeezes the vortex
down toward the wing surface as well as toward the wing
centerline.

In Fig. 19, the vortex trajectories for the two supersonic cases
have similar trends, but they are conspicuously spaced apart. This
is due to the difference in the sweepback angle, 
 �75° vs 58.5°�.
The spacing between the two legs of the vortex pair does not only
scale with the semispan but also depends on the chord and, thus,
on the sweepback. In fact, a consistent trend emerges if the data
are plotted against the sweepback angle, as illustrated in Fig. 20.
Here, the solid line is a fit through the low-speed data of Lee and
Ho �46�, as presented in their paper. The dashed line is a straight-
line fit through the three data points �dark� for supersonic flows.
The open data points are from the present low-speed experiment
and another low-speed experiment from the indicated reference. It
is evident that the “vortex sweep angle,” �, depends directly on 
.
Note also that the curves for the supersonic and low-speed data
are shifted, consistent with the outboard shift of the vortex core
seen in Fig. 19.

The vortex core shape evolution for both flow regimes is sum-
marized in Fig. 21. The spanwise width �w� and transverse height
�h� of the core measured at various downstream locations �x� are
shown. The data for all high-speed cases are least-squares fitted
with the heavy lines. The solid line is through the width �w� data
and the chain-dashed line is through the height �h� data. It is seen
that the high-speed cases involve a vortex core with a much larger
initial width compared to the height. The “flattened” core, as dis-
cussed earlier, is due to the expanded flow over the vortices.
Downstream of the trailing edge, the vortex is free, and an “axis-
switching” behavior is observed. The height becomes larger than

the width. The vortex is expected to become round farther down-
stream. But it can be seen that the core is still elongated in the
vertical direction within the measurement domain. The thinner
lines in Fig. 21, with corresponding line codes, represent data for
the low-speed case. In order to avoid cluttering, only the fitted
curves are shown. It is seen that, overall, the core size at the low
speed is smaller. Moreover, the initial asymmetry in the core di-
mensions is mild and the vortex rapidly develops a round shape.

4 Concluding Remarks
A quantitative comparison of delta wing vortices in the near-

wake for incompressible and supersonic flows has been made. The
results indicate that quantitative similarities exist in the distribu-
tions of total pressure and swirl velocity. In both flow regimes, the
planform produces primary and secondary vortices with similar
topological features. The overall trajectory of the vortices likewise
follow a similar pattern. However, many differences are noted. At
the trailing edge the vortex core at Mach 2.49 is significantly
stretched in the spanwise direction. In comparison, the core in the
low-speed case is approximately round. With increasing distance
downstream the core in the high-speed case becomes elongated in
the transverse direction, resulting in a pronounced “axis switcho-
ver.” The detailed low-speed survey also reveals a looping behav-
ior in the vortex trajectory that is not observed at high speed
within the measurement resolution. The looping trajectory is due
to the interaction of the primary vortex with a secondary vortex
that is present close to the trailing edge. The secondary vortex
disappears completely by a half-chord downstream in the low-
speed case. At Mach 2.49, however, it persists farther down-
stream. The most conspicuous difference is noted in the axial
velocity distribution within the core of the vortex. A jet-like pro-
file observed at low-speed becomes wake-like at high speed. The
details of the axial flow depend on the interaction of vortex cir-
culation and viscous loss due to the ingestion of a turbulent wake.
While the circulation promotes a jet-like profile, the viscous loss
causes a velocity deficit. It is shown that with compressible flow
an additional effect based on the circulation also drives the veloc-
ity deficit. Thus, with increasing compressibility a wake-like pro-
file becomes more likely. The extrapolation of low-speed informa-
tion beyond overall flow features is therefore not recommended,
especially at higher angles of attack. The detailed flow maps at
low speed provide a database for validating predictive tools and
further insight into the evolution of the vortex wake.

Fig. 20 The leeward vortex sweep angle, �, for both super-
sonic and low-speed data, illustrating the core locations at the
trailing edge. Cited references are „LH… Lee and Ho †46‡, „MW…

Monnerie and Werlé †18‡, „MK… Milanovic and Kalkhoran †32‡,
and „LP… Povinelli †49‡.

Fig. 21 Near-wake vortex core shape from low-speed and su-
personic experiments. Cited references are „MK… Milanovic and
Kalkhoran †32‡, „LP… Povinelli †49‡, and „GS… Ganzer and Szo-
druch †24‡.
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Aspects of Shear Layer
Unsteadiness
in a Three-Dimensional
Supersonic Wake
The near wake of a blunt-base cylinder at 10° angle-of-attack to a Mach 2.46 free-stream
flow is visualized at several locations to study unsteady aspects of its structure. In both
side-view and end-view images, the shear layer flapping grows monotonically as the
shear layer develops, similar to the trends seen in a corresponding axisymmetric super-
sonic base flow. The interface convolution, a measure of the tortuousness of the shear
layer, peaks for side-view and end-view images during recompression. The high convo-
lution for a septum of fluid seen in the middle of the wake indicates that the septum
actively entrains fluid from the recirculation region, which helps to explain the low base
pressure for this wake compared to that for a corresponding axisymmetric
wake. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2062727�

1 Introduction
The behavior of compressible base flows has been a subject of

research interest for many years, due to their applications in the
flight of aerodynamic bodies, as well as in flame-holding. Several
recent base flow studies �1–5� have focused on the behavior of the
free shear layer between the freestream flow and the recirculation
region. The base flow shear layers are populated by large-scale
turbulent structures, similar to those found in compressible planar
shear layers.

Aside from the behavior of large-scale structures, another im-
portant aspect of shear layer behavior is the variability of its trans-
verse position, known as flapping. Knowledge of flapping can
help in understanding instability modes in a shear layer. Flapping
also affects time-averaged velocity measurements of the shear
layer, so knowledge of the extent of flapping is needed to ensure
that averaged measurements in the shear layer are representative
of actual flow conditions. For example, if the shear layer flapping
is of the order of the shear layer thickness, average velocity data
will indicate a larger shear layer thickness than is seen instanta-
neously. Previous studies of flapping are rather limited. Ponton
and Seiner �6� studied the flapping of a jet issuing from a con-
verging nozzle at Mj =1.3. They found that for a thin-lipped
nozzle, the dominant instability mode of the jet was flapping
�double helix� rather than helical, while for a thick-lipped nozzle,
the jet contained both flapping and helical disturbances. Bourdon
and Dutton �2� showed that in both planar and axisymmetric su-
personic base flows, the flapping, normalized by the shear layer
thickness, increased as the shear layer developed before recom-
pression and from recompression to the developing wake, with
slight decreases during recompression. RMS flapping values
ranged from 10% to 40% of the local shear layer thickness. They
also showed that the planar base flow experienced greater shear
layer flapping than the axisymmetric case for both side and end
views. This was attributed to axisymmetric confinement effects.
Scarano and van Oudheusden �4� also noted flapping on the order
of the wake width in the trailing wake of their planar base flow
study.

A critically important aspect of turbulent shear layers is their
capacity to mix and entrain free-stream fluid. One popular hypoth-
esis is that fluid interfaces exhibit fractal properties. Fractal geom-
etry results in a surface whose area increases in a self-similar
manner as the scale of measurement used to measure the interface
shrinks. The most important parameter in this analysis is the frac-
tal dimension, which characterizes how quickly the area increases
as the scale of measurement decreases. These techniques have
been used by several researchers to measure the interfaces in pas-
sive scalar transport �7–10�, as well as fluctuations in schlieren
images �11� and velocity fluctuations �7�.

While fractal dimension measurements are quite common, they
do not lend themselves to an intuitive understanding of the behav-
ior of a fluid interface. Instead, Bourdon and Dutton �2� measured
the tortuousness of the shear layer interface, known as interface
convolution, between the free-stream fluid and recirculation fluid
in an axisymmetric base flow. Interface convolution is determined
by comparing the length of the shear layer interface to the length
for an ideal case. This quantity gives a rough indication of the
potential for entrainment and mixing in a shear layer. This method
was used by Glawe et al. �12� to study the structure of a jet of
fluid injected in the base region of a strut in supersonic flow.
Bourdon and Dutton �2� found that the convolution increased
monotonically for both planar and axisymmetric base flows as the
shear layer developed, with generally higher values for the planar
base than for the axisymmetric base.

The literature on shear layer behavior in three-dimensional
compressible wakes is very limited. Boswell and Dutton �13–15�
studied a blunt-base cylinder flow field at 10° angle-of-attack to a
Mach 2.46 free-stream flow. The flow along the afterbody is quite
asymmetric. For example, at separation the displacement thick-
ness of the lateral plane boundary layer is 0.0881 R, while the
windward boundary layer displacement thickness is only 0.0136
R. A circumferential pressure gradient exists around the afterbody,
causing flow to move from windward to leeward around the af-
terbody. This causes a thin boundary layer with high shear on the
windward side of the afterbody. Mass builds up in the leeward
part of the boundary layer, resulting in a thick boundary layer.
This study also showed a marked asymmetry in the wake, with a
division of the wake into two lobes after reattachment.

The current investigation examines the variability in the shear
layer position �i.e., flapping�, and the tortuousness of the shear
layer interface for a blunt-base cylinder at 10° angle-of-attack to a
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supersonic free-stream flow. Time-resolved flow visualizations of
the shear layer between the free-stream flow and the recirculation
region are used to examine the flapping and interface tortuousness
in both side-view and end-view images. While accurate time-
averaged velocity data are available for this wake �15�, such data
are not able to describe the instantaneous behavior of the wake.
The current results provide such information, giving a better un-
derstanding of the dynamics of the turbulent shear layer in this
flow. These data are compared to the axisymmetric blunt-base
data by Bourdon and Dutton �1,2�, to show how the three-
dimensional nature of the current flow impacts the structure and
characteristics of the shear layer.

Extensive visualizations of this flow have also been performed
�5� to examine the gross flow-field features, as well as the topol-
ogy of the large-scale structures in the shear layer and trailing
wake. To achieve an overall understanding of the wake topology,
a set of example instantaneous global end-view images is shown

in Fig. 1 �5�. This set of images demonstrates that while the wake
is roughly circular immediately after separation, the leeward side
of the shear layer thickness quickly, forming a septum that is
driven downward to eventually divide the wake into two lobes.
The rapid convergence of the forming septum toward the wind-
ward part of the shear layer explains the short distance from the
base surface to the rear stagnation point �reattachment length� for
the current flow compared to axisymmetric base flow �15�.

2 Experimental Equipment and Techniques
These experiments were conducted in an intermittent blow-

down wind tunnel at the University of Illinois Gas Dynamics
Laboratory. This tunnel uses an annular converging-diverging
nozzle with an exit Mach number of 2.46 �16�. The stagnation
temperature and pressure are 302±2 K and 545 kPa±2%, respec-
tively. The afterbody is a cylinder 63.5 mm in diameter, with a
sudden 10° bend. The length-to-radius ratio after the bend is 3.0.
The afterbody is supported from upstream of the nozzle by a sting
passing through the center of the nozzle. This allows the wake to
be studied without interference from rear or side supports, which
have been shown to significantly alter the structure of the near
wake in base flows �17�. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the test
body, as well as a depiction of some of the nomenclature used
throughout the rest of the paper.

Visualizations of the shear layer were performed using passive-
scalar Mie scattering, a commonly used technique for studying
compressible shear layer structure �1–3,5,18�. In this method, liq-
uid ethanol was injected into the supply air well upstream of the
flow facility. This liquid evaporates before the flow facility, but
recondenses as a fine mist of particles as the air accelerates to
supersonic speeds in the facility C-D nozzle. The particles evapo-
rate quite quickly in subsonic regions of the flow but remain
stable in supersonic portions of the flow, allowing the shear layer
interface to be visualized. A sheet of laser light �approximately
750 �m thick� from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser �6–8 ns duration,
40–100 mJ pulse energy� was used to scatter light from the par-
ticles. The repetition rate of the laser is 10 Hz; thus, the images in
each ensemble are uncorrelated in time. The scattered light was
collected by an unintensified CCD camera of 512�512 pixel
resolution. The particles are roughly 50 nm in diameter �18�, al-
lowing them to quickly respond to changes in flow velocity or
static temperature �19,20�.

The most important source of noise in the images is due to the
phenomenon of laser speckle. Laser speckle is a three-
dimensional interference effect that occurs when a diffuse reflec-
tor is illuminated by coherent light. The result of speckle is addi-
tional random noise in the images. Speckle can be reduced by the
use of larger aperture collecting optics. Hence, the side-view im-
ages were obtained at f/4, the largest aperture possible with the
lens used for these experiments. Due to the lack of ideal optical

Fig. 1 Example global end-view Mie scattering images at vari-
ous axial locations

Fig. 2 Schematic of the test afterbody with added
nomenclature
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access in the flow facility, the end-view images were obtained at
an oblique angle to the laser sheet. To achieve adequate depth-of-
focus, a smaller lens aperture �f/16� was used.

Two kinds of images were used for the following analysis.
First, detailed images were obtained of the shear layer with the
laser sheet parallel to the freestream flow �side views�. Second,
global views of the entire wake at a given axial location were
obtained with the laser sheet parallel to the base surface �cross-
sectional end views�. The sizes and locations of the images are
listed in Tables 1 and 2 and are shown schematically in Fig. 3. As
Table 1 shows, the shear layer is moderately to highly compress-
ible for all positions imaged; see the listed values for the convec-
tive Mach number, Mc.

At each imaging position, 600–1200 images were obtained. For
the initial image processing, saturated pixels due to large ethanol
particles were removed, and the effects of the uneven intensity
profile of the laser sheet were corrected. Images with large num-
bers of excessively bright or dark pixels were rejected, as these
images usually contained nonuniform seeding intensity. The ef-
fects of nonuniform seeding are usually obvious in the free
stream; thus, images with unusual intensity profiles in the free
stream are rejected. These criteria successfully removed most im-
ages with nonuniform seeding. After processing, 500–700 images
remained for further analysis.

The analyses of the side-view and end-view images differ
slightly. The first analysis of the side-view images is for the shear
layer thickness and the variability in its position, also known as
flapping. For each image, the columns are averaged together to
create a mean intensity profile across the shear layer. The shear
layer position is defined as the point whose intensity is 20% of the
difference between the brightest and darkest rows, matching the
definition of Bourdon and Dutton �2�. The thickness is defined as
the distance between the points whose intensities are 90% and
10% of the difference between the brightest and darkest rows in
the intensity profile. Figure 4 depicts this process.

The second analysis is for the interface convolution. Interface
convolution analysis measures the tortuousness of the shear layer
interface between the free-stream and recirculation fluid. A more
tortuous interface presents more surface area across which en-
trainment and mixing can occur. Thus, interface convolution can
be used to gauge the potential for mixing in the shear layer. Given
the high Reynolds number of this flow, fully resolving all of the
scales of motion in the shear layer would be very difficult, if not
impossible. Thus, this analysis focuses on the tortuousness of the
largest scales of motion, which are important to the initial entrain-
ment of fluid into the shear layer. Since all scales of motion are
not resolved, these data are only semi-quantitative, though they
are still useful in deciphering the physical processes in this wake.

The interface convolution is quantified by the shape factor
value. To find the shape factor, the image is thresholded at a
particular intensity. Tests on the base flow images have shown that
changing the threshold value between 10% and 20% of the free-
stream intensity changes the shape factor values by less than 10%;
thus, the value used for the threshold is not critical. In this study,
the threshold was set at 20% of the average free-stream intensity
to match the interface intensity used for the flapping analysis. The
shape factor is defined as the ratio of the length of the interface
between the bright and dark pixels to the minimum possible
length �2,12�, which for side-view images is simply the width of
the frame.

For each thresholded image, isolated pixels are filtered out if
fewer than 5 pixels in a 5�5 pixel neighborhood match the pix-
el’s character �bright or dark�. Random noise is the most likely
cause of a pixel having a significantly different intensity than
neighboring pixels; such pixels are removed to avoid unduly in-
fluencing the results. To calculate the interface length, the method

Table 1 Side-view imaging parameters

Region

Distance from
separation

x /R
Image size

mm Mc

Lateral A 0.48 15.0�15.0±0.2 1.03
Lateral B 0.95 15.0�15.0 1.20
Lateral C 1.65 15.4�15.4 1.03

Lateral C Septum 1.65 15.0�15.0 0.48
Lateral D 1.96 25.0�25.0 0.93
Lateral E 2.57 28.1�28.1 0.69

Leeward F 0.4 13.3�13.3
Leeward G 0.7 13.3�13.3
Leeward H 0.9 13.3�13.3
Windward I 0.3 13.2�13.2 1.14
Windward J 0.6 13.2�13.2 1.31
Windward K 0.9 13.2�13.2 1.37

Table 2 End-view imaging parameters

Distance from
separation

x /R
Image size

mm

0.3 91.3�73.7±1.0
0.6 87.4�68.3
0.9 82.3�69.6
1.2 76.8�64.0
1.6 70.6�60.0
2.0 70.6�60.0

Fig. 3 Schematic of side-view imaging locations
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described by Russ and Russ �21� and used by Sreenivasan and
Meneveau �7� is applied. The process is depicted in Fig. 5. In this
method, the shortest distance from each pixel in the image to the
interface is calculated. One then counts the number of pixels
within a certain distance of the interface; this creates a band
around the interface. The area of this band is divided by the width
of the band to yield the length of the interface.

This is a flexible and robust method of finding the interface
length without the need for external filtering. One parameter that
must be calibrated is the width of the band drawn around the
interface between the bright and dark pixels. Several test cases
were run with interfaces of polynomial curves and sinusoidal
curves of varying amplitude and wavelength. The test results
show that a band width of 8 pixels �4 pixels on each side of the
interface� gives the most consistent and accurate results. Thus, for
all of the data presented here, the band around the interface in-
cludes all pixels within four pixels of the actual interface.

The details of the convolution calculations are critical to obtain-
ing reliable data. The results will be affected by such variables as
speckle noise, laser sheet thickness, and filtering of the images.
The authors have taken pains to reduce these effects. For example,
the sheet thickness is consistent for all of the images, isolated
bright or dark pixels �caused largely by speckle noise� are re-
moved, and no outside filtering process is used. Nevertheless, the
shape factor values obtained by this analysis should be treated as
approximate values only.

Another topic of interest is the transverse extent over which the
shear layer tortuousness occurs. If the tortuousness is due to very
large structures, the interface should range over a wide transverse

Fig. 5 Convolution processing example, lateral plane, position
A; „a… processed image; „b… threshold image; „c… image show-
ing all pixels within 4 pixels of the interface

Fig. 4 Flapping processing example: „a… processed image; „b…
average intensity profile, with shear layer inner and outer
edges, as well as position for flapping calculations
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extent on average. On the other hand, if the large-scale structures
are not important, the shear layer interface will be relatively flat.
To measure this behavior, an intermittency factor is used. This
factor defines the fraction of realizations in which bright, super-
sonic fluid is found at a given transverse location. To calculate the
intermittency, a simple count of the number of bright pixels in
each row of the thresholded images is performed. This analysis is
performed on one ensemble from the windward shear layer, one
from the lateral plane, and one from the leeward part of the shear
layer, to show the different behavior of the shear layer in these
three areas.

For global end-view images, the flapping analysis is based on
the variability in the size and position of the recirculating fluid
region. In this procedure, the image is thresholded at 20% of the
free-stream intensity. The number of dark pixels in the wake core
is counted and the centroid of the dark region is calculated.

Convolution analysis is performed on the global end-view im-
ages in the same manner as for the side-view images. The only
change is in the definition of the minimum possible interface
length. As the dark fluid does not extend to the boundary of the
image frame, the ideal length is now defined as the circumference
of a circle with the same area that the dark fluid encompasses for
each image. It should be noted that the end-view images cover a
much larger region of the flow than the side-view images. Due to
the lower spatial resolution, the convolution values for these im-
ages cannot be compared directly with the more detailed side-
view images, though the qualitative trends should be consistent.

3 Results and Analysis

3.1 Side-View Shear Layer Flapping and Thickness
Analysis. Figure 6 shows example side-view images from posi-
tion B �in the developing lateral-plane shear layer� and position D
�at apparent reattachment�. Numerous large-scale structures can
be noted in both sets of images. In most of the image ensembles,
variations in the instantaneous shear layer position can be noted,
but they do not appear to be large compared to the shear layer
thickness.

The results of the flapping analysis confirm these observations.
Plots of the trends in shear layer flapping and thickness are given
in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7�a�, for all planes, the flapping �stan-
dard deviation of the shear layer position� normalized by the local
shear layer thickness increases as the shear layer develops. The
maximum value, however, is only 31% of the shear layer thick-
ness. The windward plane has a higher level of flapping than the
lateral plane, which in turn has much higher flapping than the
leeward plane. This trend matches the structure size trends seen
previously �5� that large-scale structures are very active in the
windward part of the shear layer, less so in the lateral plane, and
largely absent in the leeward part of the shear layer. It is logical
that these flapping trends may be related to the activity of the
large-scale structures in the shear layer, since the presence of a
particularly large structure distorts the shear layer interface and
may displace the interface from its average position. Histograms
of the instantaneous shear layer position are roughly Gaussian for
the main lateral shear layer. They are more distorted in the sym-
metry plane and septum shear layers, but no clear trends are
evident.

Trends in thickness normalized by the base radius �Fig. 7�b��
show that the shear layer is thinner in the windward plane than in
the lateral plane near separation. This is logical, since the bound-
ary layer is thinner at separation in the windward plane than in the
lateral plane �14�. The windward part of the shear layer grows
more quickly, however, becoming thicker than the lateral plane
shear layer near reattachment �rear stagnation point�. These data
match the general trends seen in the LDV velocity data for this
wake �15�. Since the large-scale structures in the windward part of
the shear layer have previously been shown to be more active than
in the lateral plane �5�, it seems consistent that the windward part

of the shear layer would have a higher growth rate.
The leeward part of the shear layer near the base is quite thick

but grows more slowly than the windward part of the shear layer,
based on the limited number of available data points. The initial
thickness of the shear layer seems much larger than the amount of
fluid present in the leeward part of the afterbody boundary layer
�14�. In addition, it is peculiar that the leeward shear layer can
grow significantly, as it eventually does, since little large-scale
structure activity is evident in the leeward shear layer �5�. As
previous analysis has shown, however, the dynamics of the lee-
ward part of the shear layer are most likely dominated by the
influx of flow from out of the symmetry plane, explaining both the
large initial thickness of the leeward shear layer and its ability to
grow �5�.

The lateral plane main shear layer also grows quite markedly
during recompression, perhaps due to the adverse pressure gradi-
ent in this region. The thickness then falls rather dramatically

Fig. 6 Example side-view Mie scattering images
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during and after reattachment. These trends are far different than
those for the axisymmetric base flow of Bourdon and Dutton �2�,
which show a monotonic increase in the shear layer thickness
throughout its development. The presence of the septum, however,
limits the extent of the low-speed side of the shear layer in the
current flow, while no such restriction is present in the axisym-
metric base flow.

At positions C and D �see Fig. 3� the septum shear layer thick-
ness is significantly less than for the main lateral shear layer. The
septum shear layer also becomes thinner when the main shear
layer converges onto the septum shear layer �apparent reattach-
ment�, perhaps due to added confinement. The thickness increases
from positions D to E, however, closely matching the thickness of
the main shear layer at position E.

For the lateral plane before recompression and the entire lee-
ward plane, histograms of the individual thickness realizations
�not shown� are roughly Gaussian. For the windward plane, the
septum shear layer, and the lateral plane shear layer during and
after recompression, the results are skewed toward deviations with
larger thickness values. The reasons for this behavior remain un-
clear.

3.2 Side-View Interface Convolution Analysis. Some ex-
ample histograms for the interface convolution in the symmetry
plane are shown in Fig. 8. The interface convolution histograms
for all parts of the wake are generally shaped like skewed Gauss-
ian distributions, with the distributions skewed toward high values
of the shape factor. The distributions for the windward side of the
shear layer are more skewed at all positions than those for the
leeward side. A possible explanation for this behavior is that oc-
casionally a particularly large structure will be present in an im-
age, causing a higher than average shape factor. Since the struc-

tures are larger and more active in the windward shear layer than
in the leeward, particularly severely skewed distributions in the
windward part of the wake would be consistent with this hypoth-
esized mechanism �5�.

A plot of the trends in the mean shape factor is shown in Fig.
9�a�. This plot includes the values for the windward, lateral, lee-
ward, and septum areas of the shear layer, as well as calculations
for positions A–D of the axisymmetric base flow of Bourdon and
Dutton �2� using the methods outlined in this paper. The interface
convolution is much lower in the axisymmetric base flow than for
the current three-dimensional flow. This is reasonable. The base
pressure for the current three-dimensional wake is much lower
than for the axisymmetric afterbody flow, indicating more vigor-
ous entrainment of fluid out of the recirculation region for the
current wake. Lower shape factor values for axisymmetric base
flow are consistent with less entrainment of recirculation region
fluid into the shear layer compared to the angle-of-attack wake.

For all planes, the shape factor is relatively low near separation
than farther downstream indicating a low potential for entrainment
and mixing near the base. This is likely due to the small size of the
turbulent structures at this location. The shape factor for the wind-
ward side is much higher than for the lateral or leeward sides of
the shear layer immediately after separation. The high initial
shape factor value for the windward shear layer is reasonable,
since a higher degree of shear is seen in the windward boundary
layer compared to the lateral boundary layer �14�, and one would

Fig. 7 Trends in side-view image shear layer flapping and
thickness. „a… Standard deviation in the shear layer position
„flapping…, normalized by local shear layer thickness; „b… aver-
age shear layer thickness normalized by base radius

Fig. 8 Example side-view image shape factor histograms: „a…
leeward, position G; „b… windward, position J
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expect a more highly sheared flow to have a more tortuous inter-
face. The shape factor values for the windward part of the shear
layer grow much more quickly as the shear layer develops than in
the lateral plane. This is logical, given the larger structures and
faster structure growth in this plane �5�. The shape factor for the
main lateral plane shear layer peaks at recompression and then
falls as the wake develops. This indicates that the recompression
process makes the large-scale structures more tortuous, which
matches the appearance of the images at recompression.

The leeward plane, however, also shows greater interface con-
volution than the lateral plane. This is quite surprising, since
large-scale structures, which should be a primary cause of high
shape factor values, are not very dominant in the leeward plane.
There are two potential explanations. First, numerous smaller-
scale structures could create a significantly tortuous interface for
the leeward shear layer, especially at low scattered intensity val-
ues, for which the structures are not as obvious by visual inspec-
tion. Second, the intensity gradient across the shear layer is much
lower for the leeward part of the shear layer than for the windward
or lateral parts. When coupled with speckle noise and a strict
thresholding criterion, this will cause a large number of isolated
bright or dark pixels in the thresholded image, which will deform
the nominally straight interface and artificially inflate the shape
factor value. The authors deem this second explanation the most
likely, as it better matches the appearance of the example images.

These observations are supported further by the intermittency
data, shown in Fig. 9�b�. One can see that when normalized by the

shear layer thickness, the windward shear layer shows the broad-
est intermittency plot, the lateral plane less so, and the leeward the
most narrow. It is logical that the windward part of the shear layer
has the broadest intermittency plot, as the large-scale structures
are the largest relative to the shear layer thickness in the windward
part of the shear layer �5�. It is also logical that the windward part
of the shear layer would have the greatest shape factor, since there
is a larger volume across which the shear layer interface can be
located. The narrow intermittency plot for the leeward part of the
shear layer again indicates that large-scale motions in this part of
the shear layer are not important. The shear layer interface has
only a small region in which it can move. Thus, it seems counter-
intuitive that the leeward shear layer could achieve the high shape
factor values shown in Fig. 9. Again, the authors believe that these
large values are an artifact caused by the unusual intensity distri-
bution across the leeward shear layer.

The septum shear layer shape factor is generally lower than for
the main shear layer, but converges to the same value at position
E. The relatively high shape factor values for the septum shear
layer suggest that it has significant potential for mixing and may
actively entrain fluid from the recirculation region in a fashion
similar to that for the main shear layer. The presence of the sep-
tum also greatly increases the surface area of the shear layer avail-
able to entrain recirculation fluid, acting to counteract the reduc-
tion in shear layer area due to the short reattachment length in the
current flow compared to that for axisymmetric base flow.

This added septum area, in addition to the generally high shape
factors compared to axisymmetric flow, suggests a much higher
degree of turbulent mixing in the shear layer of this three-
dimensional wake than in the corresponding axisymmetric wake.
This turbulent mixing will cause added entrainment of recircula-
tion region fluid into the shear layer, resulting in added removal of
fluid from the recirculation region. This would explain the low
base pressure for this three-dimensional case compared to that for
the corresponding axisymmetric base flow �16�.

3.3 End-View Wake Core Flapping and Pulsation. The re-
gion of dark, low-speed fluid in the global end-view images is
subject to unsteadiness in both its size and position. This is dem-
onstrated by the example global end-view images shown in Fig.
10. Statistics quantifying the mean values and fluctuations �stan-
dard deviation� of the wake core area are shown in Fig. 11. The
wake core area normalized by the base area �Fig. 11�a�� decreases
swiftly from separation through reattachment and trailing wake
development due to the convergence of the shear layer. The stan-
dard deviation of the wake core area �Fig. 11�b��, which measures
instantaneous area variations, monotonically increases when nor-
malized by the average wake core area at that location. The trends
show that unsteadiness in the wake core area ranges from insig-
nificant near separation to a sizable fraction ��25% � of the wake
core area in the trailing wake. Given the growth of the large-scale
structures as the wake develops, it is not surprising that the wake
core area fluctuations become more significant as a fraction of the
total wake core area downstream, due to the intermittent passage
of large-scale structures. These trends largely match those seen in
axisymmetric base flow, which has a similar monotonic increase
in area pulsation when normalized by the local wake core area �2�.

In an absolute sense �i.e., when normalized by the base area�,
the area pulsation increases before reattachment and decreases
after reattachment. The decrease in absolute area fluctuations after
reattachment is due to the sharp decrease in the average wake core
area after reattachment. The agreement between these data and the
data for axisymmetric flow when normalized by the base area is
not as good as the agreement when the data are normalized by the
local wake core area �2�. This is logical, given the grossly differ-
ent structure of these two wakes.

Unsteadiness in the wake core position is also significant. Fig-
ure 12�a� shows a typical distribution of the wake core centroid
locations across an ensemble, in this case for x /R=1.6. The dis-
tributions tend to be largely symmetrical about the mean centroid

Fig. 9 „a… Trends in the average shape factor for the symmetry
plane, lateral plane, and axisymmetric base flow. Uncertainty
bars show one standard deviation on either side of the mean.
„b… Intermittency in the occurrence of supersonic fluid, as a
function of transverse position for the developing shear layer.
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position. Figure 12�b� shows the overall trends in the flapping of
the wake core centroid in both the symmetry plane and lateral
plane directions, shown as the standard deviation of the wake core
centroid position normalized by the base radius. The overall trend
is for the flapping to increase in both the symmetry plane and the
lateral plane directions with downstream distance. This may again
be due to the action of large-scale structures. For example, com-
pare the two images for x /R=2.0 in Fig. 10. The presence of the
large-scale structure at the bottom right of the wake in the second
image will tend to displace the centroid of the wake core fluid
toward the right. The extent of wake core flapping is very similar
to the extent of side-view shear layer flapping, indicating that a
significant fraction of the side-view flapping is a more global dis-
placement of the wake, rather than a local displacement of the
shear layer.

It is interesting to note that the wake core flapping is higher in
the symmetry plane than in the lateral plane before reattachment,
as the septum is forming, but is more significant in the lateral
plane than in the symmetry plane after reattachment. Since the
septum breaks the axisymmetry of the wake core as the flow nears
reattachment, variations in the distance the septum has penetrated
the wake core would be expected to yield large variations of the
centroid position before reattachment, which naturally would oc-
cur mainly in the symmetry plane. After reattachment, the septum
may act to stabilize fluctuations in the symmetry plane.

3.4 End-View Interface Convolution Analysis. Example

Fig. 10 Example end-view images, showing the unsteadiness
of the wake core area „a…, „b… x /R=1.6; „c…, „d… x /R=2.0

Fig. 11 Trends in global end-view wake core area: „a… average
wake core area, normalized by base area; „b… wake core area
standard deviation normalized by base area and local wake
core area

Fig. 12 Centroid displacement plots: „a… distribution of wake
core centroid positions for global end view, x /R=1.6; „b… stan-
dard deviation of the wake core centroid displacement from the
mean position in the lateral and symmetry planes for the global
end views
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histograms of the shape factor values for the end-view images are
shown in Fig. 13. Most of the histograms are reasonably sym-
metrical and Gaussian, like is shown in Fig. 13�a� for x /R=0.6.
Near reattachment, for x /R=0.9 and x /R=1.2, the distributions
are more positively skewed, like is shown in Fig. 13�b� for x /R
=1.2. The distributions also quickly become much broader as the
flow develops.

The trend in the end-view shape factor is shown in Fig. 14. The
shape factor is relatively small near separation. This is because the
shear layer is much thinner, and the large-scale structures much
smaller, near separation, leading to a naturally lower shape factor.
As the flow develops, the shape factor quickly rises for two rea-
sons. First, the shear layer and the attendant large-scale structures
grow. Second, the formation of the septum adds a great deal of
extra interface area to the wake, further increasing the shape fac-
tor. The shape factor peaks near x /R=1.6, and then declines in the
trailing wake. The overall trend is fairly similar to that seen in the
side-view images, which also showed a peak shape factor near
x /R=1.65.

One can also note the behavior of the variability in this data.
The uncertainty bars in Fig. 14 show one standard deviation on
either side of the mean. The standard deviation is very small near
separation, since the large-scale structures are still quite small. As
the structures grow, the fluctuations in the shape factor become
much larger, during and after mean reattachment at x /R=1.2.

4 Discussion
There is a close correspondence between the trends in the side-

view and end-view images. Both the side-view and end-view im-
ages show similar values for the flapping of the shear layer and
wake core centroid, and both sets of images show a monotonic
increase in the flapping as the wake develops. Both side- and
end-view images show an increase in convolution up to x /R
=1.6, with slight declines thereafter. This seems to indicate that
the dynamics of the shear layer are similar between side- and
end-images. Previous studies have shown that the large-scale
structures in planar shear layers become more three-dimensional
as the shear layer compressibility increases. Since the shear layer
in the current study is highly compressible, it seems reasonable
that the structures would be highly three-dimensional.

The present data also agree with previous structure topology
data for this wake �5�. For example, the windward plane contains
the structures with the largest growth rate before reattachment.
The flapping results also complement the time-averaged LDV ve-
locity results in this wake �15�. The amount of side-view shear
layer flapping is quite small �at most 31% of the shear layer thick-
ness�. Thus, the LDV velocity profile of the shear layer is not
subject to significant smearing from flapping of the shear layer
and should give an accurate measure of the average behavior of
the shear layer.

It is also interesting to compare the turbulence statistics from
the LDV velocity data �15� to the interface convolution results. In
areas of high shape factor, we expect intense turbulent mixing,
which should be reflected in high values of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy. In the angle-of-attack wake, this trend seems to hold. For
example, the turbulent kinetic energy grows steadily in the wind-
ward shear layer from separation to reattachment, and is much
larger in the windward part of the shear layer than the lateral part.
The same trends are seen in the shape factor data. The lateral
plane shape factor is maximum at lateral plane reattachment
�x /R=1.6� and declines thereafter; the turbulent kinetic energy
behaves in the same manner. Finally, near lateral plane reattach-
ment, the main shear layer has much higher values of turbulent
kinetic energy than the septum shear layer, but the values of tur-
bulent kinetic energy tend to converge as the flow develops. The
same trends are reflected in the interface convolution data. This
correspondence is not perfect; the turbulent kinetic energy and
shape factor trends do not agree as well for the axisymmetric
wake, for example. Nevertheless, the relationship between turbu-
lent kinetic energy and shape factor seems logical, matches much
of the data for the angle-of-attack wake, and allows us to connect
the LDV velocity data to the appearance of the shear layer in flow
visualizations of this wake.

Fig. 13 Example end-view shape factor histograms: „a… x /R
=0.6; „b… x /R=1.2

Fig. 14 End-view shape factor trends. Uncertainty bars denote
one standard deviation on either side of the measured mean
value.
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These data provide further evidence of the importance of the
septum in the dynamics of the angle-of-attack wake. Combined
with previous data on the behavior of the large-scale structures in
the shear layers of this wake �5�, the current data show that the
septum shear layer behaves in much the same manner as the main
shear layer. It has similar amounts of flapping and interface con-
volution, and the large-scale structures behave in much the same
manner as those in the main shear layer. It therefore seems fairly
certain that the septum shear layer entrains fluid from the recircu-
lation region in much the same manner as the main shear layer.
The addition of the septum to the nominally round wake adds a
great deal of surface area across which entrainment can take
place. Combined with the higher interface convolution in this
wake compared to the corresponding axisymmetric wake, this
helps to explain the sharp reduction in base pressure seen when a
cylinder is tilted from zero degrees angle-of-attack to 10° �13,16�.

5 Conclusions
Extensive flow visualization of a blunt-base cylinder at 10°

angle-of-attack has been performed using planar Mie scattering
imaging. Shear layer flapping increases monotonically as the
shear layer develops for all parts of the wake. The greatest flap-
ping was found in the windward part of the shear layer before
reattachment. The side-view shape factor is greatest near recom-
pression and reattachment for all planes, with the greatest convo-
lution in the symmetry plane. The significant levels of interface
convolution for the septum shear layer indicate that it has the
potential to actively entrain recirculation fluid, which along with
the generally high shape factor values for the current flow may
help to explain the low base pressure in this three-dimensional
flow compared to that for axisymmetric base flow. The recircula-
tion region fluid is unsteady in both its extent and its position in
end-view images. The area pulsation tends to peak around reat-
tachment, while the flapping of the wake core increases monotoni-
cally as the flow develops. End-view interface convolution peaks
at x /R=1.6, the same location as the peak for the side-view im-
ages.
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Nomenclature
Alocal � instantaneous area of the wake core

Ab � the area of the base surface
R � base radius

x � coordinate parallel to the afterbody axis
y � coordinate in the symmetry-plane direction
z � coordinate in the lateral-plane direction
� � local shear layer thickness, as determined by

flow visualizations
� � standard deviation
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High-Speed Observation of a
Cavitating Jet in Air
The use of cavitation impact is a practical method for improving the fatigue strength of
metals in the same way as shot peening. In the case of peening using cavitation impact,
cavitation is produced by a high-speed submerged water jet with cavitation, i.e., a cavi-
tating jet. A cavitating jet in air was successfully generated by injecting a high-speed
water jet into a low-speed water jet injected into air using a concentric nozzle. In order
to investigate the various appearances of cavitating jets in air, an observation was car-
ried out using high-speed photography and high-speed video recording. In this study,
periodical shading of the cavitation cloud was observed and the frequency of the shading
was found to be a function of the injection pressure of the low-speed water jet. Unsteadi-
ness of the low-speed water jet, which is related to the periodical shading of the cloud,
was also observed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060737�

Introduction
Cavitation impact normally causes severe damage in hydraulic

machinery. However, this can be utilized for modifying the sur-
face so as to improve the fatigue strength of metallic materials
�1–6� and introduce residual stress into the surface of metallic
materials �7–11� in the same way as shot peening. The cavitating
jet can also improve the corrosion resistance of carbon steel �12�,
and it can be used as a gettering technique to keep the surfaces of
silicon wafers clean �13,14�. In the case of peening using cavita-
tion, a shot is not required. Thus, peening by a cavitation impact is
called “cavitation shotless peening.” �3–6,10,11�. The improve-
ment of fatigue strength by cavitation shotless peening is better
than that obtained using shot peening �4,5�. Normally, the cavita-
tion bubbles in cavitation shotless peening are generated by inject-
ing a high-speed water jet into a water-filled chamber, and this is
known as a cavitating jet. In this paper, we call this a cavitating jet
in water. From the point of view of the practical use of cavitation
shotless peening, the application area for a cavitating jet without a
water-filled chamber is wider than the submerged situation. Sev-
eral researchers had tried to produce an artificially submerged jet
in air by injecting a high-speed water jet into a concentric low-
speed water jet for cutting rocks or cleaning �15–17�. However,
the aspect of the cavitating jet in air was not clear.

Soyama successfully generated suitable cavitating jet in air for
cavitation shotless peening by injecting a high-speed water jet into
a concentric low-speed water jet, which is injected directly into air
without a water-filled chamber �18�. According to an erosion test
on a pure aluminum specimen, the performance of the cavitating
jet in air depended on the injection pressure of the low-speed
water jet, and the cavitating jet in air at the optimum injection
pressure had a higher impact compared with both a cavitating jet
in water and a normal water jet in air �18�. The cavitating jet in air
introduced more compressive residual stress into the surface of
tool alloy steel �18�, and improved the fatigue strength of metallic
materials �19,20�. A cavitating jet in air has also been tested for
peen forming to produce a curved duralumin plate for the main
wing of an airplane �21�.

In order to optimize the cavitating jet in air, its appearance was
observed using high-speed photography with a xenon flash lamp
and a high-speed video camera. As the performance of the cavi-
tating jet in air is closely related to the injection pressure of the
low-speed water jet �18�, an erosion test was conducted to deter-

mine the optimum injection pressure, where the erosion rate was a
maximum. The appearance of the jet was observed at various
injection pressures of the low-speed water jet. It is noted that this
is the first paper to report observations of a cavitating jet in air.

Experimental Facilities and Procedures
Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of the apparatus used

to generate the cavitating jet in air. The test nozzle consists of a
nozzle for the high-speed water jet and a nozzle for the low-speed
water jet, as shown in Fig. 2. The nozzles were set in a concentric
configuration. The starting point of cavitation might be at the up-
stream corner of the nozzle throat of a high-speed water jet. The
diameter of the nozzle for the high and low-speed water jets, dH
and dL, were 1 and 20 mm, respectively. The injection pressure of
the high-speed water jet pH and low-speed water jet pL were con-
trolled by opening bypass valves. The injection pressures, pH and
pL, of the nozzles were measured by pressure transducers. In the
present paper, the pressure is considered to be the absolute pres-
sure. The standoff distance sH is defined as the distance from the
upstream corner of the nozzle throat of the high-speed water jet to
the surface of the test specimen. The standoff distance sL is de-
fined as the distance from the outlet of the nozzle of the low-speed
water jet to the surface of the test specimen. In the present experi-
ment, the distance sH−sL was fixed at 7.5 mm. Tap water was
used in the cavitating jet loop for both high-speed and low-speed
water jets. The air content ratio � /�s of test water in the tank B
was measured by a dissolved oxygen meter. Here �s is saturated
air content of water. During the test, the air content ratio � /�s and
the water temperature were from 1.03 to 1.05 and from
293 K to 303 K, respectively.

The key parameter for a cavitating jet in air is the cavitation
number �. The cavitation number is defined by the injection pres-
sure of both the high-speed water jet pH and the low-speed water
jet pL, and the saturated vapor pressure of the test water p� as
follows:

� =
pL − p�

pH − pL
�

pL

pH
. �1�

In the case of a cavitating jet in air, the cavitation number can be
simplified as in Eq. �1� because pH� pL� p�.

In order to observe the appearance of cavitating jets in air,
high-speed photographs were taken using a xenon flash lamp with
an exposure time of 1.1 �s. To observe the unsteadiness of the
cavitating jet in air, a high-speed video camera with a maximum
frame speed of 100 000 frames per second was used.
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The jet’s capability was investigated by measuring the mass
loss induced by erosion. This assumes that the greater the mass
loss, the greater the jet’s capability. Specimens for the erosion test
were made of pure aluminum �Japanese Industrial Standard JIS
A1050�. The exposure time of specimens to the jet was kept con-
stant at 3 min. The mass loss �m was measured at a constant
injection pressure pH=20 MPa. To optimize the cavitating jet in
air, the mass loss �m was measured as the standoff distance sH
and the injection pressure of the low-speed water jet pL were
varied. In order to measure the jet capability in the erosion test,
both the aluminum specimen and the nozzle were fixed.

Results

Capability of a Cavitating Jet in Air. In order to investigate
the performance of the cavitating jet in air, the mass loss �m was
plotted as a function of standoff distance sH at various injection
pressure pL, as shown in Fig. 3. The injection pressure pH was
20 MPa. The mass loss �m peaks at a certain standoff distance,
i.e., the optimum standoff distance, which varies with pL. At pL
=0.14, 0.15, and 0.16 MPa, the optimum standoff distance is
30 mm. At pL=0.17 and 0.18 MPa, this increases to 35 mm, and
at pL=0.20 MPa it is 40 mm. Thus, the optimum standoff distance

increases slightly with injection pressure pL.
Figure 4 shows the erosion pattern at pH=20 MPa, pL

=0.15 MPa, and sH=30 mm, where the mass loss was a maxi-
mum. Although the center has been eroded by impinging droplets
of the high-speed water jet, the main erosion region is a ring
shape. The outer and inner diameters of the ring are about 20 and
10 mm, respectively. This ring erosion is typical of a cavitating jet
in water �18�. The cavitation cloud impinged the surface, spread
out, and then collapsed, producing impacts. This is the reason why
the main erosion is formed in the shape of a ring. Thus, the ring
pattern is proof of the functioning of the cavitating jet in air.

Figure 5 illustrates the mass loss �m at the optimum standoff
distance as a function of the injection pressure pL. The data of Fig.
5 were taken from those of Fig. 4 at the optimum standoff dis-
tance. Obviously, the mass loss reaches a peak at pL=0.15 MPa.
At pH=20 MPa and pL=0.15 MPa, the cavitation number was
0.0075. In the case of a cavitating jet in water, the mass loss was
a maximum at �=0.01 or 0.014 �22,23�. Thus, the optimum cavi-
tation number of the cavitating jet in air is smaller than that of a
cavitating jet in water.

Appearance of a Cavitating Jet in Air. Figure 6 shows the
appearance of a cavitating jet in air at pH=20 MPa and pL

Fig. 1 Test apparatus for the cavitating jet in air

Fig. 2 Nozzle geometry

Fig. 3 Jet performance as a function of standoff distance
sH„pH=20 MPa…

Fig. 4 Erosion pattern induced by a cavitating jet in air „pH
=20 MPa, pL=0.15 MPa, sH=30 mm…
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=0.15 MPa obtained using a xenon flash lamp. The highest impact
was obtained under these conditions in the present experiment. A
part of the nozzle is shown in the upper side in Fig. 6, the jet
being injected downward. The surface of the low-speed water jet
reveals a wavy pattern with a wavelength of about 4.6 mm. Al-

though the wavy pattern was observed near the nozzle, the surface
was continuous. As the distance from the nozzle increases, the
surface is broken up and droplets are shown spilling out from the
surface of the low-speed water jet. The white region seen in the
center of the low-speed water jet starts from the outlet of the
nozzle of low-speed water jet, and its length is about 15 mm. This
white region is the cavitation cloud, which develops around the
high-speed water jet. Although the cavitation cloud disappears
farther downstream, another cavitation cloud can be observed,
starting at a distance of 20 mm from the nozzle. This kind of
breakdown of the cavitation cloud has also been observed for a
cavitating jet in water �24–26�. The cavitation cloud shedding and
the breakdown of the cloud of the cavitating jet in water took
place periodically with a frequency in the range of 0.5 to 2 kHz
�24�. This frequency depends on the injection pressure of the cavi-
tating jet and/or the cavitation number.

In order to investigate the cavitation cloud shedding, a cavitat-
ing jet in air at pH=20 MPa and pL=0.15 MPa was observed us-
ing a high-speed video camera, as shown in Fig. 7. The frame
speed was 30 000 frames per second. At t=0 ms, the wavy pat-
tern of the low-speed water jet was observed near the nozzle.
Shedding of the wave occurred downstream and the next wave
appeared at the 16th frame followed by a 2nd new wave at the
31st frame. That is, the wavy pattern of the low-speed water jet
appeared at each 15th frame, corresponding to a 0.5 ms time in-
terval. When the high-speed water jet was observed, the cavitation
cloud developed from t=0 to 0.3 ms and then broke up at 0.3 ms.
The next cavitation cloud developed from 0.3 to 0.8 ms. At about
t=0.8 ms, the cavitation cloud broke up for the second time. Thus,
the breakup of the cavitation cloud occurred every 0.5 ms. The
period of the breakup of the cavitation cloud was the same as that
of the wavy pattern of the low-speed water jet. That is, the wavy
pattern was synchronized to the periodic shedding and breakup of
the cavitation cloud. The breakup or collapse of the cavitation
cloud produced a pressure wave, which in turn produced the wavy
pattern observed in the low-speed water jet.

In order to measure the flow velocity of the high- and low-
speed water jets, the appearance in Figs. 6 and 7 was investigated.
The average wavelength of the three wavy patterns near the
nozzle of the low-speed water jet is about 4.6 mm in Fig. 6. The
time interval of the shedding of the wavy pattern in Fig. 7 is

Fig. 5 Jet performance as a function of the injection pressure
of the low-speed water jet pL„pH=20 MPa…

Fig. 6 Appearance of a cavitating jet in air „pH=20 MPa, pL
=0.15 MPa…

Fig. 7 Changing appearance of a cavitating jet in air with time „pH=20 MPa, pL=0.15 MPa…
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0.5 ms, as mentioned above. The average speed of shedding of the
wavy pattern is 9.2 m/s. As the injection pressure of the low-
speed water jet was, in absolute pressure, 0.15 MPa, the calcu-
lated flow speed was 10 m/s, given that the relative injection
pressure was 0.05 MPa. Thus, the shedding speed of the wavy
pattern is about 92% of the flow velocity. Regarding the observa-
tions made using high-speed photography and the high-speed
video camera under the conditions of pH=20 MPa and pL
=0.11 MPa, the shedding speed of the wavy pattern was 4.5 m/s,
calculated from the 1.5 mm wavelength and the 0.33 ms time in-
terval of shedding. This was also 92% of the calculated velocity at
the injection pressure. Thus, the time interval can be calculated
from the wavelength of the wavy pattern and the flow speed near
the nozzle by considering the injection pressure and the factor of
92%.

Shedding Frequency of Wavy Pattern. Figure 8 illustrates
how the wavelength of the wavy pattern �w of a low-speed water
jet varies with the injection pressure pL. The frequency can be
obtained from the wavelength, the injection pressure, and the fac-
tor of 92% mentioned above. In Fig. 8, the symbol shows the
average of three measurements of the wavelength taken near to
the nozzle from each of five pictures, i.e., 15 measurements in
total. The bar shows the standard deviation for the 15 measure-
ments. The wavelength increases as the injection pressure pL in-
creases and the rate of increase decreases as pL increases.

Figure 9 shows the appearance of the cavitating jet in air,
changing as the injection pressure pL is changed. In all cases, the
cavitation cloud can be observed at the center of the jet. As men-
tioned above, the wavelength �w increases with injection pressure
pL. At low injection pressures such as pL=0.11 or 0.12 MPa, the
low-speed water jet near the nozzle is pulled into the center by the
high-speed water jet. The wavy pattern is at its most significant at
around pL=0.15 MPa. At this pressure, water is seen spilling out
from the surface of the low-speed water jet. At higher injection
pressure such as pL=0.18 and 0.19 MPa, the surface of the low-
speed water jet gets smoother. This means that the wavy pattern
was most clearly seen when the highest impact conditions were
used.

Figure 10 illustrates the variation of the shedding frequency of
the wavy pattern fw with injection pressure pL. Data from Fig. 9
were used to obtain the data for Fig. 10. The frequency fw was
calculated from the wavelength �w and the flow velocity of the
wavy pattern �w. The flow velocity �w is 92% of the flow velocity
of the low-speed water jet, and it was obtained from the injection

pressure pL using the Bernoulli equation. The frequency fw, cal-
culated from the wavelength �w and the injection pressure pL, is
expressed in Eq. �2�. Here, 	 is the density of water.

fw =
1

�w

�w

=
1

�w

0.92�2pL/	

. �2�

The frequency fw decreases with injection pressure pL and satu-
rates at about pL=0.15 MPa, as shown in Fig. 10. The frequency
of the wavy pattern is nearly the same as the shedding frequency,
since the breakup of the cavitation cloud is related to the wavy
pattern of the low-speed water jet, as mentioned above. Thus, the
decrease of fw means that the interval of breakup increases and the
cavitation cloud develops as the injection pressure pL is increased.

Figure 11 illustrates how the shedding interval of the wavy
pattern 
w varies with the flow velocity of the low-speed water jet
�L calculated from the injection pressure pL using the Bernoulli
equation. The shedding interval 
w is the inverse of the frequency
fw of Fig. 10. The shedding interval 
w increases with the flow
velocity �L until �L=10 m/s, i.e., pL=0.15 MPa and at �L
�10 m/s it saturates. The increase of the shedding interval 
w
means that cavitation is developing. When cavitation develops and
collapses, the cavitation impact increases normally. As the interval
increases with the flow velocity until �L=10 m/s, the cavitation
impact might also have been increasing. Since the shedding inter-
val saturates at �L�10 m/s, the cavitation cloud might break the
low-speed water jet before bubble collapse, perhaps resulting in
weak cavitation impact.

The cavitation length Lcav was decreased with the increase of
the cavitation number � at cavitating jet without an associated
low-speed water jet, and it was described by following equation
�27�.

Lcav = c1�−n �3�

where c1 and n are constants that depend on the shape of nozzle.
c1 and n are 2.02 and 0.78, respectively, �27�. In case of a cavi-
tating jet, the cavitating length refers to the moving distance of
cavitation cloud from the initiation point of cavitation, i.e., the
upstream corner of the nozzle, to the collapsing point of cavita-
tion. If it is assumed that the lifetime of the cavitation cloud is
constant at constant pH, the moving distance of the cavitation
cloud, i.e., the cavitating length Lcav is proportional to the shed-
ding speed of the cloud. Since the cavitation cloud was carried by
the low-speed water jet in the case of a cavitating jet in air, the
cavitating length Lcav was proportional to the shedding speed of
the cloud, i.e., the velocity of the low-speed water jet �L. Thus, the
cavitating length can be revealed by following equation at con-
stant pH.

Lcav = c2�−n � �L �4�

Here, c2 is constant, considering c1 and the proportional coeffi-
cient of �L. The decrease of Lcav affected by increase of �L was
already considered in Lcav�−n. As pL is in absolute pressure, pL
�MPa� is described by �L �m/s� as follows when 	
=1000 �kg/m3�;

pL =
�L

2

2000
+ 0.1 �5�

At constant pH, � pL, then

Lcav  pL
−n � �L �

�L

� �L
2

2000
+ 0.1	n �6�

Regarding Ref. �23�, which surveyed results of researchers, n is
from 0.5 to 1. Lcav tends to a minimum at n=1, varying with �L.
Consider Lcav as a function of �L.

Fig. 8 Wavelength �w of the wavy pattern of the low-speed
water jet „pH=20 MPa…
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f��L� =
�L

�L
2

2000
+ 0.1

= 2000
�L

�L
2 + 200

�7�

Differentiating Eq. �7�,

f���L� = 2000
��200�2 − �L

2

�L
2 + ��200�2

�8�

Since �200�14.1, f���L��0 at �L�14.1. This means that the
cavitating length increased with �L when �L�14.1 m/s. This is
the reason why the cavitation developed with an increase of the

Fig. 9 Variation in the appearance of a cavitating jet in air with the injection pressure of the low-speed water jet pL„pH
=20 MPa…
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pressure of the low-speed water jet and then the cavitating length
was saturated.

Conclusions
In order to investigate a cavitating jet in air, observations were

made using a high-speed video camera and high-speed photogra-
phy. Cavitating jets in air were successfully realized by injecting a
high-speed water jet into a low-speed water jet using a concentric
nozzle. In the experiment, the pressure of the high-speed water jet
was kept constant at 20 MPa and the pressure of the low-speed
water jet was varied from 0.11 to 0.19 MPa.

�1� The cavitating jet in air under high impact conditions shows
a periodic phenomena. The cavitation cloud in a low-speed water
jet shaded periodically. The low-speed water jet had a wavy sur-
face with a frequency related to that of the cloud shedding.

�2� The frequency of the wavy pattern of low-speed water jet
decreased with increasing injection pressure of the low-speed wa-
ter jet.

�3� The cavitating jet in air had a maximum capability at certain
injection pressures of the low-speed water jet.

�4� The wavy pattern of the low-speed water jet was most sig-
nificant under high impact conditions.
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Nomenclature
d � nozzle diameter

fw � shading frequency of wavy pattern
p � injection pressure of water jet
s � standoff distance from nozzle to impinged

surface
t � time

�L � flow velocity of low-speed water jet
�w � flow velocity of wavy pattern

� /�s � air content ratio of test water
�s � saturated air content of water

�m � mass loss
� � cavitation number

�w � wavelength of wavy pattern

w � shading interval of wavy pattern
H � parameter of high-speed water jet
L � parameter of low-speed water jet

Appendix: Effect of Injection Pressure of High-Speed
Water Jet

Figure 12 shows the aspects of the cavitating jet in air changing
with the pressure of the high-speed water jet pH from 5 to 30 MPa

Fig. 10 Variation of the shedding frequency of the wavy pat-
tern fw with the injection pressure of the low-speed water jet
pL„pH=20 MPa…

Fig. 11 Variation of the shedding interval of the wavy pattern
�w with the flow velocity of the low-speed water jet �L„pH
=20 MPa…

Fig. 12 Aspects of a cavitating jet in air with the injection
pressure of the high-speed water jet pL„pL=0.15 MPa…
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at constant pL=0.15 MPa. For all cases, the cavitation cloud was
observed in the low-speed water jet center. The cavitating length
increased with pH as same as the cavitating jet in water at constant
pL. The wavy patterns were also observed. The averaged wave-
length was about 3.3 mm at pH=5 MPa, 4.1 mm at pH=10 MPa,
4.3 mm at pH=15 MPa, and 5.0 mm at pH=5 MPa, respectively.
These results show that the wavelength slightly increases with pH
at constant pL. There are two possible reasons. One of them is
related to the cavitating length. In the case of a cavitating jet in
water, when the cavitating length was increased, the shedding fre-
quency of the cavitation cloud was decreased. As mentioned in the
present paper, the frequency of the wavy pattern was related to the
cloud shedding. Thus, the wavelength increases with pH, as the
cavitation is developed. Another reason is that the flow velocity of
the low-speed water jet �L will be increased with pH and an in-
crease of �L causes a longer wavelength, as the low-speed water
jet carries the wavy pattern.
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Investigation of the Influence
of Injection Rate Shaping
on the Spray Characteristics
in a Diesel Common Rail System
Equipped with a Piston Amplifier
The quality of the mixing process of fuel and air in a direct injection diesel engine relies
heavily on the way the spray develops when injected into the combustion chamber.
Among other factors, the spray development depends on the injection rate of the fuel
delivered by the injector. The paper presents a study, at both a macroscopic and micro-
scopic level, of a Diesel spray generated by a common-rail injection system featuring a
piston pressure amplifier. By modifying the timing and the duration of the injector and
amplifier piston actuation, it is possible to obtain high injection pressures up to 180 MPa,
and different shapes for the injection rate, which would not be achievable with a regular
common rail injection system. The spray evolution produced by three different injection
rate shapes (square, ramp, and boot) has been investigated in an injection test rig, by
means of visualization and PDPA techniques, at different injection conditions. The main
conclusions are the important effect on spray penetration of the initial injection rate
evolution and the small influence of the maximum injection pressure attained at the end
of the injection event. Smaller or even negligible effects have been found on the spray
cone angle and on the droplet Sauter mean diameter. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2062767�

1 Introduction
As it is well-known in the diesel engine community, the process

of injecting fuel into the combustion chamber is responsible for
the quality of the air/fuel mixture that is achieved �1–3�. The
efficiency of combustion relies heavily on the quality of this mix-
ture and greatly influences engine performance as well as pollut-
ant emissions �4�. The ideal situation would be to ensure that all
the injected fuel is in contact with the maximum amount of avail-
able oxygen, so that the burning of the hydrocarbons is as com-
plete as possible, and that high local fuel concentrations were
avoided, thus limiting the maximum temperatures that normally
occur locally and which are well known for inducing the forma-
tion of nitrogen oxides �5�.

It can consequently be stated that the main objective of injec-
tion is for the spray to come into contact with as much fresh air as
possible. On the one hand, this means that through its own turbu-
lence the spray should entrain as much air as possible and, on the
other, that the droplets should be as small as possible in order to
maximize the contact surface between fuel and air �6,7� and to
promote evaporation. Throughout the open literature numerous
studies can be found that have achieved to theoretically predict the
main defining parameters of the spray: tip penetration, cone angle,
and droplet size �8–10�. However, the results vary between differ-
ent injection systems and conditions, and the conclusions that can
be drawn are rather qualitative than quantitative, although it can
be argued that the laws of penetration are quite well understood at
present. It is generally acknowledged that the flow turbulence in-
side the orifice is one of the factors that encourage the spray to
break up into droplets, as well as increasing the interaction be-

tween the spray and its ambient. The flow characteristics are in-
fluenced by the injection pressure, and consequently its variations
during the injection process, as well as the injector geometry
�2,8,10�.

The aim of the present paper is to study experimentally the
influence that the variations in fuel delivery throughout an injec-
tion cycle may have over the spray behavior �11�. Previous studies
relevant to this area of research have investigated the influence of
different injection strategies and injection rate shapes over engine
performance and emissions �12,13�. In order to achieve different
profiles for the rate shape at the beginning of injection, those
studies employed different diameters for the discharge orifice in
the injector’s control volume.

In the present work this was achieved more flexibly with a
system based on a common rail and a pressure piston amplifier.
This system can deliver lower rail pressure or higher amplified
pressure to the injector, and can change from one level to the other
during injection. This allows for a very practical way of testing
different rate shapes because no physical change to the injector is
required, and could also be of interest in the engine as it would
allow for very flexible injection strategies that vary with engine
speed and load.

The spray is characterized by two macroscopic parameters,
cone angle and tip penetration, obtained through a direct visual-
ization method, and one microscopic parameter, the droplet size,
measured with the phase Doppler particle analyzer �PDPA� tech-
nique.

2 Experimental Set-Up

2.1 Injection System. The concept of the injection system
�whose sketch appears in Fig. 1� is based on the combination of a
pressure amplifier piston and a regular common rail system. This
system is able to supply two levels of pressure to the injector, one
constant “low” pressure from the rail and one instantaneous
“high” pressure from the amplifier piston. The amplifier piston is
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activated independently of the injector, and thus the pressure evo-
lution at the injector can be modulated with high flexibility. In
principle, the injection system is able to produce different injec-
tion rate shapes, for instance a common-rail “square,” “ramp,” or
“boot” shape. These injection rates are shown in their idealized
from in Fig. 2.

The three shapes of injection rate are obtained by changing the
relative timing of the piston amplifier and injector actuation. If the
piston is actuated before the injector, then when the injector
opens, the pressure will have already risen to the amplified value,
and the profile of the injection pressure over one cycle should
ideally look like the graph on the left of Fig. 2 �“square”�. If the
piston is actuated at almost the same instant as the injector, then
the injection pressure will initially be as in the common rail and
will rise progressively to the maximum value delivered by the
amplifying system. This is the shape characterized as the “ramp.”

Finally, if the piston is activated after the injector has opened;
the injection pressure will initially rise to the rail value, remain at
that value for a while and then increase again once the fuel at the
amplified pressure starts being delivered. This is the “boot” case,
shown on the right of Fig. 2.

In reality, however, there is a delay of about 2 ms between the
moment the electrical signal is given to the amplifying piston and
the moment the pressure at the injector reaches the maximum
value; this requires the two energizing times to be adjusted ac-
cordingly. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the fuel pressure avail-
able to the injector when the piston amplifier is actuated.

The actual resulting rate shapes are shown in Fig. 4. The origin
of the “x” axis is taken as the actual start of injection for presen-
tation purposes, although in reality the process starts with the
injector’s energizing pulse, which is also used for synchronizing
the camera and the flash light.

2.2 Injection Test Rig. The injection test rig �ITR� is based
on a constant-volume vessel that offers better optical access than a
normal engine and allows the ambient conditions in the combus-
tion chamber at the moment of injection to be totally or partially
reproduced.

The test rig is filled with a dense gas, sulphur hexa-fluoride
�SF6�, which is inert thus preventing combustion. Its high molecu-
lar mass allows the density values that normally occur in a diesel
engine at the moment of injection �20–60 kg/m3� to be reached at
much lower pressures �0.2–0.8 MPa�. It is generally accepted that
the behavior of the spray depends mainly on the density of the
ambient gas rather than on its pressure, which implies that the
experiments performed in such a test rig are representative of the
real conditions in a Diesel engine spray �8�.

The temperature inside the rig is kept constant, at 25°C. The
gas is continuously scavenged at a velocity lower than 3 m/s,
which is not expected to affect the diesel spray, while window
fouling is avoided. The test section of the rig is shown in Fig. 5,
where the three plexiglass windows allow good optical access to
the injector both for the macroscopic and microscopic
characterization.

In order to study the spray evolution, only one jet from the
injector nozzle needs to appear in the image recorded by the cam-
era, since the other ones are irrelevant and quite inconvenient for
the purpose of this study. In fact, the ITR is difficult to operate
with a multihole injector, since the additional sprays cause con-
tamination of the windows, as they are generally directed towards
them. Consequently, specially machined nozzles with fewer ori-
fices need to be employed, if the ITR is to be kept operative for a
reasonable time before it requires cleaning. In the case of the

Fig. 1 Common rail injection system with piston amplifier

Fig. 2 “Square,” “ramp,” and “boot” type ideal injection rates

Fig. 3 Pressure evolution at the injector and piston energizing
signal
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present study, a two-hole injector tip was used as could be seen in
Fig. 5, with the two orifices diametrically opposite, in order to
balance the hydraulic forces acting on the injector needle.

A Roots compressor is used to provide a maximum flow rate of
5000 l /min, with an increase of about 0.05 MPa in the vessel
pressure. Two filters collect the fuel injected in order to keep the
gas stream clean; the first one is cyclonic, while the second one is
of higher efficiency, retaining the smaller droplets.

Several authors have employed high density gas to simulate the
engine conditions �14,15�. Obviously, the use of SF6 is more
likely to produce shock waves during the injection process �14�,
and the existence of shock waves probably modifies the spray
characteristics, making the inner part of the spray to travel much
faster than the leading edge �14�. However, with the available
experimental set-up the visualization of shock waves was not pos-
sible, neither an evaluation of their presence.

2.3 Spray Visualization System. The images were recorded
with a 12-bit color CCD camera �Pixel Fly by PCO� with a reso-
lution of 1280�1024 pixels, and a minimum exposure time of
10 �s with a jitter of ±5 �s. Illumination was produced by a
conventional electronic flash, with controllable duration and inten-
sity. All the experimental equipment �camera-flash-injection� was
synchronized with a purpose-made electronic system, using the
injector trigger signal as a reference for the image sequences. The
flash was located in front of the camera while a set of light dif-
fusers ensured homogeneous background illumination.

The flash was synchronized by means of a TTL signal gener-
ated at each revolution of the injection pump and its shot was

time-delayed to illuminate the spray at different instants. Images
were taken every 100 �s throughout the entire injection process
showing high repeatability and very low cyclic dispersion.

The image analyzing software then reads the images pixel by
pixel and, based on the difference in intensity between the back-
ground and the spray, identifies the spray position and calculates
its cone angle and its penetration �16�.

2.4 The Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer. The Phase Dop-
pler analyzer was used to measure the fuel drop sizes in the spray.
The instrument provides non-intrusive point measurements of
droplet size and velocity simultaneously from refractive scattered
light. Explanation of the PDPA principle can be found in �17�.

Generally, for analyzing and presenting the results, the Sauter
Mean Diameter �SMD� is used. The SMD represents the diameter
of a uniform equivalent drop set with the same volume and the
same surface of all drops, and thus is relevant to a number of
important processes involving drop penetration or heat and mass
transfer �18�,

SMD =
� nD3

� nD2
. �1�

The laser-emitting equipment of the PDPA system features a 2 W
water-cooled Ar+ Laser source operated at 600 mW, a 40 MHz
Bragg cell as frequency shifter and a TSI 15 mm Laser probe
linked by 10 m length fiber optics. Collecting optics and electron-
ics are those from a standard Aerometrics component system. The
one-per-cycle signal given by the injection pump bench was used
as a trigger for defining the beginning of the measuring temporal
window. The PDPA optical components �laser-emitting and
signal-receiving optics� were mounted on an X-Y-Z coordinate
table that allows the positioning of the control volume within the
spray with a precision of movement of 0.05 mm.

The only shortcoming of the method for application to diesel
sprays is the inability to measure in zones of high droplet density,
especially close to the injector at the spray center. Due to multiple
droplets being present within the measurement volume, the light
signal is difficult to be interpreted by the processor. Another prob-
lem are the droplets located between the measurement volume and
the receiver as they make the propagation of light difficult. Fi-
nally, there are some droplets that cross the laser beams before
these intersect to form the probe volume, and thus light intensity
fluctuations are produced by reflection and refraction. All these
factors obviously have a negative influence on the quality of the
light signals that are to be processed �19,20�.

3 Test Conditions
The ambient density and temperature in the test volume were

fixed throughout the experiments at 44 kg/m3 and 25°C, respec-
tively. In the first two parametric studies the rail pressure was
35.5 MPa and consequently the amplified pressure at the injector
was 100 MPa. In the second test case the injector energizing times
were changed in order to inject the same amount of fuel. In the
third case the rail pressure was varied in order to modify the
amplified injector pressure, and the energizing times were
changed to maintain the injected quantity constant. A summary of
the operating conditions is given in Table 1.

The PDPA measuring points within the spray have been chosen
with the aim of revealing the possible differences occurring at
different positions along the jet’s axis and at different radial posi-
tions.

Figure 6 and Table 2 show all the positions at which droplet
size measurements have been made. However, only the relevant
results will be presented and discussed.

Fig. 4 Actual injection rate shapes

Fig. 5 The rig’s testing section; there can also be noticed the
laser beams for PDPA measurement, the device collecting the
second spray, and a dimension for scaling
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 Visualization Results. In Fig. 7 three sample pictures of
the spray in the high density test rig are presented for 1000 �s
after the start of injection. The differences in the spray character-
istics are obvious as will be seen in the processed results. The
higher the instantaneous injection rate, the higher the spray tip
penetration �21,22�.

The first comparison between the three injection patterns �Fig.
8� has been done by simply changing only the injection rates, as
shown in Fig. 4. The results are displayed with vertical bars show-
ing the sample standard deviation. The rail pressure �Prail� was
35.5 MPa and the maximum injection pressure �Pinj� was
100 MPa. The injector energizing times were the same for all
three cases, as well as the test rig gas density and temperature.

It should be mentioned that having the same injection duration
but different injection rates, produced by different instantaneous
injection pressures, means that the total fuel quantity injected per
cycle is not the same. As shown in Fig. 8, these differences trans-
late into different tip penetrations, as expected, with the square
pattern having a faster penetration than the other two, and the boot
the slowest one. However, no significant differences were ob-
served in the spray cone angle �23�.

The comparison presented in Fig. 9 is similar to the previous
one but in this case the injector energizing time has been adjusted
in order to inject the same quantity of fuel for every case �24�.
Consequently, the injection duration is the shortest for the square
pattern and the longest for the boot. Looking at the upper graph in
Fig. 9, it can be appreciated that the area contained under the rate
curves are the same, as expected, since the integral of the instan-
taneous rate curve provides the total mass of injected fuel per
cycle.

It can be seen that in the square pattern the spray penetrates
faster in the initial phases due to the higher fuel pressure at the
beginning of injection. The same is true for the ramp in compari-
son to the boot pattern. However, towards the end of injection
when the pressures are almost the same in all three cases, the
penetration curves also become similar, conserving the differences
that appear in the initial stages. The spray cone angles are the
same after an initial short period, when the boot and ramp patterns
exhibit higher cone angles. This corresponds to the period the
injector needle is still opening and thus the injection conditions
have not yet reached the quasi-steady state. Square reaches that
state faster due to a much higher fuel pressure at the injection
start.

The results presented in Fig. 10 are meant to reveal the influ-

Table 2 Position of test points within the spray

Fig. 6 PDPA measurement positions

Table 1 Test matrix
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ence that injection pressure has on the spray characteristics. That
is why only one injection pattern has been used, and the maximum
injection pressure has been varied from 100 MPa to 160 MPa.
This means that the rail pressure was in the interval between
35.5 MPa and 57 MPa. The injector energizing times were modi-
fied accordingly in order to inject the same quantity in all three
cases. The results revealed that the penetration curves are similar,
with the higher injection pressure leading to slightly higher pen-
etration than the lower pressures. However, it is worth noting that
in the case of injecting under boot pattern at 160 MPa, spray
penetration is lower than the one achieved at the square pattern at
100 MPa. This can be easily noticed by comparing Figs. 9 and 10,
both of them corresponding to boot pattern at 100 MPa. This
means that the higher pressure at the beginning of injection in the
case of the square pattern at 100 MPa in comparison to boot at
160 MPa is the most important factor in determining spray tip
penetration.

The spray cone angles exhibit such close values that it would be

difficult to draw a clear conclusion over a possible tendency. The
angle values averaged over the entire injection cycle and over
several repetitions are within 0.5° of one another regardless of the
injection pressure or rate shape, with no consistent tendency be-
tween them, so it leads to the conclusion that there is no direct
influence of the injection pressure over the aperture angle �22�.

4.1.1 Discussion of the Visualization Results Reliability. It can
be observed in the penetration graphs that the data presents very
low variation, about ±1 mm, which at a 50 mm penetration rep-
resents an uncertainty interval of 4%. This variation is due to both
cycle-to-cycle variations in the injection process itself, as well as
the ones in the image processing. The injection process may typi-
cally vary due to fluctuations of the injection pressure, which are
unlikely to be significant in the case of a common-rail system, and
due to friction forces actuating on the injector needle. The opening
of the needle influences the fuel flow inside the nozzle, and thus,
a slightly smaller lift, not only produces a small decrease of the
penetration, but also increases with a small amount the aperture
angle, due to higher in-nozzle turbulence �22�. The image process-
ing relies on a statistical method, the likelihood-ratio test �16�, to
separate the spray shadow from the more luminous background,
and so it is inherent to introduce a small variability due to the
particularities of every individual spray.

The same factors determine the variability of the observed
angle. This is typically measured with two straight fits at 60% of

Fig. 7 Shadography image example for “square,” “ramp,” and
“boot” „in this order, starting from above…, corresponding to
1 ms after start of injection, and the test conditions from Fig. 9

Fig. 8 Injection rate, spray cone angle, and tip penetration
comparison: Prail=35.5 MPa, Pinj=100 MPa, ET=1.6 ms
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the total penetration �1�, and so if it was to consider the same
variability as in the penetration data at either side of the spray
image at 30 mm from the orifice, it would translate roughly into a
4 deg variation in spray cone angle. While this consideration leads
to an obvious overestimation of the angle variability, it shows that
the actual variability of about 3 deg observed in the experimental
results can be considered normal, although it might seem abnor-
mally high at first sight. It can be however concluded that the
measuring angle standard deviation is greater than the differences
due to rate shaping or injection pressure. In the case of the pen-
etration data, these differences are greater than the standard mea-
surement deviation, and thus the results could be considered as
reliable and a theoretical analysis is performed in the following
paragraphs.

4.1.2 Theoretical Analysis of the Penetration Results.
Amongst the parameters that characterize a spray, the penetration
is the one which is best understood, because its theoretical predic-
tion is rather straightforward in comparison to the one of the angle
or the droplet diameter. Hay and Jones �23� carried out a critical
review of the proposed correlations for the penetration of the Die-
sel spray in the literature before 1972 and arrived at the conclu-
sion that those of Wakuri et al. �25� and Dent �26� were those that
best fitted the experimental results. Wakuri et al. applied conser-
vation of momentum in a cone of constant angle over a time

period, assuming that the mixture of air and fuel is homogenous,
and developed an equation that will be taken as reference in the
present paper,

S�t� = ct · �P1/4�a
−1/4D0

1/2 tan��

2
�−1/2

t1/2 �2�

where S�t� is the time-dependent penetration, �a is the ambient
density, D0 is the outlet orifice diameter, �P is the pressure dif-
ferential, t is the time from the start of injection, and � is the spray
cone angle. The injector geometry is taken into account through
the orifice diameter and the constant ct. This equation has been
established for an ideal injection rate having a squared shape;
therefore it would only be appropriate to use it for correlation with
the penetration results obtained with the square injection mode.
Assuming that apart from the time t, everything else can be
grouped in to one constant, a general equation for the penetration
could be written as

S�t� = k � ta �3�

In this equation, the time exponent, a, should have the value of
0.5 �1� for the square injection mode. Trying to fit this equation
with the experimental results, the value of coefficient a becomes
0.52 for the square rate, which is close to the value predicted by
Wakuri et al., 0.59 for the ramp and 0.67 for the boot. The R2

correlation coefficient reaches values of 0.991 for square and
ramp cases and 0.995 in the case of boot, which implies an ex-

Fig. 9 Effect of different rate shapes and energizing times;
Prail=35.5 MPa, Pinj=100 MPa

Fig. 10 Effect of different injection pressures, boot mode
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cellent correlation. The greater dependence on time in the penetra-
tion equation in the last two cases is expected because the pres-
sure is time dependent too.

As far as the constant k is concerned, it takes the highest value
for square and the lowest one for boot. Comparing Eqs. �2� and
�3� it can be seen that k includes the pressure differential which
has a higher average value over one injection event for square
than for the other two, thus explaining the observed tendency.

It can thus be concluded that the visualization results are in
good agreement with generally accepted theoretical consider-
ations.

4.2 PDPA Results. The SMD measurements in Figs. 11 and
12 correspond to the injection conditions of Fig. 8.

The results presented in Fig. 11 correspond to points located
exactly on the spray axis at a distance of 20 mm and 50 mm,
respectively, from the orifice. At 20 mm the data collection starts
relatively late, at around 2.5 ms after the start of injection. By
comparison, at 50 mm the data collection begins earlier, which is
physically impossible since the first droplets reach earlier the
20 mm point. This anomaly is explained by the fact that the jet is
too dense at 20 mm in the first injection phase thus the system is
not being able to collect any data.

Consequently, at 20 mm data begin to be collected only after
the droplet density falls below a certain level. On the other hand,
at the 50 mm point, data collection begins with the first droplets
that reach the probe volume, which is proven by the fact that in
the case of the square injection mode droplets are detected a little
earlier than in the case of ramp or boot. This is in accordance with
the penetration results of Fig. 8.

As far as the actual SMD values are concerned, no differences
are observed. This could be because at 20 mm the data are col-
lected late, when the injection conditions are equalized in the
three cases, and at 50 mm the drops have already spent long
enough in contact with the ambient gas for their size to become
uniform �27�.

At the 20 mm distance, measurements have also been taken
off-axis �Fig. 12� where the spray density is lower and data were

available as soon as the first droplets reach the probe volume. As
it can be seen, at 1.5 mm distance off axis, close to the injection
start, the square rate produces a slightly smaller SMD than the
ramp, with boot producing the highest one. The operating condi-
tions then equalize and so do the SMD’s. At the 3 mm off-axis
point it is clear that boot produces higher droplet diameter prob-
ably due to the lowest effective injection pressure.

The off-axis measurements at points �30;1.5� and �30;3.0� have
revealed no diameter difference between the three injection
modes. However, the droplet diameter is in general agreement
with those observed and predicted in similar investigations
�27,28�.

A PDPA test was also performed at 40 mm from the orifice at
the spray axis with the injection conditions as in Fig. 9. It is
common knowledge that droplet size depends on the intensity of
the breakup process at the orifice exit, which depends on the tur-
bulence inside the nozzle. It could be argued that a short, high-
pressure injection produces more turbulence than a long, lower-
pressure one, so one could expect the 160 MPa injection pressure
to produce lower SMD. In Fig. 13 such a difference can be seen
although it is rather small. The conclusion from this figure would

Fig. 11 On-axis PDPA results, 20 and 50 mm from injector
orifice

Fig. 12 Off-axis PDPA results, 20 mm from injector orifice, 1.5
and 3 mm radial distance

Fig. 13 Effect of injection pressure on droplet size
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be that the SMD values far from the nozzle exit are not influenced
by small changes in the internal flow characteristics �injection
pressure� when keeping unchanged the nozzle geometry as is the
case in the present work.

4.2.1 Discussion of the PDPA Results Reliability. While per-
forming a PDPA characterization of a spray there is a set of mea-
sures that are taken to make sure the results are reliable. The first
step is to choose a sampling rate frequency that fits with the ve-
locity range going to be encountered, the purpose being to limit
the possibility of sampling fake signals or noises that are outside
the required range frequency. To eliminate noises that produce
frequencies in the same range as the droplet velocities the most
common practice is to keep the PMT voltage rather low,
400–600 mV, increase the laser power to about 1–1.2 W, and
increase the burst threshold to eliminate the noise, typically
300–500 mV. Increasing the burst threshold has the disadvantage
of decreasing the data rate and that it also might eliminate valid
measurements. The process thus depends on the experience of the
operator to find a good balance between obtaining a low-noise
measurement while keeping the data rate at an acceptable level.
Software wise, the phase calibration, as well as the intensity vali-
dation make sure that non-spherical droplets and other abnormali-
ties are eliminated and that when a droplet does gets measured, it
is done accurately.

The main problem occurs when multiple droplets are present
within the measurement volume, because they produce a single
burst signal, which cannot be processed, and thus no valid data
can be collected from the denser parts of the spray. Looking at the
burst efficiency, it was noticed that it was up to 70% in the tail of
the spray, i.e., after the first dense front has passed, but in the first
part of the spray only 5% of the droplets passing through the
probe volume produced valid data. This indicates clearly that
those measurements are seriously biased towards the droplets that
are easier to measure, especially the slower ones.

The conclusion is that the data presented for the less dense parts
of the spray reflects satisfactorily its characteristics.

5 Conclusions
The comparison between square, ramp, and boot injection rate

profiles revealed that square always leads to higher spray tip pen-
etration due to the higher pressure at the start of injection, even if
the times are adjusted so that the same fuel quantity is injected.
Ramp always has medium penetration and boot the lowest one.
The spray cone angles are almost identical in the three cases
showing no influence of injection rate shape or injection pressure
on the value of the spray cone angle.

When the injection mode is maintained as either ramp or boot
and the injection pressure and duration are varied while keeping
the same injected quantity, a small difference appears in spray
penetration, with higher pressures leading to faster penetration. A
trend was also observed for the combination of higher injection
pressure with shorter duration to produce a higher aperture angle
at the beginning of the injection process when transient processes
were important.

Measurements at the spray center two axial positions revealed
no difference between the droplet diameters produced by the three
injection rate shapes mainly due to the fact that only the spray tail
was considered and not the leading edge where most differences
could be foreseen.

The off-axis measurements far downstream from the orifice
also showed no difference in droplet size. Nevertheless, it was
noticed that closer to the orifice the higher injection pressures
tended to produce droplets with slightly smaller diameter.
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Nomenclature
CCD � charged coupled device
ct, k � constants

D � droplet diameter
D0 � injector outlet orifice diameter
ET � energizing time

ITR � injection test rig
PDPA � phase Doppler particle analyzer

Pinj � injection pressure
Prail � rail pressure

PMT � photomultiplier
SMD � Sauter mean diameter

S�t� � time-dependent penetration
SF6 � sulphur hexa-fluoride

t � time from the start of injection
TTL � transistor-transistor logic signal

Greek symbols
�a � density in the testing section

�P � pressure differential
� � spray cone angle
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Level-Set Computations of Free
Surface Rotational Flows
A numerical method is developed for modeling the violent motion and fragmentation of
an interface between two fluids. The flow field is described through the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations for both fluids (in this case water and air), and the interface is
captured by a Level-Set function. Particular attention is given to modeling the interface,
where most of the numerical approximations are made. Novel features are that the rein-
tialization procedure has been redefined in cells crossed by the interface; the density has
been smoothed across the interface using an exponential function to obtain an equally
stiff variation of the density and of its inverse; and we have used an essentially non-
oscillatory scheme with a limiter whose coefficients depend on the distance function at
the interface. The results of the refined scheme have been compared with those of the
basic scheme and with other numerical solvers, with favorable results. Besides the case
of the vertical surface-piercing plate (for which new laboratory measurements were car-
ried out) the numerical method is applied to problems involving a dam-break and wall-
impact, the interaction of a vortex with a free surface, and the deformation of a cylin-
drical bubble. Promising agreement with other sources of data is found in every case.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2062707�

1 Introduction
Over the four decades since the introduction of solvers for mul-

tiphase flows �1�, several strategies have been introduced for the
solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in a region containing two
immiscible fluids and for tracking their interface. Applications
include those situations in offshore and coastal engineering and
ship hydrodynamics where both the free surface and vorticity are
important, or where there are strong interactions between them.
Examples of both Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches to the
Navier-Stokes equations can be found in the literature, where the
solution is calculated respectively with reference to moving par-
ticles of each fluid �2,3�, or in terms of the fluid properties and
dynamics at points that are fixed in space �4–8�. There is a third
class that can be considered intermediate between these two, re-
ferred to as Boundary Fitted Methods �BFM� �8�. In this case the
computational domain is divided into deformable sub-domains,
and the boundaries of each domain adapt themselves to the inter-
face between the fluids.

However, in the present context the modeling of multiphase
flows has been mainly based on Eulerian methods. These have the
inherent advantage that a fixed mesh eliminates the need for re-
meshing, which otherwise becomes necessary after the interface
has undergone severe deformations.

Among Eulerian schemes further distinctions can be made, ac-
cording to the method used to trace the position of the interface.
The most well-known techniques are referred to as the Volume of
Fluid �VOF� method �5,9–11�, the Level-Set �LS� method �7,12�,
and the Constrained Interpolation Profile �CIP� method �13,14�.
Each one of these has attendant advantages and shortcomings, and
progress in this field continues to benefit from comparisons that
involve different numerical methods, analytical solutions �where
possible� and �probably most importantly� good quality laboratory
measurements. There is a shortage of suitable definitive experi-
mental data that focus on flows involving a strongly deforming
interface and on interfacial breaking. Attempts to study strong
deformations were made by Lawson et al. �10�, with PIV mea-

surements around a breaking bubble. Unfortunately, for the pur-
pose of studying regions of strong free surface deformation and
fragmentation, the value of PIV �as of other techniques� is limited
by the practical difficulties of making measurements in these con-
ditions.

This paper describes a Level-Set method that includes several
novel features, implemented with a finite difference Navier-Stokes
solver that uses an approximate projection method for the pres-
sure. Four test cases of increasing complexity are explored: a dam
break, a rising bubble, the interaction of a vortex pair with a free
surface, and the flow generated by a rapidly accelerating surface-
piercing vertical plate. All are two-dimensional flows. As is cus-
tomary, the term “free surface” is used here to denote the liquid/
gas interface, even though, owing to the finite density of the latter
�included in the computations�, the surface is not strictly free.

The geometry of the fourth test problem, for which dedicated
experiments were carried out, is identical to that studied in an
inviscid numerical solution by Tsai and Yue �15�. Though the
conditions can be defined very simply, the problem of the flow
generated by the horizontal motion of a vertical surface-piercing
plate encapsulates the dominant features of a wide range of sur-
face piercing body flows: �1� strong deformation of the surface
with eventual breaking and air entrainment, �2� generation of vor-
ticity, �3� interaction of the vorticity with the surface, and �4�
significant effects of surface tension. The main features described
here are shown in Fig. 1.

The first three test cases focus on some of these elements under
simpler conditions. In each case comparisons are made with the
results of other methods and, where possible, with measurements.
The results are encouraging, and demonstrate a reduction in the
smoothing errors at the interface that are commonly associated
with the Level-Set technique.

2 Numerical Method

2.1 Basic Equations. One approach for computing flows that
involve two phases �in this case air and water� is to consider the
whole domain to be a continuous field where any generic fluid
property, say f �in this case the density or viscosity�, takes an
appropriate value in each fluid. The problems that arise from dis-
continuities in f can be avoided by patching the corresponding
fields across the interface, that is
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f = �fair + �1 − ��fwater. �1�
A smooth transition from one phase to the other is provided by

the bridge function �� �0,1�, applied over a narrow interval
around the actual interface. In this scheme, the evolution of the
compound flow field is described by the Navier-Stokes equations
for a single fluid of non-uniform properties and, in principle, there
is no need to distinguish explicitly between the two phases. The
continuity conditions for velocity and tangential stresses at the
interface are automatically fulfilled, albeit in a smoothed sense,
while surface tension effects have to be modeled explicitly.
Clearly, most of the numerical difficulties are shifted to the treat-
ment of the bridge function and its consequences.

In the following, we will use a Level-Set approach to define the
transition from one phase to the other. The air-water interface is
not explicitly followed but its position is captured as the zero level
of a scalar field, defined in the whole computational domain. The
field equations are discretized by a finite-difference scheme, with
second-order accuracy both in time and space. The spatial dis-
cretization is based on an upwind Essentially Non-Oscillatory
�ENO� scheme, and the time discretization uses an iterative
predictor-corrector method, and a variable-density projection
method.

The one-fluid system is governed by the Navier-Stokes equa-
tion

� · u = 0
�2�

�
Du

Dt
= − �p + 2 � · �D + ���sn + �g

where the density � and the dynamic viscosity � vary across the
interface. The term ���sn is the capillary force, with � the surface
tension, n the normal to the interface, � the interface curvature,
and �S the Dirac function equal to unity on the interface and zero
elsewhere. Finally

�D�ij = Dij =
1

2
� �uj

�xi
+

�ui

�xj
� �3�

is the rate of strain tensor. Within the one-fluid formulation, the
conditions at an interface between two viscous fluids are auto-
matically captured �16�. The explicit modeling of surface-tension
effects is described later.

2.2 Time Discretization. A second-order approximation in
time of Eq. �2� can be written as

un+1 − un

�t
= −

�pn+1/2

�n+1/2 − ��u · ��u�n+1/2 +
�2 � · �D�n+1/2

�n+1/2

+
����Sn�n+1/2

�n+1/2 + g �4�

and is solved with a predictor-corrector scheme. In contrast to
most implementations, here the corrector step is iterated until con-
vergence, in order to improve stability and accuracy �17�. For
brevity, we introduce the term

F�u� = − �u · ��u +
2 � · �D

�
+ g �5�

approximated by �different� Taylor expansions in each step.

2.2.1 Predictor Step. The density and the surface tension at
time step n+1/2 are approximated with those at time n−1/2, and
�F�u��n+1/2 is obtained through a Taylor expansion from the pre-
vious time steps. The pressure gradient is written as

�p0
n+1/2

�n−1/2 =
�p0

n+1/2

pn−1/2 −
�pn−1/2

�n−1/2 +
�pn−1/2

�n−1/2 �6�

and the two-step procedure to obtain the velocity u0
n+1 reads

ũ = un + �t��F�u��0
n+1/2 −

�pn−1/2

�n−1/2 �
�7�

u0
n+1 = ũ + �t��pn−1/2

�n−1/2 −
�p0

n+1/2

�n−1/2 + �
���n�n−1/2

�n−1/2 �
For an incompressible fluid, the second equation in �7� becomes

� · ũ

�t
= − � · ���pn−1/2 − p0

n+1/2�
�n−1/2 + �

���n�n−1/2

�n−1/2 � . �8�

At time step n+1/2, the pressure is split into two parts p= p�st�
+ p�nst�, of which the first represents that due to the pressure jump
associated with surface tension at the interface,

�2p�st�,0
n+1/2 = � · �����n�n−1/2� �9�

and is completely independent of the density distribution. The
other part p�nst� represents the pressure in the absence of surface
tension and is given by

� · ���pn−1/2 − p�nst�,0
n+1/2 �

�n−1/2 � = −
� · ũ

�t
�10�

The solution of the Poisson Eqs. �9� and �10� gives p0
n+1/2, and

u0
n+1/2 follows from the second equation in �7�, while the viscosity

and density fields are defined once the interface has been captured
by the Level-Set technique discussed later. These results are used
to start the iterative corrector step.

2.2.2 Corrector Step. At the kth step of the corrector, the term
�F�u��k

n+1/2 is obtained by a centered Taylor expansion, and the
pressure gradient is written as

�p�ns�,k
n+1/2

�k−1
n+1/2 =

�p�ns�,k−1
n+1/2

�k−1
n+1/2 +

�pc

�k−1
n+1/2 �11�

where pc is a pressure-correction term arising from the approxi-
mate projection method

ũ = un + �t��F�u��k−1
n+1/2 −

�pk−1
n+1/2

�k−1
n+1/2 �

�12�

uk
n+1 = ũ + �t��

���n�k−1
n+1/2

�k−1
n+1/2 −

�pc

�k−1
n+1/2�

by solving the Poisson equations

Fig. 1 Flow around a surface piercing plate accelerated hori-
zontally from rest. The interface between air and water is
strongly deformed by the movement of the plate with velocity
U„t…. At the lower tip of the plate a region of high vorticity be-
comes detached „shown as a shadowed area…, and interacts
with the surface.
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�2p�st�k
n+1/2 = � · �����n�k−1

n+1/2�
�13�

� · � �pc

�k−1
n+1/2� =

� · ũ

�t

As before, once these Poisson equations have been solved, the
velocity, density, and viscosity fields can be updated. Again, we
note that density and viscosity depend on the iteration step k be-
cause of the motion of the interface. The iterative procedure is
repeated until convergence is satisfied. Full details of the proce-
dure are described by Colicchio �18�. If the corrector step were
performed only once, the method would resemble the 4-step
solver described in �19�. However, in the present case a pressure
correction pc, rather than a new pressure pn+1, is calculated
through the Poisson equation. This makes the solution more sen-
sitive to velocity variations in successive iterations, speeds up the
convergence and gives a more accurate solution.

2.3 Spatial Discretization. For the spatial discretization we
have used a staggered grid, and x and y derivatives have been
calculated using a second-order approximation and an ENO
scheme �20�. The application of second-order ENO schemes re-
quires the choice of a so-called “limiter function.” One of the
most commonly used limiters is the “minmod” which is known to
be dissipative. This feature is usually accepted because it smooths
the high normal gradient of the tangential velocity and further
stabilizes the interface with a numerical viscosity. On the other
hand the so-called “superbee” is the most suitable limiter to cap-
ture the advection of a steep function. However its indiscriminate
application over the whole domain, including regions of much
smoother velocity distributions within each phase, is not advis-
able. Though other limiters have been proposed, minmod and su-
perbee have been used here because of their individual features,
and because it is possible to implement a smooth transition from
one to the other, to achieve a more accurate advection of the
velocity over the whole computational domain. We have intro-
duced a variable coefficients limiter function m�a ,b� in the form

m�a,b� = �0 if ab � 0

max�min�f 	a	, 	b	�,min�f 	b	, 	a	��sign�a� if ab 	 0
�

�14�

where the coefficient f is a function of the distance 
 from the
interface

f = 
cos�
�

�lim
� + 1 if 	
	 � �lim

1 if 	
	 	 �lim
� �15�

and �lim is the interval of variation of the coefficients. The prac-
tical choice of �lim will be discussed later.

We note that this formulation is valid for high Reynolds num-
bers. In fact, the tangential velocity would be physically smoothed
by the higher fluid viscosity, and the use of a superbee scheme
would produce unphysical steepening of the tangential velocities
at the interface.

The algebraic systems arising from the discretization of the
Poisson equations are solved by a GMRES routine.

2.4 Interface Capturing. The interface between the fluids is
followed by using a Level-Set function 
, as introduced by Sus-
sman et al. �12�. The value of 
 at each of a large number of
particles within a narrow region surrounding the interface �as
shown in Fig. 2� is identified as its signed distance from the in-
terface. This function is then used in defining the bridge function
� in Eq. �1� for the purpose of smoothing variables across the
interface. The explicit functional form of the bridge function de-
pends on the property in question, as discussed in the following.

First, considering the density to be a function of 
, the conti-
nuity equation can be written as

��

�

� �


�t
+ u · �
� = 0 �16�

from which the expression in parentheses provides a transport
equation for 
. The Lagrangian evolution of 
 does not preserve
distance, and so a periodic reinitialization is necessary to restore
its geometrical meaning. The reinitialization, as introduced by
Sussman et al. �12�, is based on

�


��
+ ��
 · �


	�
	
− 1�sign�
� = 0, �17�

where 
 is advanced in pseudo-time � until stationary conditions
are obtained. The standard solution procedure is based on an ENO
scheme for the calculation of the spatial derivatives. As shown by
Russo and Smereka �21�, such schemes introduce an error at the
interface and this problem can be alleviated by putting


ij
l+1 = 

i,j

n − ���sign�
i,j
0 �	
i,j

l 	 − Di,j� at an interface cell, and


i,j
n − �� sign�
i,j

0 ���
i,j
l � 
i,j

l

	�
i,j
l 	

− 1� elsewhere �
�18�

where

Di,j =
2
i,j

0

��
i+1,j
0 − 
i−1,j

0 �2

�x2 +
�
i,j+1

0 − 
i,j−1
0 �2

�y2

�19�

This procedure has been found to be more accurate also when the
interface is split into separate branches �as in the present case of a
surface piercing plate shown in Fig. 3�, without the need for in-
troducing different level-set functions. In spite of this, some nu-
merical smoothing of the interface did occur in regions of high

Fig. 2 The narrow region surrounding the interface in which a
distance function is defined

Fig. 3 Contour levels of the distance function at a time when
the surface approaches the bottom edge of the plate
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curvature. For such cases, a more accurate solution can be ob-
tained by adopting

Di,j
m =


i,j
0

�A + B

A =


i+1,j
0 �1

2

i+1,j

0 − 
i,j
0 � + �
i,j

0 �2 + 
i−1,j
0 �1

2

i−1,j

0 − 
i,j
0 �

�x2

�20�

B =


i,j+1
0 �1

2

i,j+1

0 − 
i,j
0 � + �
i,j

0 �2 + 
i,j−1
0 �1

2

i,j−1

0 − 
i,j
0 �

�y2

but this has the drawback that it does not smooth the oscillations
at the interface, and results in a poorer stability. Therefore, in the
final implementation, at the interface we adopted a weighted com-
bination of the two methods


i,j
i+1 = 
i,j

n − ����sign��
i,j
0 �	
i,j

l 	 − �arsDi,j + amDi,j
m �� �21�

and found ars=0.8 and am=0.2 to be suitable choices. At a wall,
the level set function 
 satisfies a symmetry boundary condition.

2.5 Smoothing Across the Interface. To avoid possibly di-
vergent numerical oscillations, the density � in the region sur-
rounding the interface has previously been defined in terms of a
smooth trigonometric �bridge� function of 
. As a result, the tran-
sition of its inverse 1/� between 1/�w and 1/�a �where �w and �a
are the densities of water and air� is shifted to the air side, and is
much steeper on that side, as shown in Fig. 4. This reduces the
stability of the method and the accuracy of the solution. An obvi-
ous alternative is to adopt a trigonometric smoothing of 1/�, or in
other words of the coefficients of the Poisson equation. However
the pressure, which is the solution of this equation, is almost pro-
portional to the density. This means that the original steepness in
the transition would merely reappear in the pressure, probably to
introduce oscillations and eventually instabilities in its derivatives.
In the present implementation, we adopted an exponential bridge
function as given in Eq. �22�

��
� =

�w if �
 − ��c� � − ��

��w�a exp1

2
log��w

�a
sin

�

2��

�
 − ��c���
if 	
 − ��c	 � ��

�a if �
 − ��c� 	 ��

� �22�

where the constant coefficient c is chosen to conserve the total
mass according to

�
���−1+c�

���1+c�

� d
 = �w���1 − c� + �a���1 + c� . �23�

For the air-water density ratio this implies c=0.5521. Using Eq.
�22� results in a similar smoothing of the density and of its in-
verse, reducing the risk of oscillation both in the discretization of
the Poisson equation and in the estimation of derivatives of the
pressure. The difference between using Eq. �22� and the usually
adopted trigonometric bridge function becomes important in the
resolution of local flow details, where the mesh can be relatively
coarse, and where the solution is more sensitive to the smoothing
region.

In solving the conservation equations, it is the inverse of the
viscosity that has to be smoothed across the interface, rather than
the viscosity itself. Here we have used

1

�
�
�

= 

�w

−1 if 
 � − ��

�w
−1 − �a

−1

2
� sin��
/���

�
−




��
� +

�w
−1 + �a

−1

2
if 	
	 � ��

�a − 1 if 
 	 ��

�
�24�

Finally, the Dirac function in the surface-tension term is smoothed
as

��
� = 
0 if 	
	  �st

1

2�st
�cos��


�st
� − 1� if 	
	 � �st � �25�

In the present implementation, the half-widths �lim, ��, ��, and �st
of the four smoothing intervals were set constant during the com-
putations and satisfy:

�lim  �� = �� 	 �st. �26�

The range �lim of the variable-coefficient limiter function should
be larger than �� to maintain the accuracy of the solution of the
advection term in the transition region. Usually, �st0.7�x is
sufficient to prevent oscillations in the solution of the correspond-
ing Poisson equations. Such oscillations would induce non-
physical parasitic currents in both phases, though larger ones in air
because of the density ratio. Therefore, if ��	�st the gradients of
pst decrease more rapidly, reducing the presence of non-physical
currents on the air of the interface.

The convergence and accuracy of the numerical scheme are
discussed in the Appendix.

3 Results and Discussion
The flow generated by a vertical surface-piercing plate under-

going horizontal displacements has several interacting features,
each of which may warrant individual attention. For this reason
the numerical method described above was applied first to simpler
problems, for which data are available from other sources.

3.1 The Dam Break Problem. The first test case is a dam
break problem, schematically represented in Fig. 5 as an initially
rectangular column of fluid of depth H and length L at rest over a

Fig. 4 Smoothing of the density and of its inverse across the
interface
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horizontal floor. On the left there is a vertical wall, on the right a
vertical dam which is suddenly removed at time t=0. Further to
the right at a distance Lc there is a second vertical wall. The origin
of Cartesian coordinates �X ,Y� is at the bottom left-hand corner.

The flow is characterized by the development of a tongue of
liquid spreading along the floor without free-surface breaking.
This problem has been widely investigated because it has practical
applications and because it is a simply defined test case for veri-
fying and validating numerical methods for handling large defor-
mations of the free surface. The flow that develops after the liquid
meets a downstream wall is more challenging and has received
less attention. In this case, overturning and breaking of the free
surface are observed, leading also to air entrapment.

For the dam break problem with L /H=2 and Lc /H=5.4 nu-
merical results of two other methods were available: the Boundary
Element Method �BEM� �22� and the two-phase Smoothed Par-
ticles Hydrodynamics method �SPH� �2�. The results are ex-
pressed in dimensionless form with x=X /H, y=Y /H, �
= t�g /H�1/2. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the free surface po-
sitions for the three different solvers at �=2.2, 2.6, 5.6, and 6.2.
The displacement of the free surface is almost identical for all
three schemes until the plunging jet is formed. From that point on,
the flow that develops is quite violent but nevertheless the SPH
and LS results remain very close. They differ from the BEM re-
sults at this stage probably because that method does not include
the effect of the air underneath the jet.

The dam break problem also provides an opportunity to illus-
trate the differences between results of the Level-Set algorithm
described above and of those present in the literature. To make the
conditions as close as possible between the different solvers, the
viscosity has been set to zero and free slip conditions have been
implemented on the walls. For these calculations the domain has
been discretized using a uniform square mesh with �x=�y
=1/56. The time step was ��=0.002, and the smoothing interval
was �=2�x.

The first difference appears as a consequence of using an expo-
nential, rather than a trigonometric, smoothing of the density
across the interface. In Fig. 7 the free surface for the two schemes
are plotted at �=1.59. It can be seen that the trigonometric
smoothing is characterized by instabilities near the front that are
due to numerical errors, as discussed above.

The effect of different limiter functions becomes apparent at the
time of the formation of the plunging jet. Figure 8�a� shows the
free surface at �=5.64 obtained with the LS method using the
variable coefficients advective scheme �Eq. �14�—plotted with a
continuous line�, and the minmod scheme �plotted with a broken
line�. Corresponding SPH results �a series of dots� agree closely
with the former. In Figs. 8�b� and 8�c� the velocity field is plotted
respectively for the two LS methods. It is clear that the minmod
scheme has the effect of diffusing into the water the rotation that
has been generated in the air.

Figure 9 shows LS results at �=6.76 obtained with different

reinitialization techniques. The broken line was obtained with the
scheme described by Russo and Smereka �21�, while the solid line
represents the result of the present modified algorithm. The differ-
ence is most pronounced in the region against the wall on the right
where a thin film of water has been smoothed out by the first
technique. Using the modified algorithm a small cavity appears
beneath the film, in agreement with the result of the SPH method,
shown as a series of dots.

3.2 The Rising Bubble Problem. The problem of the rising
bubble has been used to focus on modeling the effects of surface
tension. The numerical solution of the surface tension used here is
very similar to that proposed by Brackbill et al. �23� except for the
splitting of that part of the pressure that is due to surface tension

Fig. 5 Definition sketch for the dam-break problem. The
shaded area represents the initial configuration of the water.

Fig. 6 Free surface evolution after the dam-break. The dashed
line represents the BEM, the solid line the Level-Set, and the
dotted double line the SPH.

Fig. 7 Effects of different numerical schemes for smoothing at
the interface in the dam break problem. Dashed line: exponen-
tial smoothing, solid line: trigonometric smoothing.
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from the other terms in the Navier-Stokes equation. To understand
the numerical difference between the two schemes, the analytical
solution of a flow field around a cylindrical bubble at zero gravity
has been analyzed. The exact solution to this problem is zero
velocity everywhere and a pressure jump across the interface that
is proportional to surface tension. The numerical solution of the
discrete Poisson equation introduces some numerical errors which
appear as parasitic currents. Their intensity is shown in Fig. 10�a�
for Brackbill’s solver, and in Fig. 10�b� for the present technique.
It is seen that the magnitude of the currents is reduced by an order
of amplitude by the splitting technique.

A different approach is used by Liu et al. �24�; there, a sharp
interface is used and the pressure jump conditions for the surface
tension are imposed exactly at the interface. This methodology is
challenging but particularly useful if the two phases are treated
separately. In the present framework, which uses a single fluid
with variable properties, the surface tension is consistently spread
over a narrow region around the exact interface. The error intro-
duced by this approximation is comparable with those associated
with the advective and viscous terms.

Next the present numerical solver is applied to the rise of a
cylindrical bubble like that described in the experiments by
Walters and Davidson �25�. A two-dimensional bubble was
formed in a water tank 9.5 mm wide by impulsively withdrawing
a 25-mm-diam air-filled tube from the tank.

The problem is governed by the Reynolds number and the We-
ber number, and, assuming standard values for water density, vis-
cosity and surface tension, in this case they were Re
=�gR�water /�water=1.1�106, and We=gR2�water /�=837. Figure
11 shows both numerical and experimental results for the dis-
placement of the interface computed with grid size R /33 and time
step 5�10−5 /�g /R. The agreement is satisfactory throughout the
whole sequence. Small differences can be explained by the effects
of the glass and by the initial effect of the withdrawal of tube in
the experiment �Fig. 12�.

3.3 Interaction of Vorticity With a Free Surface. The third
numerical test was aimed at verifying the possibility of modeling
the interaction of vorticity with the free surface. The case of a
rising vortex pair is analyzed, and the results compared with those
from Ohring and Lugt �26�. A Reynolds number is defined in
terms of the circulation of each vortex and the kinematic viscosity,
Re=�� /2��, and a Froude number as Fn=� /2��ga3�1/2, where

Fig. 8 Comparison of the interface location with „solid line…
and without using „dashed line… the variable-coefficient limiter
function. The SPH solution „dots… is used as a reference. �
=5.64.

Fig. 9 Effects of different reinitialization procedures. Solid
line: present reinitialization, dashed line from Russo and
Smereka †21‡. The two methods differ in the small cavity cre-
ated at the right wall. The SPH has been used as a reference
solution.

Fig. 10 Parasitic currents for different numerical solvers.
Above, the classic solver „Brackbill et al. †23‡…; below, the
present solver. �x=R /33, t=�t=R / „2��� /�…, �st=�� /2=0.4�x.
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a is the initial distance between the vortices. In this case Re
=100 and Fn=0.8; the Weber number is infinite. Time t is mea-
sured from the instant at which the vortices were at an elevation
3a beneath the surface.

Figure 13 presents a comparison between the results of Ohring
and Lugt and those obtained here, where the same initial mesh has
been used. The two methods differ in the discretization of the
Navier-Stokes equation �the former is Lagrangian the latter Eule-
rian� and by the presence in the latter of the second phase. The
agreement between the two methods is very good even though
some minor differences can be seen at the moment of the forma-
tion of a region of counterclockwise vorticity �shown as dashed
contour lines� close to the free surface. In this case the present
method suffers from the presence of a locally coarser mesh; the
Lagrangian mesh tends to be more compact at that point. But this
same deformation of the mesh causes the Lagrangian method to
be arrested at time �= t�g /a�1/2=3.475, while the present calcula-
tion can follow the break up of the water surface above the region
of strong vorticity, as shown in Fig. 14 at �=4.0 and 4.8. The grid
size was a /17 and the time step 7�10−3 /�g /a.

3.4 The Surface-Piercing Plate Problem. For the purpose of
comparing the results of the present numerical algorithm with
measurements performed in well-defined but more challenging
conditions, a simple experiment was set up with a vertical surface-
piercing plate. The experiments were performed about half way
along a channel that is 420 mm wide, 18 m long, with a still water
depth of 700 mm, and efficient wave absorption at both ends. An
aluminum vertical plate �3 mm thick� with a still water draft h of
43.7 mm was towed horizontally on a carriage, as shown in Fig.
15. Strips of soft foam on the edges of the plate provided an
almost complete seal with the glass walls of the channel so that
the experimental conditions were essentially two dimensional.
The ratio between the water depth and the initial submergence of
the plate was 16, and so for the purposes of numerical modeling it
seems reasonable to assume deep water conditions. An optical

Fig. 11 2D air bubble in water. The top figures are extracted
from the experiments presented by Walter and Davidson †25‡.
The lower figures are the numerical results. t=0.0125 s,
0.0625 s, 0.1125 s.

Fig. 12 See Fig. 11; t=0.1625 s, 0.2125 s, 0.2625 s

Fig. 13 Right vortex of a vortex pair rising towards a free sur-
face. On the left the results from Ohring and Lugt †26‡ and on
the right the present results. The continuous contours repre-
sent the clockwise rotating vorticity and the dashed contours
the counterclockwise rotation.
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encoder provided the displacement of the plate and the numerical
simulation was driven from the same time series. The velocity of
the plate for the case discussed in the following is shown in Fig.
16, reaching a maximum of Umax=0.7 m/s.

The flow was recorded from the side with a stationary high-
speed video camera having a field of view 410 mm wide and
300 mm high. Fluorescent dye added to the water improved the
definition of the free surface which was illuminated by a vertical
laser sheet.

In Fig. 17 the deformation of the surface is shown at four in-
stants before the impact of the plunging jet. The position of the
interface in the experiment can be identified as the edge of the
darker region formed by the fluorescent dye. Regions of high
vorticity are made visible by the presence of bubbles that are
formed by ventilation of the back of the plate. As the vortical
regions are characterized by low pressure, bubbles initially remain
at their centers. Since the camera was stationary, there is a paral-
lax effect in its view of the plate during the early stages of the

motion. A vertical line has been added to each image to show the
position of the plate on the centerline of the channel, and in the
numerical simulation.

Numerical results are superimposed in the form of a solid line
representing the computed free surface, and contour lines of vor-
ticity that detach from the bottom of the plate. These were com-
puted with a grid size h /35, and time step 1.65�10−4 /�g /h. The
overall comparison between numerical and experimental results is
good, even though some differences can be seen. At t=0.45 s the
observed jet is slightly in advance of the computed interface
which is pointing further up. The difference could be due to some
remaining errors in the advection of the interface, though at suc-
cessive times the agreement improves again. The position of the
vortical regions is captured well, as is the successive rolling up of
the vortex sheet at the lower edge of the plate after t=0.52 s when

Fig. 14 Break up of the water above the vortex and formation
of a region of high counterclockwise vorticity

Fig. 15 Experimental arrangements

Fig. 16 Velocity of the plate in the experiments

Fig. 17 Numerical and experimental results for the flat plate
moving with the velocity of Fig. 16. The shaded background
represents the experiments, the water is darker grey and the
free surface is almost black. The numerical results are super-
imposition on the experimental data. The vorticity field is high-
lighted in the numerical part with some contour lines; t
=0.28 s, t=0.34 s, t=0.45 s, t=0.52 s.
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the plate stops.
In particular the vorticity generated at the lower tip of the plate

shows a behavior similar to that described by Tsai and Yue �15�
for a plate that is impulsively started. They identified three re-
gimes, identified in terms of the Froude number Fn=Umax/�gh,
that are related to the levels of interaction between vorticity de-
tached at the bottom edge of the plate and free surface. In the
“sub-critical” regime �Fn�0.7�, no significant interaction takes
place. In the “transcritical” regime �0.7�Fn�1�, on the rear side
of the plate the backwards-propagating free surface set-down in-
teracts with the vortex sheet causing its rolling up into a series of
spirals. In the supercritical regime �Fn	1�, the vortex sheet spi-
rals result in significant interactions with the free surface.

The present case Fn=1 �though not an impulsively started flow�
is on the boundary of the transcritical and supercritical regimes
and the free surface shows behavior very similar to that of the
second regime. This behavior seems not to be highly affected by
the steepness of the velocity-versus-time curve.

Figure 18 compares observed and predicted water surface el-
evations after the breaking at the front of the plate. On the whole
agreement is very good. The position of the breaking and succes-
sive splash up are qualitatively very similar to the experimental
data. Some differences can probably be explained partly by three-
dimensional effects not visible from the side of the channel.

The prediction of the position of the vortical region is also quite
accurate. After the plate has stopped, the vortex sheet detaches
from it and moves downwards together with the water. After t
=0.5 s the water flow behind the plate is deviated partially up-
wards with the formation of a backward plunging jet and partially
downwards to flow around the lower tip of the plate. The latter
convects the vorticity downwards.

4 Conclusions
A two-dimensional Level-Set method has been developed for

the study of violent free surface motion. The main differences
between the algorithm described here and those present in the
literature are concentrated at the interface: the correction of the
reinitialization technique for the Level-Set function, the introduc-
tion of an exponential smoothing of the density, the introduction
of an advection scheme with variable coefficients, and the split-
ting of the pressure term due to surface tension. The free surface is
a very sensitive area characterized by very steep gradients, and is
therefore prone to the introduction of numerical errors. These er-
rors can cause oscillations and eventually instabilities, or they can
propagate from one phase to the other. The attempt that has been
made here is to identify the causes of common errors and to cor-
rect them. The result is a numerical algorithm whose computa-
tional complexity has not been changed but whose stability and
reliability have been markedly increased. The overall accuracy of
the numerical scheme has been shown by means of comparisons
with other numerical techniques and with laboratory measure-
ments. In particular, in the complex case of a surface piercing
plate moving horizontally, the features of the flow field are cap-
tured very well.
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Appendix: Accuracy and Convergence

Introduction. The accuracy and convergence of the method are
examined here for the case of the dam-break problem described in
Sec. 3.1. The analysis has been carried out both for local and
global quantities in the following way. Given the time series of
some parameter q�t ,�x�, its integral Iq��x� over an interval of

time �t0 , tf� is first calculated for a range of values of the discreti-
zation parameter �x. If the exact solution Iq�0� is known, the
order of convergence is then equal to

log
	Iq��x2� − Iq�0�	
	Iq��x1� − Iq�0�	

log
�x2

�x1

�A1�

On the other hand, if the exact solution is not available, it can be
approximated by applying Eq. �A1� over two different intervals in
�x, and solving

log
	Iq��x2� − Iq�0�	
	Iq��x1� − Iq�0�	

log
�x2

�x1

=

log
	Iq��x3� − Iq�0�	
	Iq��x2� − Iq�0�	

log
�x3

�x2

�A2�

for Iq�0�. The order of convergence can then be estimated by

Fig. 18 Numerical and experimental results after the breaking;
t=0.64 s, t=0.74 s, t=0.80 s, t=0.83 s
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substituting the result into Eq. �A1�.
In the dam-break problem, three different meshes were consid-

ered: N�N, 1.5N�1.5N, and 2N�2N, where N=H /�x=50.

Local Parameters. The local parameters considered here are
the position of the leading edge of the water front, and the pres-
sure on the vertical wall at an elevation of y=0.27. The results are
set out in Table 1, and indicate orders of convergence of 3.05 and
1.4, respectively. The considerable difference between these fig-
ures is explained by the fact that in the case of the position of the
water front the results were computed over a time interval �0
���5.2� in which no wave breaking occurred. The computed
pressures on the other hand were integrated over a period �0��
�7.0� which included wave breaking, and were thus much more
sensitive to small changes in the computation, as well as to the
details of the interpolation needed to obtain pressures at a particu-
lar point on the wall.

Global Parameters. Three different global parameters are con-
sidered here: the total force acting on the bottom of the tank, and
the mass and energy of the whole system. Changes in mass �m���
and energy �E��� from their initial values m0 and E0 are used in
evaluating the accuracy of the method, since for these there is
obviously an exact solution, namely zero.

The integrals Iq��x� for these three global parameters are given
in Table 2, leading to orders of convergence of, respectively, 3.0,
0.94, and 1.42 for the force and for variations in mass and energy.

The result for the total mass is rather poor, while a slightly
better convergence is obtained for the energy. The reason for this
poor convergence is shown in Figs. 19 and 20 which plot the
variations of total mass and energy, respectively. Energy is lost
during the violent impact against the vertical wall and also when

the plunging jet in the subsequent breaking wave strikes the inter-
face. This energy is partially recovered using the variable coeffi-
cient advective scheme, as can be seen from the difference be-
tween this and the minmod advective scheme shown in Fig. 20;
but still the variation of the total energy is within a rather wide
range of ±3%.

After the impact of the plunging jet on to the water below, Fig.
19 shows that there is a slight increase in computed mass. This is
due to the presence of a splash up constituted of a thin layer of
water whose advection becomes difficult to model both for the
level set function and for the Navier-Stokes solver because of the
gradients of density across it. It is also to be noted that the level
set function does not identify exactly the points of intersection of
the free surface with the coordinate grid. These are calculated with
a postprocessor that is only first order accurate and that has a
strong influence on the accuracy with which the mass can be
calculated.

The Level Set Algorithm. To study the performance of the
level set algorithm a classical problem has been chosen—the ro-
tation of the Zalesak disk �27�. A disk of radius 15 and with a
central gap wide 5 and long 25 rotates around a point �the origin�
that is 20 below its center. The velocity components in x and y
directions are, respectively,

Table 2 Convergence of the force on the tank floor and
changes in total mass and energy: parameters integrated over
the interval 0<�<7.0

Mesh N�N 1.5N�1.5N 2N�2N
Force on the tank floor 22545.644 22519.404 22508.971

Change in total mass �m /m0 2.3876E−3 1.6260E−3
Change in total energy �E /E0 1.023E−2 5.75E−3

Fig. 19 Relative changes in total mass for a discretization N
ÃN

Fig. 21 Verification of the level set solutions after one revolu-
tion of the Zalesak circle

Table 1 Convergence of the computed horizontal position of
the leading edge of the water front, and the wall pressure, with
respect to �x

Mesh N�N 1.5N�1.5N 2N�2N
Horizontal position of the water front 1.5496 1.5324 1.5283

Wall pressure at y=0.27 5885.90 5854.85 5824.64

Fig. 20 Relative changes in total energy for a discretization
NÃN
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u = −
�y

314
, v =

�x

314
�A3�

A field 100�100 wide is discretized using �x=�y=0.5 and a
�t=1. In Fig. 21 the solution of the present method is compared
with that obtained using the level set reinitialization described by
Sethian �28�. Even though the corners of the slotted disk are not
perfectly preserved the shape of this particular disk is quite well
maintained.
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Low Reynolds Number Film Flow
Down a Three-Dimensional
Bumpy Surface
The slow film flow down a doubly periodic bumpy surface is studied for the first time.
Perturbations on the primary variables and the complex boundary conditions lead to a
system of successive equations. The secondary flow and the free surface shape depend on
the wavelength of the bumps and a surface tension-inclination parameter. There exists an
optimum aspect ratio of the protuberances for maximal flow rate.
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1 Introduction
The study of a fluid film flowing down an inclined plane is

basic in coating flows, film cooling, and vapor-fluid reaction pro-
cesses. In many cases the plane is not smooth and flat, but has
some periodic texture. Previous theoretical work on film flow on
corrugated plates used perturbation methods or numerical integra-
tion. Essentially the perturbation methods assume the amplitude
of the corrugations is either small compared to the thickness of the
film �1–3�, or when the film is thin, small compared to its wave-
length �4–6�. If the amplitude is not small, numerical methods are
needed �7,8�.

The above sources all considered two-dimensional corruga-
tions. For three-dimensional bumpy surfaces, which occur due to
intentional texture or surface roughness, most existing methods
are inapplicable. We shall assume small Reynolds number and
small amplitude compared to the film thickness and use a pertur-
bation method.

2 Formulation
Figure 1�a� shows a three-dimensional bumpy plate inclined at

an angle � from the horizontal. Since the surface is fully three-
dimensional, a two-dimensional stream function cannot be defined
and the primitive variables �velocities, pressure� need to be used.
In a Cartesian coordinate system �x� ,y� ,z�� let z�=0 represent the
mean free surface of the film and let x� be the direction of steepest
descent of the mean surface �Fig. 1�b��. The Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are

u�ux�
� + v�uy�

� + w�uz�
� = − px�

� /� + ��2u� + g sin � �1�

u�vx�
� + v�vy�

� + w�vz�
� = − py�

� /� + ��2v� �2�

u�wx�
� + v�wy�

� + w�wz�
� = − pz�

� /� + ��2w� + g cos � �3�

where �u� ,v� ,w�� are Cartesian velocity components, p� is the
pressure, � is the density, � is the kinematic viscosity, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. The continuity equation is

ux�
� + vy�

� + wz�
� = 0 �4�

The bottom surface is assumed to be doubly periodic

z� = a + b sin�2�x�/L1�sin�2�y�/L2� �5�

where a is the mean thickness of the film, b is the amplitude of the
bumps, and L1 ,L2 are their wavelengths in the x� ,y� directions,
respectively. On this bottom surface, the velocities are zero

u� = 0, v� = 0, w� = 0 �6�

On the hitherto unknown free surface at

z� = bf�x�,y�� �7�

the normal velocity is zero and the shear stresses are zero �in the
two principal directions�

Tns� = 0, Tnt� = 0 �8�

See the Appendix for the definition of the principal orthogonal
�n ,s , t� directions. The normal stress balances the ambient pres-
sure pa� and the surface tension

Tnn� = − pa� − 2�H��x�,y�� �9�

where � is the surface tension coefficient and H� is the mean
curvature �9�

H� =
�1 + b2fx�

2 �bfy�y� + �1 + b2fy�
2 �bfx�x� − 2b3fx�fy�fx�y�

2�1 + b2fx�
2 + b2fy�

2 �3/2

�10�

As it stands, the problem is formidable even numerically.
We assume the Reynolds number is small and the flow is lami-

nar and stable. When b=0, the bottom plate is smooth and the
solution is half the Poiseuille flow

u� =
g sin �

2�
�a2 − z�2�, v� = w� = 0 �11�

p� = pa� + �g cos �z� �12�

We shall perturb from this state. Normalize all lengths by the film
depth a, all velocities by g sin �a2 / �2��, the pressure and stress by
�g sin �a /2 and drop primes. For small amplitudes, let

� � b/a � 1 �13�

The Navier-Stokes and the continuity equations reduce to

R�uux + vuy + wuz� = − px + �2u + 2 �14�

R�uvx + vvy + wvz� = − py + �2v �15�

R�uwx + vwy + wwz� = − pz + �2w + 2 cot � �16�
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ux + vy + wz = 0 �17�

The Reynolds number g sin �a3 / �2�2� is assumed to be small. Let
R=�� where � is of order 1. The dependent variables are per-
turbed as follows:

u = 1 − z2 + �u1 + �2u2 + ¯ �18�

v = �v1 + �2v2 + ¯ �19�

w = �w1 + �2w2 + ¯ �20�

p = pa + 2 cot �z + �p1 + �2p2 + ¯ �21�

f = f1�x,y� + �f2�x,y� + ¯ �22�

Equations �14�–�17� yield for the first order

0 = − p1x + �2u1, �23�

0 = − p1y + �2v1 �24�

0 = − p1z + �2w1 �25�

u1x + v1y + w1z = 0 �26�

and the second order

���1 − z2�u1x − 2zw1� = − p2x + �2u2 �27�

��1 − z2�v1x = − p2y + �2v2 �28�

��1 − z2�w1x = − p2z + �2w2 �29�

u2x + v2y + w2z = 0 �30�

The boundary conditions are more complex. The velocities are
zero on the bottom plate at

z = 1 + � sin�	x�sin�
y� �31�

where 	�2�a /L1 and 
�2�a /L2. Thus

�u�z=1+� sin�	x�sin�
y� = �u�1 + �� sin�	x�sin�
y�uz�1

+ ��2 sin2�	x�sin2�
y�uzz�1/2 + ¯ = ���u1�1
− 2 sin�	x�sin�
y�� + �2��u2�1
+ �sin�	x�sin�
y�u1z�1 − sin2�	x�sin2�
y��

+ ¯ = 0 �32�

Similarly

��v1�1 + �2��v2�1 + �sin�	x�sin�
y�v1z�1� + ¯ = 0 �33�

��w1�1 + �2��w2�1 + �sin�	x�sin�
y�w1z�1� + ¯ = 0 �34�

On the top free surface

z = �f�x,y� �35�

the normal velocity is zero. From Eq. �A2� of the Appendix this is

�fxu + �fyv − w = 0 �36�

An expansion about z=0 yields

��f1x − �w1�0� + �2�f2x + f1x�u1�0 + f1y�v1�0 − f1�w1z�0 − �w2�0� + ¯

= 0 �37�

Using a computer with symbolic capabilities, Eqs. �18�–�22� and
�A5�–�A9� give

Tnn = − pa − 2 cot �z + ��− p1 + 2w1z + 4fxz� + �2�− p2 − 2�fx�u1z

+ w1x� + fy�v1z + w1y� − w2z�� + ¯ �38�

Tns = 2z − ��u1z + w1x� + �2�− u2z − w2x + 2fx�u1x − w1z� + fy�u1y

+ v1x� − �4fx
2 + fy

2�z� + ¯ �39�

Tnt = − ��v1z + w1y� + �2�− v2z − w2y + fx�u1y + v1x� + 2fy�v1y

− w1z� − 4fxfyz� + ¯ �40�

A further expansion about z=0 gives

�Tnn��f = − pa + ���2w1z�0 − p1 − 2f1 cot �� + �2��2w2z − p2

− 2f1x�u1z + w1x� − 2f1y�v1z + w1y� + f1�− p1z + 2w1zz

+ 4f1x� − 2 cot �f2��0 + ¯ �41�

�Tns��f = ���2f1 − u1z − w1x��0 + ��2�2f2 − u2z − w2x + f1y�u1y + v1x�

+ 2f1x�u1x − w1z� − f1�u1zz + w1xz���0 + ¯ �42�

�Tnt��f = � − ��v1z + w1y��0 + ��2�− v2z − w2y + 2f1y�v1y − w1z�

+ f1x�u1y + v1x� − f1�v1zz + w1yz���0 + ¯ �43�

Thus the boundary conditions on the free surface is

�Tns��f = 0, �Tnt��f = 0 �44�

and form Eq. �9�

�Tnn��f = − pa − 2�H �45�

where ��2� / ��ga2 sin �� and

H = ��f1xx + f1yy�/2 + �2�f2xx + f2yy�/2 + ¯ �46�

The solution is found by solving the equations for successive or-
ders of �.

Fig. 1 „a… The three-dimensional bumpy surface; „b… A cross
section of the film
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3 The First Order Solution
Guided by Eq. �30� and the boundary condition Eq. �32�, let

u1 = ei	x sin�
y�U�z�, v1 = ei	x cos�
y�V�z� ,
�47�

w1 = ei	x sin�
y�W�z�

p1 = ei	x sin�
y�P�z�, f1 = ei	x sin�
y�C �48�

where the upper case functions may be complex but the real part
of the product is implied. Then Eqs. �23�–�26� yield

U� − �2U − i	P = 0 �49�

V� − �2V − 
P = 0 �50�

W� − �2W − P� = 0 �51�

i	U − 
V + W� = 0 �52�

where �2�	2+
2. From Eqs. �32�–�34�, �37�, �44�, and �45� the
boundary conditions are

U�1� = − 2i, V�1� = 0, W�1� = 0 �53�

i	C − W�0� = 0 �54�

U��0� + i	W�0� − 2C = 0 �55�

V��0� + 
W�0� = 0 �56�

2W��0� − P�0� − 2C cot � = C�2� �57�

If pressure P and the constant C are eliminated, Eqs. �49�–�57� is
a set of sixth order ordinary differential equations with six bound-
ary conditions.

Eliminate P from Eqs. �49� and �50� and also from Eqs. �50�
and �51�, and then substitute W and U into Eq. �52� give

	 d2

dz2 − �2
2

V = 0 �58�

The governing equations for U and W are similar. The general
solution can be written as

U = a1 cosh��z� + a2 sinh��z� + a3z cosh��z� + a4z sinh��z�
�59�

V = b1 cosh��z� + b2 sinh��z� + b3z cosh��z� + b4z sinh��z�
�60�

W = c1 cosh��z� + c2 sinh��z� + c3z cosh��z� + c4z sinh��z�
�61�

From Eq. �50�

P =
2�



�b3 sinh��z� + b4 cosh��z�� �62�

Equations �59�–�62� are then back substituted into Eqs. �49�–�52�.
Comparing similar terms, the following independent relations are
obtained


a3 = i	b3, 
a4 = i	b4 �63�


c3 = �b4, 
c4 = �b3 �64�

c4 + �c1 + i	a2 − 
b2 = 0 �65�

c3 + �c2 + i	a1 − 
b1 = 0 �66�

The boundary conditions Eqs. �53�–�57� give

a1 cosh � + a2 sinh � + a3 cosh � + a4 sinh � = − 2i �67�

b1 cosh � + b2 sinh � + b3 cosh � + b4 sinh � = 0 �68�

c1 cosh � + c2 sinh � + c3 cosh � + c4 sinh � = 0 �69�

c1 = i	C �70�

�a2 + a3 + i	c1 = 2C �71�

�b2 + b3 + 
c1 = 0 �72�

2�c2 + 2c3 − 2�b4/
 = C��2� + 2 cot �� � B �73�

The unknown coefficients are solved as follows. Use Eqs. �63�
and �64� to eliminate a3 ,a4 ,c3 ,c4 from the rest of the equations.
Then Eqs. �64� and �73� give

c2 = B/�2�� �74�

Eliminating c1 ,b3 from Eqs. �65� and �70�–�72� yields

a2 = C��2 + 
2�/�3 �75�

b2 = i	
C/�3 �76�

Using these results eliminate c1 from Eqs. �69� and �72� to obtain

�1 − � tanh ��b3 − �b4 = B
 tanh �/�2�� − �b2 �77�

After some work, Eqs. �67� and �68� give

�2 cosh �b3 + �� cosh � + �2 sinh ��b4 = − 2	
 − B
 cosh �/2

+ �2 sinh �b2 �78�

from Eqs. �77� and �78� which b3 ,b4 are obtained. The results are

C = −
i�B� + cosh ��4	� − B sinh ���

	� �3 + 2�2 + cosh�2���
�79�

a1 = i�8	�2�2	2 − 3� + 2	2�2 − 2�4� + B�
2 + �2 + 4	2�2

+ 4	2�4�cosh � − 8	�4 cosh�2�� − B�
2 + �2�cosh�3��

+ 8B
2� sinh � + 4B�3 sinh � + 8	��
2 + �2

+ 	2�2�sinh�2���/�4	�4 cosh ��3 + 2�2 + cosh�2���� �80�

a2 = �
2 + �2�C/�3 �81�

a3 = 	2�1 + �2�C/�2 �82�

a4 = i	�B�1 − �2� − 8	�2 cosh � − B�1 + �2�cosh�2��

+ 8	��1 + �2�sinh ��/�2�3�3 + 2�2 + cosh�2���� �83�

b1 = 
�B�4�4 + 4�2 − 1�cosh � + B cosh�3�� − 8B� sinh �

+ 16	�2�1 + �2� + 8	���2 − 1�sinh�2���/�4�4 cosh ��3 + 2�2

+ cosh�2���� �84�

b2 = i	
C/�3 �85�

b3 = − i	
�1 + �2�C/�2 �86�

b4 = − i
a4/	 �87�

c1 = i	C �88�

c2 = B/�2�� �89�

c3 = − i�a4/	 �90�

c4 = − i	�1 + �2�C/� �91�

It is interesting to note that the surface tension and inclination
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effects enter in the combination of

D � �2� + 2 cot � �92�

Since B=CD we solve for C from Eq. �79� to obtain

C = − iA exp�i� �93�

where A is the amplitude and  is the phase

A = 4	� cosh �/�q1
2 + q2

2,  = arctan�q2/q1� �94�

and

q1 = 	� �3 + 2�2 + cosh�2���, q2 = �cosh � sinh � − ��D
�95�

The free surface is described by the real part of Eq. �48�

f1 = A sin�
y�sin�	x + � �96�

Figure 2 shows the amplitude A as a function of wave number
	�=
� for various values of the parameter D. It is seen that the
surface amplitude tends to one �as large as the bottom amplitude�
when wave number 	 is small �long wave lengths�, and decreases
to zero with increased 	. A higher surface tension or smaller in-
clination angle also tend to smooth out the free surface. Figure 3
shows the phase of the free surface lags behind that of the bottom
surface. There is no lag for zero or infinite wave numbers, and a
maximum lag exists for some wave number. Increased surface
tension increases the phase lag.

The vorticity vector is given by

�� = � � �u,v,w� = ��ei	x cos�
y��
W − V��,− 2z − �ei	x sin�
y�

��i	W − U��,�ei	x cos�
y��i	V − 
U�� �97�

We see that vorticity is dominated by the Poiseuille value of −2z.

However, the bottom three-dimensional unevenness induces vor-
ticity in all three directions.

The flow field is also dominated by the parabolic x-direction
velocity. The secondary flow caused by the bumpiness can be
described by the vectors constructed by v1 and w1 for each con-
stant x plane. Typical secondary velocity vectors are shown in Fig.
4. Periodic extensions in the y-directions are understood. The fluid
is pushed sideways due to the three-dimensional bumps.

4 The Flow Rate
The change in flow rate due to the unevenness is of second

order. Let an overbar denote the average, in one period, in both x
and y directions. Since the first order solutions has no mean, the
second order equations, Eqs. �27�–�30� become

0 = ū2zz, 0 = v̄2zz, 0 = − p̄2z + w̄2zz, w̄2z = 0 �98�

Note the Reynolds stress terms have no mean. Due to symmetry,
v̄2=0. Equation �98� gives

ū2 = d1 + d2z, w̄2 = d3, p̄2 = d4 �99�

where the d’s are constants. From Eq. �32�

ū2�1 = − sin�	x�sin�
y�u1z�1 − sin2�	x�sin2�
y� �100�

or

d1 + d2 = Im�U��1��/4 − 1/4 �101�

Similarly from Eq. �34�

d3 = Im�W��1��/4 �102�

Equation �42� yields

Fig. 2 Amplitude of the free surface „�=�…

Fig. 3 Phase lag of the free surface „�=�…

Fig. 4 Typical secondary flow velocity vectors „�=�=�, D=5….
The square domain is 0ÏzÏ1 and −0.5ÏyÏ0.5; „a… x=0; „b…
x=0.375; „c… x=0.625; „d… x=1.
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d2 = �f1y�u1y + v1x� + 2f1x�u1x − w1z� − f1�u1zz + w1xz���0
= Re�C*��
2 + 2	2�U�0� + i	
V�0� + i	W��0� − U��0��/4�

�103�

Here C* is the complex conjugate of C. The rest of the boundary
conditions can also be satisfied. Consider first the expansion of the
integral

I =�
�f

1+�g

udz

=�
0

1

udz + ���gu + �2g2uz/2��1 − ���fu + �2f2uz/2��0 + ¯

=�
0

1

u0dz + ��
0

1

u1dz + �gu0�1 − �f1u0�0�
+ �2�

0

1

u2dz + �gu1�1 + �g2u0z�1/2

− ��f1u1 + f2u0��0 − �f1
2u0z�0/2� + ¯ �104�

The average flow rate is then

F̄ =�
�f1+�2f2+¯

1+� sin�	x�sin�
y�

�u0 + �u1 + �2u2 + ¯ �dz

=�
0

1

u0dz + �2�
0

1

ū2dz + �sin�	x�sin�
y�u1�1 − �f1u1�0 − 1/4�
+ ¯

= 2
3 �1 − �2� + O��4�� �105�

where

� = 3
8 Re�iU��1� − iU�1� + C*U�0� + 2d2 + 2� �106�

The parameter �, multiplied by �2, represents the fractional de-
crease in flow due to the bottom bumpiness. In order to show the
effect of the aspect ratio of the bumps on the flow rate, we define

� = 	
, AR = 
/	 �107�

where � represents inverse of the area of a bump and AR is the
aspect ratio, longitudinal period to the transverse period. We find
that the effect of the surface tension factor D is minimal on the
flow rate. For example, for �=1 and AR=1 the value of � varies
from 1.751 �D=0.1� to 1.789 �D=10�. The effect of aspect ratio is
much stronger. Figure 5 shows for fixed AR, � decreases with �.
For fixed � ,� first decreases then increases with AR. Thus an
optimum AR exists for maximum flow rate �minimum ��. Table 1
shows this minimum for various � values.

Notice that unless � is very small, the optimum aspect ratio lies
in the range of 1.5–1.8, i.e., lengthened in the flow direction.

5 Discussions
The analysis of three-dimensional film flow over a surface with

periodic bumps is studied here for the first time. The problem is
much more difficult than the two-dimensional flow over a wavy

surface. The boundary conditions are more complicated, espe-
cially the free surface stress conditions. Also, the absence of a
convenient stream function necessitates the use of many primary
variables.

For small amplitude bumps on the bottom surface, the top free
surface has a similar structure, but with a phase lag and decreased
amplitude which are dependent on the wave length and a surface
tension-inclination combination D �Eq. �92��. The secondary
transverse flow and spatial distribution of vorticity are both pecu-
liar to three-dimensional flow.

The inertial Reynolds number terms enter the second order, but
do not affect the flow rate. We find the decrease in flow is insen-
sitive to the parameter D, but is strongly dependent on the aspect
ratio and wavelength of the bottom bumps. If the bottom surface
must be textured, there exists an optimum aspect ratio where the
film flow can be maximized. This property would persist even
when the amplitude of the bumps is not small.

In this paper the bumps are aligned with the steepest descent of
the mean surface. Other periodic alignments are also possible.
Effects such as surfactants or ambient surface shear can also be
added.

Our results would be fundamental to future studies on film flow
over textured surfaces.

Appendix: The Stress Tensors
On a three-dimensional surface

z = �f�x,y� �A1�

the outward unit normal is

n� =
���f − z�
����f − z��

=
��fx,�fy,− 1�

�1 + �2�fx
2 + fy

2��1/2 �A2�

Let

Table 1 Optimum aspect ratio for minimum � or maximum flow rate „D=1…

� 0.05 0.1 0.25 0.5 1 2 3 4 5

�min
0.997 1.162 1.290 1.423 1.744 2.281 2.748 3.154 3.509

AR 13.8 7.68 1.66 1.53 1.49 1.55 1.64 1.71 1.77

Fig. 5 The decrease in flow rate �. Dashed curve is the locus
of the optimum aspect ratio.
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s� =
�1,0,�fx�

�1 + �2fx
2�1/2 �A3�

be a unit vector perpendicular to n� . The third orthonormal direc-
tions is

t� = s� � n� =
�− �2fxfy,1 + �2fx

2,�fy�
��1 + �2�fx

2 + fy
2���1 + �2fx

2��1/2 �A4�

Let lxn= �1,0 ,0� ·n� be the cosine of the angle between the x axis
and the normal n� and similarly define the other direction cosines.
Tensor analysis shows the normal stress can be expressed into the
Cartesian stress components

Tnn = lxn
2 Txx + lyn

2 Tyy + lzn
2 Tzz + 2lxnlynTxy + 2lxnlznTxz + 2lynlznTyz

�A5�

Tns = lxnlxsTxx + �lxnlzs + lznlxs�Txz + lynlxsTyx + lynlzsTyz + lznlzsTzz

�A6�

Tnt = lxnlxtTxx + �lxnlyt + lynlxt�Txy + lynlytTyy + �lxnlzt + lznlxt�Txz

+ �lynlzt + lznlyt�Tyz + lznlztTzz �A7�
The Cartesian stresses are related to the velocities by

Txx = − p + 2ux, Tyy = − p + 2vy, Tzz = − p + 2wz �A8�

Txy = uy + vx, Txz = uz + wx, Tyz = vz + wy �A9�
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Effective Dewetting in a
Microporous Particle
In this paper, the kinetics of the outflow in a microporous particle infiltrated by a non-
wetting liquid is analyzed in context of effective phase transformation. The “dewetting”
process is considered as the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of empty pore clusters
(EPCs) that starts from the interior and eventually involves the whole particle. Initially,
the EPC nucleation is dominant while the influence of EPC coalescence becomes increas-
ingly important as the EPC volume fraction increases. The dependence of the dewetting
time on the pore size distribution is discussed in detail. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060734�

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the last century, the application of nano-

porous materials in selective catalysis and adsorption processes
has been an active research area �1,2�. Usually, nanoporous mate-
rials are classified as microporous materials �r�2 nm�, mesopo-
rous materials �2 nm�r�50 nm�, and macroporous materials
�50 nm�r�1000 nm�, with r being the pore size. The mi-
croporous materials of ultrahigh specific surface areas are particu-
larly important to chemical, environmental, mechanical, as well as
bioscience fields. They are often synthesized in the form of mi-
cropowders around 1–1000 �m diam through templating meth-
ods �3�. In the interior of these particles there are three-
dimensional nanoporous structures, and the surface properties can
be adjusted in broad ranges by plasma or thermochemical treat-
ments �4�.

In a variety of engineering applications and characterization
procedures, the nanoporous particles are immersed in nonwetting
liquids, e.g., aqueous solutions of functional chemicals �5,6�. Un-
der a high working pressure, the capillary effect is overcome and
the nanopores are filled by the liquid. The associated inflow and
diffusion processes have been studied intensively, both experi-
mentally and numerically �7–10�. As the pressure decreases, in a
mesopore, the separation of the liquid and the solid can be diffi-
cult; that is, there are significant hysteresis loops in sorption iso-
therm curves, probably due to the difficulty in gas phase forma-
tion or the difference between contact angles of intruding and
extruding liquids �7,11,12�. In microporous particles, on the other
hand, the energetically favorable “outflow” will lead to a complete
dewetting at the liquid-solid interface in the nanoenvironment.
However, currently, most of the experimental and theoretical in-
vestigations in this area are focused on the molecular behaviors in
a single nanopore. The studies on the aggregate response of the
nanoporous particle are scarce.

In view of the above considerations, in this paper we will de-
velop a pore-cluster model to relate the system performance, such
as the dewetting time, to the important global design variables,
such as the pore-size distribution. Since the particle size is much
larger than the pore size and the orientation distribution of the
nanopores is usually random, in the following discussion the con-
fined flow is assumed to be isotropic.

2 Governing Equations
As the external pressure decreases to below the critical value

p0, the liquid confined in the nanopores in a microporous particle

becomes unstable and the dewetting starts randomly at a number
of points. Note that the critical pressure can be assessed as p0
=2� /r, where �=�1s−�s, with �1s being the solid-liquid interfa-
cial energy and �s the effective surface energy of the network
material. As the liquid flows out of the porous space surrounding
the initiation site, an empty pore cluster �EPC� is formed and it
grows along both radial and circumferential directions. Hence, the
dewetting process can be considered as an effective phase trans-
formation from filled pore clusters �FPCs� to EPCs. In the early
stage, the number and average size of EPCs keep increasing as
new EPCs are nucleated. As the number of EPCs reaches the peak
value, it is envisioned that the EPC coalescence would become
dominant.

According to the nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR� measure-
ments as well as the atomistic simulations �13–15�, there is an
interface zone of the thickness of a few nanometers in a nanopore,
as depicted in Fig. 1. For mesoporous or macroporous materials,
the pore size is larger than the characteristic interface-zone thick-
ness. In order to analyze the average flow rate of confined liquid
�̄, both the contributions of the interface flow and the normal flow
in the interior must be taken into consideration �10,16�. For a
microporous material, however, the pore size can be smaller than
the thickness of interface zone and, therefore, the normal flow is
negligible. Under this condition, the effective flow rate is depen-
dent on the applied pressure p, the effective kinematics viscosity
of confined liquid �, the pore size r, as well as �. Note that the
molecular density in the interface zone is a function of � �17�.
According to the � theorem, by assuming that the v̄-p relation-
ship can be described by a power-law equation, the average flow
rate can be stated as

�v̄
�p

= �� pr

�
�	

�1�

where � and 	 are system parameters. The form of Eq. �1� is
compatible with the experimental observation that the average dif-
fusion rates of confined liquids in nanoporous materials follow
power-law functions �13,14�. For normal flow, 	=1; for subdiffu-
sive flow, 	�1; and if 	
1, the flow is of a superdiffusive char-
acteristic.

An EPC consists of a number of empty pores connected to-
gether and can be characterized by its radial depth c and the cir-
cumferential width l, as shown in Fig. 2. The collective EPCs can
be characterized by the number density n�c , l , t�, which is defined
as the number of EPCs of size �c , l� at time t. Following the
classic number density equilibrium equation, the evolution of
n�c , l , t� is governed by

1Author for correspondence.
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�n�c,l,t�
�t

+
�

�c
�C�c,l,t�n�c,l,t�� +

�

�l
�L�c,l,t�n�c,l,t�� = nN�c,l,t�

�2�

where C and L are the EPC growth rates along the radial and
circumferential directions, respectively; and nN is the nucleation/
coalescence rate. Equation �2� describes the mass transportation
between the EPCs to the saturated area.

As a first-order approximation, C and L can be taken as the
average growth rate of the EPC-FPC boundary

C = L = �̃	
0

�

P�r�v̄ dr �3�

where P�r� is the pore size distribution, which can be considered
as a lognormal function with the mean value of r̄ and the standard
deviation of �r; and �̃ is a parameter accounting for the orienta-
tional correlation of the micropores. For isotropic porous struc-
ture, the directions of confined flows in nanopores are random,
and therefore �̃=2/3.

The term of nN consists of two components

nN�c,l,t� = ñN�c,l,t� + nC�c,l,t� �4�

where ñN is caused by EPC nucleation and nC is the component
associated with EPC coalescence. The nucleation rate can be
stated as

ñN�c,l,t� = 0P�c � r0�
1 −
V�t�

� 4
3��R3�

c=1

�5�

where r0=2� / p, R is the particle radius,

V�t� = �	 	
c,l

n�c,l,t�cl2dcdl �6�

is the total volume of EPCs, and 0=1�0
r0P�r�dr, with � being a

geometry factor and 1 a parameter determined by the time reso-

lution. For regular-shaped EPCs, �=1. The term in the brackets in
Eq. �5� is the volume fraction of FPCs.

If the distribution of the EPC nucleation sites is random, the
EPC coalescence can be analyzed in the framework of conditional
probability theory �18�

pdR/d = Nd�R/1 − d�Nd−1 �7�

where pd is the probability for two adjacent EPCs to be d apart
and Nd is the total number of the EPCs in the area under consid-
eration. When the sum of the radial depths of two EPCs equals the
distance between them, the radial coalescence occurs and the as-
sociated probability is

fR�d,t� = pd�R/d�	
0

d

nc�c,t�	
0

d−c

nc�c̃,t�dc̃dc �8�

where nc�c , t�=�0
�n�c , l , t�dl, �1/N2 is a normalization constant,

and Nd can be expressed as N��V /N�2/3R� / 4
3�R3, with N

=��c,ln�c , l , t�dcdl being the total EPC number.
The lateral coalescence, on the other hand, is dependent on the

distance of the EPCs to the center of the particle r. The probability
of the coalescence along the circumferential direction of two
EPCs that are initially d apart is

fL�r,d,t� = � · pd�2�r/d�	
0

d

nL�l,t�	
0

d−l

nL�l̃,t�dl̃dl �9�

where nL�l , t�=�0
�n�c , l , t�dc and ��1/N2 is a normalization con-

stant. In Eq. �9�, the effective EPC number Nd should be taken as
3Nr2�V /N�1/3 /R3.

Consequently, the contribution of EPC coalescence is

nc�c,l,t� = ncR�c,l,t� + ncL�c,l,t� �10�

The two terms at right-hand side of Eq. �10� capture the effects of
radial and lateral coalescences, respectively, and

nci�c,l,t� = N�t��p̃i�c,l,t� − 2p̂i�c,l,t�� �11�

where p̃i reflects the contribution of EPC formation, p̂i reflects the
contribution of EPC disappearance, and the subscript i=R or L
denotes the radial or lateral direction, respectively. These compo-
nents can be stated as

p̃R�c,l,t� = nL�l,t�	
0

R

fR�d,t��	
0

R−d

nc�c̃,t�	
0

R−d−c̃

nc�ĉ,t�dĉdc̃�dd

�12a�

p̃L�c,l,t� = nc�c,t� ·	
0

R	
0

r

fL�r,d,t�

��	
0

2�r−d

nL�l̃,t�	
0

2�r−d−l̃

nL�l̂,t�dl̂dl̂�dddr

�12b�

p̂R�c,l,t� = nL�l,t� ·	
0

R

fR�d,t�
	
0

R−d

nc�c̃,t�dc̃� nc�c � R��dd

�12c�

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the confined liquid in a nanopore

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a microporous particle
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p̂L�c,l,t� = nc�c,t� ·	
0

R	
0

r

fL�d,t�

�
	
0

2�r−d

nL�l̃,t�dl̃� nL�c � 2�r��dddr

�12d�
Finally, the model is completed by setting the initial condition as
n�c , l ,0�=0, that is, initially the particle is fully saturated; and
setting the boundary condition as n�0,0 , t�=0.

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the numerical results of Eqs. �3�–�12�, where

the average pore size r̄=1 nm, �r=0.3 nm, � is taken as
20 mJ/m2, p=2.0�104 Pa, and 	�1.3. The value of � is set to
3.2�10−6 m2/s. It can be seen clearly that the nc�c , t� distribution
consists of two regions separated by an abrupt drop in nc. A simi-
lar characteristic can also be observed in the nL�l , t� distribution
curves. The boundary of the two regions is close to �0

t Cdt, which
would be the upper limit of the EPC size at time t if the EPC
coalescence did not occur. The lower c region is dependent on the
EPC nucleation, growth, and coalescence, while the higher c re-
gion is mostly determined by the coalescence behavior, particu-
larly, the term of p̂i in Eq. �11�. The coalescence leads to the
tendency of decrease in nc in the lower c region and the increase
in the higher c region. As the average size and volume fraction of
EPCs increase, the coalescence becomes increasingly important
and the higher c region dominates the system behavior. The height
of the abrupt drop between the two regions keeps decreasing and
eventually vanishes. When the effective dewetting process is com-
pleted, nc in the lower c region is reduced to zero and there is only
one EPC left in the higher c region with the size of R.

The evolution of the average EPC size c̄ is highly nonlinear, as
shown in Fig. 4. In the early stage of dewetting, before the EPC
coalescence becomes pronounced, the increase in c̄ is mostly
caused by the EPC growth, which is quite slow. As t / tdw reaches
0.5, c̄ is only about 1% of R, with tdw being the dewetting time.
After that, with the increasing EPC volume fraction the coales-
cence leads to the rapid increase in c̄ as small EPCs merge to-
gether. Compared to that of c̄, the extent of nonlinearity of the
evolution of EPC volume fraction is much lower, since EPC coa-
lescence cannot be reflected in the V-t relation. As V rises, be-
cause of the reduction in the number of available nucleation sites,
the nucleation rate is lowered, which reduces dV /dt. Furthermore,
the coalescence causes a decrease in the specific area of the EPC-
FPC interface, which retards the EPC growth. As a result, V�t�
increases with a descending rate.

In a number of engineering applications, the nanoporous mate-
rials work under dynamic environments with the pressure differ-
ences varying in broad ranges. The rate of pressure change ṗ
affects tdw by influencing v̄ �see Fig. 5�. The characteristic time t0
is taken as the dewetting time if the pressure were fixed at the
initial value. As ṗ increases, with everything else the same, v̄ is
higher and thus tdw is lowered. Note that increasing the average
pore size r̄ and decreasing the dewetting “driving force” � have
similar effects. The dewetting time is also a function of 	. When
	=1, the flow rate in the nanoenvironment is proportional to r,
and Eq. �2� is reduced to that of normal flow. If 	�1, subdiffu-
sive process dominates and the dewetting takes a longer time, and
vice versa. It is clear that with a constant r̄, the broader the pore-
size distribution, the more large pores are involved in the EPC
growth. Because v̄ increases with r, although as �r rises the frac-
tion of small pores becomes higher, the overall effect of raising �r
is beneficial to reducing tdw. However, since changing �r does not
directly affect the EPC coalescence, and the influence of EPC
growth is important only in the early stage, the �r dependence of
tdw is relatively weak.

4 Conclusion
A pore-cluster model is developed so as to provide an appro-

priate framework for the study on the aggregate behaviors of

Fig. 3 Evolution of the number density of EPCs

Fig. 4 Evolution of the average size and the total volume frac-
tion of EPCs

Fig. 5 Dewetting time as a function of ṗr̄ /� and �
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nanoporous systems. Although the details of the solid-liquid inter-
action and the EPC geometry are not taken into consideration and
currently it is difficult to directly compare the theoretical results to
experimental data, the system response �e.g., the dewetting time�
can be related to the control parameters quite conveniently by the
EPC number density analysis. The numerical results indicate that
there exist two abruptly separated regions in the EPC number
density distribution, with the lower c region formed by the EPC
nucleation and the higher c region dominated by the EPC coales-
cence. At the early stage of dewetting, the EPC nucleation is the
most important factor affecting n, whereas at the late stage the
EPC coalescence results in the eventual disappearance of the
lower c region and the rapid increase in average EPC size. The
dewetting time decreases as the mean value or the standard devia-
tion of pore-size distribution increases.
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Turbulent Mixing of Two
Immiscible Fluids
The emulsification process in a static mixer HEV (high-efficiency vortex) in turbulent flow
is investigated. This new type of mixer generates coherent large-scale structures, enhanc-
ing momentum transfer in the bulk flow and hence providing favorable conditions for
phase dispersion. We present a study of the single-phase flow that details the flow struc-
ture, based on LDV measurements, giving access on the scales of turbulence. In addition,
we discuss the liquid-liquid dispersion of oil in water obtained at the exit of the mixer/
emulsifier. The generation of the dispersion is characterized by the Sauter diameter and
described via a size-distribution function. We are interested in a local turbulence analy-
sis, particularly the spatial structure of the turbulence and the turbulence spectra, which
give information about the turbulent dissipation rate. Finally, we discuss the emulsifier
efficiency and compare the HEV performance with existing devices.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2073247�

Keywords: Liquid-Liquid Dispersion, Turbulent Spectra, Static Mixer, Energetic
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1 Introduction
The global trend in chemical and manufacturing industries is

towards improved energy efficiency, cleaner synthesis, reduced
environmental impact, and smaller, safer, multifunctional process
plants. Such concerns are the driving force for the intensification
of batch processes, which are being replaced with continuous
high-intensity in-line mass- and heat-transfer equipment. In this
context the process-intensification �PI� approach, in which the
fluid dynamics of the process is matched to the reaction in order to
improve selectivity and minimize the by-products, takes on par-
ticular importance.

It is estimated that in a typical large chemical plant, between 5
and 45 million Euros are wasted every year through inefficiencies.
In some cases it is estimated that optimizing reactor performance
for maximum yield and selectivity would save between 0.4 and
0.8 million Euros per product per year. Overall, reactor-related
problems are believed to account for between 0.5% and 3.0% of
total turnover, which for European Union chemical industries
amounts to 1.9 to 11.4 billion Euros per year �1�.

Systems involving more than one component �or phase� contain
interfaces between the components. Our ability to predict the per-
formance of such systems is extremely limited. In addition, many
multiphase processes are carried out in stirred-tank reactors. Poor
flow patterns and low inhomogeneous mixing are characteristic of
stirred-tank reactors and typically afford energy dissipation rates
in the range 1–10 W kg−1.

High selectivity requires high rates of micromixing, which need
turbulent energy dissipations higher than 100 W kg−1. Therefore,
fast exothermic reactions when carried out in stirred tanks start
before mixing is complete, leading to slow apparent rates of reac-
tion and formation of by-products that must be separated further
downline. The high-efficiency vortex �HEV� heat exchanger-
reactor is selected for its capacity to generate large-scale vortex
motions and enhance turbulent energy dissipation in the flow.

A typical potential application of this device in manufacturing
processes is the “mixhead” of resin-injection-molding �RIM� ma-
chines. Mixing, often called the heart of RIM, is what differenti-

ates it from other reaction-molding processes such as thermoset
injection molding or sheet molding. Most mixhead designs were
developed by trial and error. Even today, newly designed mix-
heads are mounted on a machine and a typical reaction is tried on
them �2�; mixing quality is then judged by the visual appearance
of the product. Therefore, understanding the basic physical phe-
nomena underlying mixing in flows in manufacturing processes is
fundamental to a predictive approach to these processes.

In this paper we give a global characterization of a special static
mixer designed for use as a reactor-heat exchanger for process
intensification in liquid-liquid mixing and reaction. Its design is
based on curved baffles fixed on the tube walls that generate lon-
gitudinal vortices, substantially increasing transport phenomena
over the simple pipe and even over some static mixers known for
their high efficiency. The emulsification performance of this sys-
tem, indicative of its mixing abilities, is presented in this study.
Oil-in-water emulsions obtained with the static mixer are charac-
terized by the granulometric distributions. The mean size, size
distribution, and power consumption of the mixer are compared
with those in some existing devices.

The turbulent characteristics of the flow in the mixer are studied
extensively and the physical phenomena underlying the high effi-
ciency of the mixer are addressed.

2 Experimental Setup and Methods
The Perspex HEV test section designed and constructed for this

work �Fig. 1� is a straight tube of inner diameter 20 mm along
which seven tab arrays are fixed. Each of the seven arrays consists
of four trapezoidal tabs positioned at 90° to one another and fixed
on the tube walls. The tabs are turbulence promoters and generate
longitudinal vortical structures. The test section is 180 mm long
and the distance between two successive tab arrays is 20 mm �one
tube diameter�.

The test section is connected to a preconditioner and postcon-
ditioner, which are 300 mm straight transparent tubes of circular
inner cross section and 20 mm inner diameter. The preconditioner
is used to provide a fully developed flow at the inlet of the test
section, and the postconditioner to observe the effect of the test
section on mixing quality.

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
2. It consists of feed loops for oil and water. The flow rates are
controlled by valves and measured with two flowmeters with
overlapping ranges.
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In Sec. 3, single-phase-flow results are given. The working fluid
is water and flow patterns are visualized by the laser-induced fluo-
rescence �LIF� technique. Mean and fluctuating velocity fields
were measured by laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV� and particle
image velocimetry �PIV�. The local turbulent energy dissipation
rates were hence obtained by the determination of the integral
length scales. The pressure drop was measured by a differential
manometer, and the temperature remained about the ambient
20°C±0.5. Experiments were run for Reynolds numbers ranging
between 1500 and 15,000.

In Sec. 4, liquid-liquid phase dispersion is studied. The working
fluids are water for the internal phase and an additive technical
vaseline oil �Albelf ID 15� for the dispersed phase. The setup
allows experiments corresponding to dispersed-phase mixing rates
of up to 15%, with Reynolds numbers ranging from 7500 to
15,000. A microencapsulation, based on the isocyanate-amine po-
lymerization reaction, is performed on the emulsion at the exit
from the test section. Further details on the experimental setup
and the microencapsulation technique are given by Lemenand et
al. �3�. The physical properties of oil are given in Table 1.

A video-optic computer-assisted device was used for granulo-
metric analysis �Pegase software�. It was found that a sample of at
least 600 droplets is needed to reach 5% precision in the Sauter
diameter value. Figure 3 shows some photographs of various
sampled dispersions.

3 Single-Phase-Flow Results
This section describes the flow pattern generated by the geom-

etry tested and the turbulence properties of the single-phase flow
in the mixer. Figure 4 shows LIF visualizations of the longitudinal
vortices downstream of the first, second, third, and fourth tab
arrays at Reynolds number Re=1500. The images were obtained
while placing the camera at an angle of 45° to the axis of the
�transparent� mixer. These images were then processed so as to
restore the circular form of the section.

Downstream of the first tab a pair of vortices is generated that
promotes radial mixing. Subsequent tabs increase the degree of
mixing, although even at the last tab array special structures can

Table 1 Physical properties of oil loaded with 10% volume of encapsulation reactant

Property �20°C� Value Measurement method

Kinematic viscosity 30�10−6 m2 s−1 Mettler™ RM180 rheometer
Density 0.85 Data Technical™ picnometer

Interfacial tension with water 20�10−3 N m−1 Krüss™ tensiometer �K12� ring method

Fig. 1 Heat exchanger-reactor HEV

Fig. 2 Experimental setup

Fig. 3 Emulsion samples—optical microscopy

Fig. 4 Coherent structures at Re=1500
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still be observed. Figure 5 illustrates the axial mean velocity pro-
files 2 mm downstream of each tab array for flow Re=15,000 �4�
along axis A �shown in Fig. 4�. The same figure shows the veloc-
ity profile in the straight tube upstream of the first tab array. It can
be seen that the first tab array has no significant effect on the mean
velocity profile. However, the effect of the second tab array su-
perposed on that of the first induces two minima �behind the tabs�
in the mean velocity profile. This deformation of the velocity pro-
file is due to the transfer of low-momentum fluid particles from
the HEV wall vicinity to the core flow and is also visible down-
stream of the subsequent tabs.

Figure 6 shows turbulence kinetic energy �TKE� dissipation
profiles 2 mm behind each tab array �5� for Reynolds number
10,000 along axis A. The effect of the radial velocity component
in the streamwise vortices is visible here: high turbulence patterns
close to the wall are transferred towards the core region, so that
the TKE dissipation in the HEV center is dramatically intensified
compared with the empty tube.

The TKE dissipation rate � was computed using Batchelor’s
energy-cascade model �6�:

� = C
q3/2

l
�1�

where l is the Prandtl mixing length and q is the turbulent kinetic
energy.

Assuming that the high-frequency fluctuations involved in the
energy dissipation are locally isotropic, and also that the integral
macroscale � can approximate the length scale l, one can define
the local turbulent energy dissipation by

� = C
� 3

2u2�3/2

�
�2�

In the present work, the integral macroscale � is determined
from the time macroscale using Taylor’s hypothesis:

� = UconvT �3�

where Uconv represents the convection velocity. This velocity was
determined by using Van Doorn’s expression �7� for three-
dimensional flows and simplified through the following hypoth-
eses:

1. the axial mean velocity component is much larger than the
tangential and radial components,

2. the velocity fluctuation field is locally isotropic.

This model predicts fairly well the turbulent energy dissipation
in grid-generated turbulence with constant C=1.0; however, the
validity of the model for anisotropic turbulent flows may depend
on the flow type �8,9�. The numerical value of C must then be
determined experimentally for specific cases.

In order to estimate the numerical value of C, a series of ex-
periments was carried out in a straight tube equipped with turbu-
lence promoters �HEV� to measure u2 and �. Then � /C was com-
pared to the turbulence kinetic energy dissipation � obtained by
Lawn �10� in a straight tube. This leads to a C value of 1.8, which
is adopted in the latter equation.

The above description of the flow pattern allows a better under-
standing of the role of the tabs on the flow structure. As shown in
Fig. 7, a high shear zone appears at the top of the tabs, which is
the active mixing region in the device.

Fig. 5 Global view of evolution of mean axial velocity profile
„axis A… at Re=15,000 †4‡

Fig. 6 Global view of the evolution of TKE dissipation profile
„axis A… at Re=10,000 †5‡

Fig. 7 Experimental streamlines downstream of the seventh
baffle at Re=15,000 „PIV measurements…
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4 Liquid/Liquid Phase: Dispersion of Oil in an Exter-
nal Water Phase

HEV can be used successfully in the emulsification process.
Here we focus on the granulometric characterization of oil-water
emulsions obtained in a wide range of hydrodynamic conditions
in the mixer. The droplets are sized using optical microscopy. The
mean size, characterized by the Sauter diameter, is fitted to clas-
sical turbulent breakup models. The Sauter diameter and power
consumption are compared with those in some existing devices.

4.1 Modeling Droplet Breakup in Turbulent Flow. A drop-
let subjected to mechanical stresses �pressure, velocity gradients,
or turbulence forces� can burst into several smaller droplets. This
phenomenon results from the competitive effects of the rheologi-
cal and interfacial properties of the two phases, on the one hand,
and mechanical forces via the flow conditions on the other. Appli-
cation of the general breakup model to “noncoalesced” and invis-
cid systems, in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, was tested
here following the maximum drop size prediction in the Hinze-
Kolmogorov theory, using a critical Weber number of order unity.
Here we use the Hesketh et al. �11� presentation for this model:

dmax = �Wecrit

2
�0.6� �0.6

�c
0.4�d

0.2��−0.4 �4�

For a wide range of applications �stirred vessels, homogenizers,
and the like�, the breakup is fairly well predicted by a dimension-
less Weber number, in formulas that may include the effect of the
viscosity of the dispersed phase �the viscosity number�. The di-
mensionless Shinnar �12� equation results from Eq. �4�:

d32

DH
= C1We−0.6 �5�

where the Weber number is defined as

We =
�cU

2DH

�
�6�

Some extensions of the basic model presented in Eq. �6� have
been derived by different authors. Berkman and Calabrese �13�
justified a corrective term for dilute emulsions to take into account
the viscosity of the dispersed phase for a Kenics static mixer:

d32

D
= 0.49�1 + 1.38NVi�d32

D
�1/3�0.6

We−0.6 �7�

with the viscosity number NVi defined by

NVi =
�dU

�
� �c

�d
�0.5

�8�

The value of the droplet mean diameter, and thus of the inter-
facial area, is nevertheless modified by the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase from 15% to 30%. The linear corrective term
found by Pacek et al. �14� takes into account the coalescence:

d32

D
= C3�1 + C2��We−0.6 �9�

4.2 Results and Discussion. Measurements were performed
in the 0.1–0.25 l s−1 flow rate range, for 0%–15% oil volume
fraction, in order to investigate the effect of the Weber number on
droplet distribution. All experiments were performed at room tem-
perature �18–20°C�.

4.2.1 Mean and Maximum Diameter. Proportionality between
the Sauter mean diameter, d32, and the maximum diameter of the
drops, dmax, is the basic assumption of the turbulent breakup
model �15,14�. Experimental results reveal that the diameters d32
and dmax are actually correlated according to the linear relation:

d32 = C4dmax �10�

where C4=0.48.

4.2.2 Sauter Diameter as a Function of Weber Number. The
average droplet diameter strongly depends on the hydrodynamic
conditions through the energy dissipation rate. The HEV measure-
ments in Fig. 8 show fairly good agreement with this theoretical
slope of −0.6�C1=0.57�, demonstrating that turbulent disruption
governs the emulsification mechanism. The fit constant is smaller
than 1 �usual value�, suggesting that under similar conditions the
Sauter diameter is smaller in the HEV than in classical static
mixers. This feature will be investigated further by analyzing the
energy consumption efficiency of this device.

4.2.3 Size Distribution Function. The method proposed by
Schwarz and Bezemer �16� is applied to fit the present data. The
cumulative volume V% of the distribution function is modeled
using a typical constant a:

ln V % = ln 100 +
a

dmax
−

a

d
�11�

Figure 9 shows a plot for an emulsion of oil fraction 5% in
which for each Reynolds number the Schwarz-Bezemer model
represents the droplet size distribution in HEV, as far as the
straight lines extrapolate to the same intercept.

The value of a /dmax is a constant �1.08� independent of the
operating conditions, which is more convenient for scale-up op-
erations than a classical log-normal distribution.

5 Local Turbulence Analysis
Previous results on the dispersion of oil in water under the

combined action of mean and fluctuating velocity fields have
raised the complex question of the turbulence parameters relevant
in describing the ability of turbulence to split up the oil droplets.
In fact, the local or mean turbulent dissipation rate measured on
axis A cannot explain the low value of dmax given by Eq. �4�.
More precise turbulence measurements �on axis B� are essential to
investigate the turbulent dispersion efficiency, which is related to
the knowledge of its properties: first, is the turbulence in the HEV
homogeneous and isotropic �Eqs. �2� and �3��, and, second, where
in the device is the highest mixing efficiency concentrated?

5.1 Spatial Structure of Turbulence. The most significant
effect of the tabs is to increase the turbulence energy along the
tube axis. Figure 10 shows the radial profile of the turbulent rms
velocity at three axial positions: xu upstream of HEV, xd1 down-
stream of the first tab, and finally xd7 downstream of the seventh
one.

If the distribution at xu corresponds to an equilibrium turbulent

Fig. 8 Sauter diameter versus Weber number
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flow with turbulence production at the wall, turbulence is com-
pletely redistributed inside the HEV for stations xd1 and xd7. A
peak of turbulence production is observed at the top of the tabs
�y=0.37 R� that splits the flow in two regions of approximately
equal turbulent energy: the tube core and the wake of the tabs.
Obviously the level of turbulence increases downstream, reaching
a plateau level that Mokrani et al. �4� have shown to be located
between the second and the third tabs.

The quality of the turbulent flow was analyzed by plotting �Fig.
11� the probability density functions �pdf’s� with respect to the
normal law. Figure 11�a� shows that the pdf in the tube center
does not deviate from the normal law either at xu or at xd7 and
deviates only transitionally after the first tab. Thus in this region
the turbulence is intensified by the action of the tabs, but the
distribution is not affected. Figure 11�b� shows the more complex
situation in the wake region; here the pdf exhibits high skewness
and flatness at xd1 and xd7, indicating that the turbulence there
cannot be considered homogeneous and isotropic.

A schematic description of the flow inside the HEV may require
considering three zones: the turbulent core region with high mean
and fluctuating velocities, the wake region with high fluctuating
velocity but low mean motion, and the region of sharp shear flow

Fig. 9 Size distribution function in the Schwarz-Bezemer presentation

Fig. 10 Radial profiles of the rms velocity along axis B at axial
locations xu, xd1, and xd7 „LDV…

Fig. 11 Pdf of the turbulent axial velocity at the axial locations
xu, xd1, and xd7 in „a… the center and „b… the wake regions
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between them. The following sections analyze the turbulence
through its spectral energy distribution and its autocorrelation
function.

5.2 Turbulence Spectrum. To visualize the frequency range
of energetic eddies in the turbulence, Fig. 12 plots the premulti-
plied spectrum f E11, with f the frequency and E11 the power
density spectrum of the axial velocity component. Then the area
under the curve is proportional to the energy of the signal u�2 and
can be used to normalize them. Figure 12 compares the normal-
ized spectra at the upstream position xu with the − 2

3 power-law
curve indicating the theoretical energy cascade in the inertial
range.

All curves collapse together with the same integral time scale at
the point where the spectra begin to follow the − 2

3 power law. The
upstream turbulence inside the tube is quite homogeneous, with a
simple diffusion of the turbulence energy from the wall to the
center and only slight differentiation of the coherent large
structures.

On the other hand, the spectra at the end of the HEV �xd7� fall
into different types in comparison with the upstream turbulent
spectrum �Fig. 13�. The most energetic flow is obviously found at

the top of the tabs y /R=0.37 �shear flow�, where the turbulence
energy is produced at higher frequency than in the upstream flow.
The integral time scale is roughly ten times smaller than that of xu.

The spectrum at the center is bimodal: a large-scale peak simi-
lar to the upstream turbulence combines with a turbulent cascade
at higher frequencies resulting from the radial diffusion of the
shear zone. In the wake region the spectrum is more complex,
with a quite large peak at roughly the same integral time scale.
Thus, except in this wake region, the turbulence is well modeled
by homogeneous and isotropic turbulence.

With the help of these spectra, the integral length scale is cal-
culated by Eq. �3� and then the local turbulent dissipation rate � as
computed with Eq. �2� is plotted in Fig. 14 versus y /R at the three
axial positions �even though Eqs. �2� and �3� are not completely
valid below y /R	0.37�. The highest energy dissipation rate � is
found at the high-shear-velocity position at roughly the same ra-
dial position as the tab tip. This value will be used further to
predict the mixing efficiency of this turbulence in the HEV.

6 Discussion
This section examines the breakup process and the dispersion

performance in order to clarify whether the TKE dissipation rate
effectively governs the maximum particle diameter and to deter-
mine the energy consumption required to achieve the oil disper-
sion.

6.1 Energy Cost. The energy consumed in this experiment is
the external pumping power necessary to propel the fluids through
the static mixer, which is mostly dissipated into heat through tur-
bulent fluctuations. As shown in Fig. 15, a small part of this en-
ergy is devoted to the potential surface energy involved in the
creation of new interfacial area during emulsification:

ES =
�A

�
�12�

The mean energy dissipation rate is computed from the total
power consumption for a unit mass of the processed fluid:

�̄ =
Q
P

�V
=

U
P

�L
�W kg−1� �13�

Hence the specific energy obtained by integration over the resi-
dence time L /U is

E =

P

�
�J kg−1� �14�

The pressure-drop values in the test section were measured and
compared with the theoretical values for a simple smooth duct of

Fig. 12 Normalized premultiplied spectrum of the turbulent
axial velocity in the upstream flow at different radial locations
on axis B „LDV…

Fig. 13 Normalized premultiplied spectra at location xd7 „axis
B… according to radial locations „wake, center, and shear re-
gion… compared with upstream spectrum

Fig. 14 Profiles of turbulent dissipation rate on axis B at loca-
tions xu, xd1, and xd7. The limits of the tab location are added.
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equal hydraulic diameter. The z factor, defined as the pressure-
drop ratio between the HEV and the simple duct,

z = �
PHEV,�


PDuct,0
� �15�

shows that the vortex generators provide up to an eightfold in-
crease in dissipative efficiency, independent of the flow rate
�Table 2�.

Moreover, the pressure-drop measurements show an important
decrease by increasing the oil volume concentration, because of
the damping of turbulence occurring near the contact surface be-
tween the two phases �3�. The damping factor �Fig. 16� is calcu-
lated with reference to the single-phase flow in the HEV.

6.2 Efficiency. To assess the efficiency of HEV as an emul-
sifier, its experimentally measured energy cost is compared with
those of existing devices as reported by previous investigators.
Figure 17 correlates the energy spent in phase dispersion with the
interfacial area generated by each system �17�. The working zone
of the HEV mixer is in the small-energy range �between 0.1 and

1 J kg−1� for a typical interfacial area of 300–3000 m2 m−3. This
shows a good efficiency for the dispersion of immiscible liquids: a
decrease in energy consumption by a factor of up to 1000 for
interfacial areas around 1000 m2 m−3.

6.3 Equilibrium Size. A large amount of laser Doppler ve-
locimetry data was obtained and analyzed in the HEV in order to
describe the turbulent energy dissipation distribution in the HEV
geometry. Equation �2� was used to evaluate the energy
dissipation.

The macroscale � was derived from the temporal autocorrela-
tion function of the instantaneous velocity. An appropriate con-
vection velocity was calculated by using a generalized Taylor hy-
pothesis. Wu and Patterson �18� have already obtained satisfactory
results using this method.

It is well established that in a given system, where some dis-
ruptions of the droplets occur, a maximum equilibrium droplet
size is reached that can resist the turbulent forces. It is understand-
able that the successive divisions leading to this equilibrium size
will need a “certain” time. If this time is longer than the residence
time, the droplets obtained will be coarser than the predicted size,
and thus the system can be optimized by increasing the residence
time, for instance by adding another mixing element. The time
scale proposed by some authors �Davies �19�, Hesketh et al. �11��
suggests that the minimal residence time for optimal division is
between 1.5 and 10 s �the characteristic time for droplet breakup
is estimated at about 1 �s and a sufficient number of divisions
must take place�.

To analyze these features in the present system, Fig. 18 com-
pares the experimental maximum drop size to that predicted by
Eq. �4�. The predicted maximum values with the mean turbulence
dissipation rate are slightly higher than the measured values. This
could mean that the equilibrium diameter has been reached and
that the HEV mixer is long enough. Nevertheless, considering the
local nature of the dissipation rate and recalling that the maximum
“surviving” drop size in the flow is governed by the highest tur-
bulence intensity, the maximum diameter was also computed from
the maximum � value. Following this hypothesis, the equilibrium
seems to have been achieved. In other words, it can be concluded
from this plot that the actual drop size is controlled by a dissipa-
tion rate of the order of the maximum local value. The nonunifor-
mity of the dissipation field may explain the discrepancy between
various flow configurations, and consequently the large variety of
constants C in Eq. �2�.

7 Conclusions
The formation of droplets in the turbulent flow of two immis-

cible fluids in a HEV mixer was studied. The mixing mechanism

Table 2 z factor

��%� 0 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15
z 7.87 7.68 7.21 6.31 5.23 4.49 2.93

Fig. 15 Ratio of surface energy to available mechanical
energy

Fig. 16 Damping factor

Fig. 17 Comparative energy cost of HEV
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is the generation of a cascade of longitudinal vortices behind rows
of tabs fixed in a straight tube of circular cross section. By gen-
erating extra shear in the flow, vortices increase the turbulent en-
ergy dissipation, which contributes directly to droplet breakup.

The very low energy level and the relatively high contact ob-
tained without any surfactant show that HEV mixers have high
potential for industrial applications.

Experiments carried out in low hold-up range �0%–15%� sug-
gest that the Sauter mean diameter varies with the −0.4 power of
the TKE dissipation rate �Eq. �4��, demonstrating that the domi-
nant mechanism of emulsification is turbulent disruption.

The size distribution of the droplets obtained with HEV was
modeled according to the method proposed by Schwarz and Beze-
mer �16�. In a log-linear coordinate system the data showed a
linear relation between the cumulative volume �in %� of droplet
diameters and the inverse of the bounding diameter d, verifying
that the Schwarz-Bezemer model applies here.

The overall energy cost of the HEV mixer was studied. Experi-
mental pressure-drop measurements showed that the vortex gen-
erators increase the dissipative efficiency as much as eightfold,
and that this increase is independent of the flow rate. The energy
consumption for generation of interfacial area with the HEV
mixer was compared with those of some common static mixers. In
the range of interfacial area 1000 m2 m−3, it was shown that HEV
is up to 1000 times more energy efficient than other mixers.

A striking conclusion of this study is that the droplet size is
controlled by the maximum turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
rather that the mean turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, as com-
monly believed.

Nomenclature
A � interfacial area, m2

C , Ci � constants �i=1 to 4�
D � reactor diameter, m

DH � hydraulic diameter, m
E � specific energy, J kg−1

Es � potential surface energy, J kg−1

L � static mixer length, m
NVi � Hinze’s viscosity group

Q � volume flow rate, m3 s−1


P � pressure drop, Pa
Re � Reynolds number

T � time macroscale, s
U � mean velocity, m s−1

V � volume, m3

V% � cumulative volume, %

We � Weber number
a � characteristic diameter, m
d � diameter, m

d32 � Sauter mean diameter, m
l � Prandtl mixing length, m
q � turbulent kinetic energy, m2 s−2

u � mean fluctuation velocity, m s−1

xu � axial location upstream of the mixer
xd1 � axial location downstream of the first tab
xd7 � axial location downstream of the seventh tab

z � pressure ratio

Greek Symbols
� � energy dissipation rate, W kg−1

�̄ � mean rate of energy dissipation, W kg−1

� � concentration of dispersed phase, %
� � macro scale of turbulent fluctuations, m
� � dynamic viscosity, Pa s
� � density, kg m−3

� � interfacial tension, N m−1

Subscripts
c � continuous phase

conv � convective
crit � critical

d � dispersed phase
max � maximum

0 � �=0%

Dimensionless Numbers
Re � �cUDH�c �Reynolds number�
We � �cU

2DH� �Weber number�
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Influence of Ribbon Structure
Rough Wall on the Microscale
Poiseuille Flow
The regular perturbation method is introduced to investigate the influence of two-
dimensional roughness on laminar flow in microchannels between two parallel plates. By
superimposing a series of harmonic functions with identical dimensional amplitude as
well as the same fundamental wave number, the wall roughness functions are obtained
and the relative roughness can be determined as the maximal value of the product be-
tween the normalized roughness functions and a small parameter. Through modifying the
fundamental wave number, the dimensionless roughness spacing is changed. Under this
roughness model, the equations with respect to the disturbance stream function are ob-
tained and analyzed numerically. The numerical results show that flowing in microchan-
nels are more complex than that in macrochannels; there exist apparent fluctuations with
streamlines and clear vortex structures in microchannels; the flow resistances are about
5–80% higher than the theoretical value under different wall-roughness parameters.
Furthermore, analysis shows that the effect of roughness on the flow pattern is distinct
from that on the friction factor. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060733�

1 Introduction

Laminar flows in microchannels are significantly different from
those in macrochannels, which have been shown by the fact that
significant differences exist in both the friction loss and their flow
pattern. One of the important reasons is believed to be the influ-
ence of the wall roughness on the flow. Much research about this
has been implemented since the early 1980s and presented ac-
tively in recent years.

The experiments for laminar flow in different microchannels
with the relative roughness from 0.016 to �0.05 were imple-
mented by Wu and Little �1�, Mala and Li �2�, Celeta et al. �3�, Li
et al. �4�, Papautsky et al. �5�, Jiang et al. �6�, and Stanley �7�. The
results show that the flow resistances are about 10–90% higher
than the theoretical values in most experiment data, and even a
few of them are 350% above or 20% below the theoretical values
�1,7�.

In the theoretical and numerical analysis, Mala and Li �2� in-
troduced a roughness viscosity model �RVM� based on work by
Merkle et al. �8� and this model was implemented to water flow-
ing through microtubes �2� and trapezoidal channels �9�. Klein-
streuer and Koo �10� introduced a porous medium layer �PML�
mode to simulate several kinds of microscale flow. Furthermore,
Du �11� numerically simulated laminar flow in rough microtubes
to study the mechanism for the roughness effect. A similar re-
search of three-dimensional flow in microchannel was conducted
by Hu et al. �12�. These theoretical and numerical results show
significant effects of surface roughness on both the velocity dis-
tribution and the pressure drop.

As wall roughness is a small quantity compared to the scale of
microchannels, it can be regarded as slight distortions on the sur-
face of smooth plates. There is a well-known regular perturbation
method to study these flow problems �13�, and it was used widely
in other literatures �14,15�. In this study, the method of regular
perturbation is introduced to study the influences of wall rough-
ness on the Poiseuille flow in microchannels. In addition, the

rough curves in this study are obtained by superposing a series of
harmonic functions, so that the rough curves are closer to the real
walls.

2 Theory

2.1 Perturbation Equation The flows in the microchannels
between two parallel plates are shown in Fig. 1. The plates are
presumed to have the same rough heights and distributions on
both inner surfaces. The distribution functions are written as
ks�x�=a�f�x�. Here, � is a small parameter and ��1, f�x� an
arbitrary function fluctuating near its equilibrium position. In this
system the curved face for the upper plate is described by y
=a�1−�f�x�� and y=a�f�x� for the lower plate.

As wall roughness must be considered in microchannels, the
flows become two-dimensional instead of one-dimensional. Tak-
ing wall spacing a as the characteristic length, average velocity U0
as the characteristic velocity, and �U0

2 as the characteristic pres-
sure, for a time-independent and fully developed Newtonian fluid,
the dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations at interval y��0, 1

2
�

are derived as

� · u = 0 �1�

�u · ��u = − �p + Re−1�2u �2�
Boundary conditions must satisfy the no-slip and symmetry con-
ditions, i.e.,

at y = �f�x� u = v = 0 �3a�

at y =
1

2

�u

�y
= v = 0 �3b�

The dimensionless stream function � is introduced, which sat-
isfies the following relationship:

u = ��/�y, v = − ��/�x �4�
Substituting Eq. �4� into Eqs. �1� and �2�, we obtain the equation
of stream function along with the boundary conditions as

� ��

�y

�

�x
−

��

�x

�

�y
��2� = Re−1�4� �5�
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at y = �f�x�
��

�x
=

��

�y
= 0 �6a�

at y =
1

2

��

�x
=

�2�

�y2 = 0 �6b�

As a small parameter appears in boundary conditions, the
stream function � should be expanded as perturbation series

��x,y� = �0�x,y� + ��1�x,y� + O��2� �7�
and the boundary conditions at wall surface need to be expanded
as Taylor series at y=0�13�, i.e.,

���x,y��y=�f�x� = ��x,0� + �f�x����x,0� + O��2� �8�

Substituting Eq. �7� into Eq. �8� and emerging the like terms in
�, we have

���x,y��y=�f�x� = �0�x,0� + ���1�x,0� + f�x��0��x,0�� + O��2�

�9�

Substituting Eq. �9� into Eq. �6�, the boundary conditions at y
=0 and y=1/2 are derived as

at y = 0
�

�x
��0 + ���1 + f�x��0��	 =

�

�y
��0 + ���1 + f�x��0��	 = 0

�10a�

at y =
1

2

�

�x
��0 + ��1� =

�2

�y2 ��0 + ��1� = 0 �10b�

where �0 and �1 denote the zero-order and first-order stream func-
tions, respectively; the superscript �·�� denotes � /�y.

Substituting Eq. �7� into Eq. �5� and emerging the like terms in
�, the equations of �0 and �1 along with boundary conditions �10�
are rewritten as follows:

� ��0

�y

�

�x
−

��0

�x

�

�y
��2�0 = Re−1�4�0 �11�

at y = 0
��0

�x
=

��0

�y
= 0 �12a�

at y =
1

2

��0

�x
=

�2�0

�y2 = 0 �12b�



i=0

1 � ��i

�y

�

�x
−

��i

�x

�

�y
��2�1−i = Re−1�4�1 �13�

at y = 0
��1

�x
= − �0,y� df�x�/dx − f�x� � �0,y� /�x ,

��1

�y
= − f�x��0,y� �14a�

at y =
1

2

��1

�x
=

�2�1

�y2 = 0 �14b�

Since the flow is fully developed, the dimensionless zero-order
velocity solution will be

u0 = 6y�1 − y� �15�

Substituting Eq. �15� into Eqs. �13� and �14�, the equation and
boundary conditions of �1 are reduced as

�u0
�

�x
�2 −

d2u0

dy2

�

�x
��1 = Re−1�4�1 �16�

at y = 0
��1

�x
= 0,

��1

�y
= − 6f�x� �17a�

at y =
1

2

��1

�x
=

�2�1

�y2 = 0 �17b�

2.2 Solving of the Equation. The wall roughness varies ir-
regularly along the x direction but presents some periodic charac-
ters. For the sake of simplicity, f�x� is assumed as a periodic
function which can be expanded in Fourier series. The complex
form of Fourier series is as follows:

f�x� = 

n=−�

�

Cnei�nx �18�

where �n is the wave number of the n-order harmonic function
and Cn is the Fourier coefficients.

The presence of the wall roughness will lead to the disturbance
of the flow field inevitably; hence, �1 is no other than the first-
order response function and it could be assumed as follows:

�1�x,y� = 

n=−�

�

�n�y�ei�nx �19�

where �n�y� is the nth amplitude function with respect to y.
From Eqs. �16� and �19�, the equation �n and its boundary

conditions are derived as

�u0�D2 − �n
2� − Du0��n = �i�nRe�−1�D2 − �n

2�2�n �20�

at y = 0 �n = 0, D�n = − 6Cn �21a�

at y = 1
2 �n = D2�n = 0 �21b�

where the operators D and D2 denote d /dy and d2 /dy2, respec-
tively. The equations should be solved by the numerical methods,
and the finite difference method is employed to solve them in this
study.

2.3 Model of Rough Elements. In general, a periodic func-
tion can be decomposed into a series of finite or infinite simple
harmonic functions according to the theory of Fourier series. In
this work, the wall roughness functions f�x� are considered as the
following expression:

f�x� = 

n=1

N

An cos�n�0x� �22�

where �0 is fundamental wave number, N the number of cosine
function superimposed, and An the amplitude of harmonic func-
tions. We take N=20 in this study.

Any curve f�x� displays one maximal crest �or trough� and N
−1 lower crests �or troughs� in a period. The space between the
two closest maximal crests depends on the fundamental wave
number �0 �see Fig. 2, which gives the cases of �0=	, 3	, 5	�.
The roughness functions are normalized according to Eqs. �23�
and �24�.

h�x� =
f�x�

f�x�max − f�x�min
�23�

Fig. 1 Model of microchannel and the coordinate system
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ks�x� = �h�x� �24�

Hence, the relative roughness, which is defined as the vertical
difference between the maximal crests and minimum troughs
�which are adjacent�, has the value �. The dimensionless rough-
ness spacing is s /a=2	 /�0. From Eqs. �19�, �22�, and �23�, �1 is
obtained as

�1�x,y� =



n=1

N

�n�y�ei�nx

f�x�max − f�x�min
+ c . c . �25�

where c .c. denotes the complex conjugate. �n�y� are determined
by Eq. �20� and boundary conditions �21�.

In this study, all dimensionless parameters are chosen as fol-
lows: �i� The relative roughness �: 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and
0.05; �ii� the fundamental wave number �0 :	, 2	, 3	, 4	, 5	
and the corresponding dimensionless roughness spacing s /a are 2,
1, 2

3 , 1
2 , and 2

5 ; �iii� An=1 for all the components of f�x�; and �iv�
Reynolds number Re: 100–500.

2.4 Flow Pattern and Friction. The method of regular per-
turbation converts a physical domain into a computational do-
main, and physical quantities in the microchannels with rough
walls are correspondingly transformed into that between two
planes. The characters of flow in physical domain can be reflected
well by the variables obtained in its computing counterpart. In
fact, all the variable distributions are consistent in most areas of
both domains except the area near walls.

2.4.1 Velocity and Vorticity. The overall velocity field in the
computing domain can be written as

u = u0 + �u1 + O��2� �26�

The components are u=u0+�u1 in the x direction and v=�v1 in
the y direction. Accordingly, the vorticity field is governed as
follows:

� =
1

2
��

�v1

�x
− �

�u1

�y
−

du0

dy
�k �27�

where k is unit vector in the z direction. Equations �26� and �27�
show that velocity and vorticity in microchannel are different
from the Poiseuille flow.

2.4.2 Friction Loss. For the laminar flow in macrochannels,
the product between Darcy factor Cf and Reynolds number is a
constant and equal to the theoretical value. In that case, friction
loss comes absolutely from the wall shear stress, which can be
proved by the viscous dissipation being equal to the work of wall
shear stress according to


 = �0AU0 �28�

where �0 is the shear stress of the surfaces per unit area; A the
surface area and U0 the averaged velocity; and 
 the total dissi-
pation rate.

The perturbation analysis shows that if the wall roughness is
considered, the viscous dissipations are quite different from the
theoretical value. Part of the dissipations results from the wall
viscous shear work and another from the perturbation velocity
gradient. An increase of the viscous dissipations implies an in-
crease of energy losses. Hence, energy loss can be obtained by the
viscous dissipation rate.

For the incompressible Newtonian fluid, the total viscous dissi-
pation rate within a given area is computed as follows �using the
subscript notation�:


 = −
�

2�
V

� �ui

�xj
+

�uj

�xi
�� �ui

�xj
+

�uj

�xi
�dV �i = 1,2� �29�

where � is viscosity coefficient and V the volume of flow region.
According to Eq. �29�, the total viscous dissipation rate of Poi-

seuille flow 
0 is computed as


0 = − ��
V

�du0

dy
�2

dV �30�

In the case of flowing in the microchannel, the viscous dissipation
rate 
* has the form


* = − ��
V

�2��
�u1

�x
�2

+ 2��
�v1

�y
�2

+ �du0

dy
+ �

�u1

�y
+ �

�v1

�x
�2dV �31�

The ratio of Darcy friction factors Cf
* /Cf is equal to the ratio of

total viscous dissipations 
* /
0 if the length in flow direction is
long enough, i.e.,

C* = Cf
*/Cf = 
*/
0 �32�

where Cf is the theoretical value of Darcy factor and Cf
* is the

Darcy factor in the case of roughness being considered.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 First-Order Stream Function and Velocity. It is known
that both the first-order dimensionless stream function �1 and ve-
locity in transverse direction v1 are equal to zero if the roughness
is not being considered �flow in the channel between two flat
plates, say�; hence, their variations under the conditions of micro-
channels without ignoring the wall roughness will intuitively re-

Fig. 2 Wall roughness functions with different fundamental wave numbers:
„a… curves of h„x… and „b… curves of ks„x…
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flect the influence of roughness on the flow.
The evolution of the first-order dimensionless stream function

and velocity of v1 in flow field at the position of rough element
can be seen in Figs. 3–6, and Fig. 3 presents the evolution of the
stream function and velocity under different relative roughness.
The results show that greater relative roughness will have a more
important influence on flow field.

The influence of the dimensionless rough spacing on the flow
pattern is presented in Fig. 4, which shows that the first-order
stream-function curves gradually become flat with the decrease of
the dimensionless spacing �Fig. 4�a��, but the change rate of per-
turbation velocity increases �Fig. 4�b��. The reason for that is the
average kinetic energy of main flow increases as the rough spac-
ing decreases. Thus, the disturbances are more difficult to transmit
toward the center of flow field, whereas at the same time the more
strong shearing action forms in the flow field due to the increment

of disturbance frequency per unit length in the flow direction.
Figure 5 presents the influence of the Reynolds number on the

stream function and velocity without changing the wall roughness
parameters. The results show that both the disturbed area of flow
field and the amplitude of disturbance quantities ��1 and v1� de-
crease with augmentation of Reynolds number. The explanation
for this is that an increase in the Reynolds number will lead to an
increase in the average kinetic energy of the main flow so that the
effects of wall roughness on the flow pattern will be weakened. It
can be noted from Fig. 5�b� that the change rate of perturbation
velocity increases, to some extent, with an increase of the Rey-
nolds number, which indicates that the viscous dissipations will
increase with the augmentation of the Reynolds number.

3.2 Characters of Flow Field. Distributions of stream func-
tion near walls and velocity field in half of the channel of the

Fig. 3 Variation of first-order dimensionless stream function „a… and veloc-
ity of the y direction „b… in a flow field at the position of rough elements
under different relative roughness when �0=2�

Fig. 4 Variation of first-order dimensionless stream function „a… and veloc-
ity in the y direction „b… in a flow field at the position of rough elements
under different spacing when �0=2� and �=0.05

Fig. 5 First-order dimensionless stream function „a… and velocity in the y
direction „b… influenced by the Reynolds number
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computing domain are given in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Figure
6 presents the distributions of stream function near the walls
�within the range of 0–0.04 in the y direction� with the relative
wall roughness being 2% and 5% as well as the dimensionless
spacing being 1 and 2, respectively. It is clear that, in the comput-
ing domain, apparent vortex structures exist in the flow field near
the walls, and the sizes of vortexes are different with the different
roughness parameters. Appearance of vortexes can be attributed to
the direction of perturbation velocity u1 being opposite to that of
the main flow at the positions of rough elements because of rough
walls being converted into “flat” walls by the method of Taylor
series expansion. Thus, it can be seen that the disturbances and
viscous dissipations are the most intense at the positions of vor-
texes in flow field. Figures 7�a� and 7�b� show that velocities on
the “flat” wall surface are not zero �16�. The values and directions
of velocities are variable, and the variations are gradually sub-
merged by the main flow in the course of being apart from the
wall.

3.3 Influences on the Friction Factor. It can be seen in Figs.
8–10 that the friction factor ratios C* are within 2, which are close
to most of the experimental values mentioned above. Figures 8
and 9 present the influences of relative roughness and dimension-
less spacing on friction factor, respectively. It can be seen that
relative roughness and dimensionless rough spacing are two key
parameters influencing the friction factor. If the relative roughness
increases or the dimensionless rough spacing decreases, the fric-
tion factors will increase. This can be attributed to the fact that
both the intensity and frequency of wall disturbance augment so

that the viscous dissipation rate increases. For the inverse condi-
tions, as the wall surface tends toward flatness, the dissipation rate
consequently decreases.

The influence of the Reynolds number on the friction factor is
shown in Fig. 10, which indicates that the friction factor increases
to some extent with increments of the Reynolds number from 100
to 500. The conclusion is consistent with that from Fig. 5�b�. It is
implied that the product between the friction factor and Reynolds
number deviates from the theoretical value, which is the constant
96 for Poiseuille flow.

4 Conclusions
The perturbation method is an effective method to study the

influence of wall roughness on the flow in microchannels. In this
study, the wall roughness curve is modeled by superimposing a
series of harmonic functions and the corresponding perturbation
equations of stream function are derived. By the technique of
spatial spectral decomposition for the first-order stream function,
a group of ordinary difference equations are presented and ap-
proached numerically. The results show that the wall relative
roughness, dimensionless roughness spacing, as well as Reynolds
number are several important factors on the flow patterns and
friction losses.

If the dimensionless spacing of rough elements and the Rey-
nolds number decrease or the relative roughness increases, then
the disturbed area will be larger. If the relative roughness and
Reynolds number increase or the nondimensional spacing de-
creases, then the friction factor will increase. These results show

Fig. 6 Distributions of stream function and near-wall vortex
structures at Re=100: „i… �=0.02, s /a=2; „ii… �=0.02, s /a=1; „iii…
�=0.05, s /a=2; and „iv… �=0.05, s /a=1

Fig. 7 Velocity fields under different wall parameters in full region „a… and
in the near-wall region „b…

Fig. 8 Friction factors influenced by the relative roughness
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that the influence of wall roughness on the flow pattern is different
from that on the friction factor. The influence of roughness on
flow pattern depends on the kinetic energy of main flow, whereas
the effect of roughness on the friction factor depends on the en-
ergy dissipation of fluid. In this study a conclusion can be drawn
that the effect of roughness should not be ignored unless the rela-
tive roughness is 1%.

The method given in this paper can be extended to the analysis
of the influence of three-dimensional rough elements on flow in
microducts or microtubes. That will be our next study.
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Nomenclature
ks � distribution function of wall roughness, m
a � spacing between two plates, m
� � small parameter, relative roughness
f � periodic function

U0 � average velocity, m/s
� � density of fluid, kg/m3

p � dimensionless pressure
Re � Reynolds number
� � dimensionless stream function

�0 � zero-order dimensionless stream function
�1 � first-order dimensionless stream function
u0 � zero-order velocity in x direction, m/s
u1 � first-order velocity in x direction, m/s
v1 � first-order velocity in y direction, m/s

Cn, An � Fourier coefficient
�n � dimensionless wave amplitude of first-order

stream function
�n � wave number
�0 � fundamental wave number
N � number of superposed harmonic function
h � normalized rough elements height
u � velocity vector, m/s

� � vortical vector, 1 /s
k � unit vector in z direction

 � dissipation rate, kg/m s3


0 � dissipation rate of Poisueille flow, kg/m s3


* � dissipation rate of flow in rough channel,
kg/m s3

�0 � shear stress of wall, N/m2

� � viscosity coefficient, kg/m s
s � spacing of rough elements, m

Cf � Darcy factor of Poisueille flow
Cf

* � Darcy factor of flow in rough channel
x � flow direction
y � transverse direction
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Skin Friction Correlation for
Smooth and Rough Wall
Turbulent Boundary Layers
In this paper, we propose a novel skin friction correlation for a zero pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layer over surfaces with different roughness characteristics. The ex-
perimental data sets were obtained on a hydraulically smooth and ten different rough
surfaces created from sand paper, perforated sheet, and woven wire mesh. The physical
size and geometry of the roughness elements and freestream velocity were chosen to
encompass both transitionally rough and fully rough flow regimes. The flow Reynolds
number based on momentum thickness ranged from 3730 to 13,550. We propose a cor-
relation that relates the skin friction, Cf, to the ratio of the displacement and boundary
layer thicknesses, �* /�, which is valid for both smooth and rough wall flows. The results
indicate that the ratio Cf

1/2 / ��* /�� is approximately constant, irrespective of the Reynolds
number and surface condition. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2073288�

Introduction
Accurate determination of the skin friction on smooth and

rough surfaces continues to be an important research topic in the
near-wall turbulence community. Many reliable techniques for es-
timating the skin friction �or wall shear stress� have been devel-
oped for a smooth wall turbulent boundary layer including use of
the momentum integral equation, correlations based on total pres-
sure measurements at the surface �i.e., using a Preston tube�, and
oil-film interferometry. Indirect methods based on fitting to the
mean velocity profile have also been employed to determine the
skin friction. These include the “classical” Clauser technique, and
fitting profiles based on either a defect law or power law. Using
either direct or indirect methods, a number of correlations �e.g.,
Schultz-Grunow �1�, Coles �2�, Osaka et al. �3�, and Tachie et al.
�4�� have been developed to allow the prediction of skin friction
on a smooth surface for practical applications. The objective of
this study is to develop a correlation that is useful for the predic-
tion of skin friction on both smooth and rough surfaces. To the
authors’ knowledge, a single correlation, which can predict the
skin friction coefficient for smooth, transitionally rough, and fully
rough flow regimes, has yet to be reported in the literature.

Numerous investigations have been made of turbulent boundary
layer flow over rough surfaces with the aim of understanding the
complexity arising from the effects of surface roughness �5–9�.
These rough wall studies have shown that the effects of surface
roughness on the mean flow can be generalized to consist of an
increase in the skin friction value and an associated roughness
shift, �U+, to the logarithmic velocity profile. However, it is dif-
ficult to directly measure local skin friction values on rough sur-
faces. Instead, the indirect methods noted above have also been
employed to estimate the skin friction in rough wall turbulent
boundary layers. For fully developed duct flow, the balance be-
tween the pressure gradient and surface shear stress enables the
skin friction to be readily determined. This has enabled the devel-
opment of such engineering tools as the Moody chart, which has
been extensively employed to predict the friction factor in both
smooth- and rough-walled ducts. For a rough wall turbulent
boundary layer, an interpolation formula for skin friction was de-
rived by Prandtl and Schlichting �10� based on the sand grain

roughness experiments of Nikuradse �11�. Mills and Huang �12�
compared this formulation with some experimental data sets for
fully rough flows over sand grain roughness and found that it gave
an average error of 17.5 percent. They attributed the discrepancy
to the failure of the formulation to account for the wake compo-
nent of the mean velocity profile. Acharya et al. �13� combined the
velocity defect law used by Rotta �14� and the semi-logarithmic
law used by Clauser �15� for a rough wall to derive a linear rela-
tionship for the skin friction on a rough surface. They tested the
correlation on four different surfaces. The data obtained from two
surfaces collapsed onto a single line, while the other two data sets
collapsed onto a different curve. They were not able to account for
the presence of two different curves.

Analyzing rough wall boundary layer flows using profile-fitting
methods requires some assumption regarding the mean velocity
profile. Probably the most common plotting technique for deter-
mining the friction velocity, U�, is that of Clauser, in which a
logarithmic profile is fitted to the experimental data for the mean
velocity in the overlap region to obtain U�, which can then be
used to determine the skin friction coefficient, Cf =2�U� /Ue�2,
where Ue is the freestream velocity. For a turbulent boundary
layer, other factors, such as freestream turbulence intensity, can
also influence the skin friction characteristics. As an alternative to
the Clauser technique, Finley et al. �16� proposed to use the ve-
locity defect law in terms of a formulation that does not implicitly
fix the strength of the wake, �, but rather allows its value to be
optimized while ensuring a reliable determination of the friction
velocity. This method was subsequently used by Granville �17�
and Krogstad et al. �18�. In this case, the mean defect profile is
given by

Ue
+ − U+ =

2�

�
�w�1� − w� y

�
�� −

1

�
ln� y

�
� �1�

where y is the wall normal distance, � is the boundary layer thick-
ness, and w is the wake function. A distinct advantage of using the
defect profile, especially for high Reynolds number flows, is that
velocity data outside the inner layer can be included. Akinlade and
Bergstrom �19� recently examined various methods used to deter-
mine the friction velocity, U�, on both smooth and rough surfaces.
They concluded that for a rough wall boundary layer, profile fit-
ting based on a defect law gave slightly better results for Cf than
did the Clauser technique.

Due to unsatisfactory and often incomplete agreement with ex-
perimental data, and also for theoretical reasons, several research-
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ers have investigated alternatives to the classical logarithmic law
�Barenblatt �20�, George and Castillo �21�, and Afzal �22��. They
proposed power law formulations, which can also be used to de-
termine the skin friction on a smooth surface. Some of these for-
mulations have been extended to turbulent boundary layers over
rough surfaces �e.g., Bergstrom et al. �9�, Kotey et al. �23�, and
Akinlade and Bergstrom �19��. Since the topic of this paper is not
primarily related to power law formulations, we leave this issue
for future consideration.

Recently, Zagarola and Smits �24� introduced an outer velocity
scale, which is proportional to the mass flux deficit in the bound-
ary layer. They also proposed an equivalent outer velocity scale
for a smooth wall turbulent boundary layer as follows:

Uo = Ue	
0

1 �1 −
U

Ue
�d� y

�
� = Ue

�*

�
�2�

where �* is the displacement thickness. This outer velocity scale
has been used to successfully collapse the mean velocity defect
profiles on both smooth �25� and rough surfaces �26,27�. A distinct
advantage of this outer scale over other scaling parameters �i.e.,
friction velocity, U�, and freestream velocity, Ue� is that it accom-
modates the effects of surface roughness.

Recall that Clauser �15� showed that a boundary layer with a
constant turbulence equilibrium parameter could be scaled with a
single parameter. He defined a thickness parameter for equilib-
rium flow, also known as the defect thickness, �, as follows:

� =	
0

�
Ue − U

U�

dy = �*� �3�

where �=
2/Cf is related to the local skin friction. The velocity
profiles were then scaled with y /�, and an integral shape factor G
which remains constant in an equilibrium boundary layer was de-
fined as follows:

G =
1

�
	

o

� �Ue − U

U�
�2

dy �4�

where G and � are related to the ordinary Karmán-type shape
factor, H, by the following expression,

H =
�*

�
= �1 −

G

�
�−1

�5�

and � is the momentum thickness. Equation �3� can be rearranged
as follows:

Cf
1/2 =


2

�
�* �6�

Multiplying the right-hand side by � /� leads to the following
equivalent expression:

Cf
1/2 = 
2� �

�
���*

�
� �7�

Zagarola and Smits �24� noted that at high Reynolds number
Cf

1/2��* /� for a smooth wall turbulent boundary layer. In view of
this observation, one might conjecture that the ratio � /� is invari-
ant for general classes of turbulent boundary layer flows. In our
study, this hypothesis will be explored for both smooth and rough
surfaces.

In the present study, we measured the velocity fields and esti-
mated the skin friction in zero pressure gradient turbulent bound-
ary layers on a smooth surface and ten different rough surfaces.
The physical size and geometry of the roughness elements were
chosen to encompass both transitionally and fully rough flow re-
gimes. The skin friction data for both smooth and rough surfaces
appear to collapse onto a single curve which represents a novel
correlation for Cf

1/2 as a function of �* /�.

Summary of Experiments
The experiments were conducted in a low-speed, closed-return

wind tunnel for Reynolds numbers based on momentum thickness
ranging from 3730 to 13,550. The test section was 1.96 m long,
and the flow enters the high-speed test section �HSTS� from the
low-speed test section through a 7:1 contraction. The longitudinal
freestream turbulence intensity was approximately 0.4%, and the
nonuniformity of the freestream mean velocity field outside the
test section wall boundary layers was less than 0.5%. A 1.67 m
long, 1.16 m wide, and 25 mm thick flat plate was mounted on the
bottom of the test section. The smooth surface �SM� was created
on a medium density fiber �MDF� board, for which the large-scale
deviation was less than ±0.5 mm from the horizontal plane. The
average roughness height, Ra, for the MDF board was measured
and found to be 3.82 	m. As will be shown later, this roughness
was sufficiently small to qualify the MDF board as hydraulically
smooth. A trip strip made of sand paper �36-d grit� was placed
across the width of the plate; the trip strip was 75 mm wide and
located 15 mm from the leading edge. The trip ensured an early
transition to turbulence and was used in all the experiments in
order to maintain consistent development of the turbulent bound-
ary layer.

The rough surfaces used in the present study consisted of the
following ten roughness elements attached to the reference MDF
board:

A. Four different sand grain surfaces made of sand papers,
namely, 120d-grit �SGS�, 80d-grit �SGM�, 60d-grit
�SGML�, and 40d-grit �SGL�.

B.

�i� a 0.76 mm thick perforated steel sheet �PS� with circu-
lar holes 1.2 mm in diameter spaced 3.4 mm between
centers giving an openness ratio of 22%;

�ii� a 0.9 mm thick perforated steel sheet �PM� with circu-
lar holes 1.6 mm in diameter spaced 2.43 mm between
centers giving an openness ratio of 41%;

�iii� a 0.9 mm thick perforated steel sheet �PL� with circular
holes 2 mm in diameter spaced 2.81 mm between cen-
ters giving an openness ratio of 45%.

C.

�i� a stainless steel woven wire mesh �WMS� consisting of
0.36 mm diameter wire laid out 1.68 mm on center to
give an openness ratio of 44%;

�ii� a stainless steel woven wire mesh �WMM� consisting
of 0.58 mm diameter wire laid out 1.77 mm on center
to give an openness ratio of 30%;

�iii� a stainless steel woven wire mesh �WML� consisting of
1.04 mm diameter wire laid out 3.68 mm on center to
give an openness ratio of 35%.

In the present study, the thickness of the perforated plate and the
diameter of the wire mesh were used as the roughness height, k.
For example, the 0.9 mm thick perforated sheet has a roughness
height of k=0.9 mm, while the woven wire mesh with a wire
diameter of 1.04 mm has a roughness height of k=2.08 mm,
which is equal to twice the diameter of the wire following Furuya
and Fujita �28�. Note that the choice of roughness height is some-
what arbitrary and possibly ambiguous; it should not be confused
with the equivalent sand grain roughness, keq, calculated from the
roughness shift. A Pitot probe with an outer diameter of dp
=0.60 mm was used to measure the mean velocity across the
boundary layer at a section 1300 mm �downstream� from the lead-
ing edge. The Pitot probe, which was connected to a Datametric
Barocell Differential Pressure Sensor, was carefully aligned to the
flow to eliminate any errors caused by yaw. The pressure signal
was digitized using a 16-bit A/D converter at a sampling fre-
quency of 500 Hz; 10,000 samples were taken at each wall normal
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position. Corrections were applied to the data following Mac-
Millan �29�, in which the value of 0.15dp was added to the y
coordinate. However, as noted by Perry et al. �30�, for viscous
distances from the wall greater than y+=100, the corrections tend
to be insignificant. In our own case, only a very few data points
fall within 30
y+
100 for both smooth and rough wall flows,
indicating that MacMillan’s correction had little impact on the
overall results. In the present experiment, four different Reynolds
numbers were obtained for each surface by varying the freestream
velocity, Ue, from approximately 15 to 45 m/s. The nominal
freestream pressure gradient was −10 Pa/m. This pressure gradi-
ent corresponded to a Clauser equilibrium parameter ��
= ��* /�w�dP /dx� of approximately −0.015, −0.012, −0.013, and
−0.012 for the highest Reynolds number data on smooth �SM4�,
perforated sheet �PL4�, sand paper �SGL4�, and wire mesh
�WML4� surfaces, respectively. In addition, the acceleration pa-
rameter �K=��dUe /dx�Ue

2� for the experiment ranged between
1.510−8 and 4.510−8. Based on these values, we concluded
that the pressure gradient measured in the wind tunnel for all
experiments was approximately zero.

In order to estimate the 95% precision and bias confidence lim-
its, we adopted the procedure given by Coleman and Steele �31�.
Precision uncertainty estimates for the velocity measurements
were made through repeatability tests. Four replicate velocity pro-
files were taken on both a smooth and a rough surface. The sys-
tematic error, which represents the bias uncertainty, was obtained
from the instrumentation used in the measurements, which in-
cludes a Datametrics 600A-1000T-S13-H21X-4 absolute pressure
transducer, Datametrics 590D-10W-V1X-4D differential pressure
transducer, and copper-constantan thermocouple �type T�. The es-
timated bias errors were combined with the precision uncertainties
to calculate the overall uncertainties for the measured quantities.
For our experiment, the boundary layer thickness � was consid-
ered to be the location above the surface at which the local mean
velocity was 99% of the freestream value. We estimate the uncer-
tainties in both � and �* to be ±5%. Very close to the wall, the
uncertainty in the local velocity was approximately ±2%, while
the estimated uncertainty in the freestream velocity was ±0.75%.
The uncertainty in the skin friction coefficient, Cf, was estimated
to be ±5% and ±9% for the smooth and rough surfaces, respec-
tively. Error bars have been included on Figs. 2–5 and 8 to indi-
cate the level of uncertainty.

Determination of the Friction Velocity
Our research group has previously used the profile fitting

method of Krogstad et al. �18� in studies of rough wall boundary
layer flows �e.g., Tachie et al. �8�, Bergstrom et al. �32�, and
Akinlade et al. �27��. It assumes the existence of a log-law and a
functional form of the wake, but it allows the strength of the wake
to vary. The wake function used in Eq. �1� is expressed as follows:

w� y

�
� =

1

2�
��1 + 6�� − �1 + 4���y/���� y

�
�2

�8�

This method was also employed to determine the friction velocity
on the smooth surface. The method originally used by Krogstad
et al. �18� also involved an optimization for the virtual origin, �,
which represents the virtual location of the wall relative to the
nominal top of the roughness elements. When the value of the
friction velocity, U�, obtained from the defect profile was used to
fit a log-law to the experimental data, as the surface became
rougher the velocity profile tended to become slightly concave
near the wall. In order to eliminate this anomaly, the log-law was
enforced for the data points nearest the wall by increasing the wall
datum shift. For the roughness elements considered in this study,
we estimated the maximum value of �+ to be 82. Although this
method is somewhat arbitrary in its forcing of a log law at the
bottom of the inner layer, it had the advantage of yielding Cf
values for fully rough flow that exhibited minimal variation with
Re�.

Table 1 presents a summary of the freestream velocity, Rey-
nolds number based on momentum thickness, boundary layer
thickness, displacement thickness, skin friction coefficient, and
strength of the wake for the smooth surface. The friction velocity
obtained from the smooth surface at the highest Reynolds number
was used to estimate a roughness Reynolds number, k+, which was
less than 1. This estimate was based on the average roughness
height, Ra, for the MDF board, and qualifies the MDF board as
hydraulically smooth. For the rough surfaces, the ratio of rough-
ness height to boundary layer thickness, k /�, roughness shift,
�U+, roughness Reynolds number, k+�=kU� /��, and the equiva-
lent sand grain roughness Reynolds number, keq

+ , are given in
Tables 2–4. The equivalent sand grain roughness Reynolds num-
ber, keq

+ , was obtained from the relation used by Raupach et al. �6�.
Following them, the flow regimes based on the equivalent sand
grain roughness Reynolds number, keq

+ , were defined as follows:
keq

+ 
5 �hydraulically smooth�, 5
keq
+ 
70 �transitional�, and keq

+

�70 �fully rough� �6�. Based on the values of keq
+ , transitionally

rough flows were obtained for two perforated sheets �PS and PM�
and three sand grain roughnesses �SGS, SGM, and SGML 1, 2,
and 3�, while fully rough flow was achieved for one perforated
sheet �PL�, two sand grain roughnesses �SGML 4 and SGL�, and
all three woven wire mesh surfaces used in the experiments. The
ratio of k+ to k /� yields the Reynolds number based on boundary
layer thickness, �+. Jimenez �33� suggested that the Reynolds

Table 1 Summary of skin friction coefficient and flow condi-
tions for a smooth surface

Table 2 Summary of skin friction coefficient and flow conditions for perforated sheet
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number based on boundary layer thickness, �+, should be greater
than 4000 as a condition for a well-defined rough wall turbulent
boundary layer. In the present study, the Reynolds numbers based
on boundary thickness for all fully rough flows at the highest
Reynolds number are greater than 4000. The other criterion con-
sidered by Jimenez �33� was that the blockage ratio, k /�, be suf-
ficiently small, i.e., k /�
0.025 for similarity laws to be expected
and perhaps k /�
0.0125 for the mechanisms of normal wall tur-
bulence to prevail. In our case, for the fully rough flows, the sand
grain roughness �SGL� approximately meets this criterion, while
the wire mesh does not. Recall that for the wire mesh, the rough-
ness height, k, was equal to twice the wire diameter which may
tend to exaggerate the blockage ratio. The values of � for the
rough surfaces are typically larger than for the smooth surface,
and for each rough surface, the value of � is observed to increase
as the roughness shift increases. This is one example of the effect
of surface roughness extending into the outer region. The values
of the skin friction coefficient, Cf, and displacement thickness, �*,
obtained for the rough surfaces are also higher than those of the
smooth surface. For the hydraulically smooth and fully rough
flows, the displacement thickness �* decreases with increasing
Reynolds number. For the transitionally rough flow, the displace-
ment thickness �* on PS and PM also decreases with increasing
Reynolds number, while those on the sand grain surfaces behave
somewhat differently. This is an example of the variability exist-
ing between the roughnesses created by different surfaces. For
both the smooth and rough surfaces, the shape factor, H, does not
vary significantly with increasing Reynolds number. This obser-
vation is similar to that of Gad-el Hak and Bandyopadhyay �34� in
the case of a smooth surface, and also that of Furuya and Fujita
�28� and Schultz and Flack �35� for a rough surface.

Results and Discussion
Figures 1�a� and 1�b� present the mean velocity profiles for

smooth and rough surfaces at the highest Reynolds number using
outer coordinates. Figure 1�a� shows the mean velocity profiles

for smooth and nominal transitionally rough flows �based on keq
+

values�, while fully rough flows are presented in Fig. 1�b�. The
effect of surface roughness increases the skin friction drag, which
causes the mean velocity profile on a rough surface to be “less
full” when compared to that on a smooth surface. As indicated in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, the fully rough flow exhibits a higher devia-
tion from the smooth profile than does the transitionally rough
flow. Figures 2�a� and 2�b� compare the mean velocity profiles at
the highest Reynolds number for the smooth and rough surfaces
using inner coordinates. As expected, the effect of surface rough-
ness is to increase the friction velocity resulting in a downward-
right shift of the mean velocity profiles. Comparison between
Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� indicates that the fully rough flow exhibits a
significantly larger velocity shift, �U+, than the transitionally
rough flow. By definition, �U+ is zero for a smooth surface. The
present experimental results also indicate that as the surface
roughness increases, the linear region of the overlap region be-
comes relatively narrow. A similar observation was reported by
Bergstrom et al. �9�. As indicated in Fig. 2, the rough surface
exhibits a stronger wake component than does the smooth surface.
This is evidence that the effect of surface roughness extends into

Table 3 Summary of skin friction coefficient and flow condi-
tions for sand grain

Table 4 Summary of skin friction coefficient and flow condi-
tions for wire mesh

Fig. 1 Mean velocity profiles using outer coordinates: „a…
smooth and transitionally rough and „b… smooth and fully
rough
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the outer region of the flow. However, the transport mechanisms
related to this effect are still not well understood.

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� present the mean velocity defect profiles
for the smooth and rough surfaces, where the friction velocity, U�,
and the boundary layer thickness, �, are used to scale the velocity
and wall-normal distance, respectively. For the transitionally and
fully rough flows, the defect profile is displaced slightly upward
by the surface roughness. Similar to the conclusions of Krogstad
et al. �18�, Tachie et al. �8�, and Akinlade et al. �27�, the velocity
profiles for the different surfaces are distinct from each other not
only in the wall region but also over a significant part of the outer
region of the boundary layer.

Figure 4 compares the skin friction coefficient obtained for a
smooth wall with the correlation proposed by Osaka et al. �3� and
the somewhat older but still widely used correlation of Coles �2�.
We have also included the skin friction data of Purtell et al. �36�
and DeGraaff and Eaton �37� obtained in a zero pressure gradient
turbulent boundary layer at 460�Re��5100 and 1430�Re�
�13,000, respectively. The comparison shows that the present
skin friction values are in good agreement with the correlation of
Osaka et al. �3� as well as the experimental data of Purtell et al.
�36� and DeGraaff and Eaton �37�. At lower values of Re�, the

correlation of Coles �2� tends to be higher than the experimental
data, although still within the experimental uncertainty. It appears
unlikely that our data would trend up with increasing Re� to the
same degree as that of DeGraaff and Eaton �37�.

In order to confirm the friction velocity obtained by fitting to
the defect profile, the relation between the shape factor and skin
friction is presented in Fig. 5. Both Bandyopadhyay �38� and Fu-
ruya and Fujita �28� used this method to indirectly check the skin
friction obtained from a profile fitting technique. Furuya and
Fujita �28� plotted the relation between the shape factor, H, and
skin friction as given in Eq. �5�; they used the value of G=6.3 for
a smooth surface and G=7.0 for a rough surface. For these values
of G, Eq. �5� is plotted in Fig. 5, together with the experimental
data for smooth and rough wall flows. As clearly shown, the mea-
surements closely align with each of the curves based on Eq. �5�.
This gives us confidence that our profile fitting technique is valid
for both smooth and rough surfaces.

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� present the variation of the skin friction
coefficient, Cf, for smooth and rough surfaces with Reynolds
number. Figure 6�a� shows the behavior of the skin friction coef-
ficient, Cf, for the hydraulically smooth and nominal transitionally
rough flows. In the latter case, the skin friction can be as much as
55% higher than that on the smooth surface. The behavior of the

Fig. 2 Mean velocity profiles using inner coordinates: „a…
smooth and transitionally rough and „b… smooth and fully
rough

Fig. 3 Mean velocity defect profiles using inner coordinates:
„a… smooth and transitionally rough; „b… smooth and fully rough
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skin friction on surfaces that exhibited a nominal transitionally
rough flow regime varied. For example, in the case of PS, the
value of Cf decreased with Reynolds number, which is the same
as for the hydraulically smooth surface. However, the Cf values
on PM and SGM initially increase by 9% and 4%, respectively,
and thereafter decrease as the Reynolds number increases. In the
case of SGS, the skin friction coefficient, Cf, increases throughout
with increasing Reynolds number. If we consider the measure-
ment uncertainty of approximately ±9%, then the Cf values of
PM, SGS, and SGM do not vary significantly over the range of
Re� considered, whereas for PS we observe a systematic decrease
with Reynolds number. The behavior observed for PS can be
linked to the small openness ratio, which enables it to show char-
acteristics indicative of a hydraulically smooth surface. Figure
6�b� presents the skin friction coefficient, Cf, for the hydraulically
smooth and fully rough flows at different Reynolds numbers. We
have also included the skin friction coefficient data for SGML in
Fig. 6�b�, which only became fully rough at the highest Reynolds
number. Even though the keq

+ values would classify it as nominal
transitionally rough, the overall variation appears to better match
that of the fully rough surfaces. The wire mesh �WML� exhibits

the largest increase in Cf over the range of Reynolds numbers
considered, almost 146% higher than that on the smooth surface.
Again, the maximum variation in Cf for each surface is within or
close to the experimental uncertainty. For the fully rough flows,
each surface exhibits minimal variation of Cf with Reynolds num-
ber, although Cf varies greatly among the different surfaces.

Figure 7 presents the variation of the modified skin friction
coefficient, Cf

1/2 / ��* /��, with Reynolds number for the flows sum-
marized in Tables 1–4. We have also included the skin friction
coefficient data of DeGraaff and Eaton �37� on a smooth surface,
as well as that of Antonia and Krogstad �39� on a wire mesh at
Reynolds number ranging from 3120 to 22,860. One immediately
observes that the modified skin friction coefficient data for all the
surfaces considered are confined within a narrow range of values,
irrespective of Reynolds numbers. Recalling Eq. �7�, the behavior
observed in Fig. 7 implies that for the ZPG turbulent boundary
layers considered, the ratio � /� is approximately independent of
both Reynolds number and surface roughness.

If we make this approximation, i.e., that � /� is approximately
constant and Cf

1/2 varies in a linear manner with �* /�, and plot the
experimental data for all surface conditions and Reynolds num-
bers, we obtain the behavior shown in Fig. 8. In general, as rough-

Fig. 4 Variation of skin friction coefficient for a smooth sur-
face with Reynolds number

Fig. 5 Relation of shape factor to skin friction coefficient

Fig. 6 Variation of skin friction coefficient with Reynolds num-
ber: „a… smooth and transitionally rough and „b… smooth and
fully rough
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ness increases the value of the ratio �* /�, the skin friction simi-
larly increases. The skin friction coefficient data sets for each
surface appear to collapse onto a linear curve for which we pro-
pose the following correlation:

cf
1/2 = �0.360 ± 0.025���*

�
� �9�

An assessment of goodness-of-fit using a chi-squared distribution
at a 95% confidence level indicates that Eq. �9� does an excellent
job of correlating the experimental data over a Reynolds number
range of 1430�Re��31,000. Note that the multiplicative con-
stant in Eq. �9� equals the average value of Cf

1/2 / ��* /�� in Fig. 7.
The smooth wall skin friction data of DeGraaff and Eaton �37�, as
well as the rough wall data of Antonia and Krogstad �39�, are also
included in Fig. 8 and show good agreement with the proposed
correlation within the experimental uncertainty. The above corre-
lation implies that the skin friction can be estimated from knowl-
edge of the displacement and boundary layer thicknesses for a
wide range of Reynolds number and different surface conditions.

Conclusions
The present paper reports a relatively large matrix of data sets

for turbulent boundary layers on one smooth and ten rough sur-
faces. We propose a new skin friction correlation given by Eq. �9�
for zero pressure gradient turbulent boundary layers. The correla-
tion has the advantage of predicting the skin friction in hydrauli-
cally smooth, transitionally rough, and fully rough flows. The
length scale ratio, �* /�, was employed to account for the effects
of Reynolds number and surface roughness, such that the skin
friction coefficient data collapse onto a single curve. This result is
a further evidence of the special role of the length scale ratio �* /�
in scaling the velocity field in turbulent boundary layers. A more
comprehensive assessment of the validity of the correlation re-
quires further investigation using other types of surface geom-
etries and a wider range of Reynolds numbers based on boundary
layer thickness.
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The Development Lengths
of Laminar Pipe and Channel
Flows
The authors’ research work into fully developed pulsating and oscillating laminar pipe
and channel flows raised questions regarding the development length of the correspond-
ing steady flow. For this development length, i.e., the distance from the entrance of the
pipe to the axial position where the flow reaches the parabolic velocity profile of the
Hagen-Poiseuille flow, a wide range of contradictory data exists. This is shown through
a short review of the existing literature. Superimposed diffusion and convection, together
with order of magnitude considerations, suggest that the normalized development length
can be expressed as L /D=C0+C1Re and for Re→0 one obtains C0=0.619, whereas for
Re→� one obtains C1=0.0567. This relationship is given only once in the literature and
it is presumed to be valid for all Reynolds numbers. Numerical studies show that it is only
valid for Re→0 and Re→�. The development length of laminar, plane channel flow was
also investigated. The authors obtained similar results to those for the pipe flow: L /D
=C0�+C1�; Re, where C0�=0.631 and C1�=0.044. Finally, correlations are given to express
L /D analytically for the entire Re range for both laminar pipe and channel flows.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2063088�

1 Introduction and Aim of Work
Two of the classical flows treated in introductory fluid mechan-

ics lectures are laminar, fully developed pipe flow, in other words,
the so-called Hagen-Poiseuille flow, and the corresponding plane
channel flow. The development of these flows from preassigned
velocity profiles require certain axial distances from the pipe or
the channel inlet. Irrespective of a particular inlet velocity profile
or what happens in detail at the entrance of a pipe or a channel,
the physical mechanisms behind such axial development of a flow
are well established and understood. Owing to the no-slip velocity
condition at walls, the fluid next to the wall is immediately slowed
as soon as the flow enters a pipe or a channel. This retardation
near the wall spreads inwards owing to viscous effects and the
slowed-down fluid close to the wall causes the fluid in the center
to move faster, since the cross-sectional mass flow rate at any
axial location remains constant. Ultimately, moving in the flow
direction, the fully developed state of the flow is reached, i.e., the
parabolic velocity distribution of the Hagen-Poiseuille flow devel-
ops. The closest location from the entrance where this phenom-
enon occurs defines the hydrodynamic entrance length as the dis-
tance from the inlet of the pipe to the location of the fully
developed pipe flow or the corresponding position of the fully
developed channel flow.

As the above explanations show, the phenomenon of laminar
pipe and channel flow development is fully understood and the
dependence of the development length on the Reynolds number,
when derived by the type of considerations given above, must
have two terms, due to the superposition of the convection and
diffusion velocities. However, in spite of this, there are derivations
in the literature that yield L /D=C Re. This is readily illustrated in
Sec. 2, where a brief literature survey is provided, indicating that
there have been numerous investigations of the phenomena. Un-
fortunately no clear and final analysis or experimental and nu-

merical studies exist that state precisely what the values of the
constants C0 and C1 in the L /D-relationship should be and also
whether the simple scale analysis given above is valid for all
Reynolds numbers. Hence it may be concluded that the develop-
ment of laminar pipe or channel flow is not correctly described in
the literature. The present study was carried out in order to rem-
edy this situation and also to provide quantitative information on
the ratio of the development length to pipe diameter or channel
height as a function of Reynolds number.

Owing to the situation outlined in Sec. 2, it was felt that a
detailed study is needed to finalize the investigations on develop-
ing laminar pipe flow and the corresponding channel flow that
eventually leads to the fully developed velocity distribution. De-
tailed studies in this respect were carried out, and the final results
are presented in this paper. Although these investigations were
performed numerically, experimentally and analytically, only the
numerical part of the study was found to be really successful. The
numerical studies resulted in reliable data that were evaluated and
the final results are presented in Sec. 3. The experimental studies
are summarized in Sec. 4 together with problems encountered also
during analytical investigations of the development length of
laminar pipe and channel flows. Conclusions and final remarks are
provided in Sec. 5.

2 Summary of Results of Previous Investigations
There have been numerous investigations of the development

length for laminar pipe flows, carried out not only using various
approximate analytical methods, but also by performed numerical
and experimental investigations. Good summaries of the work in
the past are provided in Schlichting �1�, giving special references
to the publications of Schiller �2�, Langhaar �3�, and Sparrow �4�.
Additional publications are referenced by Schmidt and Zeldin �5�,
followed in further studies by Lew and Fung �6�. A few years
later, the development length of laminar pipe flows was looked at
by Mohanty and Asthana �7�. All these publications indicate that
the phenomenon of laminar flow development in the entrance re-
gion of pipe flows has attracted considerable attention in fluid
mechanics research but the literature also documents that still no
reliable information on L /D= f�Re� is available.
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The number of various references cited in the above-mentioned
review publications readily suggests that research on the develop-
ment length for laminar pipe and channel flows is well known and
the results are well documented, so that the literature survey in the
present paper can concentrate only on tabulating the final results.
A summary of investigations, provided in Table 1, clearly indi-
cates that most of the studies on the development length for lami-
nar pipe flows were carried out analytically, with some approxi-
mations. The investigations were based either on the integral form
of the boundary layer equations or on the zone method, treating
the flow close to the entrance of the pipe and in the far-field region
separately. Results were also obtained however, by experimental
and numerical investigations, as can be seen in the methods col-
umn of Table 1.

The results presented in Table 1 are not only widely scattered
but also show that different relationships are suggested for the
normalized development length of laminar pipe flow; i.e., both the
relations L /D=C Re and L /D=C0+C1 Re �only one publication,
by Atkinson et al. �22��, correlate the development length as a
function of Reynolds number. Although some of the numerical
investigations suggest the first of the above relationships to be
valid and provide C�0.0557 as a consistent value, the deduced
relationship L /D=C Re essentially leaves out the fact that diffu-
sion also plays an important role in the axial direction, particularly
at lower Reynolds number, and this yields: L /D=C0+C1 Re as
the “correct relationship” for L /D. This relationship was reported
only by Atkinson et al. �22�.

In order to obtain a better overview of the results summarized
in Table 1, Fig. 1 provides information on the scatter of the en-
trance length coefficient C, determined by various investigators.
The order of the data in this figure is presented, from left to right,
in accordance with the year of publication. The results clearly
show that, in general, 0.025�C�0.08.

Regarding the constant, C0, in the relationship L /D=C0

+C1 Re, it is worth noting that in the literature only Atkinson et al.
�22� claimed that this constant is essential in the relationship for
L /D. This might seem surprising since simple considerations,
based on scale analysis, such as that already presented in Sec. 1,
suggest that the following relations must hold:

lim
Re→0

� L

D
� = C0 and lim

Re→�
� L

D
� = C1 Re �1�

All these findings from the literature regarding the development
lengths of laminar pipe and channel flows are unsatisfactory and

Table 1 Summary of publications and results of previous investigations of laminar pipe flow entrance length

No. Authors Year Method L /D

1 Boussinesq �8� 1891 Analytical, two-zone approach 0.065 Re
2 Schiller �2� 1922 Integral approach, assuming a parabolic velocity

distribution within the boundary layer
0.0288 Re

3 Atkinson and Goldstein �10� 1938 Analytical, generalization of the Blasius’s solution of
the flat plate

0.065 Re

4 Langhaar �3� 1942 Analytical, linearized the momentum equation 0.0575 Re
5 Nikuradse �9� 1950 Experiment 0.0625 Re
6 Siegel �11� 1953 Analytical, integral approach, assuming a cubic velocity

distribution within the boundary layer
0.030 Re

7 Bogue �12� 1959 Analytical, integral approach, assuming a quartic
velocity distribution within the boundary layer

0.0288 Re

8 Campbell and Slattery �14� 1963 Analytical, applying a plus viscous dissipation of energy
term to the entire flow

0.0675 Re

9 Collins and Schowalter �15� 1963 Analytical, developing the work of Boussinesq 0.061 Re
10 Sparrow et al. �4� 1964 Analytical, utilizing a stretched axial coordinate and

introducing a mechanical energy equation
0.056 Re

11 Hornbeck �16� 1964 Numerical, initial value problems 0.057 Re
12 McComas and Eckert �17� 1965 Experimental, by relating the pressure drop to distance

from the pipe entry
�0.03−0.035�Re

13 Christiansen and Lemmon �18� 1965 Numerical, by obtaining a comparative numerical
solution of the momentum equation

0.0555 Re

14 Vrentas et al. �19� 1966 Numerical, boundary value problem 0.056 Re
15 McComas �20� 1967 Analytical, general method depends only on knowledge

of the fully developed velocity profile
0.026 Re

16 Friedmann et al. �21� 1968 Numerical, assuming that the initial velocity profiles are
concave in the core rather than uniform

0.056 Re

17 Atkinson et al. �22� 1969 Numerical, finite element method 0.59+0.056 Re
18 Lew and Fung �6� 1970 Analytical, two sets of eigenfunctions 0.065 Re�Re�1� 0.08 Re�Re�50�
19 Fargie and Martin �23� 1971 Numerical, simplified the momentum equations by

employing differential and integral form
�0.049−0.068�Re

20 Chen �24� 1973 Analytical, integral momentum method �0.052−0.068�Re
21 Gupta �25� 1977 Numerical 0.0675 Re
22 Mohanty and Asthana �7� 1979 Analytical, two-zone approach to the inlet and filled

regions
0.075 Re

Fig. 1 The constants C relationship between the Reynolds
number and the ratio of development length and pipe diameter
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suggest that combined numerical, experimental and analytical �if
possible� studies are essential to clarify why differences are ob-
tained in the values of C0 and C1 in the L /D relationship L /D
=C0+C1 Re. Such studies and corresponding results are provided
in the present paper �13,26�.

3 Numerical Investigations

3.1 Equations, Boundary Condition, and Solution
Procedure. The present investigations of the development of
laminar pipe flow were carried out to yield numerically based data
on the development length. Since, for the present investigations, a
steady, laminar and developing flow was considered without swirl
�U�=0� and fluid properties were assumed to be constant, the
governing mass and momentum conservation equations were con-
sidered in axi-symmetric coordinates. These equations are as fol-
lows:
Continuity equation:

1

r

�

�r
��rUr� +

�

�z
��Uz� = 0 �2�

Axial momentum equation:

��Ur

�Uz

�r
+ Uz

�Uz

�z
� = −

�P

�z
+ ��1

r

�

�r
�r

�Uz

�r
� +

�2Uz

�z2 	 �3�

Radial momentum equation:

��Ur

�Ur

�r
+ Uz

�Ur

�z
� = −

�P

�r
+ �� �

�r
�1

r

�

�r
�rUr�� +

�2Ur

�z2 	
�4�

To look for a generally applicable numerical solution, all coor-
dinates in the above equations were made dimensionless with re-
spect to the diameter of the pipe, whereas the velocities were
normalized to the constant inlet velocity �U0�, which was consid-
ered to be uniform throughout the inlet cross section. The pressure

was normalized with respect to �U0
2.

The dimensionless governing equations were discretized by a
finite �control� volume approach similar to that suggested by Fer-
ziger and Perić �27�, i.e., with a method that employs collocated
variables, using the SIMPLE algorithm imposed by Patankar �28�
for the pressure solution. The algebraic equations resulting from
the discretization process were solved by the “Strongly Implicit
Procedure” �SIP� proposed by Stone �29�.

The boundary conditions before normalization, applied to the
present problem, may be summarized as follows:

�1� At z=0, i.e., at the inlet, Uz=U0 and Ur=0 for every r.
�2� At z=Lz, the axial diffusion in both of the momentum equa-

tions was neglected, i.e., �2Ur /�z2=�2Uz /�z2=0 for every
r.

�3� At r=0, i.e., on the centerline of the pipe, a symmetry
condition was imposed, i.e., Ur=�Uz /�r=0 for every z.

�4� At r=D /2, i.e., on the walls of the pipe, no slip condition
was assumed, i.e. Ur=Uz=0 for every z.

With the above boundary conditions, the discretized set of differ-
ential equations was solved in a manner now well known in nu-
merical fluid mechanics. The development length was defined as
the distance from the inlet where the dimensionless centerline
velocity reaches a value of 1.98 which is 1% lower than its fully
developed value. In order to ensure that the development of cen-
terline velocity actually implies true establishment of the fully
developed profile in the entire cross section of the pipe, the varia-
tion of velocities at different radial positions as a function of axial
distance are presented in Fig. 2 for different Reynolds numbers.
The figure clearly shows that the velocities at the other radial
locations attains their fully developed value much earlier than the
centerline.

For the two-dimensional channel flows, the set of equations that
has been solved is as follows:

Continuity equation:

Fig. 2 Axial development of velocities at different radial positions for Re=1, 10, 100, and 1000
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�

�x
��Ux� +

�

�y
��Uy� = 0 �5�

Axial flow momentum equation:

��Ux

�Ux

�x
+ Uy

�Ux

�y
� = −

�P

�x
+ �� �

�x
� �Ux

�x
� +
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�y
�	
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Transverse flow momentum equation:

��Ux

�Uy

�x
+ Uy

�Uy

�y
� = −

�P

�y
+ �� �

�x
� �Uy

�x
� +

�

�y
� �Uy

�y
�	

�7�

The boundary conditions employed for the two-dimensional chan-
nel flows are similar to those imposed for flow through pipes:

�1� At x=0, i.e., at the inlet, Ux=U0 and Uy =0 for every y.
�2� At x=Lx, the axial diffusion in both of the momentum

equations was neglected, i.e., �2Ux /�x2=�2Uy /�x2=0 for
every y.

�3� At y=0, i.e., on the centerline of the channel, a symmetry
condition was imposed, i.e. �Ux /�y=Uy =0 for every x.

�4� At y=b, i.e., on the walls of the channel, no slip condition
was assumed, i.e., Ux=Uy =0 for every x.

Again, a finite volume method was employed to solve this set
of equations and development length was computed in a similar
manner, as described for pipe flows.

For all the computations, presented in the paper, uniform grid
was chosen in the cross-stream direction �r or y, as the case may
be� and the numerical grid in the axial direction was varied in GP
series, with a common ratio of 1.05. In order to check the accu-
racy of the present results, numerical computations were carried
out for different grid spacing, starting from 100 �in the axial di-
rection� �20 �in the radial or cross-stream direction� to 400�80
for various Reynolds number. The development lengths, in the
form of C1=L / �D Re�, were monitored for each of the grids and
for Reynolds number varying from 10 to 4000. The results for
circular pipe are shown in Table 2. It is obvious from the table that
virtually no variation was observed in the results for 200�80 and
400�80 grid up to 5 significant digits for entire range of Rey-
nolds number. Since the emphasis in the present paper is to obtain
very accurate computational data, 200�80 grid was chosen for all
the final computations. Similar study for channel flow, which is
not presented in the paper, yielded the same grid spacing.

3.2 Predictions and Results. As stated in the Introduction, it
was the aim of the present investigations to clarify some of the
widespread and partially contradictory information that is avail-
able in the literature on the development lengths of laminar pipe
and channel flows. If only the convective velocity is taken into
account in the flow direction and the diffusion velocity is consid-
ered only across the flow for scaling, the following order of mag-
nitude considerations result:

�8�

from which one readily obtains the high Reynolds number limit of
�L /D� behavior:

L

D
= C Re �9�

Postulating this relationship to be valid also for smaller Reynolds
numbers, a dependence of C on Re must result. The variation of
C �=L / �D Re�� with Re was deduced from numerical studies on
the development length of laminar pipe flow and is shown in Fig.
3. These results account for some of the scatter of C values re-
ported in Sec. 2, i.e., wrong correlation �Eq. �9�� is fitted to the
data.

The low Reynolds number limit of L /D= f�Re� can be derived
by considering only the diffusion velocity both in the axial direc-
tion and in the cross-flow direction. Such consideration yields the
following relationships;

Uz = C* 	

D
and tdiff = C+D2

	
⇒

L

D
= C*C+ = C0 �10�

If this consideration for the low Reynolds number limit is not
taken into account, it is obvious that the constant C in Eq. �9�
must increase with decreasing Reynolds number �see Fig. 3�.

In the entire Reynolds number range, 0�Re��, the above
order of magnitude consideration can be extended by taking both
the convection and the diffusion velocities in the flow direction
into account, yielding

Uz = �C0
* 	

D
+ C1

*U0� and tdiff = C+D2

	
�11�

from which the development length may be estimated as

Table 2 Grid independence study for circular pipe flow †C1=L / „D Re… for different grid
spacings‡

Re 100�20 100�40 200�40 200�80 400�80

10 0.09256 0.08881 0.08880 0.08784 0.08783
100 0.06279 0.05920 0.05922 0.05844 0.05844
1000 0.06077 0.05728 0.05723 0.05648 0.05648
4000 0.06028 0.05674 0.05677 0.05610 0.05610

Fig. 3 Variation of constant C with Reynolds number of the
pipe flow
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L = Uztdiff = D�C0
*C+ + C1

*C+ Re� ⇒
L

D
= C0 + C1 Re �12�

Fitting this function to the numerical results for L /D, one readily
obtains

lim
Re→0

� L

D
� = C0 = 0.619 �13�

The high Re numerical data are fitted to L / �D Re� to yield

lim
Re→�

� L

D Re
� = C1 = 0.0567 �14�

The numerical data for L /D and L / �D Re� are presented in Fig. 4
and also clearly indicate the limiting values given in Eq. �13� for
low Reynolds numbers and in Eq. �14� for high Reynolds num-
bers. It may be recognized that the low Reynolds number limit
takes only the diffusive momentum transport into account,
whereas the high Reynolds number limit considers only the con-
vective transport in the flow direction and the diffusive transport
in the cross-flow direction.

Taking the computational results and their limiting behavior
into account raises a question regarding the validity of the de-
duced relationship

L

D
= 0.619 + 0.0567 Re �15�

in the range 1�Re�100. In this range of Reynolds number, the
nonlinearity of the convection terms in the momentum transport
equation yields conditions that do not permit L /D to be simply
computed by the addition of C0 and C1 Re terms. This can readily
be seen from Fig. 5, which shows the predicted L /D correlation
given by Eq. �15� �dashed line�. The actual computations are
given by circles. A comparison of both results suggests that, for a
given Reynolds number, the actual development length of a lami-
nar pipe flow is shorter than the length calculated from the corre-
lation in Eq. �15�. At this point, since the asymptotic behaviors of
L /D in both low and high Reynolds number regimes is known,
the suggestions of Churchill and Usagi �30� may be employed to
correlate the data as follows:

L

D
= ��0.619�1.6 + �0.0567 Re�1.6�1/1.6 �16�

The above correlation is also shown in Fig. 5, which predicts the
numerical data within a maximum error of 3%.

The above-described numerical investigations of the develop-
ment length for laminar pipe flow were also repeated for laminar,
plane channel flow solving Eqs. �5�–�7� and the corresponding

boundary conditions. As expected, the numerical computation
yielded similar results. The high and low Reynolds number limits
turned out to be as follows:

lim
Re→0

� L

D
� = C0 = 0.631 �17�

lim
Re→�

� L

D Re
� = C1 = 0.0442 �18�

Atkinson et al. �10� also computed these constants and found them
to be C0=0.625 and C1=0.044, which are in close agreement to
the findings given above. However, as Fig. 6 shows, the corre-
sponding correlation

L/D = 0.631 + 0.0442 Re �19�

again yields, for a given Reynolds number range, a development
length for laminar plane channel flow that is longer than the nu-
merically computed length. The reasons for this are principally the
same as those given for the difference for the laminar pipe flow.
Here also, one can fit the numerical data with the following cor-
relation:

Fig. 4 Numerical results for L /D plotted to deduce C0 and C1
in the L /D relationship Fig. 5 Predicted development length results and comparison

with the convection diffusion relationship in Eq. „14… for lami-
nar pipe flow

Fig. 6 Predicted development length results and comparison
with convection diffusion relationship for laminar channel flow
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L

D
= ��0.631�1.6 + �0.0442 Re�1.6�1/1.6 �20�

The above correlation is also shown in Fig. 6, which fits the com-
putational data within 3.8%. It is also interesting that in the cor-
relations for both pipe and channel flows �see Eqs. �16� and �20��,
although the constants C0 and C1 vary, the exponent is the same
and is equal to 1.6.

Furthermore, the change of skin friction factor �cf ,x/D� in the
entrance region investigated for pipe flow. For this calculation
much finer grid was used especially through the entrance region
for better resolution. The results are shown for varying Re num-
bers in Fig. 7. The local skin friction factor �cf ,x/D� was normal-
ized with cf �=16/Re� and location �x /D� normalized with Re.
Very sharp decrease in cf ,x/D through the entrance region can be
seen in Fig. 7.

4 Experimental and Analytical Investigations
As Table 1 shows, most of the investigations in the past, carried

out to yield the development length for laminar pipe and channel
flows, were carried out experimentally or analytically. The results
also show �see Fig. 1� that the research, over the years, did not
yield a convergence to a certain relationship for L /D for either
pipe flows or channel flows. This reflects the fact that there are
insurmountable difficulties in determining the development length
L /D of laminar pipe and channel flows experimentally and/or ana-
lytically. To assess these difficulties, we carried out experimental
investigations using an air test rig and a well set-up pipe flow test
section. In the air test rig, hot-wire measurements were performed
to yield the axial velocity at the exit of a pipe of given L /D
�essentially pipes of fixed lengths-to-diameter ratio were em-
ployed�. From a preset mass flow rate, ṁ=const and the volume

flow rate was computed as V̇= ṁ /�, where � was calculated from
the measured air pressure and the measured air temperature of the
flowing fluid using the ideal gas law. The known volume flow rate
permitted the cross-sectional mean flow velocity to be determined
and from this the expected maximum velocity, assuming a para-
bolic velocity profile, on the pipe axis was obtained:

Uav =
4V̇


R2 ⇒ Umax = 2Uav �21�

Changing experimentally the set mass flow rate ṁ in steps permit-
ted the velocity on the axis to be determined at the pregiven dis-
tance L /D by means of a well-calibrated hot-wire system. When
this velocity agreed within 2% with the corresponding calculated
maximum velocity, the flow was assumed to be fully developed.

Carrying out velocity measurements for L /D=74.67, 141.33, 208,
and 274.67 permitted L /D as a function �Re� to be experimentally
determined.

The L /D values obtained in this manner might be called an
asymptotic assessment of L /D. These experiments revealed that
any small measurement inaccuracies eventually yielded large
variations of the measured Reynolds number for which a mea-
sured Umax was obtainable to be close to 2% of the Umax calcu-
lated from the preset ṁ. This fact and the strong dependence of C1
in the expression of L /D on asymptotically measured Reynolds
number might have caused, in the past, the large scatter in the
experimentally determined L /D values indicated in both Table 1
and in Fig. 1.

Analytical studies were also carried out of the development
length of laminar pipe and channel flows. Strictly, owing to the
presence of non-linear terms in the convective transport of the
momentum equations, no analytical solution is possible without
further assumptions being introduced. Hence all the solution at-
tempts available in the literature may be considered to be only
“semianalytical.” In order to obtain such semianalytical solutions
for both the development length of the laminar pipe and channel
flows, two different approaches were adopted. In the first ap-
proach, which was used by many of the early researchers, the
integral momentum equation with boundary layer approximation
was adopted. In this approach, the free stream velocity was con-
sidered to be the centerline velocity, which varies with the axial
distance, obeying the appropriate integral mass conservation equa-
tion. With in the assumed boundary layer developing along the
pipe, both parabolic and cubic velocity distributions were consid-
ered, i.e., were assumed to be valid for the L /D calculation. How-
ever, such solutions are valid only for the high Reynolds number
regime, since they all neglect the contribution of the axial diffu-
sion, which is otherwise important in the lower Reynolds number
regime. Hence the applied integral momentum equation solutions
can only provide an acceptable dependence of L /D on Re as given
in Eq. �9�. The velocity profiles at various axial locations for Re
=10, are presented in Fig. 8. It is observed from the figure that at
locations near to the entrance, velocity overshoots occur close to
the wall. These overshoots were not taken into account in the
semianalytical treatment employing boundary layer approxima-
tions, since such inflection points in the velocity distribution could
not be captured by the employed parabolic or cubic profiles.
Hence the evaluation of the constants, appearing in Eq. �11�, by
this method is also liable to be incorrect.

In the second approach, a starting flow solution was tried,
where the initial condition is given by a uniform velocity distri-
bution throughout the entire pipe cross section. In this problem the

Fig. 7 Axial development of velocity profile for Re=10 Fig. 8 Change of local skin friction factor through the en-
trance region of the pipe
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governing equations were considered to be the same as those ap-
plicable for transient flow in the fully developed section. It was
assumed that the transient term in this situation plays a similar
role to that of the convection terms for steady developing flows
with uniform inlet velocity. From the transient velocity distribu-
tion �which may be obtained in terms of an infinite series of co-
sine and sine terms�, the time required to achieve the steady-state
condition �to be precise, when the velocity distribution reaches
99% of that of the steady fully developed solution� was calcu-
lated. Using this time and the average axial velocity, the distance
travelled by an average fluid particle to reach a steady state was
obtained. This distance was considered to be development length,
and this can only be correct if the assumption regarding the con-
vection term is correct. However, it was observed that the solution
not only provides the dependence given in Eq. �9�, but also over-
predicts the development length by a factor of 2. Hence, from the
present effort to obtain an analytical solution for the development
length through pipes, it may be concluded that no analytical �or
even semianalytical� solution is possible which correctly predicts
the dependence of L /D in both the lower and higher Reynolds
number regimes.

5 Conclusions and Final Remarks
Investigations of the development length of laminar pipe and

channel flows have been carried out extensively and various re-
ports of relevant work are available in the literature. In spite of
this, no analytical expressions exist that correctly describe the
development length for both types of flow. This encouraged the
present work employing numerical, experimental and analytical
methods. Only the numerical investigations were successful,
yielding the following analytical relationships for the correlation
length:

Pipe flow:
L

D
= ��0.619�1.6 + �0.0567 Re�1.6�1/1.6 �22�

Channel flow:
L

D
= ��0.631�1.6 + �0.0442 Re�1.6�1/1.6 �23�

Mostly in the literature the correlation L /D=C Re was used. This
correlation neglects the diffusion transport in axial direction and
in the paper it is shown that it should be replaced by L /D=C0
+C1 Re. However, this correlation does not correctly describe the
development length in the region 1�Re�100. Hence the above
analytical correlations are suggested to compute L /D for channel
and pipe flows of different Reynolds numbers.

The authors feel that the results presented in this paper close the
long ongoing research work on the development length of laminar
pipe and plane channel flows.
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Parallel DSMC Simulation of a
Single Under-Expanded Free
Orifice Jet From Transition to
Near-Continuum Regime
This paper describes the numerical analysis of the flow structure of a single underex-
panded argon free jet issuing into a lower-pressure or vacuum environment using the
parallel three-dimensional direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method employing
dynamic domain decomposition. Unstructured and tetrahedral solution-based refined
mesh depending on the local mean free path is used to improve the resolution of solution.
Simulated Knudsen numbers of the stagnation conditions based on orifice diameter, Rey-
nolds numbers based on the conditions at the orifice exit, and stagnation-to-background
pressure ratios are in the range of 0.0005–0.1, 7–1472, and 5–�, respectively, where
“�” represents vacuum condition in the background environment. Results show that
centerline density decays in a rate proportional to the inverse of the square of the axial
distance �z−2� from the orifice for all ranges of flow in the current study. The more
rarefied the background condition is, the longer the z−2-regime is. In addition, a distinct
flow structure, including barrel shock, Mach disk and jet boundary, is clearly identified as
the Knudsen number reaches as low as 0.001. Predicted location and size of Mach disk
in the near-continuum limit (Kn=0.001,0.0005) are found to be in reasonable agreement
with experimental results in the continuum regime. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2062807�

Introduction
Many industrial processes requires the use of high-speed under-

expanded jets to either provide impulse or deliver the interested
gas species to the designated region or provide high-density cool-
ing to specific heated wall �due to small area of jet impingement
and higher velocities of impact�. Practical examples include the
use of jets for rocket exhausts at high altitude and attitude control
on satellite, cooling of Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems
�MEMS� devices, fine particle deposition and removal, in inkjet
printing technology, showerhead �periodic array of microjets� for
materials processing, among others ��1�, and the reference cited
therein�. The nozzle used to generate the under-expanded jet can
be either a simple thin sonic orifice or converging-diverging �La-
val� nozzle �2�. The latter design can create uniform supersonic
jets with desirable flow properties. For example, one such prop-
erty is a highly uniform pressure along the centerline of the jet
that extends many nozzle diameters downstream �inviscid poten-
tial core�. Of course, this design may also present some significant
drawbacks, including difficulties of manufacturing and high noise
level. Previous studies have shown that these drawbacks may be
removed if the nozzle is miniaturized �2�. However, manufactur-
ing this kind of nozzle is not straightforward at all.

On the other hand, thin sonic orifice, having a minimum cross-
sectional area at the exit, represents the simplest type of micro-
nozzle. One of the obvious advantages of using the orifice lies
upon the simplicity of manufacturing and maintenance. This type
of orifice generates an underexpanded sonic jet if the pressure
ratio of chamber to background is approximately larger than 2,
which is often the case in practical applications. However, the
axial pressure distribution resulting from the orifice microjet var-
ies significantly within the first few orifice diameters. The inviscid

potential core of the supersonic jet dissipates and the resulting
subsonic flow decays rapidly, which may be advantageous for
mixing purpose. The situation is even more complicated due to
rarefaction if the background environment is at low-pressure or
near-vacuum. Thus, understanding of the flow characteristics of
the free orifice underexpanded sonic jets is important when apply-
ing them to these practical situations.

A single underexpanded orifice jet issuing into a quiescent en-
vironment has been studied extensively in the past, but most stud-
ies were either emphasizing upon the experimental visualization
of the flow structure ��3,9�, and references cited therein� or simple
analytical solution �4,5�. Very few simulation studies were done,
especially when rarefaction effects are considered �12�. The main
features of the continuum free jet in the near field include a Mach
disk, barrel shock and free jet boundary �1�. Behind the Mach
disk, subsonic core and supersonic outer flow are bounded by a
slip line, which emanates from the triple point. The triple point is
the intersection location of barrel shock and Mach disk. The barrel
shock intersects with the Mach disk and then reflects as an oblique
shock.

Several theoretical researches �4,5� studied the flow structures,
especially the diameter or location of the Mach disk. However,
there is no satisfied analytical method available to predict the
entire structure of an underexpanded sonic jet. Numerical solu-
tions using method of characteristics �6,7� predicted the inviscid
jet boundary and the intercepting shock, but were generally not
able to predict the formation of Mach disk. Instead, experiments
using flow visualization were able to capture the location and
diameter of the Mach disk. Ashkenas and Sherman �8� measured
the Mach disk position using electron beam visualization in the
continuum limit. They proposed a well-known correlation as
xM /D=0.67�p0 / pb�1/2, where xM is the Mach disk position, p0 is
the source pressure, and pb is the background pressure. Later, in
the same group of Sherman �9�, they measured the Mach disk
position and diameter of a highly underexpanded sonic jet, con-
sidering high-pressure ratios, high stagnation pressures, tempera-
ture variations and geometries of solid boundary in the nozzle lip
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region. Results showed that Mach disk location was insensitive to
the variations of �a� �, �b� condensation, �c� nozzle lip geometry,
�d� absolute pressure level.

Muntz et al. �10� proposed a rarefaction parameter
D�popb�1/2 /T0 to classify the structure of a free jet expanding into
a region of finite background pressure. This rarefaction parameter
is in fact proportional to the inverse of �po / pb�1/2 Kn, which com-
bines the effects of pressure ratio and rarefaction. The structures
of free jet can be classified into three flow regimes: continuum,
transition, and scattering, according to the degree of continuum to
rarefied upstream. In this scattering flow regime, any evidence of
continuum gas dynamic features disappears �2�. In this regime, the
shock envelope has completely vanishes and the gas density
smoothly passes to the background density through scattering pro-

cess. Only the DSMC method �11� is capable of simulating such
flow field, although it is well known that it is very computational
expensive. Usami and Teshima �12� did an experiment using
mass-sampling technique for mass flow measurements in an un-
derexpanded orifice jet. Flow field was then simulated by the
DSMC method and reasonable agreement was found as compared
with experiments, although the treatment of outflow boundary
conditions is problematic due to the assumption of mean zero
velocities in the DSMC simulation and near-uniform mesh. It is
rather difficult to simulate this type of flow field since the density
varies very much from the orifice to the outer boundaries, which
makes the selection of both the time-step size and cell size very
challenging in the DSMC simulation.

In summary, numerical studies along this line are relatively few
or unsatisfied, especially the rarefaction effects caused by the low-
pressure stagnation condition and low-pressure background, in
which the N-S equations break down. In addition, the flow may
reach hypersonic speed ahead of the Mach disk �or highly thermal
nonequilibrium� for larger pressure ratio, which makes the simu-
lation using N-S equation difficult. Thus, in the current study we
shall use the DSMC method to systematically study the flow
structure of the underexpanded sonic jets at different flow condi-
tions with Knudsen numbers in the range of 0.0005–0.1 and Rey-
nolds numbers in the range of 7–1472, both defined using orifice
size and upstream stagnation conditions of pressure and tempera-
ture �Fig. 1�. Transition to turbulence is not considered in the
current simulation due to the low Reynolds-number flows. Simu-
lated results are then compared with experimental data available
in the literature.

The paper begins with descriptions of numerical method and
procedures �Table 1�. Then, results are presented along with ap-
propriate discussions. Finally, conclusions of this study are pre-
sented.

Numerical Method and Procedures
In the current study, the single under-expanded free jet flow is

intrinsically axisymmetric. However, the three-dimensional
DSMC code was used instead of the axisymmetric DSMC code
because of the following two reasons. First, it is well known that
the accuracy near the axis deteriorates if the cell size becomes
small �thus, small cell volume� due to insufficient samplings,

Table 1 Corresponding values of the rarefaction parameter for test conditions

Fig. 1 Flow structure of a single under-expanded orifice jet in
the continuum regimen †1‡
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which often contradicts with the requirements of spatial resolu-
tion. In addition, position-based �e.g., radial� particle �or cell�
weighting �11� used to remove this inaccuracy often induce other
problems, such as random walk, whose effect is hard to evaluate
before simulation. However, use of the three-dimensional DSMC
code will naturally remove this constraint, although the computa-
tional load is higher than the axisymmetric DSMC code in es-
sence. Nevertheless, it can be relieved to greater extent by taking
the advantage of the symmetric conditions and efficient parallel
processing, which will be shown clearly later. Second, maintain-
ing both the axisymmetric and three-dimensional DSMC codes
can be very time-consuming and tedious. Especially, we are inter-
ested in applying this 3D code to compute multiple jet interaction
in the near future. The DSMC method and the parallel DSMC
code �PDSC� �13� used in the current study are described as fol-
lows in turn.

The DSMC Method. The direct simulation Monte Carlo
method �DSMC� �11� is a particle method for the simulation of
gas flows. The gas is modeled at the microscopic level using

simulated particles which each represents a large number of physi-
cal molecules or atoms. The physics of the gas are modeled
through the motion of particles and collisions between them.
Mass, momentum and energy transports are considered at the par-
ticle level. The method is statistical in essence. Physical events
such as collisions are handled probabilistically using largely phe-
nomenological models, which are designed to reproduce real fluid
behavior when examined at the macroscopic level. General pro-
cedures of the DSMC method consist of four major steps: moving,
indexing, collision and sampling. In the current study, we use
VHS molecular model �11� to reproduce real fluid behavior as
well as no time counter �NTC� �11� for the collision mechanics.
Since monatomic gas �argon� is simulated, no energy-exchange
model is required. Details of the procedures and the consequences
of the computational approximations regarding DSMC can be
found in Bird �11�.

The Parallel DSMC Method. In the present study, we have
utilized the previous developed Parallel three-dimensional DSMC
Code �PDSC� �13�, which features unstructured adaptive mesh

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the parallel DSMC method „PDSC… with mesh
refinement
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refinement �14,17�, parallel implementation on memory-
distributed machines using dynamical domain decomposition
�15,16�, variable time-step method �13,17�, and boundary-pressure
iterative scheme �19�. Details of all features of the PDSC can be
found in these references and will be only briefly described here
for completeness, considering the specific application in the cur-
rent study.

Overall computational procedures of the PDSC can be summa-
rized schematically in Fig. 2. The parallel DSMC method is
implemented on an unstructured tetrahedral mesh using the par-
ticle ray-tracing technique �17,18�, which takes the advantage of
the cell connectivity information. Variable time-step approach is
used by enforcing mass, momentum and energy conservations
when simulation particles cross the interface between cells
�13,17�. Mean velocities and temperatures at the outflow bound-
aries can be obtained by iteratively enforcing the specified pres-
sure boundary conditions �19�. During the simulation, the mesh
h-refinement technique �adding local grid points� with cell-quality
control is used to repeatedly improve the cell distribution accord-
ing to the solution, based on some adaptation criteria �for ex-
ample, “density” in the current study� �13,14�. Multilevel graph-

partitioning technique �20� is used to dynamically redecompose
the computational domain to balance the workload among proces-
sors �15,16�. Stop at Rise �SAR� �21� scheme is used to determine
when to repartition the computational domain by defining a deg-
radation function, which represents the average idle time per time
step for each processor including the cost of repartition. Commu-
nication of particle data between processors only occurs when
particle hits the inter-processor boundary, while communication of
cell data only occurs when repartitioning the domain takes effect.
Data for communication is sent and received as a whole to reduce
the communicational time between processors.

The current parallel code, in the Single Program Multiple Data
�SPMD� paradigm, is implemented on the parallel memory-
distributed system, e.g., PC-cluster system �one master processor
and 23 slave processors with each having 2.4 GHz AMD, 0.5 G
RAM, and Giga-bit ethernet in our laboratory�. This code is
highly portable since the standard message-passing interface
�MPI� is used to communicate information among processors. Re-
sults presented in the following are obtained using 23 processors
unless otherwise specified.

Results and Discussions
Before the detailed discussion of computational results the

single orifice jet interested in the current study, we would like to
mention that the parallel DSMC code �13� that we are using has
been verified for a parallel twin-jet interaction at similar Knudsen
number �Kn=0.00385� by comparing well with the experimental
data in Ref. �13�. This nevertheless justifies our usage of the par-
allel DSMC code �13�.

Flow Conditions and Simulation Conditions. A single jet,
issuing into a chamber region at specified background pressure, is
simulated in the current study. Monatomic argon gas is used as the

Table 2 Simulation conditions for Kn=0.0005

Table 3 List of computing domains for Kn=0.0005 and 0.001

Fig. 3 Surface mesh and its isodensity distribution on a
1/16-domain of a single jet „Kn=0.001, PR=150… „initial: 149,
168 cells; level-2: 1,109,411 cells…
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working gas to preclude any complexities caused by the energy
exchange among internal degrees of freedom. Orifice size used for
generating the under-expanded free jet is 500 �m in diameter.
Uniform sonic flow condition at the exit of the thin orifice is
assumed, although viscous effects may be present in this low
Reynolds-number flow regime that we are interested in. However,
it is well known that for highly underexpanded free jets, the high
supersonic region only weakly depends on the transonic condi-
tions at the orifice �8�. Thus, inviscid gas dynamics �quasi-1D� is
used to define the exit conditions at the orifice using the assump-
tion. Parametric studies, varying Knudsen numbers �Kn
=�upstream/dorifice� in the range of 0.0005–0.1 and stagnation-to-
background pressure ratios �PR= p0 / pb� in the range of 5–�, are
considered. Corresponding upstream �stagnation� pressures and
temperature are in the range of 107–21,446 Pa and 300 K, re-
spectively. Pressure and temperature at outflow boundaries are
fixed as specified background pressure and 300 K, respectively.

Resulting Reynolds number defined using the conditions at the
orifice exit is in the range of 7–1472, which is very low as com-
pared with previous studies �8� that considered the macro jets in
the continuum regime �upstream�. Thus, the possibility of transi-
tion from laminar to turbulence is not considered in the current
simulation.

We first run some typical cases �at same Knudsen number� to
observe if the steady state is reached by observing if the total
number of particles is approximately constant. We then decide the
number of time steps �iterations� required to reach steady state
conservatively by putting some safety factor, e.g., 2–3 times the
number of iterations to reach approximate constant particle num-
bers. For convenience, we often use the same number of iterations
�time steps� for representing the transient periods at different pres-
sure ratios for the same Knudsen number. We believe this should
be safe for all the cases considered that steady state has been
reached for sampling.

Fig. 4 Properties distribution at Kn=0.1, PR=50 of underexpanded argon jet „y=0 plane… „a… normalized den-
sity; „b… temperature; „c… Mach number; „d… data along centerline
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Typical refined unstructured mesh at the final level �level-2�
along with the distribution of isodensity is shown in Fig. 3 �Kn
=0.001, PR=150�. It clearly shows that the mesh is automatically
refined near the high-density regions. In this specific case, the
number of cells increases from 149,168 cells initially to 1,109,411
cells at level-2 mesh refinement. Total number of particles in this
case is approximately 10 millions. Resulting number of particles
per cell is on the order of 10, except in the region near the orifice
exit ��2�. In general, the number of simulated particles is in the
range of 0.1 million �Kn=0.1, PR=�� to 19 million �Kn
=0.0005, PR=250�, while the number of time steps �iterations� for
sampling is about 34,000 for each case. Detailed simulation con-
ditions for the most challenging case �Kn=0.0005� are listed in
Table 2. The number of particles used in this Kn=0.0005 case is
on the order of 10 million. The reference time step �1E-10� rep-
resents the smallest time step used in the computational domain
due to the high-density region, thus, very small cell, near the exit
of the orifice. The mean velocities at the outer boundaries are
obtained during the simulation by iteratively enforcing the speci-
fied pressure that uses the concept of flux conservation through
the boundaries, which is similar to that in �19�. Temperatures at
the outflow boundaries are set as 300 K. Since the flow is axisym-
metric, only 1/16 of the physical domain is considered, where the

specular boundary condition is imposed on each of the sliced
plane. Results using this sliced domain are found to be in excel-
lent agreement with those using full domain. In general, the larger
the pressure ratio is, the larger the computational domain is re-
quired. Detailed sizes of computational domain for Kn=0.0005
and Kn=0.001 at different pressure ratios are listed in Table 3 for
reference. In the following, we will discuss the effects of pressure
ratio and rarefaction on the general flow structures, when present-
ing the simulation results.

Effects of Pressure Ratio

Kn=0.1. Before looking into the effects of pressure ratio, we
first present the typical distributions of the normalized density,
temperature and Mach number at the sliced plane �y=0� that are
illustrated in Figs. 4�a�–4�c�, respectively, for Kn=0.1 and PR
=50. Centerline distribution of the above parameters �up to z /D
=20� along with the ratio of thermal nonequilibrium �Tx /Tz� is
also shown together in Fig. 4�d� for the convenience of compari-
son. Results at this flow condition show that the density mono-
tonically decreases very rapidly outward in all directions from the
orifice exit due to the lower pressure in the background ��0.03 of
the value at the orifice exit�. Temperature decreases due to rapid
expansion near the orifice region, reaching as low as 12 K at

Fig. 5 Centerline normalized density, temperature, velocity, and Mach number distributions at different pres-
sure ratios „Kn=0.1…
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z /D�1, and then increase to the specified background tempera-
ture, 300 K, at z /D�5. Mach number increases up to 2.2 at about
the same location �z /D�1� and then decrease down to 0.1 at
z /D�20. The ratio of thermal nonequilibrium deviates from unity
in the near orifice region with a value of 0.3 at z /D=2.5, which
shows a strong thermal nonequilibrium exists in this flow due to
rapid expansion.

Figures 5�a�–5�d� show the effects of pressure ratio to the cen-
terline distributions of normalized density, temperature, velocity,
and Mach number, respectively, at Kn=0.1, which is in the tran-
sitional regime. Pressure ratio in the current study is in the range
of 5–�, which ensures the choke condition at the orifice exit. In
general, density �Fig. 5�a�� decreases monotonically along the
centerline to the background value as expected. For example, the
density at x /D=20 decreases down to 0.1% of the value at the
orifice exit for PR�5,000. In addition, normalized density data

along the centerline can be fitted as n /norifice=0.24�z /D�−2 for
PR�5,000 in the current simulation range �z /D�20�, which is
nearly the same as that obtained experimentally �8�. Note that the
axial distance, where the −2-slope decay holds, begins at x /D
�1. In Fig. 5�b�, temperature generally decreases first along the
centerline due to expansion and then increases to the background
temperature. Minimum temperature is in the range of 30–220 K
for PR in the range of �–5. Generally, the axial distance, where
the minimum temperature reaches, increases with increasing pres-
sure ratio. In Fig. 5�c�, centerline velocity generally increases at
first and then decreases further downstream. Faster decrease in the
downstream is found for lower pressure ratios, which is retarded
by the existence of higher-density background gas. For higher-
pressure ratios, the centerline velocity stays at nearly constant
value all the way downstream �PR�5,000�. In Fig. 5�d�, Mach

Fig. 6 Properties distribution at Kn=0.001, PR=50 of argon jet „y=0 plane… „a… normalized density; „b… temperature;
„c… Mach number; „d… data along centerline
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number along the centerline generally increases to supersonic
speed at first due to expansion and then decreases to low subsonic
speed at far downstream for lower pressure ratios. It can be found
that the change of Mach number with respect to the downstream
location is generally larger than the centerline velocity because the
speed of sound also varies depending on translational temperature.
Note that maximum Mach number is in the range of 1.2–5 for PR
in the range of 5–�. Axial distance, where the maximum Mach
number reaches, also increases with pressure ratio. In general, the
above results show that at this Kn=0.1 the larger the pressure
ratio, the more the gas expansion from the orifice into the back-
ground.

Kn=0.001. Typical property distributions �normalized density,
temperature and Mach number� at the sliced plane �y=0� along
with the centerline property distributions in the near-continuum
regime �Kn=0.001� are illustrated in Figs. 6�a�–6�d�, respectively.
Unlike the case in the transitional regime �Fig. 4�, a distinct cell-
like flow structure, including shock and expansion waves, begins
to appear. Results show that the density decreases very rapidly in
the streamwise direction from the orifice exit and is approximately
1%, of the value at the orifice exit, at z /D�5. It then increases up
to 6%, of the value at the orifice exit, at z /D�7 due to the for-
mation of a thickened Mach disk. After this, the density decreases
and increases again repeatedly, although the amplitude of alterna-

tion becomes smaller. In addition, a barrel shock circulating the
core region that prevents the penetration of background gas into
the core region. Due to rapid gas expansion, temperature de-
creases down to 15 K at location before the thickened Mach disk,
and then increases to 300 K after the thickened Mach disk. It then
follows the similar trend as the density variations afterwords. As
for Mach number, it increases up to hypersonic speed �7.3� before
the thickened Mach disk �z /D�4.5�, and drops to very low sub-
sonic speed �0.07� right after the thickened Mach disk �z /D
�5.5�. In Fig. 6�d�, it also shows the ratio of thermal nonequilib-
rium �Tx /Tz� along the centerline. Results show that strong ther-
mal nonequilibrium exists near the Mach disk location with a
value of 0.3 due to strong compression of gas molecules across
the shock, whose data can only be simulated using particle
method as in the current study. In addition, strong thermal non-
equilibrium also appears near the lips of the orifice due to rapid
gas expansion, although it is not shown in the current report. In
general, the cell-like flow structure begins to appear explicitly
with several thickened shock structure at this near-continuum re-
gime �Kn=0.001�. The structure will be more observable as rar-
efaction is reduced. Comparison of the simulated Mach-disk po-
sition and diameter with experimental data in the near-continuum
regime will be discussed later.

Figures 7�a�–7�d� illustrate the effects of pressure ratio �PR

Fig. 7 Centerline normalized density, temperature, velocity and Mach number distributions at different pres-
sure ratios „Kn=0.001…
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=5–�� to the centerline distributions of normalized density, tem-
perature, velocity and Mach number, respectively, at Kn=0.001,
which is in the near-continuum regime. Again the density de-
creases rapidly along the centerline before the appearance of the
Mach disk and scales as n /norifice=0.24�z /D�−2 starting at z /d
�1, which is nearly the same as the case in Kn=0.1. However,
Mach disk either disappears or becomes unrecognizable when
PR�2500 probably due to the very rarefied flow �low background
pressure� at the very downstream. We have extended the region of
simulation up to z /D=120 for larger pressure ratios and have
found the Mach disk is not clear at all. This more or less can be
explained or correlated by using a rarefaction parameter, which
will be shown shortly. Increase of the density across the Mach
disk is generally the same in the range of 6–7 times for pressure
ratios in the range of 10–500 �Fig. 7�a��, except the case of PR
=5, in which it increases only approximately 2.5 times. For the
smaller pressure ratios �PR=5,10,20� the repeated cell-like struc-
ture is comparatively clear in Figs. 7�a�–7�d�, while it is smeared
for the case of larger pressure ratio, which may be due to the limit
of simulation domain or very lower density level at the far down-
stream. In addition, one distinct feature in this near-continuum
regime �Kn=0.001,0.0005� is the temperature and Mach number
scale approximately as �z /D�−5/4 �Fig. 7�b�� and �z /D�3/4 �Fig.
7�d��, respectively, before the Mach disk, which is not seen in the
transitional regime �Kn=0.1,0.01�. Detailed reasons resulting in
these special scalings require further study. It may be due to the
formation of the shock structure consisting of barrel shock and
Mach disk, which prevents the penetration of background gas into
the expansion region near the orifice exit. In Fig. 7�c�, centerline
velocity generally increases at first, then decreases rapidly across
the Mach disk and finally increase and decrease alternatively fur-
ther downstream, depending on the pressure ratios. The maximum
velocity in this alternative oscillation is generally smaller than the
velocity before rapid decrease. It is also found that the maximum
rapid decrease of centerline velocity occurs at PR=50 in the cur-
rent study. Centerline Mach number changes much more pro-
nouncedly due to the change of centerline temperature, which is
similar to the case of Kn=0.1 as presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 8 presents the comparison of the Mach-disk position and
diameter, respectively, between the simulation in the near-
continuum regime �Kn=0.001,0.0005� and the experimental cor-
relation in the continuum limit �8,9,22�. Correlations of Mach-
disk position and diameter were determined experimentally as
XM /D=0.67�Po / Pb�1/2 �8� and DM /D=0.24�Po / Pb�1/2 �9�, re-
spectively. Due to the thickened Mach disk in the near-continuum
regime, there are uncertainties in determining the accurate posi-
tion, and especially the diameter, of the Mach disk. Nevertheless,
we have defined the position of the Mach disk by locating where
the minimum value of the density is. Uncertainty bars are in-
cluded for the Mach-disk position in the figure for reference,
while it is not shown for the Mach-disk diameter due to the dif-
ficulty of deciding the uncertainties. Nevertheless, we have mea-
sure the radial position at the Mach disk, where the density is
maxima, as the Mach-disk position. Results show that the simu-
lated data at Kn=0.001 and 0.0005 in the near-continuum limit
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental correlation of
Ashkenas and Sherman �8� in the continuum limit, considering the
uncertainties as mentioned in the above. Similar agreement can
also be found for the Mach-disk diameter as a function of the
pressure ratio in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the radial profiles of normal-
ized density for Kn=0.1 and Kn=0.001 at different positions
�PR=5,000� in the inviscid core, with a simple density cosine-
square scaling proposed by Ashkennas and Shermann �8� based on
their experimental data. Results show the accuracy of the simple
density scaling deteriorates with increasing axial position, al-
though the simple scaling law always predicts a wider radial den-
sity profile in general. Reason for the discrepancy requires further

Fig. 8 Position and diameter of Mach disk as a function of
pressure ratio for a single argon underexpanded jet

Fig. 9 Comparison of the radial profiles of normalized density
at different positions at „PR=5000…
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investigation. Flow at Kn=0.001 expands more quickly than that
at Kn=0.1 at the same pressure ratio. Similar trends can be found
for larger pressure ratios before the Mach disk if it exists.

In Muntz et al. �10�, they proposed a rarefaction parameter �
=D�p0pb�1/2 /T0 describing the combined effects of rarefaction
and pressure ratio. It is interesting to know the correspondence
between this parameter and the cases simulated cases simulated in
the current study. Table 1 shows the resulting values for all the
simulated cases. Equivalently, previous results can be illustrated
using this rarefaction parameter and are shown in Fig. 10. Results
clearly show that the cell-like structure �or the Mach disk� begins
to appear as ��0.3 and larger. For �	0.3 the flow can be catego-
rized as the scattering regime as described in �10�.

Conclusions
A parallel three-dimensional DSMC method using unstructured

solution-based adaptive tetrahedral mesh is used to study flow
structure of a single underexpanded argon free jet from transi-
tional to near-continuum regime. In the transitional regime, gas
flowing out of the orifice continues to expand to background con-
dition if the pressure ratio is large. Otherwise, it expands first and
then compress to the ambient value. In the near-continuum re-
gime, a distinct cell-like flow structure begins to form similar to
those obtained in previous experimental study in the continuum
regime. Results of simulated Mach-disk position and diameter in
the near-continuum regime are in reasonable agreement with pre-
vious experimental correlation in the continuum regime. In addi-
tion, highly thermal nonequilibrium both occurs across the Mach
disk in the near-continuum regime and near the orifice for rapid
gas expansion in the transitional regime. One last comment the
authors would like to make is the statistical noise near the orifice
exits, especially for the cases of Kn=0.0005 and Kn=0.001,

which is the near-continuum regime. Thus, the fidelity of the data
very near the orifice exit may be in doubt in the current study.
From the computational viewpoint, N-S equations should be used
in this high-density region instead of the DSMC method, which
necessitates the hybrid of the DSMC method and the N-S solver.
Preliminary progress toward this goal will be reported elsewhere
�23�.
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A Priori Assessments of
Numerical Uncertainty in
Large-Eddy Simulations
Current suggestions for estimating the numerical uncertainty in solutions by the Large-
Eddy Simulation (LES) methodology require either a posteriori input or reflect global
assessments. In most practical applications, this approach is rather costly for the user
and especially time consuming due to the CPU effort needed to reach the statistical
steady state. Herein, we demonstrate two alternate a priori graphical exercises. An evalu-
ation of the numerical uncertainty uses the turbulent quantities given by the area under
the wave number spectra profiles. These profiles are easily constructed along any grid
line in the flow domain prior to the collection of the turbulent statistics. One exercise
involves a completion of the spectrum profile beyond the cutoff wave number to the
inverse of Kolmorgorov’s length scale by a model of isotropic turbulence. The other
extends Richardson Extrapolation acting on multiple solutions. Sample test cases of both
LES solutions and direct numerical simulations as well as published experimental data
show excellent agreement between the integrated matched spectra and the respective
turbulent statistics. Thus, the resultant uncertainties themselves provide a useful measure
of accumulated statistical error in the resolved turbulent properties.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2060735�

Introduction
Unquestionably, the Large-Eddy Simulation �LES� methodol-

ogy has attained a comfortable level within the realm of compu-
tational fluid dynamics �CFD�. Progressive journals, conferences,
symposia, meetings, and the like commonly archive works dedi-
cated to expanding our essential understanding of the methodol-
ogy ranging from its rudimentary improvements to noteworthy
applications. Sometimes lost in the practical computations is the
most fundamental premise of the methodology, which is the full
spatial and temporal resolution of the local turbulent energy
scales, regardless of the complexity of the application. Without
access to verifiable experimental data �for example�, one can only
anticipate acceptable resolution of the local turbulent quantities if
this critical ingredient is satisfied throughout the flow domain of
interest. Given today’s most powerful supercomputers, estimating
the local numerical uncertainty of the statistical turbulence in an a
posteriori manner will claim a very high CPU requirement. Con-
versely, methods exist for assessing the instantaneous error by
comparing volume-averaged �global� quantities, but their values
can be erroneously weighted by poor resolution outside the local
region of interest. Thus, not surprisingly, a common thread miss-
ing from practical applications is a systematic approach that spe-
cifically quantifies the local resolution uncertainty a priori.

Collectively, present treatments of error behavior provide solid
advice toward improving LES solutions. One of the earliest analy-
ses by Ghosal �1� gives a rigorous assessment of the total discreti-
zation error in terms of the finite difference stencil, aliasing from
the nonlinear terms, and subgrid-scale �SGS� modeling. Using the
von Kármán form of the energy spectrum, Ghosal proved masking
of important modeling contributions by the discretization error
when the filter width is equal to the local grid spacing, regardless
of the stencil order. This observation was recently detected by
Meyers et al. �2�, who compared successive LES datasets of de-
caying homogeneous isotropic �DHI� turbulence. Moreover, Gho-

sal’s work paved the perception for gaining grid independence
where the ratio of grid spacing to filter width approaches zero.
Under such an exercise, one should be aware that additional errors
arise from the Leonard-type term, as noted by Rogallo and Moin
�3�.

One of the most revealing decompositions of solution error un-
der grid refinement comes from the recent database analysis of
DHI turbulence �2�. The total error in this case comprised only
discretization and modeling errors, as given by the volume-
averaged kinetic energy. Inasmuch as these separate errors in the
LES computation were not necessarily the same sign, minimizing
the discretization error actually degraded the total global error.
This fact stems most likely from the large disparity between the
model and resolved physics as governed by the filter width, as
well as their complex and distinct interaction near cutoff under
either a priori or a posteriori testing. In that analysis, the relative
error was assessed against a parameter defined by the ratio of
turbulent dissipation to the total dissipation �turbulent plus mo-
lecular�. However, the Leonard-type term is also a major contribu-
tor to the total loss rate as demonstrated by Leonard �4� for DHI
turbulence and Love and Leslie �5� using the grid-scale dissipa-
tion rates of Burgers’ equation.

Apart from introducing a commutation error, explicit filtering
of the nonlinear elements can attenuate the finite difference and
aliasing errors. Through LES solutions of DHI turbulence, Lund
�6� compared results of turbulent kinetic energy using the cutoff,
Gaussian, and top-hat filters and clearly illustrated the indepen-
dence of the filter kernel on the resolved field, provided the cor-
rect filter width ratio is used when test filtering. But subsequent
solutions of the turbulent channel flow �7� revealed conflicting
errors of the turbulent intensities and velocity fluctuations using a
recommended minimum filter width ratio �8,9�.

An analogous thrust toward answering the uncertainty issue is
captured in the Grid Convergence Index �GCI� as conceived by
Roache �10�. His proposed approach embodies the earlier efforts
by Metha �11� and Celik et al. �12� for quantifying the numerical
uncertainty in CFD predictions. The GCI is founded on the theory
of a generalized Richardson Extrapolation, where the uncertainty
of the CFD predictions is estimated using grid refinement. Hold-
ing the CPU expense to a minimum, a fourth-order accurate esti-
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mate of this error can be evaluated using two solutions; a second-
order accurate method �central differences only� and uniform
grids that share equivalent points in space. When deviating from
these ideal conditions, certain restrictions are necessary to ensure
that the accuracy of the GCI expression is higher than the CFD
solutions themselves.

Although one can directly extend Richardson Extrapolation in a
similar fashion to estimate the cumulative error of traditional LES
solutions, it would be difficult to justify its practical significance.
Each expression differs fundamentally. While sequentially finer
grid solutions for the former relationship should converge on an
asymptotic path toward the exact solution �GCI→0�, an equiva-
lent exercise of traditional LES solutions ultimately redefines the
methodology altogether. In particular, the solutions converged to-
ward direct numerical simulations rather than grid-independent
LES. Besides being nonconservative, a third solution would be
necessary in the index formula �or some equivalent expression� to
fulfill the additional nonlinear terms. These terms will arise in the
uncertainty relationship due to the various high-order stencils used
to approximate the derivatives in the resolved-field equations.
Moreover, the uncertainty estimate would be evaluated a poste-
riori �statistical steady-state solutions�, which is prohibitively ex-
pensive and especially time consuming in both user labor and
CPU usage. Most importantly, we should recognize that the LES
computation provides useful instantaneous information that is
simply unavailable in the CFD solutions targeted by the former
uncertainty index. These instantaneous results should always give
us the energy range of the resolved turbulent scales throughout the
flow domain of interest whether we recomputed the original
coarse grid channel flow of Deardolf �13� or tackle a fine-grid
complex topology. For the LES methodology, we should therefore
expect an alternate a priori approach for estimating the cumula-
tive numerical uncertainty.

In the present work we propose a simple graphical exercise for
estimating the numerical uncertainty of the LES solutions. Unlike
the error analyses discussed above, this alternate technique spe-
cifically examines the uncertainty in the turbulent properties them-
selves rather than the individual errors of the solution methodol-
ogy. The exercise actually reflects the resultant accumulation of
all errors as given largely by the chosen LES formulation, solution
scheme, and griddling. Conceivably, one could exploit this graphi-
cal exercise to examine a local return on global error reduction. In
some respects, certain subtleties of the exercise are analogous to
evaluating the GCI expression. The estimate actually touches on
the earliest thoughts for designing a solution template of the tur-
bulent flow domain that will assure full resolution of the local
energy scales. The exercise is completed a priori, meaning time
accurate solutions beyond any transient behavior but before col-
lecting results towards a statistical steady state. This latter facet of
the exercise is most attractive in view of the time saved by the
user, as well as the computational effort compared to a posteriori
exercise. The estimate exploits an empirical model for the unre-
solved scales to complete the wave number spectrum. Beneath the
total spectrum lies the root mean square �rms� of a specific scaled
turbulent quantity with a second respective quantity evaluated
only up thorough wave number cutoff. Utilizing these quantities,
one can easily estimate the resultant numerical uncertainty.

Herein, we will exercise two forms of the uncertainty estimate
with one holding a similar expression as the GCI that does not
necessarily need a spectrum model for its evaluation. The choice
of the SGS model certainly affects the uncertainty estimates as
well as the resolved wave number spectrum near cutoff, but the
model is actually independent of the graphical exercise itself. We
will demonstrate the utility of the exercise by starting with early
experimental measurements of DHI turbulence and concluding
with verified LES results of a turbulent wake behind a circular
cylinder. These latter estimates reflect LES computations per-
formed in the curvilinear space �nonuniform physical domain� to
illustrate the resultant accumulation of other numerical uncertain-

ties that include evaluating the metric coefficients and the corre-
sponding Jacobian of the governing transformed equations. But
before discussing specifics of the exercise, we shall take a look at
the transformed LES equations, their numerical approximation,
and the turbulent kinetic energy spectrum model.

Governing Equations For the Resolved Field
The governing LES equations of the resolved field are formally

derived by mathematically filtering the full resolution system as
given by the Navier–Stokes equations. Although the uncertainty
estimates are clearly dependent on the filter operation �whether
implicit or explicit�, we will assume a traditional LES computa-
tion where the width of the filter kernel is coincident with the
local grid spacing. The Leonard term, in particular, is absent from
the LES form of the momentum equation. The present LES results
reflect a stretched grid topology that required transforming the
resolved-field equations to a curvilinear coordinate system
�� ,� ,��. These equations were derived according to the procedure
suggested by Jordan �14�, where the first spatial operation is the
transformation. This initial operation gives a set of direct numeri-
cal simulation �DNS� equations that are solved in the computa-
tional domain. Instituting the filter operation derives the respec-
tive LES equations. In this final formulation, the differentiation
and filtering commute similar to the filter operation as applied to
the Navier–Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates. The result-
ant grid-filtered equations in curvilinear coordinates become

Continuity:
�Ūk

��k = 0 �1a�

Momentum:
��g̃ūi

�t
+

�Ūkūi

��k =
��g̃�̃xj

k p̄

��k +
��i

k

��k

+
1

Re

�

��k��g̃g̃kl�ūi

��l� , �1b�

where the transformation operation redefines the real SGS stress
��i

k� in terms of the resolved Cartesian �ū , v̄ , w̄� and contravariant

�Ū , V̄ ,W̄� velocity components; specifically, �i
k= Ūkūi−Ukui. Each

contravariant velocity component is evaluated in terms of their
resolved counterparts in the physical domain using the definition

Ūk=�g̃�̃xj

k ūj. The overbar denotes the filtered variable whereas the
overtilde symbolizes implicit filtering of the metric coefficients

��̃xj

k � and Jacobian ��g̃� through their numerical approximation.
By virtue of the work by Thompson et al. �15�, Jordan �14�

argued that the leading term of the truncation error in the
resolved-field system of equations reduces by at least one order if

�̃xj

k and �g̃ are expressed analytically. Additionally, analytical
treatment of the metric coefficients does not justify representing
them as filtered quantities. This argument presents an interesting
dilemma when using Richardson Extrapolation in an a posteriori
manner for estimating the numerical uncertainty of the filtered
quantities over nonuniform gridding. According to Roache �10�,
preserving a Taylor series basis of Richardson Extrapolation is
secure only if the grid stretching terms are evaluated analytically.
Settling this issue requires separate attention, but will not be ad-
dressed here because Richardson Extrapolation is applied by an
entirely alternate exercise.

For the present LES �and DNS� results, the numerical stencils
for approximating the equations in Eq. �1� combine fifth-order and
fourth-order compact differencing for the convective terms, and
second-order central differencing for the diffusion terms. These
equations were then time advanced using the fractional step pro-
cedure where the pressure and intermediate velocity derivatives
for the incompressibility constraint were approximated by stan-
dard second-order central differences and applied over a semistag-
gered grid strategy. Jordan �16� recommended this particular com-
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bination of differencing accuracy for resolving the correct energy
spectra of the turbulent scales in the near wake of a circular cyl-
inder at a moderate Reynolds number. By comparison to previous
LES solutions at the same Reynolds number, the correct spectra
were resolved even with wave number cutoff near the beginning
of the inertial subrange.

Energy Spectrum Model
One form for estimating the numerical uncertainty in the LES

solutions requires a wave number spectrum profile through at least
the dissipation range. Inasmuch as the cutoff wave number �kc� of
the traditional LES computation usually extends only beyond the
energy scales, we can complete the spectrum by simplifying the
generalized model of Driscoll and Kennedy �17� �DK�. The DK
model was developed to accurately represent the energy spectrum
of isotropic turbulence, even at low wave numbers and low Rey-
nolds numbers, where an inertial subrange may not be discernible.
Verification of the DK model included both isotropic and aniso-
tropic flows such as grid-turbulence, a circular jet, an atmospheric
boundary layer, and finally a turbulent wake. Driscoll and
Kennedy were clear to point out that their model cannot accu-
rately depict highly anisotropic flows in the low-wave number
range, but that the spectrum is well modeled beyond the energy
range regardless of the turbulence not being isotropic. This char-
acteristic is attractive when using the DK model for profiling the
turbulent spectra over the unresolved wave numbers of traditional
LES, but may not be as useful for companion methodologies, such
as the Detached-Eddy Simulation �18�, where the low-wave num-
ber anisotropic scales are commonly unresolved by the spatial
resolution.

Driscoll and Kennedy �17� first developed a power series of the
kinetic energy �E� in the universal range of the spectrum in wave
number �k� space. This series models the three-dimensional en-
ergy spectrum in dimensionless form where the scaled kinetic

energy is Ê=E / ��v5�1/4 with scaled wave number k̂=k�v3 /��1/4.
This scaling originates from the Kolmorgorov length ��
= �v3 /��1/4� and velocity �u�= �v��1/4� scales where v and � are
the kinematic viscosity and dissipation rate of the turbulent field,
respectively. The series representation of the universal range spec-
tra used herein has a more simplified form than the original DK
development

Ê�k̂� = ��
n=0

�

�cn + cn−1�k̂�2n−5�/3 �2�

where the coefficients cn and cn−1 are defined by

ck = �
n=0

r

�− 1�m+nanbm �3�

Within this second series an= �1.5��n /n! and bm= �1.5��n /n!,
where the integer �m� is m= �k-2n� /3 and the index �r� is r=k /2
�even k� or r= �k−1� /2 �odd k�; note c−1=0, c0=1, and c1=0. The
coefficient ��� stems from the −5/3 law in the inertial subrange of

the energy spectra, i.e., Ê=�k̂−5/3.
Broadening the universal-range series �Eq. �2�� to the low-wave

number range required coupling with a modified form of the von
Karman energy-range model. This latter model in an extended
series appears as

Ê�k̂� = �
n=0

�

B̂n�k̂/k̂e��2n−5�/3 �4�

where the quantity k̂e is the dimensionless energy-range wave

number �the same scaling as k̂�. The dimensionless coefficient B̂n
is evaluated by requiring the expended von Kármán model to

converge to the universal model series in the limit k̂� k̂e. Satisfy-

ing this condition gives the total energy spectrum model over all
wave numbers for an isotropic turbulent flow;

Ê�k̂� = �	 k̂2

k̂e
2 + k̂2


2

�
n=0

�

dn�k̂e
2 + k̂2��2n−5�/6 �5�

When assessing the numerical uncertainty in the LES compu-

tation, the one-dimensional �1D� longitudinal spectrum �Ê11� is

preferred over the Ê spectra. Under the assumption of isotropic
turbulence, DK derived the series �simpler form�;

Ê11�k̂1� = ��h1�k̂1� − h1
*� − �k̂e

2 + k̂2��h2�k̂1� − h2
*� �6a�

where

h1�k̂� = �
n=0

� 	 3dn

5 − 2n

�k̂e

2 + k̂2��2n−5�/6 �6b�

h2�k̂� = �
n=0

� 	 3dn

11 − 2n

�k̂e

2 + k̂2��2n−11�/6 �6c�

The variable h2
* is evaluated in the limit as k̂→�. Given the

present use, we will assume Ê11=0 once k�= k̂	1. Also, in this
simpler form of the DK 1D model, the coefficient �dn� is defined
by dn=cn+cn−1, where d0=d1=1.

Note that the present form of the spectrum model ignores two
parameters Q and 
, which were present in the original DK series.
The parameter Q governs the profile shape in the dissipation range

near k̂=1 and 
 becomes important only when an inertial sub-
range is clearly nonexistent. Inasmuch as the numerical uncer-
tainty �defined later� will be zero when the cutoff wave number
�kc� is equal to �, the estimate is therefore nearly free from influ-
ence by the Q parameter. With � largely unknown, DK simply
chose �=1.65 for all model fits to their test cases. But, as will be
illustrated in the present applications, � is an important parameter

to adequately model the unresolved spectrum beyond k̂c. Thus, the
exercise for evaluating the numerical uncertainty assumes no
overlap between the energy and dissipation ranges of the energy
spectra, which renders the 
 parameter as unimportant.

Estimating the Numerical Uncertainty
Estimating the local numerical uncertainty of a LES computa-

tion a priori begins with reminding ourselves that the rms of a
turbulent quantity can be evaluated by integrating the respective
spectra over k space �i=1,2 ,3�. For example, the inverse Fourier
transform for the turbulent intensity �ui�

2� in dimensionless form is

ûi
2 =�

0

k�

Êii�k̂i�dk̂i �7�

where ûi=ui� /u�, with Êii representing the corresponding dimen-
sionless energy spectra. Likewise, an analogous resolved intensity
�ui��

r is acquired by integrating the energy profile up through the
cutoff wave number �kc

i �,

�ûi
r�2 =�

0

kc�

Êii�k̂i�dk̂i �8�

where ûi
r= �ui��

r /u�. These intensities as referenced to the square
root of the area under the three-dimensional energy spectrum are
sketched in Fig. 1. Given these quantities, we can now form a
conventional and local estimate of the local numerical uncertainty
at the cutoff wave number as
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�̂i
1 = 1 − ûi

r/ûi �9�
This simple expression of the uncertainty is similar to the single
parameter in the CFD error estimates as derived by Roache �10�.
By implementing Richardson Extrapolation a second uncertainty
estimate is

�̂i
2 = ��̂i − 1�/�r̂p − 1� �10�

where �̂i= �ûi
r�2 / �ûi

r�1, r̂ is the grid-refinement ratio, and p ac-
counts for the order of solution accuracy. With respect to the en-
ergy spectra sketched in Fig. 1, the grid-refinement ratio in tradi-

tional LES is defined as r̂= k̂c
2 / k̂c

1 with �̂ f
i =1/2k̂c

i where the
superscripts 1 and 2 denote the coarse and finer grids, respec-
tively. Analogously, a LES grid-independence exercise would de-
fine the same dimensionless ratio, but the filter width �� f� remains

fixed, i.e., �̂ f
i 	1/2k̂c

1. Roache �10� argues �and illustrated� that

the parameter �̂1
1 by itself is a poor estimate of the numerical

uncertainty error in CFD solutions. But before we dispute these

error estimates herein, we must first understand the meaning of �̂i
within the framework of the wave number spectrum.

The original expression for �i difference flow variables in the
final CFD solutions at coincident grid points throughout the flow
domain. As the grid spacing �h� is continuously refined �h→0�,
the CFD solutions at that same coincident point are expected to
converge asymptotically to the exact solution. In the context of the
present k-space spectrum, the area under the curve actually repre-
sents a turbulent quantity averaged over a grid line in the flow
domain. While the cutoff wave number in the spectra is the in-
verse of twice the grid spacing along the line �kc=1/2h=1/2� f�,
the minimum resolved wave number is given by the reciprocal of
the line length. As the grid spacing is refined �kc→1/�� and/or
the SGS model better represents the unresolved scales, the re-
solved turbulent spectra and its associated property are projected

to asymptotically converge to the exact averaged value. Along the
way in the former case, the spectral levels transition to those from
a DNS computation where the SGS model contributions have be-
come inconsequential.

Ostensibly, refining the grid spacing along a particular line in
traditional LES should improve the numerical uncertainty of the
total dimensionless spectra. Even under poor modeling of the un-
resolved scales, we should also expect the resolved spectra to
asymptotically converge to a unique profile as kc→1/�. Thus, the
a priori exercise described herein assumes LES solutions tending
toward the asymptotic convergence of both the wave number
spectra as well as the resultant quantity given by the area under
the curve. Emphasizing this rationale is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for
the case of DHI turbulence �19�, where we will assume that the
wave number spectra reflects capture from a traditional LES com-
putation. The longitudinal component in dimensional units are
plotted in Fig. 2�a�, which holds a turbulent Reynolds number
�R� based on Taylor’s microscale �� of R=71.6; R=u� /v.
This profile clearly shows a separation of the energy and dissipa-
tion ranges. Discrete integration of the profile gives the intensity
u�=4.21, which compares to the measured value of �u��meas

=4.30. A second discrete integration of the energy profile up to kc

determines the velocity quantity �ui��
r. Figure 2�b� shows results

from the uncertainty estimate �Eq. �9�� and further compares the
actual error using the measured intensity. Their close agreement
suggests that interrogating the wave number spectra offers a suit-
able means for estimating the local uncertainty. From the stand-
point of convergence, only the first third of the uncertainty curve
suggests a logarithmic reduction of �1

1 with grid refinement. Fur-
ther reductions of �1

1 are clearly asymptotic.
An analogous argument supports nontraditional LES �� f �h�,

where the Leonard-type term requires specific treatment in the
solution methodology. We define grid convergence as holding the
filter width � f constant while kc→1/�. An illustrative example
for estimating the numerical uncertainty in nontraditional LES
comes from the grid-convergence inquiry by Geurts and Frohlich
�20� of DHI turbulence using Smagorinsky modeling for the SGS
field. They tested four uniform LES spatial resolutions �323 to 963

grid cells� as compared to the converged DNS spacing requiring
1923 cells. Their total energy spectra are reproduced in Fig. 3�a�
in dimensionless form with application of Eqs. �9� and �10� to
these profiles plotted in Fig. 3�b� for evaluating the accumulative
uncertainty of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy.

An important difference between the uncertainties �̂1
1 and �̂1

2 is
that the former requires the completion of the resolved profile to
kc=1/� as given in this example by the DNS results. We note that
Meyers et al. �2� argued prefiltering versus nonfiltering the DNS
spectra to evaluate the numerical error. But herein this difference
is negligible ��0.1% � because prefiltering only attenuates the fin-

Fig. 1 Sketch showing the resolved „u�…r and total „u�… turbu-
lence intensities under the energy spectrum curve

Fig. 2 Spectral energy of DHI turbulence †19‡ and example evaluation of the numerical
uncertainty. „a… Dimensional energy spectra. „b… Percent numerical uncertainty.
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est resolved scales near �. Instinctively, we would expect only �̂1
1

to be closer to the exact error as illustrated in the previous ex-
ample. This presumption is simply speculative in view of the three
comparisons shown in Fig. 3�b�. The clear advantage of using the

�̂1
2 expression is the immediate and reasonably accurate return on

improving resolution of a local turbulent quantity by refining the
respective grid spacing.

As previously mentioned, lower numerical uncertainties are
equally possible by improving the representation of the unre-
solved scales. A first example is the very early SGS model studies
of Mansour et al. �21�, who tested the resolved vorticity field as a
measure for forming the velocity scale of the turbulent eddy-
viscosity relationship. Earlier, Ferizer �22� illustrated little differ-
ence between this scaling and that of the standard Smagorinsky
model of DHI turbulence by fine-tuning the respective model co-
efficients. Two of their total energy spectra �VM� using very
coarse gridding �163� are replicated in Fig. 4, where a minor re-
duction of the uncertainty in the turbulent kinetic energy was re-
alized by simply tuning the model coefficient �0.215→0.230� and
improving the model differencing stencil from second to fourth
order. By doubling the spatial resolution �323� and switching to a
one-equation SGS model �OEM�, the total energy spectra of

Fureby et al. �23� gives more than a 50% reduction ��̂1
1�0.144� of

the uncertainty over the best VM simulation. Similarity, their
spectra compared to the Smagorinsky model �20� �SM� for the
same grid spacing produced about a 30% drop in the numerical
uncertainty of the turbulent kinetic energy.

With new insight from these applications, we can justify using
the expressions in Eqs. �9� and �10� for estimating the local nu-

merical uncertainty a priori of a specific turbulent quantity, in-
cluding the assessment of grid convergence. Obviously, the
graphical exercise is applicable to many statistical properties of
the turbulent flow, simply by constructing their respective wave
number spectra. A further note is necessary by once again refer-
ring to the analogous arguments of Roache �10�. The original error
�i of the CFD solutions is really an estimated fractional error
instead of an actual fractional error because the exact solution at
the specific grid point is simply not known. This fact is equally
understood in the present a priori exercise. Because the wave
number spectrum is not fully resolved, the respective area under
the curve is an estimated averaged property. The actual averaged

property is obtained only when k̂c	1.
One final argument concerns conversion of the frequency spec-

tra at a grid point to wave number space using Taylor’s hypoth-
esis. This path offers use of the present exercise for LES solutions
over unstructured gridding, where a continuous line of points may
be difficult to construct through the flow domain of interest. The
LES solutions toward a statistical steady state could provide
enough time-dependent statistics to estimate the numerical uncer-
tainty of the spatial resolution surrounding a particular grid point.
The total time in the collected statistics should convert to a cutoff
wave number beyond the energy range such that the spectrum
model reliably completes the profile. One drawback with this ap-
proach is the usual appearance of spikes in the resolved spectra
that identify periodic structures. These spikes and their local dis-
tortion of the profile typically deviate from smooth asymptotic
convergence, which ultimately may lead to poor estimates of the
numerical uncertainty.

Fig. 3 LES grid-convergence study of DHI turbulence †20‡ and evaluation of the numeri-
cal uncertainty. „a… Dimensional energy spectra. „b… Numerical uncertainty.

Fig. 4 SGS model study of DHI turbulence †20,21,23‡ and evaluation of the numerical
uncertainty. „a… Dimensional energy spectra. „b… Numerical uncertainty.
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Numerical Uncertainty of Several Example Spectra
Quantifying the numerical uncertainty of LES solutions is a

relatively simple exercise in view of the two expressions offered
herein. Next we will see that the first estimate requires only a
single profile of resolved wave number spectra, while the second
asks for two solutions, each with different spatial resolutions. Nei-
ther expression cares about the discretization scheme, explicit fil-
tering, nor the SGS model, because they operate on the turbulent
quantities. Permanent adjustments in solution strategy are ex-
pected to lower the accumulated errors, and thereby improve the
resultant wave number spectra. The former estimate holds no
mathematical foundation while the latter estimate can be traced
back to the general expression of Richardson Extrapolation. But
unlike that expression, the proposed analog estimate does not re-
quire successive solutions at coincident grid points. In fact, the
grid lines may not be strictly coincident because the estimate in-
puts are locally averaged quantities.

As discussed earlier, the completion of a single wave number
spectrum beyond the resolved turbulent scales is necessary to test
the numerical uncertainty a priori. In the absence of the full spec-
trum by either experimental or DNS means, we can illustrate the
utility of the DK spectrum model for representing the unresolved
wave numbers. As a start, we will examine its fidelity for quanti-
fying the numerical uncertainty via fits to experimental measure-
ments of DHI turbulence. Inasmuch as these initial exercises deal
with the assumed converged spectrum, we will demonstrate only
the conventional expression �Eq. �9�� for estimating the uncer-
tainty.

Example DK Modeling and Numerical Uncertainty of Re-
solved DHI Turbulence. Comte-Bellot and Corrsin �19� collected
turbulent statistics downstream of two regular mesh systems. A fit
of the DK model to their energy spectra requires input for the

coefficient � and the dimensionless energy wave number �k̂c�.
Assuming isotropic turbulence, Driscoll and Kennedy �17� de-

rived the relationship k̂c=4.35�� /Re�3/2 for evaluating the latter
parameter. Upon substituting the relationship Re=�15û2 for the
turbulent Reynolds number �also assuming isotropic turbulence�,
the final definition for the dimensionless energy wave number in

terms of the dimensionless intensity �mean square� becomes. k̂c
=0.57�� / û2�3/2. Chasnov24 listed a wide range of experimental
averages for the Kolmogorov. constant � that bridge from grid
turbulence to atmospheric flows �1.34���2.1�. Driscoll and
Kennedy �17� found the nominal value �=1.65 to yield the best
model fit to their tests cases of grid turbulence, a circular jet,
atmospheric boundary layers, and a wake flow. The fit to isotropic
grid turbulence is reconstructed in Fig. 5�a� with the respective
uncertainty estimate plotted in Fig. 5�b�. Outside the coarsest tur-

bulence scales, the DK model produces nearly equivalent esti-
mates of the numerical uncertainty as compared to the measured
data. Because the coarsest wave numbers are always resolved by
the spatial resolution in the LES computations �by definition�, the
DK model should be an excellent representation of the unresolved
scales in the spectral profiles.

Estimating the Dissipation Rate „�…. The reality of most prac-
tical LES computations is the lack of accurate and local rates of
dissipation ��� for scaling the resolved spectra and wave numbers.
While the resolved wave numbers are scaled by �, the spectral
energy �for example� is made dimensionless using �u�

2 . This scal-
ing requires an approximation for � to implement the exercise for
estimating the numerical uncertainty. Within the turbulent domain
of practical importance, we should consider refining the grid spac-
ing until at least the energy range of wave numbers are well re-
solved in the corresponding power spectra. This requirement ex-
tends the cutoff wave number to within the upper limit of the
inertial subrange of the turbulence universal range, where a di-
mensional analysis yields the well-known relationship E�k�
=��2/3k−5/3. A sample plot of �3/2� over all wave numbers is
shown in Fig. 6�a� for the energy spectrum profile of isotropic
grid-turbulence �Fig. 2�a��. A plateau of points is clearly evident
in the figure that clearly identifies an averaged constant slope
�3/2�1550 within the inertial subrange. Unfortunately, this av-
erage tells us that applying the nominal value �=1.65 results in an
order-of-magnitude underestimation of the dissipation rate. The
experimental value is actually closer to �=0.48.

As an alternate approach to finding a reasonable estimate for �,

we can substitute the term �3/2� into the k̂e relationship for iso-

tropic turbulence to give the form k̂c=0.57��1/4 / û2�3/2. Consider-
ing the range of experimental values for � and the assumption of
isotropic turbulence throughout this development, we can assume

�1/4�1.0 to give the simpler relationship k̂e=0.57û−3. This as-
sumption affects only the low wave number fit of the DK model to
the spectrum �see Fig. 6�b��. Thus, altering the original DK defi-
nition for the dimensionless energy wave number should not in-
hibit its use to complete the spectra of the LES solutions if the
energy range wave numbers are well resolved, as expected.

Continuing with the exercise for estimating �, we will first as-
sume ideal LES solutions that correctly resolved the grid-
turbulence velocity power spectrum along arbitrary lines within
the flow domain. Second, the coefficient � now becomes a free
parameter whose value may be distant from the actual Kolmor-
gorov constant. Selecting a cutoff wave number �kc=0.4� near the
upper limit of the inertial subrange gives the undervalued slope
�3/2��668 �cm3 s−1� and �u��r=15 �cm1 s−1�. Scaling the experi-

mental measurement data by the parameter �3/2� �Ê� , k̂�� obvi-

Fig. 5 DK model of isotropic turbulence †19‡ and model evaluation of the numerical
uncertainty. „a… Dimensionless energy spectra. „b… Numerical uncertainty.
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ously creates a large disparity with the DK model, as illustrated in
Fig. 7�a�. But noting that both the energy and wave number quan-
tities are improperly scaled by the same coefficient �3/8, the ratios

�k̂ / k̂��8/3 and �Ê / Ê��8/3 permit useful estimates. A plot of these

two ratios with k̂� and Ê� taken at cutoff is shown in Fig. 7�b�,
where the two curves intersect at approximately �=0.28. Surpris-
ingly, the corresponding rate of dissipation ��4500 �cm3 s−1� is
close to the experimental measurement ��4750 �cm3 s−1�. Res-
caling the resolved portion of the energy spectra now shows a
close match between the measurement data and the model at wave
number cutoff.

Performing the same ideal exercise, but resolving all wave
numbers well into the inertial subrange of the grid-turbulence data
�kc=2.5 cm−1�, produces a parameter close to the experimental
value ��=0.44�. This constant coupled with the averaged slope
�3/2��1550 �cm3 s−1� of the inertial subrange gives a 12% higher
rate of dissipation ��5300 �cm3 s−1� compared to the experimen-
tal value. But, as illustrated in Fig. 8, a modest increase in this
quantity has only a minor effect on the resolved-model match to
complete the dimensionless spectrum. As expected, the disparity
is reduced between the �3/2� data scaling and model spectral en-
ergies at this higher wave number cutoff, but still required correc-
tion before evaluating the respective averaged intensities.

Estimates of Numerical Uncertainty Using the Matched
Spectra of Grid Turbulence. Discrete integrations of the
matched ideal spectra �Figs. 7�a� and 8� at various dimensionless

wave numbers are illustrated in Fig. 9. At the lower cutoff wave

number k̂c=0.0145 �Fig. 9�a��, ûr=3.20, which is only 75% of the
respective experimental value. Even if the energy levels of this
grid-turbulence example are accurately captured by the computa-
tion, these estimates suggest that grid spacing short of resolving
the energy range wave numbers will exceed a 20% uncertainty in
the respective resolved turbulent intensities.

A distribution of the uncertainty estimates in Fig. 9�b� as deter-
mined by discrete integrations of the second energy spectrum

�Fig. 8� suggests that nearly two-thirds of the energy spectra �k̂c
=0.07, logarithmic scale� must be accurately captured by the com-
putation to reduce the numerical uncertainty below 5%. The area
under the joint spectrum furnishes û=3.91, which is within 7% of
the experimental profile. Spatial resolutions of this order appear
closer to the DNS category rather than a practical LES
computation.

As the turbulent Reynolds number drops, separation of the en-
ergy and dissipation ranges in the wave number spectra eventually
becomes undetectable. Comte-Bellot and Corrsin �19� published
one such profile �R=48.6�, where the energy range holds nearly
one-half of the resolvable wave numbers �log scale� and the iner-
tial subrange is confined to a very narrow band. Matching that
experimental data with the DK model fails when the cutoff wave
number is well inside the energy range. This breakdown is a direct
consequence of treating two unknowns in the exercise. In particu-
lar, the � parameter becomes unrealistically low. At a higher cut-
off wave number an acceptable match is possible, as depicted in

Fig. 6 Profile of subrange coefficient „�3/2�… and DK model results using two definitions
for the dimensionless energy wave number „k̂�…. „a… Coefficient �3/2�. „b… Dimensionless
spectral energy.

Fig. 7 Spectral energy and Kolmorgorov coefficient for estimating numerical uncer-
tainty of grid turbulence at low-wave number cutoff. „a… Dimensionless spectral energy.
„b… Kolmorgorov coefficient.
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Fig. 10�a�. Again, presupposing that the LES computation has
accurately resolved this latter profile, Fig. 10�b� shows the esti-
mates of numerical uncertainty at various cutoff wave numbers.
Good agreement between the resolved-model estimates and the
actual experimental data lends strong confidence in this exercise,

even when the inertial subrange is narrow banded. At k̂c, the ex-
perimental and resolved-model uncertainties are just over and un-
der 10%, respectively. Reaching these error levels �at best� seems
tolerable for a traditional LES computation. Moreover, they dem-
onstrate that the user can assess the local numerical uncertainty
associated with the generated grid spacing for properly resolving
the local energy scales of the turbulent field.

Example Estimate of Numerical Uncertainty in the Turbu-
lent Channel. The turbulent channel flow was one of the first
engineering applications for demonstrating the LES methodology
�13�. Since then, much statistical information has appeared in the
literature of this simple geometry, as computed by both the DNS
and LES methodologies. One such computation �Re�=180� was
reported by Kim et al. �25�, who used a spectral solution strategy
and a 192�129�160 grid in the streamwise, normal, and span-
wise directions, respectively. Piomelli et al. �26� conducted nu-
merous LES computations of this flow for the specific purpose of
exploring SGS model consistency. To further demonstrate the ver-
satility of the DK model to finish the wave number spectrum
profile, we will use the coarse grid LES results at location y+

=12.93.
Figure 11�a� shows the resolved uncorrected and corrected ��

=0.86� results as well as the DK model portion of the dimension-
less energy spectrum. These total spectra reflect the summation of
the resolved and SGS model contributions. The cutoff wave num-
ber resolves slightly more than one-half of the spectrum �log scal-
ing�. Notice that the DK model matches the total spectra at a
slightly lower wave number to circumvent the modest overdamp-
ing of the finest resolved scales. Estimates of the numerical un-

certainty at increasing k̂c are illustrated in Fig. 11�b� using the
conventional expression. These estimates indicate that resolving
the energy scales of the channel turbulence at this y+ location will
yield about a 10% uncertainty in the respective intensities when
using the filtered DNS profile to evaluate v̂. A discrete integration
of the matched profile gave the dimensionless intensity v̂=4.96,
which closely agrees with the statistical value v̂=5.61.

Fig. 8 Resolved-model spectra of grid-turbulence at high-
wave number cutoff

Fig. 9 Two ideal examples for estimating the numerical uncertainty of LES resolved grid
turbulence. „a… Low wave number cutoff. „b… High wave number cutoff.

Fig. 10 Match and numerical uncertainty between measurement spectral energy data
and DK model. „a… Energy spectrum. „b… Numerical uncertainty.
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Estimates of Numerical Uncertainty in the Cylinder Wake.
The spatial resolution generated for bluff-body flows provides an
excellent test bed for exercising the numerical uncertainty expres-
sions. Typically, the grids are structured with clustering toward the
body surface—a good conical example being the spacing topology
generated to resolve the turbulent wake of a circular cylinder.
Herein, we will focus specifically on the experimental measure-
ments and numerical computations at Reynolds number Re
=3900, which is based on the free-stream velocity �U� and body
diameter �D�. Briefly, this flow possesses three distinct zones
downstream of the cylinder; the immediate formation region,
bounded by the upper and lower separated shear layers �where
transition to turbulence occurs�, followed by the turbulent Karman
vortex street.

Jordan �27� claimed DNS resolution within the formation re-
gion of the near wake using a 321�241�64 structured grid;
circumferential, radial, and spanwise points, respectively. Down-
stream of this region, the grid resolution coarsened beyond DNS
standards, but remained computational stable via the dissipative
element inherent in the radial approximation stencil of the nonlin-
ear terms. Only the radial grid spacing was nonuniform as the
circumferential lines were clustered exponentially toward the cyl-
inder periphery. Figure 12�a� shows the instantaneous longitudinal
energy spectrum of the DNS results taken along the circumferen-
tial line r /D=1.5 �referenced to the cylinder center, where r /D
=0�. The spectrum profile depicts a snapshot of the computation
prior to collection of the instantaneous quantities toward the sta-
tistical steady state, which were further smoothed using 64 span-
wise averages. The profile suggests that the inertial subrange is
well resolved with the cutoff wave number at kcD=13.34. A re-

duction of the resolved energy levels gave the model constant near
unity ���0.97� and therefore less than a 5% difference in the
spectrum scaling using either the coefficient �3/2� or the rate of
dissipation itself. The match between the resolved field and the
DK model is shown in Fig. 12�b� and compared to the dimension-
less experimental data of Ong and Wallace, �28� taken along the
wake centerline at r /D=5.0. Keeping in mind that the area under
the resolved-model spectra represents a statistical average along
the circumferential line, discrete integrations of both profiles gave
comparable values for the turbulent intensity; û=5.02 vs �û�meas

=5.20.
Figure 13 shows distribution of the estimated numerical uncer-

tainty of the resolved turbulent intensity at increasing cutoff wave

numbers. At the dimensionless cutoff wave number �k̂c=0.13�
more than two-thirds of the energy spectrum was well resolved by
the grid spacing at r /D=1.5. Fine spatial resolution at this level
apparently falls under the DNS category where the estimated un-
certainty of the streamwise intensity falls below 1% �conventional
expression�. However, comparisons between the DNS and experi-
mentally measured statistics place the averaged uncertainty at
4.4%. As noted earlier, other statistical properties can be assessed
for their numerical uncertainty. For example, Fig. 13�b� illustrates
the wave number distribution of the dimensionless dissipation rate
along line r /D=1.5. Although the spatial resolution adequately
captured the dominant dissipation scales within the formation re-
gion, the numerical uncertainty of the averaged rms value was
approximately 20%.

Once the transient behavior of the turbulent field settles, pro-
files of the wave number spectra can be viewed anywhere within

Fig. 11 Resolved-model match of energy spectrum and numerical uncertainty of the
turbulent channel. „a… Energy spectrum. „b… Numerical uncertainty.

Fig. 12 Spectral energy and resolved-model match inside the formation region of the
cylinder near wake; Re=3900. „a… Resolved energy spectrum. „b… Resolved-model match.
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the flow domain. Obviously, many statistically independent aver-
ages are necessary to smooth the profiles. Although explicit op-
erators or low-pass filters are other options for smoothing a spe-
cific profile, averaging is the preferred choice for producing
realistic spectra. One should note that these averages are easily
available when using the instantaneous DNS or LES results that
vary over space and/or time. The profiles are also practical leading
indicators of excessive or insufficient dissipation near wave num-
ber cutoff before continuing the computation. A good example of

excessive numerical dissipation is the cylinder wake LES compu-
tation of Beaudan and Moin �29� �BM�, who tested fifth-order
accurate upwinding for the convective derivative. Their total spec-
trum is reproduced in Fig. 14 �converted to wave number space
using Taylor’s hypothesis� and shows about one-half of the wave
numbers �log scaling� resolved by the grid spacing. But the profile
clearly depicts excessive dissipation over the finest resolved scales
and would be impossible to match ���0.0016� with the DK
model near the cutoff wave number.

Inasmuch as the energy scales in the spectrum appear suffi-
ciently resolved by the BM computation, a suitable fit of the DK

model is possible at a much lower wave number �k̂�0.03,�
�1.0�. Integrating this match gives an uncertainty of 21% for the
total streamwise Reynolds stress, which is only slightly conserva-
tive when compared to the actual statistical error ��17% � using
the experimental measurements. The point clearly emphasized in
this example is the applicability of this graphical exercise to reach
a favorable estimate of the numerical uncertainty when experi-
mental data �or the like� are simply unavailable for statistical
comparison.

Continuing with token exercises for estimating the numerical
uncertainty, we will examine the wave number spectra generated
within the Kaŕmán vortex street of the cylinder wake. These LES
results were computed over a 161�121�32 coarse grid with a
compact fifth-order stencil approximating the convective deriva-
tive to maintain stability. The dynamic Smagorinsky model char-
acterized the unresolved scales. A profile of the instantaneous total

Fig. 13 Estimates of numerical uncertainty for DNS computation inside the formation
region of the cylinder near wake „r /D=1.5…; Re=3900. „a… Streamwise intensity. „b…
Dissipation.

Fig. 14 Example spectrum profile †26‡ showing match with the
DK spectrum model

Fig. 15 Spectral energy for estimating numerical uncertainty of turbulent wake at low-
wave number cutoff. „a… Spectral energy. „b… Resolved-model match.
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energy spectrum along circumferential line r /D=5.0 is shown in
Fig. 15�a�. Again, the spectrum denotes several snapshots of the
LES computation that were taken before storing the wake statis-
tics. Specifically, this rather poor energy profile depicts statisti-
cally independent spanwise and time averages over one shedding
cycle with a dimensionless turnover time �t U /D=0.5. By com-
parison, the approximate Kolmorgorov time scale ��� is �=0.3 s
in this LES computation. A graphical determination of the Kol-
morgorov constant gave a dimensionless rate of dissipation
�D /U3�0.0038. At first glance, this value compares favorable to
the experimental value ��D /U3�meas�0.0028.

A correction of the profile and its match to the DK model is
shown in Fig. 15�b� and suggests that in comparison to the experi-
mental measurements, the resolved energy levels are largely un-
derestimated by this LES computation at five diameters down-
stream. Besides the dissipative nature of the discretization stencil,
the grid spacing simply does not fully resolve all wave numbers,
defining the energy range of the spectrum. This under-resolved
spectrum is clearly reflected in the uncertainty estimates of the
averaged streamwise intensity �û�. At the matched wave number

k̂=0.009, the averaged estimate of uncertainty based on the wave
number spectrum is 27%, which compares to an actual error of
51% using the measured streamwise intensities at wake location
r /D=5. This rather large disparity between the spectrum and ac-
tual estimates underscores the versatility of the DK model to
match even poorly resolved spectra. One should note that com-
parisons to the experimental evidence should not be necessary to
realize that the energy scales were severely under-resolved by this
LES computation at r /D=5. But with that observation, one should
caution that the respective estimates of numerical uncertainty are
much less reliable.

Staying with the cylinder wake test case at r /D=5, Fig. 16
shows the resolved turbulence from a grid-convergence exercise
of traditional LES solutions. Additionally, the approximations of
the circumferential and spanwise components of the convective
derivative were switched to fourth-order compact differences. The
base grid 161�121�32 appears to produce a cutoff wave num-

ber �k̂c=0.0363� within the inertial subrange of the energy spec-
trum, but still indicates substantial damping of the finest resolved
scales. The corresponding uncertainty estimate of the matched

profile based on the conventional expression is �̂1
1=25%, which is

still far removed from the actual error �̂1
e =42% �Fig. 16�b��. In-

creasing the spatial resolution by over 10% �161�133�32 grid�
only slightly lowered these values to �̂1

1=20% and �̂1
e =35%, re-

spectively. By nearly doubling the circumferential grid points and

carefully clustering them within the near wake �k̂c=0.134�, both
the uncertainty estimate and actual error of the streamwise inten-

sity �ûrms� averaged along line r /D=5 fall below 6%.
Once two solutions at different grid resolutions are available,

the second expression �Eq. �10�� is preferred for estimating the
numerical uncertainty. Completing the spectrum profile is not nec-

essary to estimate �̂1
2. The parameters p=2 �second order� and r̂

=1.11 of the first spatial refinement substantially improved the

uncertainty estimate ��̂1
2=27% � of the streamwise intensity when

compared to �̂1
e =35%. Both of these values are plotted in Fig.

16�b� along with those of the finest grid, where the second expres-
sion clearly estimated the numerical uncertainty closer to the ac-
tual error; 4% and 5.3%, respectively. This latter grid refinement
actually mimics the circumferential spacing needed to perform the
DNS computation in the cylinder formation region �Fig. 12�. As
noted earlier, spatial refinement suggests a logarithmic decrease of
uncertainty, starting from high unacceptable levels followed by

asymptotic reductions when �̂1�10%.

Final Remarks
Too often LES results serve a practical purpose without an es-

timate of their numerical uncertainty. This deficiency is not un-
foreseen because the uncertainty expressions offered for general
CFD solutions are far too expensive for the LES methodology in
light of the user effort and CPU time required to conduct grid-
refinement studies a posteriori. Whereas sound a priori strategies
have been established for error reduction of LES solutions, they
typically view the volume-averaged global character of uncer-
tainty and may be tainted by local regions of poor resolution.
Herein, the graphical exercises for quantifying the numerical un-
certainty of practical LES computations are local and executed
before collecting the instantaneous results toward statistical steady
state. A priori checks of numerical uncertainty are possible
throughout the specific flow domain of interest by utilizing the
dimensionless turbulent properties as given by the area under the
respective wave number spectrum. Although the present token
examples focused essentially on the numerical uncertainty of the
turbulence intensity, other turbulent properties are certainly open
for analogous studies. Gauging the turbulent quantities is practical
because they reflect the accumulated error whose many specific
contributors may be of opposite sign. Realistically, this exercise
can offer a local assessment of the LES solution strategies toward
the total error reduction.

Assessing the numerical uncertainties of a particular LES com-
putation prior to its path toward statistical steady state lends both
qualitative and quantitative confidence in the final results. One can
observe whether resolution of the energy range wave numbers are
satisfied while gaining insight into the uncertainties expected of
the resolved statistical quantities. Working with a single LES so-

Fig. 16 Improved resolved-model match of wake spectral energy through grid refine-
ment. „a… Spectral energy. „b… Numerical uncertainties
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lution requires completion of the resolved spectrum by the DK
model, and ultimately gives a minimum conventional estimate.
The limited testing herein showed that excessive damping �or
prior cutoff� of the resolved energy range spectra lead to very high
levels of numerical uncertainty in the primary turbulent quantities
and demands a correction before continuing the computation.
With generation of a second solution, the expression founded on
Richardson Extrapolation will give much better estimates of the
actual error in the final turbulent statistics.

A notable caution of the proposed graphical exercise recognizes
the inability of the DK model to characterize the low-wave num-
ber spectra of turbulent regions holding strong anisotropy. Fits
between the resolved and DK model profiles are smooth and reli-
able when the low-wave number anisotropic scales through the
energy range are adequately resolved largely by the solution strat-
egy. Driscoll and Kennedy �17� illustrated this fact by adequately
fitting their model to the measurements outside the energy range
of a circular jet �R=540�, where the flow was still anisotropic.
With this perception in mind, the process should not be hampered
by high-Re flows. Broadband separation of the energy and dissi-
pation scales that are indicative of high-Re turbulence calls for a
dominant participation from the DK model, principally through
the inertial subrange. Finally, one should note that the proposed
exercise for quantifying the numerical uncertainty in LES solu-
tions requires subsequent testing over a wider variety of turbulent
flows. Moreover, the evaluations should demonstrate a high cor-
relation with the recommended tactics, leading to a global error
reduction.
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A practical combined computation method of the circumferentially averaged mean
through-flow is presented for 3D inverse computations of hydraulic turbomachinery
blades to consider the influence of interrelated hydraulic components. A comprehensive
computation domain including the runner blades and related components is adopted and
the mean flow is calculated altogether by solving a set of rotational flow governing
equations simultaneously. The method has been applied to the case of Kaplan turbine.
Computational results were compared to experimental data and their agreement was
confirmed. Numerical investigation indicates that the mean flow is dependent on the
configuration of guide vanes and the effect of runner blades reaches to the far upstream.
The importance of properly taking account of the effect of blade geometry and the influ-
ence of interrelated hydraulic components is demonstrated. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2062787�

1 Introduction
With great advances in computational fluid dynamics �CFD�

and rapid increasing of computing capacity, the numerical simu-
lation gets to be used as a common tool of direct flow analysis in
turbomachinery, and is frequently used to predict the performance
of turbomachinery runner a/or impeller under design and off-
design conditions, where unfavorable flow phenomena such as
flow separation may take place against the influence of an adverse
pressure gradient, by solving Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
equations �1–3�. It becomes also possible to investigate the inter-
action of rotational runner blades and related stationary hydraulic
components by simultaneous computation of flow passing through
different flow regions �4,5�. However, the direct flow analysis of
CFD does not directly propose a blade geometry generating favor-
able flow pattern. Although it is possible to search out a blade
geometry through iterative computations of blade geometry modi-
fication and direct flow analysis for different geometry by apply-
ing three dimensional Navier-Stokes solutions �6� as well as opti-
mization approaches such as sensitive evaluations �7,8� and
genetic algorithm �9�, the so-called direct method is time consum-
ing for the difficulty to define a well-purposed blade geometry
modification from varying parameters of flow field in practical
blade design. So, global optimization framework utilizing statisti-
cal training data was developed to save the computation cost by
combining the neural network and the polynomial-based response
surface method �10,11�. On the other hand, despite the great ad-
vance in direct flow analysis the real inverse methods by which
the geometry of blades is directly calculated according to design
specifications of flow features given as input is still dependent on
empiricism still as stated in Refs. �12,13� because, for one reason,
so many of design parameters is usually defined semiempirically
and, for another reason, inverse methods so far developed treat the
runner a/o impeller as an isolated component and the necessary
boundary conditions of inflow and outflow are given empirically
according to statistical data �12–14�. In this way the flow passing

through interrelated components of turbomachinery is treated
separately and the influence of interrelated hydraulic components
is neglected. In most cases of turbomachinery such as axial flow
hydraulic turbines the runner a/o impeller is usually located in an
irregular flow passage. The inflow and the outflow of runner a/o
impeller are dependent on the configuration of interrelated hy-
draulic components and further affected by the geometry of blades
�15–17�. As the blade geometry is an unknown parameter to be
found in the inverse problem it becomes a difficult work to ex-
actly define essential inflow a/o outflow conditions for inverse
computation of runner blades.

Regarding to the case of hydraulic turbines, the runner is tightly
set between the wicket gate and the draft tube. The inlet and the
outlet of runner blades locate in areas where the flow is far from
uniform. In conventional computations treating the runner sepa-
rately the inflow and the outflow conditions of runner blades are
usually defined empirically according to certain experimental sta-
tistic data. Due to the limitation of experimental data it is nearly
impossible to obtain all experimental data for various runner
blades. Especially for the inverse problem of blade geometry de-
sign, there is no exact experimental data can be referenced since
the geometry of blades, which is highly influential in the inflow
and the outflow, is quite an unknown parameter to be calculated.
In addition, the inflow is also dependent on the geometry of flow
passage and the configuration of guide vanes. It is essential to take
account of the effect of related components such as guide vanes in
order to design a better runner with good performance.

Concerning the inverse design of turbomachinery blades many
papers were published in past years and available three-
dimensional �3D� models developed may be mainly classified into
two categories of quasi-3D �Q3D� and fully-3D �F3D� ones. For
the difficulty of inverse problem these models were developed
basically under assumption of inviscid flow considering that the
effect of fluid viscosity mainly dominates in a thin layer near to
solid boundaries in actual machines �18�. Based on Wu’s theory of
two-type stream surfaces �19,20�, Q3D inverse models such as
Refs. �21,22� were developed by iterative calculation of a mean
hub-to-tip �S2m� stream surface and a series of blade-to-blade �S1�
stream surfaces. Q3D inverse methods based on S1 surface or S2m
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surface were extended to various type of turbomachinery
�13,23,24�. With the combined method of predictive calculation
on S2m surface and corrective design on S1 surface �24� the itera-
tive computation time was reduced also. In order to consider the
effect of circumferential flow fully-3D models such as Refs.
�25,26� were developed based on Tan et al.’s works �27�, where
the 3D flow is decomposed into a circumferentially averaged
mean flow and a circumferential periodic flow by using of the
Clebsh formula. The F3D method was extended to many extended
cases �28–30� and an inviscid-viscous interaction method was de-
veloped by introducing viscous effect indirectly considering the
effect of viscosity in low specific speed impeller �14�. According
to above descriptions we understand that both Q3D and F3D in-
verse methods for blade design of turbomachinery are based on a
representative mean through flow, and the determination of mean
flow becomes a primary problem that exerts a direct influence on
the accuracy of inverse computation. On the other hand, the inter-
action between rotational runner a/o impeller blades and related
stator vanes may be split into an unsteady component working in
the circumferentially periodic flow and a steady component,
which works in the mean through flow and has a main influence
on the steady performance of runner blades. Under this back-
ground the present work has made a try to take account of the
steady component of the interaction between rotor blades and sta-
tor vanes in the inverse design of blade geometry by improving
the computation of mean through flow.

The particular attention of present paper is focused on the meth-
odology of mean through-flow computation and a combined com-
putation method �CCM-S2m� of the circumferentially averaged
mean flow is proposed for the 3D inverse computations of hydrau-
lic turbomachinery blades. In order to take account of the interac-
tion of interrelated hydraulic components a comprehensive com-
putation domain including the runner blades and related hydraulic
components is adopted, and the circumferentially averaged mean
through-flow is calculated as a whole by solving a set of rotational
flow governing equations in different regions simultaneously from
systematic viewpoint. The difficulty of defining inflow a/o outflow
condition of runner blades encountered in conventional computa-
tions, then, is surmounted consequently. The method has been
applied to the case of Kaplan hydraulic turbine where the flow
passage turns sharply from the radial to the axial direction. Com-
putational results of spiral flow in bladeless passage were com-
pared to experimental data and the reliability was proved by their
good agreement. The interaction between interrelated hydraulic
components was further investigated numerically. The result re-
veals that the mean flow through Kaplan blades is dependent on
the configuration of guide vanes and the effect of runner blades
reaches to the far upstream. The importance of properly taking
account of the effect of blade geometry and the influence of inter-
related hydraulic components in the inverse design of runner
blades is demonstrated.

2 Mathematical Model of Circumferentially Averaged
Mean Flow Computation

Figure 1 shows the scheme of hydraulic turbomachinery to be
researched, where a relative cylindrical coordinate system denoted
by �r ,� ,z� and a relative orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system
denoted by �x1 ,x2 ,x3=�� are adopted. For defining of representa-
tive mean through-flow a circumferentially averaging operation is
defined as follows:

f̄ =
1

�p − �s
�

�s

�p

f�x1,x2,x3 = ��d� �1�

where f denotes an arbitrary function of physical quantity. �p and
�s denote the angular coordinate of the pressure surface and the

suction surface of two adjacent blades. Related to the average f̄ , a

circumferentially periodic fluctuation f̃ is written to be f̃ = f − f̄ and

we understand that f̃
¯�0. Based on the definition given above the

average of a partial difference in the general curvilinear coordi-
nates is derived as follows:

�f

�xi
=

��� f̄�
��xi

−
1

�
�ps� f�x1,x2,��

��

�xi
� �2�

where i=1,2 and �=�p−�s, which denotes the angular distance
of two adjacent blades. �ps is an operator here giving the differ-
ence of a function from the suction surface to the pressure surface.
Concerning the gradient of blade surface, any one of the pressure
or the suction blade surface is expressed by the following covert
function,

S�x1,x2,x3 = �� = x3 − ��x1,x2� = 0 �3�

Its normal vector n lies in the direction of gradient �S, and they
may be related by following equations:

n1

�S/�h1�x1�
=

n2

�S/�h2�x2�
=

n3

�S/�h3�x3�
�4�

where n1, n2, n2 and n3 denote three components of n, and h1, h2,
and h3 do three metric-scale factors called Lame coefficient in
coordinate directions, respectively. According to the covert func-
tion given in Eq. �3� the gradients of blade surface �pressure a/o
suction� are then derived as follows:

��

�xi
= −

hini

h3n3
�5�

Thus, the average of partial differences is written into following
unified form by taking Eq. �5� into Eq. �2� in consideration of that

� f̄ /��=0,

�f

�xi
=

��� f̄�
��xi

+
hi

�h3n3
�ps�f�x1,x2,x3 = ��ni�, �i = 1,2,3� �6�

2.1 Mean Flow Governing Equations in Blade Region.
Concerning the flow in hydraulic turbomachinery experimental
results demonstrated that the effect of fluid viscosity is limited
within a thin layer near solid walls and its influence on the global
flow property is very small �18�. Following to the actual state of
3D inverse design computation the assumption of inviscid flow is
adopted here and the viscous effect in thin boundary layer is ne-
glected also �31�. Then the continuity and momentum equations of
relatively steady three-dimensional rotational flow in hydraulic
blades are given as follows:

� · w = 0 �7�

Fig. 1 Curvilinear coordinates relative to hydraulic blades
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w � �� � v� = �Er �8�

in which

Er = Ei − �v� r

where Er denotes the relative total enthalpy per unit mass. Ei
=v2 /2+ p /�+gz does the absolute enthalpy per unit mass deter-
mined by the inflow, which is nearly a constant at the far inlet of
wicket gate. Applying the circumferentially averaging operation to
Eq. �7� and introducing Eq. �6� we obtain the following continuity
equation of averaged mean flow considering the fact that the rela-
tive velocity aligns with the pressure surface or the suction surface
of blade everywhere,

� · �Bfw̄� = 0 �9�

where Bf =Nb��p−�s� /2�, and it represents the blockage coeffi-
cient of blades. According to above equation a stream function for
the averaged mean flow is then defined as follows:

��

�x1
= Bfh2h3w̄1,

��

�x2
= − Bfh1h3w̄2 �10�

Next, the circumferentially averaging operation is applied to Eq.
�8� similarly and the following equation is then derived:

w̄ � �� � v� + �w̃ � 	̃� = �Er �11�

where 	=�v and 	̃ denotes the circumferentially periodic com-
ponent of flow vorticity. The second term represents the contribu-
tion of circumferential flow fluctuation to the mean flow, which is
the average of the production of two circumferentially fluctuating
variables whose average closes to zero. It is a high order small
value compared to the first term on the left-hand side and thought
to be negligible. Rewriting the above equation into the differential
form and introducing Eq. �6� we obtain the following equation
arranged in vector form:

w̄ � �� � v̄� = − Fb + �Ēr �12�

where

Fb =
1

�h3n3
w̄ � �ps�n � ṽ�

The term represents the action of runner blades to the circumfer-
entially averaged mean flow, and it may be understood to be a
blade force uniformly acted on per unit mass of working fluid.
Since the compound vector w̄� �n� ṽ� lays in the direction of n,
the unit normal of blade surface, Fb is known to be the blade force
�31� working in the normal direction of mean stream surface
approximately.

Similarly, we may express the mean stream surface in the fol-
lowing form of covert function:

S2m�x1,x2,x3 = �� = � − 
�x1,x2� �13�

where 
�x1 ,x2� denotes the angular coordinate of mean stream
surface. The unit normal vector of the mean stream surface is then
given to be,

nm = �S2m/	�S2m	 �14�

Multiplying Eq. �12� by the above normal vector we may project
the governing equation into the mean stream surface, and its ex-
pression is simplified to the following form for the fact that Fb
�nm
0.

�w̄ � �� � v̄�� � nm = �Ēr � nm �15�

According to the principle of vector analysis the left-hand side
may be written to,

�w̄ � �� � v̄�� � nm = �w̄ · nm� � � v̄ − ��� � v̄� · nm�w̄
�16�

in which w̄ ·nm=0 since the relative mean velocity aligns with the
mean stream surface everywhere. Taking Eq. �16� into Eq. �15�
and then multiplying Eq. �15� by w̄ we further project the equation
to the relative flow direction, and then it is simplified to,

− �� � v̄� · nm = ���Ēr � nm� · w̄�/w2 �17�

Introducing Eq. �14� and arranging above equation we obtain the
following partial difference equation given in the general coordi-
nate system �x1 ,x2 ,x3=��,

1

h1h2
� ��h1v̄1�

�x2
−

��h2v̄2�
�x1

� =
h3�


h2�x2

��h3v̄3�
h3h1�x1

−
h3�


h1�x1

��h3v̄3�
h3h2�x2

+
1

w̄2� �Ēr

h1�x1
�− w̄3

h3�


h2�x2
− w̄2�

−
�Ēr

h2�x2
�− w̄3

h3�


h1�x1
− w̄1�� �18�

In the right-handed cylindrical coordinates �z ,r ,�� where the
Lami coefficients are known to be that �h1=1, h2=1, h3=r�, the
equation is written as follows:

�w̄z

�r
−

�w̄r

�z
=

�


�r

��v̄� r�
�z

−
�


�z

��v̄� r�
�r

+
1

w̄2� �Ēr

�r
�w̄r + w̄�

r�


�z
�

−
�Ēr

�z
�w̄r + w̄�

r�


�r
�� �19�

where w̄2= w̄r
2+ w̄�

2+ w̄z
2. The parameter �v̄� r� is called the mean

swirl velocity or the mean velocity torque, which is usually de-
fined as design specification of inverse computation. By introduc-
ing the stream function defined in Eq. �10�, the following stream
function equation governing the mean through-flow in blade re-
gion is derived:

�

�r
� 1

rBf

��

�r
� +

�

�z
� 1

rBf

��

�z
� =

�


�r

��v̄� r�
�z

−
�


�z

��v̄� r�
�r

+
1

w̄2� �Ēr

�r
�w̄r + w̄�

r�


�z
�

−
�Ēr

�z
�w̄r + w̄�

r�


�r
�� �20�

This elliptic partial difference equation should be solved subjected
to boundary conditions at the tip and hub walls as well as given
flow conditions at the inlet and outlet of runner blades. As stated
in the preceding section the inflow a/o outflow of runner blades
are not only dependent on the configuration of related hydraulic
components but also influenced by the geometry of blades to be
designed. To surmount this difficulty and take account of the in-
teraction of related components a comprehensive computation do-
main including the rotational runner blades and stationary guide
vanes is adopted and the mean flow through different flow regions
is calculated as a whole.

2.2 Mean Flow Governing Equation in Region of Guide
Vanes. As for the flow passing through stationary guide vanes, the
rotational speed of blade system reduces to zero. So, the enthalpy
per unit mass keeps to a constant everywhere although the swirl
velocity varies under the action of guide vanes. According to Eqs.
�9� and �12� then mean flow governing equation in region of sta-
tionary guide vanes is derived as follows similarly:
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�

�r
� 1

rBf

��

�r
� +

�

�z
� 1

rBf

��

�z
� =

�


�r

��v̄� r�
�z

−
�


�z

��v̄� r�
�r

�21�

Here 
 denotes the angular coordinate of mean stream surface,
which is approximately parallel to the mean surface of guide vane.
Bf does the blockage coefficient of guide vanes.

2.3 Mean Flow Governing Equation in Bladeless Region.
In a bladeless region of flow passage, the working fluid receives
no external action. The enthalpy of per unit mass is approximately
constant everywhere in this area. Thus, the absolute flow in the
bladeless region becomes a spiral flow, and the equation of motion
is known to be v� ���v�=0. Taking the averaging operation
similarly, we obtain the following mean flow governing equation
in the same form:

v̄ � �� � v̄� = 0 �22�

This vector equation can be written to scalar ones in three coor-
dinate directions, and the flow governing equation in meridional
surface is derived as follow by arranging flow equations in x1 and
x2 directions.

�v̄1
2 + v̄2

2�rot3 v̄ − v̄3
2�v̄2 rot2 v̄ + v̄1 rot1 v̄� = 0 �23�

where rot denotes the curl operator of a vector. Referencing the
stream function given by Eq. �9� where the blade blockage coef-
ficient becomes 1.0 in the bladeless region, we derive the mean
flow governing equation in the bladeless region as follows:

�

�r
�1

r

��

�r
� +

�

�z
�1

r

��

�z
� =

v̄� r

v̄m
2 r2�v̄r

��v̄� r�
�z

− v̄z
��v̄� r�

�r
� �24�

where v̄m
2 = v̄r

2+ v̄z
2, represents the mean meridional velocity. This

equation includes an unknown parameter v̄� r and one more equa-
tion is needed to close it. This requirement can be met by using
the other scalar equation of Eq. �22� in the circumferential direc-
tion, which is written to be,

v̄1 rot2 v̄ − v̄2 rot1 v̄ = 0 �25�

By employing a local orthogonal curvilinear coordinates �x1=m,
x2, x3=��, where m is a coordinate long meridional streamlines of
the mean flow and x2 does the orthogonal one, the above equation
is simplified to the following form:

d�v̄� r�/dm = 0 �26�

It means that the angular momentum of per unit mass is a constant
along streamline in the bladeless region. Then, the distribution of
v̄� r can be determined along streamlines according to its initial
values prescribed at the inlet boundary. As the distribution of
streamlines depends on the computation result Eq. �24� should be
solved iteratively.

2.4 Closure of Mean Flow Governing Equations. Equation
�20� of the mean flow in blade region includes six variables of �,
w̄z, w̄r, w̄�, 
, and v̄� r. Considering Eq. �10� and the relation that
v̄�= w̄�+�r, we know that the equation contain three independent
variables, �, 
, and v̄� r only. For the positive problem of flow
simulation v̄� r is an unknown parameter but the angular coordi-
nate 
�r ,z� of mean stream surface, which is close to the blade
camber geometry, is a given parameter. For the inverse problem 

is an unknown variable to be found but v̄� r is defined as a design
specification instead. Thus, Eq. �20� contains two independent
variables and one additional equation is needed to close it prop-
erly. Equation �21� does also. This requirement can be met by
introducing the equation of mean stream surface where the local
relative velocity should always align with the stream surface,
which is written to be w̄ ·�S2m=0. From that we obtain the fol-
lowing equation of mean stream surface relating 
 and v̄� r,

w̄r
�


�r
+ w̄z

�


�z
=

1

r2 �v̄� r − �r2� �27�

For the convenience of numerical computation, it is often written
in the flowing form along streamline.

w̄mr2 d


dm
= v̄� r − �r2 �28�

Then the geometry of blade mean surface can be calculated ac-
cording to the design specification of v̄� r distribution for the in-
verse problem, or v̄� r can be calculated according to blade geom-
etry for the positive problem.

2.5 Numerical Discretization and Application to 3D In-
verse Computation. Equations �20�, �21�, and �24� constitute a
set of equations governing the circumferentially averaged mean
through flow. The right-hand side of these equations includes im-
plicit parameters 
 �to be calculated in the inverse problem� or
v̄� r �to be calculated in the positive problem�, and they should be
solved iteratively. These equations are two-dimensional ones con-
cerning r and z only and can be solved numerically in the meridi-
onal surface. Considering the stability of numerical computation
these elliptic equations were solved by finite element method here.
A structure mesh of eight-node quadrilateral elements was em-
ployed and the partial differential equations of stream function
were discretized by Galerkin’s weighted integral method using the
dual quadratic polynomial interpolation, which is proved to be of
the second order accuracy of element size �32�.

The above combined computation procedure calculate the cir-
cumferentially averaged mean flow through thurbomachinery by
solving a set of governing equations in different flow regions si-
multaneously. The method is more reasonable and easily appli-
cable to Q3D and F3D inverse computations. The present proce-
dure may be directly applied to fully-3D models calculating 3D
internal flow by superposition of a mean through flow and a cir-
cumferentially periodic flow �28,29�. By taking the circumferen-
tially averaged flow as a representative S2m flow the present pro-
cedure can be easily introduced into quasi-3D inverse models
calculating 3D internal flow through iterations of a mean S2m
stream surface and a series of symmetric S1 stream surfaces evalu-
ating the circumferential flow property �24�.

3 Computation Results and Discussion
The described procedure was applied to the case of a high spe-

cific speed Kaplan blades. Figure 2 shows a schematic configura-
tion of the Kaplan turbine system, where the meridional passage
turning sharply from the radial direction to the axial direction and
the flow out of guide vanes is strong rotational. Basic working

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of computation configuration and
computational grid
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parameters of under the design condition are given to be that: the
volumetric flow rate Q=0.21 m3/s, the rotational frequency �
=1.95 s−1 for a model runner whose diameter D=1.0 m, and
working head H=1.0 m. As for the geometry configuration the
diameter of pitch circle for guide vane distribution D0=1.16D and
the height of guide vane �span length� B0=0.375D. The guide
vane is standard symmetric one and the opening of wicket gate is
about 35%. A general computation domain was taken from the far
upstream of the wicket gate to the far downstream of runner
blades and a body fitted grid arrangement was employed as shown
in Fig. 2. The number of runner blades was selected to be Nb=6
according to statistic data, and the geometry shape of blades was
designed by iteration computations of the mean through flow with
a series of S1 surfaces. For the comprehensive computation do-
main a given value of stream function was directly defined at the
hub and the tip walls. At the inlet in front of guide vanes the flow
is approximately in the normal direction and the normal gradient
of � was given to be zero. At the outlet boundary located in
irregular expansion area of flow passage it is difficult to define an
exact flow condition directly. In view of the fact that the flow
discharges naturally �33� a Neumann condition was imposed by
giving that �� /�n= v̄r�r�, where v̄r�r� is a temporary distribution
function of radial velocity component, and the distribution func-
tion was adjusted iteratively so as the outflow aligns to the hub
and the tip walls.

The mean flow calculation was carried out with body-fitted
quadrilateral grids shown in Fig. 2 by under relaxation iteration of
meridional streamlines. The convergence criterion was given to be
that the relative error of stream function is smaller than the con-
vergence accuracy of �=1.0�10−3. Regarding the resolution of
computational mesh the effect of cell number density was verified
by adjusting the number of element cells. Three kinds of similar
computational mesh denoted as A, B, and C, whose total number
of cell nodes is, respectively, 51�17, 75�25, and 101�33 in the
streamline direction and the quasiorthogonal direction, were used
to verify the numerical property. Computational results demon-
strated that the numerical error caused by mesh size reduces to
below the given convergence accuracy when the total number of
cell nodes is increased to 101�33. Thus, grid C with acceptable
computation accuracy was adopted hereafter.

3.1 Meridional Spiral Flow Without Effect of Runner
Blades. To validate the reliability of present procedure the spiral
flow without effect of runner blades was calculated at first, and
computational results were compared with experimental data. The
computation was performed under the given design condition
when a runner is not assembled. Figure 3 shows the computational
result of meridional streamline distribution in the case without
runner blades by dashed lines. The figure demonstrates that the
flow behind wicket gate approaches to the hub wall under the
rotational effect of spiral flow. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show the
distribution of mean velocity in the radial direction at the cross
sections 1-1 and 2-2 shown in Fig. 2, where the inflow condition
of runner blades is usually defined in conventional computations.
The abscissa represents the relative radial position from the hub to
the tip and the ordinate does three components of the circumfer-
entially averaged velocity normalized by v̄m0, the mean meridi-
onal velocity at the inlet of computation domain. The hollow sym-
bols represent computational results obtained with different
meshes. The solid symbol represents circumferentially averaged
velocity obtained experimentally on a standard water turbine test
rig without assembling of model runner �33�. The experiment was
performed under given working head and wicket gate opening,
and the velocity was measured by Pitot probes with accuracy of
±2.0% from four axisymmetric positions in the cross sections 1-1
and 2-2. The figure demonstrates that computational results con-
verge with increase of node number and coincide with experimen-
tal ones except near the hub and the tip walls, where computa-
tional results are greater than experimental ones about 2.5%. The

Fig. 3 Distribution of meridional streamline in cases with and
without runner blades

Fig. 4 Comparison of computational results by different
meshes and experimental data: distribution of circumferentially
averaged mean velocity in the radial direction: „a… at section 1-1
and „b… at section 2-2
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dispersion may be due to the difficulty of velocity measuring near
a solid wall. Thereby, the reliability of numerical computation has
been confirmed.

3.2 Effect of Runner Blades. With respect to the effect of
runner blades the circumferentially averaged mean flow was fur-
ther investigated under condition when a runner is assembled to
the given position shown in Fig. 2. The runner was designed by
quasi-3D inverse method employing the above combined compu-
tation procedure of mean through flow. Figure 5 shows the geom-
etry of runner blades calculated for the design specification of
swirl velocity distributions shown in Fig. 6 by open circles. As
comparison the final mean swirl velocity distribution in the de-
signed runner blades, which was obtained through flow analysis,
is shown in Fig. 6 by solid lines. The abscissa s represents the
relative streamline cooridnate from leading edge to the trailing
edge and the ordinate does the swirl velocity normalized by the
average variation of swirl velocity from the inlet to the outlet of
runner blades, ��v̄� r�. Figure 6 indicates that the swirl velocity
distribution coincides with specified one and the designed runner
meets the requirement of output well.

Concerning the mean through flow under the effect of runner
blades Fig. 3 shows the distribution of meridional streamlines in
the case with runner blades by solid lines. The figure indicates that
the flow in blade region becomes much uniform under the effect
of runner blades compared to the case without runner blades. The
alteration of streamlines extends to the upstream of runner blades
close to the turn of meridional flow passage. Figures 7�a� and 7�b�
show the variation of meridional velocity along streamlines in
cases with and without runner blades, respectively. According to
the result we understand that the meridional velocity in the blade
region decreases near the hub but increases near the tip under the
effect of runner blades. So, the distribution of streamlines be-
comes much uniform compared to the case without runner blades.
However, in the bladeless region behind runner blades the meridi-
onal velocity increases intensively near the hub wall for the rota-
tional effect of spiral flow, and the velocity in area near to the boss

cover becomes much higher. This may be the reason why the
cavitation inception is practically easy to take place around the
boss cover in Kaplan turbines.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of meridional velocity in the
radial direction at the cross sections 1-1 and 2-2 in the case with
runner blades by solid lines marked with circles and triangles,
respectively. The abscissa represents the relative radial position
and the ordinate does the mean meridional velocity. For compari-
son meridional velocity distribution in the case without runner
blades is shown by dashed line. The figure demonstrates that the
meridional velocity of free spiral flow without effect of runner
blades decreases monotonously from the hub to the tip, and the
variation at the section 2-2 is greater than that at the section 1-1
located at the upstream. Under the effect of runner blades the

Fig. 5 Blade geometry on cylindrical sections

Fig. 6 Mean swirl velocity distribution in the blade region

Fig. 7 Distribution of meridional velocity along streamlines in
cases with and without the runner blades: „a… in the case with
runner blades and „b… in the case without runner blades

Fig. 8 Meridional velocity distribution at sections 1-1 and 2-2
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meridional velocity in the cross sections 1-1 and 2-2 becomes
much uniform for the constraint of runner blades. The difference
of meridional velocity under conditions with and without runner
blades is about 17.5% at the cross section 2-2, and reaches to
12.3% at the cross section 1-1 yet. Figure 9 shows the distribution
of meridional velocity along the blade leading and trailing edges
in the case with runner blades by solid line marked with circle and
triangles, respectively. For comparison meridional velocity distri-
butions in the case without runner blades are shown by dashed
line, which varies much intensively than that in the cross sections
1-1 and 2-2 located at its upstream. In the case with runner blades
the distribution of meridional velocity becomes uniform due to the
constraint of runner blades. The maximum difference of meridi-
onal velocity under conditions with and without runner blades is
about 20% at the blade leading edge, and increase to 25% at the
blade trailing edge.

3.3 Effect of Guide Vanes. With respect to the effect of guide
vanes the swirl velocity distribution along the trailing edge of
guide vane has a decisive influence on the mean flow through
runner blades, and the outflow of wicket gate is dependent upon
the configuration of guide vanes. The guide vane height B0 and
the pitch circle diameter D0 of guide vane distribution are main
two parameters of wicket gate configuration and their effects on
the mean through flow were investigated numerically. When B0
was increased from 0.375D to 0.4D and 0.425D the swirl velocity
distribution along the trailing edge of guide vane varies slightly
with a little increase in the gradient near the bottom wall. But
when D0 was increased from 1.16D to 1.2D and 1.25D the swirl
velocity profile out of wicket gate changes greatly. Figure 10
shows the distribution of swirl velocity along the trailing edge of
guide vane when D0 equals to 1.16D, 1.2D, and 1.25D, respec-

tively. The gradient of swirl velocity in the normal direction of
streamlines varies greatly near the bottom ring with the increase
of D0, and then the vorticity of mean through flow into runner
blades changes a lot. The necessity of considering the effect of
guide vane configuration in the inverse design of blade geometry
is demonstrated. The result reveals that a proper enlargement of
D0 is advantageous to improve the blade twist and beneficial to
eliminate blade trailing vortex sheets and thereby to reduce the
exit energy loss of designed runner �34�.

The above results demonstrate that the mean flow through hy-
draulic turbine is dependent upon the configuration of guide vanes
and the geometry of runner blades. The effect of runner blades is
not only limited within the blade region and its rear area but
reaches to the upstream. It is of great significance to consider the
effect of blade geometry and the influence of related hydraulic
components in the inverse design of runner blades in order to
obtain a runner of good performance. The present combined com-
putation method deals with the mean flow through different re-
gions of interrelated hydraulic components as a whole. It enables
us to take account of the interaction of runner blades and related
hydraulic component. The difficulty of defining inflow condition
of runner blades, which is encountered in conventional computa-
tions treating the runner as an isolated component, has been sur-
mounted consequently. Although above results pertain to axial
flow hydraulic turbine system the method is applicable to other
hydraulic runner a/o impeller blades. Actually, the present proce-
dure has been applied to hydraulic design of multiphase rotody-
namic pump stage consisted of a helical-axial impeller and a dif-
fuser. Experimental results demonstrated that the designed pump
has a maximum hydraulic efficiency of 44.0%, which is promi-
nently higher compared to similar pumps, and it works normally
in a wide flow rate range until the gas volume fraction increases to
50%. The validity of present procedure is further proved and the
detail is reported in Ref. �35�.

4 Conclusions
A combined computation method of the circumferentially aver-

aged mean through flow has been proposed for three-dimensional
inverse computations of hydraulic turbomachinery blades to take
account of the interaction of interrelated hydraulic components. A
comprehensive computation domain including runner blades and
related components is adopted, and the mean flow passing through
rotational runner blades and stationary components is calculated
as a whole by simultaneously solving a set of flow governing
equations newly derived. By this way the interaction of runner
blades and related hydraulic components is taken into account and
the difficulty of defining inflow condition of runner blades en-
countered in conventional inverse computations is surmounted.

The method has been applied to the case of Kaplan turbine and
the influence of interrelated hydraulic components was investi-
gated. Computational results of spiral flow in the case without
runner blades were compared with experimental data and the va-
lidity of computation was confirmed by their good agreement.
Numerical investigation indicates that the mean flow through Ka-
plan blades is dependent on the configuration of guide vanes and
influenced greatly by the geometry of runner blades as well. The
effect of runner blades is not only limited to the blade region but
reaches to the upstream also. The importance of properly taking
account of the effect of runner blades and the influence of inter-
related hydraulic components in the inverse design computation of
hydraulic blades is demonstrated.

The present procedure is directly applicable to 3D inverse de-
sign computations of hydraulic blades, and the method enables us
to consider the circumferentially steady component of interaction
between rotational blades and stationary vanes in the inverse de-
sign of hydraulic turbomachinery blades.

Fig. 9 Meridional velocity distribution along blade leading and
trailing edges

Fig. 10 Swirl velocity distribution along the trailing edge of
the guide vane
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Nomenclature
Bf � blade blockage coefficient
B0 � height of guide vane
D � diameter of runner blades

D0 � diameter of pitch circle
Er � relative total enthalpy per unit mass
g � gravity
H � working head

h1, h2, h3 � Lame coefficients
m � meridional streamline coordinate
n � normal vector
ns � specific speed
Nb � number of blades

p � pressure
Q � volumetric flow rate
r � radial coordinate
s � relative streamline coordinate
v � absolute velocity
w � relative velocity

�x1 ,x2 ,x3=�� � arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear coordinate
system

z � axial coordinate
� � density of working fluid
� � angular coordinate

� � angular distance of two adjacent blades

 � angular coordinate of mean stream surface
� � stream function
� � rotational frequency

�ps � difference operator

Subscripts
m � value at the mean stream surface
p � value at the pressure surface
r � component in the r direction
s � value at the suction surface
z � component in the z direction
� � component in the � direction

Superscripts
 � circumferentially averaged mean value
� � circumferentially periodic value
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Free Surface Length Scale
Estimation in Hydraulic Jumps
In the context of recent work by Brocchini and Peregrine [J. Fluid Mech., 449, pp.
225–254 (2001a); 449, pp. 255–290 (2001b)] in this paper we aim to document free
surface elevations and free surface length scales in hydraulic jumps with Froude numbers
between 1.98 and 4.82. Although information on bubble size, frequency, and velocities in
hydraulic jumps is available in the literature, there is not much data on the features of the
free surface, or on mixing layer thickness. In the present case, measurements at the free
surface have been realized with two “homemade” miniature resistive wire gauges made
of two parallel 50 �m diameter wires 1 mm apart. These instruments were calibrated
dynamically over a range of frequencies up to 20 Hz. The present results extend the
range of Froude numbers for which two-phase measurements in hydraulic jumps are
available. In most respects, it confirms earlier results obtained with different experimen-
tal techniques. Length scales at the free surface are deduced from a cross-correlation
analysis of wire gauge measurements, and are compared with similar data obtained from
images of the surface. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060736�

Introduction
Hydraulic jumps often occur in open channels when the transi-

tion from a supercritical to a subcritical flow is reached. It is then
characterized by a strong free surface motion leading to air en-
trainment. The same process is important in a number of situations
and applications, notably in the air–sea exchange of mass, mo-
mentum, and heat. Indeed on the upper ocean, this mechanism has
a major influence on air/sea gas exchange, mixing processes, and
energy dissipation. It is then relevant to investigate how the pro-
cesses involved in this particular multiphase flow are affected by
turbulence, bubble features, free surfaces, and their interactions
�1,2�.

Previous studies were mainly performed with Pitot tubes and
conductivity probes �Chanson �3��, Laser Doppler Velocimetry
�Waniewski et al. �4��, or Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry �Liu et al.
�5��. Intrusive probes clearly suffer the disadvantage that they
could affect the flow, but the nonintrusive techniques �LDV and
ADV� also face strong technical limitations in such aerated con-
ditions �due to light diffraction by bubbles�.

Our goal in this paper is to present some measurements of the
free surface of the jump made by means of miniature resistive
wires. In this work we present also a comparison of free surface
length scales deduced either from the correlation of free surface
measurements or from spectral image analysis of the hydraulic
jump.

The investigations were performed for four different Froude
numbers �1.98�Fr�4.82� in a partially developed flow. This
range of small Froude number was imposed by the experimental
setup configuration. For Fr�5, instability of the toe was observed
making measurements quite complicated.

Experimental Setup

Instrumentation and Data Processing. The experiments were
conducted in a 12 m long recirculating channel at the University
of Southampton. The flow rate can be controlled by a regulating
valve. The flume is 0.3 m wide, 0.4 m high and the roughness
height of the flat bottom was measured at 0.3 mm. The jump was
generated by a sluice gate whose elevation above the channel
bottom could be adjusted between 3 to 9 cm with in fixed steps of

1 cm �Fig. 1�. Figure 2 represents the sketch of the experiment,
the position of the axis, and the parameters definition. Xfoot is
defined as the mean position of the foot of the jump.

Free Surface Measurements. Free surface elevations were
measured with resistive probes. Each probe consists of two wires
of 50 �m diameter, 1 mm apart. A static calibration gives a direct
relationship between the surface elevation and the output voltage
from a wave monitor. A dynamic calibration of these wire gauges
has been made with a vibrometer in order to estimate their fre-
quency response. The results established a cutoff frequency
�−3 dB� of 12 Hz that is quite reasonable considering previous
studies. Liu et al. �6� found a cutoff frequency of 7 Hz. During the
hydraulic jump measurements, 640 samples were collected at a
rate of 128 Hz for each position.

The free surface length scales are determined from the correla-
tion between the signals Si coming from two wire gauges sepa-
rated in the transverse direction. The separation, r, between the
wire gauges was adjusted from 3 mm to more than 100 mm to
follow the whole decay of the correlation coefficient Ri:

Ri�AB = r� =
siA . siB

�siA
2 �siB

2
�1�

The free surface transverse length scale Lg is defined by:

Lg =�
0

rmax

Ri�r�dr �2�

where rmax is the distance r for which Ri falls to 0.

Free Surface Visualization. A high-speed monochrome cam-
era has been used to record the water surface of the hydraulic
jump. The video acquisition rate was 120 frames per second at a
frame size of 648�484 pixels. For each flow condition, the im-
ages were collected over 2–4 s. This is long enough as the stabil-
ity of the toe has been previously observed for 2�Fr�5.

The grey levels �256� of a transverse scanning line �over
500 pixels� were collected using the Matlab image processing
toolbox �Fig. 3�. This toolbox is a collection of functions special-
ized in image processing operations �such as the image analysis
and enhancement or the image transformations�. These functions
can be part of programs in a computing environment. The grey
levels along this line were recorded in a matrix for all the frames.
A one-dimensional wave number spectrum was calculated for
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each image. An averaged spectrum of the whole image set exhib-
its a series of three to four peaks that identify the characteristic
wavelengths of the flow. These length scales will be compared
with the free surface length scales obtained by the wire gauge
correlation technique.

Both transversal and longitudinal length scales have been de-
termined with the “wire technique” during the experiment. Unfor-
tunately the position of the digital camera allows a comparison
between two different techniques for the determination of the
length scales only in the transversal direction. Further investiga-
tions are needed to find the right position of the camera in order to
extend the study to the longitudinal scales.

Experimental Conditions. The incident velocity U upstream
of the foot of the jump and the Froude number �Fr� were estimated
from the measurements of the elevations H2 and H3:

H3

H2
= −

1

2
+�1

4
+ 2 Fr2 �3�

and

Fr =
U

�gH2

�4�

Four set of experiments are presented in this paper, character-
ized by four different Froude numbers. Table 1 presents the flow
conditions.

Experimental Results
The experiments were performed for a maximum incident ve-

locity U of 2.19 m/s. An estimate of the bed boundary layer at the
foot of the jump suggested a maximum thickness of 0.36H2.
Hence, the hydraulic jump can be considered as partially devel-
oped for all flow conditions �7�.

Free Surface Measurements. Time-averaged free surface el-
evations ��� and their standard deviations ���� are plotted against
the streamwise position relative to that of the foot of the jump
�x−xfoot� /H2 in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5.

These plots show three distinctive regions according to �x
−xfoot� /H2:

Upstream of the foot of the jump, the free surface is flat and
there is no visible sign of turbulence.

At the position of the foot ��x−xfoot� /H2=0�, the free surface
profile grows slightly while the fluctuations profile shows a sud-
den strong gradient revealing the formation of the jump. The fluc-
tuations reach a maximum and reveal an area of intensive turbu-
lence. The bubbles generated at the foot of the jump are entrained
in the shear layer and in the roller, which is characterized by large
recirculation vortices. Coherent structures, reaching the free sur-
face, are revealed by the undulations of the free surface plots and
strong variations of ��. The length of this intensive turbulent area

Fig. 1 Hydraulic jump in the recirculating tank „Fr=3.65…

Fig. 2 Sketch of the hydraulic jump setup

Fig. 3 Scanning line position

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Test H1 �m� H2 �m� H3 �m� U �m/s� Fr

1 0.186 0.059 0.138 1.50 1.98
2 0.200 0.046 0.137 1.64 2.43
3 0.280 0.032 0.150 2.05 3.65
4 0.320 0.021 0.133 2.19 4.82

Fig. 4 Free surface and fluctuations profile for Fr=1.98
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represents 25% to 30% of the total length of the jump.
Last, a large dissipative zone takes place downstream as the

free surface fluctuations decrease quickly and as the free surface
elevation approaches the horizontal.

Free Surface Length Scales. The following plots show a su-
perposition of the free surface length scale estimations deduced
either from the wire gauge measurements or from the video
analysis.

The transverse length scale Lg grows linearly with distance
downstream from the foot of the jump �Fig. 6�. As the behavior of
Lg does not show any obvious dependence with the Froude num-
ber, the length scale is mostly governed by the upstream water
depth H2. The results deduced from the wire gauge measurements
show an increasing data scattering occurring for the highest values
of �x−xfoot� /H2 as well.

The accuracy of the wire gauges is relatively high according to
the calibration realized in a quite tank. Less than 5% of the error
has been estimated for this experimental technique. The uncertain-
ties are mainly due to air crossing the wires below the free

surface.
For the same position �x−xfoot� /H2, each cross sign in Fig. 6

refers to a peak revealed by the video spectral analysis �see the
section on Experimental Setup�. The calculations of Lg based on
the integral of the cross-correlation coefficient Ri provides only
one measure of the surface roughness scale over the whole acqui-
sition duration at each position �120 s�. The video analysis gives a
range of scales over a very short time, but the averaged results
stay within one standard deviation of the results obtained from the
correlation technique.

Conclusion
Most previous studies in hydraulic jumps have been performed

with intrusive techniques that are not necessarily well suited to
aerated flow.

The free surface elevations and turbulent fluctuations show
three distinctive regions along the jump, including the region just
downstream of the foot �high level of turbulence�.

Free surface length scales obtained from wire gauges were in
reasonable agreement with those computed from a series of im-
ages of the water surface made by high-speed video from above.

Understanding the properties of the free surface turbulence is
still a challenging topic �7�. Therefore this study has been ex-
tended to the case of a jet flow beneath a free surface. Knowledge
on the role of the surface tension, salinity, or scale effects is still
needed.
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Nomenclature
ADV � Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry

C � void fraction
Dt � diffusion coefficient in the shear layer
Fr � froude number

LDV � Laser Doppler Velocimetry
Lg � free surface length scale �transversal�

r � separation between the two wire gauges
Ri � free surface correlation coefficient
Si � signal from the wire gauge
T � total measurement duration
�i � duration of the air phase
U � incident velocity

Xfoot � mean position of the jump’s foot
zCmax � position where C reaches a maximum
zshear � upper limit of the turbulent shear region

z* � lower limit of the mixing layer
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Modeling of Supercritical CO2
Flow Through Short Tube Orifices
The transcritical cycle of carbon dioxide (CO2) is a promising alternative approach to
heat pumps and automobile air conditioners. As an expansion device, the short tube
orifice in a transcritical CO2 system usually receives supercritical fluid at the entrance
and discharges a two-phase mixture at the exit. In this work, a two-fluid model (TFM) is
developed for modeling the flow characteristics of supercritical CO2 through the short
tube orifice. The deviations between the TFM predictions and the measured mass flow
rates are within ±20%. Meanwhile, the TFM predicts reasonable pressure, temperature,
and velocity distributions along the tube length. The small values of interphase tempera-
ture difference and velocity slip indicate that the nonequilibrium characteristics of the
two-phase flow of CO2 in the short tube orifice are not significant. Consequently, the
homogeneous equilibrium model reduced from the TFM gives a good prediction of the
mass flow rate as well. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060738�

1 Introduction
In recent years, after the Montreal Protocol, many development

activities have been devoted to carbon dioxide �CO2� in light of
phasing out CFCs and HCFCs as working fluid refrigeration in-
stallations. CO2 is an inert, natural fluid with no problems arising
from ozone depletion, global warming, toxicity, or flammability.
Since the transcritical CO2 cycle was proposed by Lorentzen and
Pettersen �1�, much research on the system and components using
CO2 have been done �2–5�. Recently, Liu et al. �6� studied the
flow characteristics of supercritical CO2 through short tube ori-
fices and developed an empirical correlation for evaluating the
mass flow rate.

The short tube orifice has been widely used as a throttling and
flow-rate controlling device on automobile air conditioners, resi-
dential air conditioners, and heat pumps for its simple configura-
tion, high reliability, low cost, and ease of replacement. The tran-
scritical expansion process of CO2 in a short tube could be quite
different from the subcritical case of other refrigerants because of
the supercritical inlet condition, the large pressure drop, and the
special two-phase physical properties near the critical point.

During the past few decades, many researchers have exten-
sively investigated the performance of short tube orifices. Early
studies on refrigerant two-phase flow through short tube orifices
focused exclusively on R12 and R22 �7–11�. Recently, two-phase
flow of alternative refrigerants through short tube orifices has
been studied more �6,12–18�. In these reports, the majority of
investigations have been focused on experimental data analysis
and correlation, while analytical models have not been sufficiently
studied. Bassiounay and O’Neal �11� employed a finite element
model from a commercial finite element package to simulate
single-phase flow of R22 through flexible short tubes. However,
two-phase flow was not considered because there were no reason-
ably good two-phase finite element models available. Kim and
O’Neal �13� gave a comparison of some analytical models for
estimating the mass flow rate of two-phase R22 and R134a flow-
ing through short tube orifices. Those analytical models can be
categorized by the homogeneous equilibrium model �HEM�, ho-
mogeneous frozen model �HFM�, and nonhomogeneous equilib-
rium model �NEM�. However, the actual two-phase flow of refrig-

erant through short tube orifices is nonhomogeneous and
nonequilibrium. Furthermore, these models cannot describe the
distributions of interphase velocity slip and temperature difference
along the two-phase region.

In this work, a generalized model is developed to investigate
the supercritical CO2 flow through the short tube orifice. To de-
scribe the nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium flow characteristics of
two-phase CO2 in the tube, a two-fluid model �TFM� is employed.
This model is validated by experimental data from the open lit-
erature and can help us determine the particular flow characteris-
tics of CO2 within the short tube orifice.

2 Model
On the basis of real physical process, the following assumptions

are made: �1� steady-state flow; �2� one-dimensional and constant
cross section flow; �3� adiabatic flow; and �4� negligible gravita-
tional force. The model can be divided into four parts: two-phase
region, supercritical and liquid regions, and entrance.

2.1 Two-Phase Region. A two-fluid model is used here to
take the nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium flow characteristics into
account. It is a six-equation model and the governing equations
are as follows.

Vapor phase mass equation

d

dz
���GuG� = �G �1�

liquid phase mass equation

d

dz
��1 − ���LuL� = �L �2�

vapor phase momentum equation

d

dz
��p� +

d

dz
���GuG

2 � = FGL + FGi �3�

total momentum equation

dp

dz
+

d

dz
���GuG

2 � +
d

dz
��1 − ���LuL

2�

= − FWL + FGL + FLG + FGi + FLi �4�

total energy equation
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d

dz
���GuG�hG +

uG
2

2
�� +

d

dz
��1 − ���LuL�hL +

uL
2

2
�� = 0 �5�

energy equation of bubble growth

�1�TL − TG�Ai = GA dx�hG − hL� + xGA dhG �6�

where �G and �L are, respectively, vapor, liquid phase mass trans-
fer rate per unit volume, �G=−�L; FGL and FLG are the interfacial
frictional force per unit volume between vapor and liquid, FGL
=−FLG; FGi and FLi are interfacial momentum transfer per unit
volume caused by mass transfer; FWL accounts for the frictional
force per unit volume between the tube wall and liquid phase,
while the frictional force between the tube wall and vapor phase is
neglected because the vapor phase has almost no contact with the
wall except in the droplet flow regime. �i is the interfacial heat
transfer coefficient and Ai is the interfacial area.

Closure of the above governing equations requires the supple-
mentary equations of interfacial frictional force, momentum trans-
fer, heat transfer, bubble diameter, and void fraction in different
flow patterns, etc. Some empirical equations recommended by
other researchers are adopted here.

The steady-state interphase frictional force FGL or FLG is evalu-
ated below �19�.

FLG = − FGL = 3Cfi�
1/2�G�uG − uL�	uG − uL	/D �7�

where Cfi is interfacial fractional factor �19�, Cfi=0.005�1+75�1
−���.

Furthermore, the interfacial momentum transfer FGi, FLi due to
mass transfer can be determined from Eqs. �8� and �9�. When
liquid is evaporating, its velocity is changing from uL to uG and
the force associated with this velocity change is described with
these terms.

FGi = − ��G�uG − uL� �8�

FLi = − �1 − ���L�uL − uG� �9�

Wallis �20� has shown that for a reversible flow the coefficient �
is 0.5.

On the other hand, FWL accounts for wall friction, which is
introduced from Martinelli and Nelson �21� to be

FWL = �tp
2 �dp/dz�FLo

�10�

where �dp /dz�FLo
is the friction pressure drop assuming the total

flow rate to be liquid.

�dp/dz�FLo
= fLoG2/�2�D� �11�

fLo is calculated by the following Churchill equation �22�.

fLo = 8�� 8

ReLo
�12

+
1

�A + B�3/2�1/12

�12�

A = 
− 2.457 ln�� 7

ReLo
�0.9

+ 0.27
�

D
��16

B = �37 530

ReLo
�16

The Martinelli–Nelson two-phase multiplier �tp
2 is defined by

�tp
2 = � 1 − x

1 − �
�1.75

�13�

If we assume that the equilibrium prevails between the inside
and outside of the bubble before growth starts, and the initial
liquid superheat can be evaluated with the Clausius–Clapeyron
equation as follows:

TLsh = TL − Tsat =
�LG

sLG

4	

d0
�14�

where �LG is the difference in the specific volume, and sLG the
entropy difference between vapor and liquid. 	 is the surface ten-
sion. From the available data, an initial bubble diameter d0 may be
assumed as d0=2.5
10−5 m �19�.

The enthalpy of superheated liquid can be evaluated by Eq.
�15�, where hL�p� is saturation liquid enthalpy at the pressure p.

hL = hL�p� + cpLTLsh �15�
Generally, the two-phase flow can be divided into three patterns

according to the value of void fraction, which are bubble flow,
churn-turbulent flow, and annular flow regime. It is usually as-
sumed that a transition from the bubbly flow to the churn-
turbulent flow will occur when void fraction � is larger than �b
=0.3, and for � larger than �a=0.8, annular flow is assumed. For
the bubbly and annular flow, the interfacial area a and interfacial
heat transfer coefficient �i are calculated from Eqs. �16�, �17� and
�20�, �21� in Table 1, respectively. However, for the churn-
turbulent flow regime, we consider this particular flow regime as a
transitional regime between bubbly and annular flow, so we cal-
culate a and �i in churn-turbulent flow by interpolation according
to Eqs. �18� and �19� in Table 1.

In Table 1, a is the interfacial area per unit volume; N is the
number of bubbles per unit volume and its recommended value is
around 1011 �19�; and the interfacial area Ai=aA dz, A is the cross
section area of the short tube, and Reb=�L�uG−uL�d /�L is the
Reynolds number of the bubble.

In Eq. �18�, aa is the interfacial area per unit volume at the
onset of annular flow, approximately as follows

aa = 4�a
1/2/D �22�

Furthermore ab is the interfacial area per unit volume at the break-
down of the bubbly flow and can be evaluated by

ab = �36N��b
2�1/3 �23�

In Eq. �19�, �a is the annular flow heat transfer coefficient from
Eq. �21� and ��b��b

from Eq. �17�. ��a��b
is a pseudoheat transfer

coefficient calculated from Eq. �21� at the transition point from
the bubble flow to the churn-turbulent flow regime.

2.2 Supercritical and Liquid Regions. If the pressure is far
below the critical pressure, the liquid density will be approxi-
mately independent of the pressure. Consequently, the tempera-
ture along the liquid region is invariant in terms of the adiabatic
assumption. It brings a simple solution to the length of the region
after integrating the momentum equation. In the supercritical re-
gion or the liquid region near the critical point, however, the re-
frigerant density is strongly dependent on the pressure as well as
the temperature. A numerical solution is necessary for the follow-
ing equations.

dG

dz
= 0 �24�

Table 1 Interfacial area and heat transfer coefficient for differ-
ent flow patterns „Ref. †19‡…

Flow regime Correlations Eq.

Bubble flow a=N�d2= �36N��2�1/3, �=N�d3 /6 �16�
�i=kL�2+0.6 Reb

1/2 PrL
1/3� /d �17�

Churn turbulent a=ab+ �ab−aa���−�b� / ��b−�a� �18�
�i=�a��b��b

/ ��a��b
�19�

Annular flow a=4�1/2 /D �20�
�i=0.5Cfi�LcpL�uG−uL�Pr−2/3 �21�
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d

dz
�h +

1

2
G2�2� = 0 �25�

−
dp

dz
= G2d�

dz
+

fG2�

2D
, �26�

where the friction factor f is calculated by the Churchill equation
�12�.

2.3 Entrance. The entrance to the short tube orifice can be
characterized as a sudden contraction. Since the mass flux through
short tube orifices is quite high, the pressure drop at the entrance
could be very large and cannot be omitted. It can be evaluated by
�23�

pin =
G2�L

2
�� 1

Cc
− 1�2

+ �1 −
A2

Aup
2 ���1 + ��G − �L

�L
�x�

�27�

CC = 0.544� A

Aup
�3

− 0.242� A

Aup
�2

+ 0.111� A

Aup
� + 0.585

�28�

2.4 Numerical Solution. The differential equations in the
above-mentioned model are discretized with the central difference
method. The logic of the global algorithm is described as follows.

In the design calculation, the mass flow rate is specified and the
length of the short tube is unknown. When one specifies a pres-
sure drop for each node, the increment of length of each node is
iteratively calculated by means of a Newton–Raphson algorithm.
The summation of the length increments will monotonically in-
crease until the outlet pressure reaches the discharge pressure or
the length increment at some node reaches zero or a negative that
indicates that the flow is choked. In short, the maximum summa-
tion of the length increments is the solution.

In the rating calculation, the tube length is specified and the
mass flow rate is to be determined. It can also be iteratively esti-
mated by means of a Newton–Raphson algorithm. For a guessed
mass flow rate, one can calculate the corresponding tube length in
terms of the design calculation as mentioned previously. If the
calculated length equals the specified one, the mass flow rate is
targeted.

3 Case Study
Experimental data from the open literature �6� are used to verify

the above model. All the thermodynamic and transport properties
of CO2 and other refrigerants are evaluated by REFPROP 6.01
�24�.

Figure 1 shows the comparison between the measured
data and the predictions from the TFM. The measured data cover
ranges of short tube inner diameters from 0.83 to 1.53 mm,
short tube lengths from 8.02 to 25.42 mm, upstream pressures
from 7.49 to 9.49 MPa, and upstream temperatures from
35°C to 45°C. The upstream state of CO2 is generally supercriti-
cal and the downstream state is two phase. The results in Fig. 1
demonstrate that about 90% of the data fall within ±20% of the
predicted values.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the measured and predicted
pressure distributions along a short tube. Because the vapor is
saturated and the liquid is superheated in the two-phase region,
the actual pressure is lower than the saturation pressure corre-
sponding to the liquid temperature. The pressure difference
reaches a maximum at the exit plane of the short tube. In addition,
the pressure drop at the entrance is so large that the upstream
supercritical fluid could turn to a subcritical liquid or two-phase
mixture quickly near the entrance. As shown in Fig. 2, the TFM
can give a good prediction of the pressure distribution along the
short tube. It supports the further study on the nonhomogeneous
and nonequilibrium flow characteristics of CO2 through short tube
orifices.

Figure 3 demonstrates the vapor and liquid velocities along a

Fig. 1 A comparison of measured and TFM predicted mass
flow rates

Fig. 2 Pressure distribution along a short tube orifice

Fig. 3 Velocity distribution of phases along a short tube
orifice
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short tube, while Fig. 4 demonstrates the vapor and liquid tem-
peratures along a short tube. All the distributions are provided by
the TFM under the same calculation conditions as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, although the absolute value of the interphase velocity
difference is large, the slip ratio of the vapor velocity to the liquid
velocity is less than 2, which indicates that the nonhomogeneous
characteristic in this case is insignificant. Furthermore, as shown
in Fig. 4, the interphase temperature difference is less than 3°C,
which indicates that the nonequilibrium characteristic in this case
is not very significant as well.

Why the nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium characteristics of
CO2 flow through short tube orifices are not so significant? It can
be theoretically interpreted in the Figs. 5 and 6 bases. Owing to
the lower critical temperature, the common operating conditions
of CO2 are near the critical point. As shown in Fig. 5, the density
ratio of the liquid to vapor of CO2 is much lower than that of
other refrigerants at the same temperature. In fact, the density
ratio will reduce to unity at the critical point. In two-phase flow,
the density ratio could be an indicator of the slip ratio between
phases at the short tube exit plane �20�. The larger the density
ratio, the higher the slip ratio and the more significant the nonho-
mogeneous characteristics will be. Therefore, the small density
ratio of CO2 near the critical point leads to a small slip ratio and
weak nonhomogeneous characteristics in two-phase flow. In addi-
tion, as shown in Fig. 6, the surface tension of CO2 is pro-
nouncedly lower than that of other refrigerants at the same tem-
perature. In theory, the surface tension will reduce to zero at the
critical point �25�. In two-phase flow, the superheat of liquid
strongly depends on the surface tension. The larger the surface
tension, the higher the superheat of liquid will be. Higher super-

heat will make the bubble growth easier and the nonequilibrium
characteristics more significant. Therefore, the small surface ten-
sion of CO2 near the critical point leads to a small superheat of
liquid and weak nonequilibrium characteristics in two-phase flow.

As a result, the homogeneous equilibrium model �HEM� for
two-phase flow is expected to be a good approximant of the TFM
to predict the mass flow rate of supercritical CO2 through the
short tube orifice. The HEM can be reduced from the TFM as long
as we neglect the interaction between liquid and vapor phases and
regard the two-phase mixture as a single fluid. In the HEM, vapor
and liquid velocities are equal �uG=uL=u� and the two-phase mix-
ture is in thermal equilibrium �TG=TL=T�. Figure 7 gives the
comparison of the measured mass flow rates and the predictions
from the HEM. The result is similar to that of the TFM as ex-
pected and about 96% data fall into ±20% of the predicted values.
Actually, it is hard to definitely say the prediction of the HEM is
lower or higher than that of the TFM. In comparison with the
TFM, the homogeneous assumption in the HEM will increase the
mass flow rate and the thermal equilibrium assumption of the
HEM will decrease the mass flow rate. Therefore the HEM pre-
diction is just the tradeoff of these two main assumptions.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, a detailed model to describe the supercritical CO2

flow through the short tube orifice has been developed. Particu-
larly in the two-phase region, a two-fluid model is employed to
predict and analyze the nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium charac-
teristics. The proposed model agrees well with the experimental
data for the mass flow rate and pressure distribution along the tube

Fig. 4 Temperature distribution of phases along a short tube
orifice

Fig. 5 Density ratios of different refrigerants

Fig. 6 Surface tensions of different refrigerants

Fig. 7 A comparison of measured and HEM predicted mass
flow rates
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length. The simulated interphase temperature difference and ve-
locity slip in the two-phase region are relatively small. It indicates
that the nonhomogeneous nonequilibrium characteristics in this
case are not significant, which generally results from the thermo-
dynamic and transport properties near the critical point. Conse-
quently, when we use the homogeneous equilibrium model instead
of the two-fluid model to predict the mass flow rate, the accuracy
is similar. It means that the designer could use the homogeneous
equilibrium model as the design tool in similar cases.

Nomenclature
a � interfacial area per unit volume �m−1�
A � cross-section area of short tube �m2�
c � specific heat capacity �J kg−1 K−1�
C � empirical coefficient
d � bubble diameter �m�
D � inner diameter �m�
f � friction factor

G � mass flux �kg s−1 m−2�
h � enthalpy �J kg−1�
k � heat conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
L � short tube length �m�
N � number of bubble per unit volume �m−3�
p � pressure �Pa�

Pr � Prandtl number
Re � Reynolds number

s � entropy �J kg−1 K−1�
T � temperature �°C�
u � velocity �m s−1�
� � specific volume �m3 kg−1�
x � mass quality
z � direction along the tube

Greek letters
� � interfacial heat transfer coefficient between

liquid and vapor phase �W m−2 K−1�
� � interphase mass transfer rate per unit volume

�kg m−3 s−1�
� � void fraction
� � density �kg m−3�
� � relative roughness factor �m�

Superscripts and Subscripts
a � annular flow regime
b � bubble flow regime
C � contraction

down � downstream
G � vapor phase
i � interfacial

W � tube wall
in � inlet
L � liquid phase

Lo � assume the total flow rate to be liquid

Lsh � liquid superheat
tp � two-phase
up � upstream
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The Biased Laminar By-Pass
Fluidic Flowmeter
This paper demonstrates that the range of a fluidic flow meter can be significantly ex-
tended by connecting it in parallel with a fixed laminar by-pass resistance. Analysis
shows how for any particular specification, there is an optimum combination of meter
and by-pass which maximizes the flow range. Validation tests were done in air, using a
fluidic target meter integrated into a housing with a laminar by-pass of parallel rectan-
gular cross section passages formed between flat plates. Results obtained showed excel-
lent agreement with analytical predictions, almost doubling the operating range for the
typical specification chosen, a major advance in the context of the previous research
aimed at extending meter range. In principle the concept should be applicable to any
flowmeter having a suitable Eulerian pressure-flow characteristic.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2060729�

Introduction
A typical flowmeter specification, such as for a domestic gas or

water meter, will effectively determine the meter size by setting
an upper limit to the allowable pressure drop for operation at a
required maximum flowrate, and the meter range by the further
requirement to measure a specified minimum flowrate. For ex-
ample a domestic gas meter can be required to measure a maxi-
mum flowrate of 6 m3/h with a pressure drop, when tested in air,
of no more than 125 Pa, and also to operate down to a minimum
flow rate of 0.04 m3/h, giving a flow range of 150:1. Such de-
manding specifications eliminate the use of conventional meters,
such as the orifice plate or turbine meter, for which a correspond-
ing range of just 10:1 would be difficult to achieve.

Hydrodynamic oscillating flowmeters of various designs dem-
onstrated the potential for much larger ranges, which encouraged
significant development work �1–7� in an attempt to meet domes-
tic meter specifications. Despite much research effort, pure fluidic
oscillating meters could, however, only achieve a range of about
70:1 or 80:1. A hybrid fluidic meter �4� did achieve the required
range, but relied upon a thermal sensor to monitor the lower
flows. More recent meter development has focused on ultrasonic
meters �8�, which, by using very sensitive and advanced electronic
signal processing at low flows, have demonstrated the potential
for a range of 150:1. The purpose of this paper is to show how the
range of a meter can be significantly extended, simply by applying
it in conjunction with a fixed by-pass flow resistance element. The
paper focuses on a system based on a specific fluidic flowmeter,
but other meters could potentially also benefit from this approach.

Minimum Limit to the Flowmeter Range
All flow meters eventually cease to be functional at a certain

minimum flow rate. With orifice plates the pressure difference
becomes too small to measure. Turbine meters cease to rotate due
to bearing friction. Hydrodynamic oscillators, either vortex shed-
ding or fluidic oscillating jets, cease to oscillate due to viscosity
damping effects. Viscous damping becomes troublesome at low
flow rates because the fluid has too little inertia to overcome it,
compared to the high flowrate situation. The ratio of inertial to
viscous forces is measured by Reynolds number and there is a
minimum value for any hydrodynamic oscillator of a given geom-
etry at which it will cease to function. So long as its geometry is

maintained, its size may be scaled up or down but the same
unique minimum Reynolds number will exist. The existence of
this minimum Reynolds number, Remin, permits the low flow mea-
surement problem to be quantified as follows for the fluidic flow-
meter.

Any meter will have a resistance or Euler number, Eu, indepen-
dent of size, defined by

Eu =
�P

0.5�V2 �1�

where �P is the pressure drop, � the fluid density, and V a char-
acteristic velocity. This quantification of pressure loss is tradition-
ally applied to “Eulerian” components in which the Euler number
is not a strong function of changes in flow, which is typically the
case for simple resistive elements operating at high Reynolds
number. At low Re when flow becomes laminar, viscous losses
can often become dominant as in Eq. �5�, with Eu becoming in-
versely proportional to Re for a pure laminar loss. In fluidic os-
cillating meters virtually all resistance is across a well formed
nozzle expanding into a chamber, so at high flow rates Eu typi-
cally approaches unity, and is only a weak function of Re, rising
only very slightly even as Re falls to below 50. This assumes a
characteristic velocity V to be the average nozzle velocity, and Re
based on V and the nozzle width d.

The fluidic flowmeter has a rectangular nozzle of width d and
height nd, where n is called the aspect ratio. Experiments show
that there is an optimum value of n for any meter design.

Since the product of velocity and nozzle area gives volume flow
rate, Eq. �1� becomes

Eu =
�Pn2d4

0.5�Q2 �2�

At the maximum flowrate Qmax, the meter pressure drop is speci-
fied as �Pmax and the Euler number at this maximum flowrate is
defined as Eumax. Note that this is not the maximum value of Eu,
indeed it may be its minimum value, but this convention of sub-
scripting with the flowrate is useful and follows previous work.
Thus the meter size is given by

d = ��Qmax
2 Eumax

2�Pmaxn
2 �0.25

�3�

So defining Remin as corresponding to the minimum operating
flowrate, Qmin, we obtain �9�:
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Qmin = � �Qmax
2

2�Pmax
�0.25 �

�
Remin n0.5Eumax

0.25 �4�

The first part of Eq. �4� is seen to be entirely fixed by the meter
specification and the fluid density and viscosity. Hence in order to
extend the meter range the “merit parameter” represented by the
three-term product at the end of the equation needs to be mini-
mised. The specification given in the introduction requires a merit
parameter value of as low as about 70, whereas a fairly optimum
fluidic meter �n=7, Eumax=1.1, and Remin=45� produces the
higher value of 122. Clearly a significant extension in meter range
is required to apply the fluidic meter to measure domestic gas. It is
shown below, however, that the range can be achieved if the meter
is applied in conjunction with a fixed flow resistance.

The Biased By-Pass Concept
The description above exposes the conflicting need of a large

meter size at high flow, but a small meter at low flows. One
solution is to have two meters and a valve switching between
them, an expensive and impracticable solution �10�. An alternative
is a small meter suitable for the low flow and a by-pass pipe with
a valve. When the flowrate rises the valve can be opened so that a
portion of the flow by-passes the meter. It is as if the meter nozzle
area has been increased. Although possible in theory, again the
system is unattractive due to its complication.

The resistance of the by-pass pipe in the later case is very high
�infinite� at low flowrates when it is closed and has a low value at
high flowrates when it is opened. Plainly, a simple flow resistance
whose resistance relative to that of the meter was high at low
flows but low at high flows would be a much more attractive
proposition than having a moving valve. A laminar resistance,
typically comprising a bundle of small tubes, provides just such
characteristics, and Fig. 1 shows how it can be applied to a flow-
meter.

Although in absolute terms the resistance across a laminar ele-
ment increases with flowrate, because this increase is proportional
to the flowrate through it, whereas that across the flowmeter, ac-
cording to Eq. �1� varies as velocity squared, neglecting the weak
dependence of Eu on Re, the desired relative resistance change
can be achieved across the meter flow range. Two such character-
istics are plotted in Fig. 2, with arbitrary pressure and flow units.
By correct choice of these resistances the following has been
achieved. At low pressure drop the flowrate r through the resis-
tance is less than that �m� through the meter. At high pressure
drop, however, the situation is reversed, the flow rate R through
the resistance is much greater than that �M� through the meter.
Thus the laminar resistance is behaving rather like a by-pass valve
which does not shut completely, but nethertheless permits a
smaller meter to be used since much of the flow by-passes it at
large flowrates. It remains to quantify these proposals to deter-
mine the possible range of improvement.

Modelling the Meter with By-pass Performance
The pressure drop across the laminar by-pass resistance is

known theoretically and for the case of N tubes of diameter D and
length L operating with fully developed flow at at a flowrate Qr
such that the Re is below 2000 we have

�P =
128�LQr

�D4N
�5�

Choosing a meter size, its flow rate at the maximum pressure drop
can be found from rearranging Eq. �3�. The appropriate parallel
laminar resistance can then be calculated such that the total com-
bined flow at the maximum pressure drop equals the specified
maximum flow. At the low flow end, the minimum meter flow is
defined by the minimum operational Reynolds number:

Qm min =
nd Remin �

�
�6�

This enables the minimum operating pressure drop to be found
from Eq. �1� based on an experimentally determined value of Eu.
As this same pressure drop applies to the by-pass, its minimum
flow, Qrmin can be calculated using Eq. �5�, and hence the total
minimum flow Qmin found as the sum of the two minimum flows.
These calculations can be repeated for many meter sizes and the
value found which gives the best flow ratio �Qmax/Qmin�.

Figure 3 shows the results of such calculations done for a maxi-
mum flow specification of 6 m3/h at a 125 Pa pressure drop and
assuming a fluidic meter with n=7, Eumax=1.1, Eumin=2.1, and
Remin=45. The variation of the total minimum flow and flow
range with meter nozzle size shows clearly that there is an opti-
mum. Note that also shown is the diameter of a set of 60 by-pass
tubes needed with each nozzle size to achieve the specified maxi-
mum flow. The meter alone is seen to require a nozzle size of
4.16 mm, giving a minimum flow of 0.073 m3/h and a flow range
of 82. This is to be compared with the by-pass system with a best
nozzle width of 1.5 mm giving a minimum flow of 0.038 m3/h
and a flow range of 158. This clearly demonstrates the significant
advantage offered by the proposed by-pass concept, with the flow
range being almost double that of the meter alone. The specifica-

Fig. 1 Concept of by-pass resistance applied to fluidic
flowmeter

Fig. 2 Flow division for meter and laminar resistance in
parallel

Fig. 3 Change of minimum flow, range and laminar tube diam-
eter with nozzle size, Qmax=6 m3/h
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tion given earlier is now achievable and the range slightly higher
than for the latest sophisticated ultrasonic meters.

It is important to note that the laminar flow resistance can, of
course, be used directly as a flowmeter. Such laminar flow ele-
ment or LFE meters are available commercially essentially mea-
suring pressure drop across a section of laminar flow resistance
with fully developed flow to ensure a linear calibration. Flow
range depends on the pressure detection, but turndown ratios of
between 50 and 100 are quoted.

It should also be noted that the by-pass principles adopted
would apply to other meters limited by a minimum Reynolds
number, which include vortex shedding meters and turbine meters.

The principles adopted should not be confused with regular
by-pass flow metering in which a small flowmeter is placed in
parallel with a large one and the small meter is used to infer the
total flow �11�. In such systems it is intended that both flows
should increase proportionally if possible. In the present proposal
steps are taken to do the opposite, namely to force the two flows
�meter and by-pass� to change disproportionately and the choice
of two different types of resistance is essential to the principle.

Fluidic Meter Design and Measured Characteristics
The fluidic flowmeter selected for testing was the target meter

type. The basic meter design is shown in Fig. 4, which indicates
five key geometric parameters as identified in previous develop-
ment work on this type of meter �2�, all nondimensionalised with
respect to the nozzle width d. The other key parameter is the
meter depth, again normally nondimensionalised as aspect ratio,
n. The nozzle width used in the test meter was 1.40 mm, with the
other parameters being given in Table 1. Dimensions were mea-
sured to an accuracy of ±0.5%.

The meter was made from aluminium and tested using air at
atmospheric conditions to determine its characteristics. Air flow
was measured using a range of carefully calibrated rotameters,
each covering overlapping flow ranges. The calibration at low
flowrates was done using a stop watch and a displacement meter
with volume increments of 0.005 l. The higher flow rates were
calibrated against a standardized sonic orifice and gauge. The
rotameter readings were adjusted against the calibration and also
for variation in air density. The calibration should minimize bias
error in the flow rate measurement. There was some precision
uncertainty associated with using the etched rotameter tube scales,
which across the flow range this was typically ±2%. Oscillation
frequency was measured using a hot wire probe situated in the
meter close to one of the knife edges. The signal was displayed on
an oscilloscope and also sent to a frequency analyzer. The ana-
lyzer enabled frequency to be determined to a precision of ±1%

with no significant bias error. In the measurement of frequency it
should be noted that as the minimum operating point was ap-
proached, the signal became increasingly diminished and less de-
fined, so determination of the exact minimum point of oscillation
was made difficult. Inclined and micro manometers were used to
measure total pressure drop. Careful levelling of the manometers
eliminated significant bias error, but there was a reading precision
uncertainty of between ±2% at the minimum flow conditions and
±1% at the maximum flow conditions. Temperature, to an accu-
racy of 0.2°C, and barometric pressure were recorded during each
test and the air properties adjusted as appropriate. The minimum
operating point was determined for both decreasing and increasing
flowrate, although no significant difference was found.

In assessing the impact of experimental measurement uncer-
tainty on the work reported it is of note that the main claim of the
work is demonstrated by the comparison of data for a meter op-
erating alone with that for the same meter operating with a by-
pass resistance. The meter geometry and measurement instru-
ments remained the same for all the tests, so the impact of any
bias errors should be minimised. Also, in applying the theory to
the results, empirically determined values of Remin, Eumax, and
Eumin were used, which should again tend to minimize the impact
of any measurement uncertainty. The estimated uncertainty of the
main dimensionless parameters used and quoted below resulting
from possible measurement precision error are as follows;
Re±2%, Eumin±3.5%, Eumax±3%, and S±2.5%.

The basic operating characteristics are plotted in Fig. 5. The
minimum measured frequency was 2.04 Hz, at a flow rate of
0.0244 m3/h. The flowrate at a pressure drop of 125 N/m2 was
0.65 m3/h, corresponding to a flow range of 26.5. Figure 5 shows
the data plotted in nondimensional form. The meter Euler number
is seen to decrease with increasing Re, from a value of 2.1 at the
minimum Re to close to unity at high Re, the value corresponding
to a pressure drop of 125 N/m2 being 1.15. The minimum opera-
tional Re, below which no oscillations could be detected was 45.
This is significantly less than the lowest value of 54 found in
earlier work �2�, however the merit parameter defined in Eq. �4� is
approximately the same in each case, the other tests being for an
aspect ratio of 5.

Figure 6 plots the variation with Re of the Strouhal number,
defined as

S =
fd

V
�7�

Ideally S should remain constant, as such a linear characteristic
avoids possible calibration problems if the fluid viscosity varies.
At the higher values of Re, S is seen to be reasonably constant at
about 0.0065, but varies slightly at lower Re, eventually falling to

Fig. 4 Plan design of fluidic target meter

Table 1 Design of target meter tested

n Wt Xt Xk Yw Yk

7 1.7 9.5 8.4 8.7 5.1

Fig. 5 Target meter operating characteristics, d=1.4 mm, n
=7
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a value of around 0.0057. The changes in Strouhal number as Re
varies between about 200 and 500 are likely to be associated with
changes in the oscillation mechanism, and indeed some geom-
etries of target meter can stop oscillating in this region �2�. The
geometry tested here was chosen to avoid such discontinuities and
also to try and minimise the S variation. Both the absolute values
and the shape of the S-Re plot generally agree with previous re-
sults �2�.

Tests on an Integrated Meter and By-pass Combination
In order to demonstrate the by-pass concept, tests were done

with the target meter described above combined in parallel with a
laminar by-pass resistance. The system was integrated into a
single rectangular cross-section housing and to facilitate design,
instead of using tubes, the laminar resistance was formed by par-
allel stacking of rectangular plates, housed in a chamber above the
meter housing. The plates were 0.54 mm thick and 110 mm long
and stacked to form rectangular flow passages 0.99 mm high by
24.4 mm wide. Two arrangements were tested, having 10 and 17
passages respectively in the by-pass. Flow entered and left the
meter housing through 25 mm i.d. pipes, each with a pressure
tapping 50 mm from the housing.

Figure 7 plots the operating characteristics obtained for the
meter with 10 passages combination. The minimum measured
flowrate and frequency were 0.034 m3/h and 2.04 Hz respec-
tively, and the flowrate measured at a pressure drop of 125 N/m2

was 4.53 m3/h, corresponding to a flow range of 132. The data
for the 17 passage by-pass is shown in Figure 8. With the extra
by-pass passages the minimum measured flowrate and frequency
were 0.042 m3/h and 2.2 Hz, respectively, and the flowrate mea-

sured at a pressure drop of 125 N/m2 was 6.96 m3/h, giving a
flow range of 167. Ideally the minimum meter frequency should
in each case be the same as for the meter alone, which was earlier
found to be 2.04 Hz. This is the case for the 10 passage system,
but for the 17 passage system a slightly lower minimum flow
would have been expected. This discrepancy can be attributed to
the difficulty in detecting the oscillation signal as the minimum
operating point is approached. The frequency against flow rate
plots are seen to be well behaved for both systems. This is impor-
tant as this is the calibration curve required to translate measured
frequency into a flowrate. Because of the changing by-pass flow
ratio the relatively constant meter Strouhal number is not expected
to produce a constant frequency/flowrate ratio for the combined
system. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 9 which shows how,
as the by-pass takes an increasing flow fraction with increasing
total flowrate, the ratio f / �Qr+Qm� falls.

In order to compare the measured characteristics of the by-pass
meter with the proposed model it is necessary to introduce suit-
able equations for the pressure drop through the rectangular by-
pass passages.

For laminar flow through a rectangular duct an Euler number
can be defined as follows:

Eur = � Cf

Rer
�� Lp

Dh
� �8�

Lp is the plate length of the passage and Rer is based on its
hydraulic diameter Dh which is found from the passage height, h
and width w, thus:

Fig. 6 Nondimensionalized operating characteristics of target
meter alone, d=1.4 mm, n=7

Fig. 7 Combined meter operating characteristics, N=10

Fig. 8 Combined meter operating characteristics, N=17

Fig. 9 Variation of frequency/flowrate with flowrate for the
meter operating with 10 and 17 by-pass passages
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Dh =
4hw

2h + 2w
�9�

The loss coefficient Cf is a function of passage aspect ratio, vary-
ing between 96 for an infinitely wide passage to 56 for a square
one. In our case h=0.99 mm and w=24.4 mm, an aspect ratio of
0.04 which corresponds to a loss coefficient of 90.5.

Equation �8� assumes fully developed flow in the passage. At
the upstream edge boundary layer development occurs which in-
creases the pressure loss. The effect is not significant at low Re,
but needs to be accounted for at the higher values. The effect can
be conveniently incorporated into the analysis by adding a con-
stant loss to Eu thus:

Eur = � Cf

Rer
�� Lp

Dh
� + 0.7 �10�

Figure 10 compares Eq. �10� with experimental data obtained by
measuring the pressure drop across the 10 and 17 passage by-
passes for a wide range of air flowrates with the meter blanked
off. The agreement is seen to be very good. It is of note that the
data shows no discontinuities which usefully confirms the relative
calibration of the series of rotameters required to cover the large
flow range tested, with no bias errors apparent between the instru-
ments.

It is now possible to carry out an equivalent analysis to that
presented in Fig. 3, but using Eq. �10� instead of Eq. �5� to rep-
resent the by-pass resistance, that is assuming rectangular pas-
sages and not tubes. To enable direct comparison with the data,
the predictions are based on a design condition of a maximum
flowrate of 4.53 m3/h at a pressure drop of 125 N/m2, being that
measured for the 10 passage by-pass system. The three predicted
curves plotted in Fig. 11 show how the flow range, the minimum
flow rate and the required number of flow passages in the by-pass
all vary with the meter size. It is of note that the maximum pre-
dicted flow range for this maximum flow corresponds to the
1.4 mm size meter with 10 passage by-pass system tested, the data
for which is plotted in Fig. 11. The agreement between data and
predictions is seen to be very good, with a theoretical flow range
of 131 compared to a measured one of 132. Such good agreement
is in part to be expected in that the calculations assume the ex-
perimentally determined values of meter Remin, Eumax, and Eumin
of 45, 1.15, and 2.1, respectively. The agreement demonstrates,
however, that the model has included all appropriate parameters
for this case.

For the system tested with 17 by-pass passages the flow found
at 125 N/m2 was, as expected, higher at 6.96 m3/h, giving a flow
range of 167. If the predictions plotted in Fig. 11 are recalculated

for this higher flowrate, the maximum predicted flow range is 173
and occurs for a 1.6 mm nozzle with 15.5 by-pass passages, and
the predicted range for a 1.4 mm meter is 169 with 16 passages.
Slight disagreement between model and data is therefore apparent.
This is best illustrated by re-plotting the system model assuming a
fixed meter size of 1.4 mm and calculating flow range, maximum
and minimum flowrate as a function of the number of by-pass
passages, as shown in Fig. 12. The 10 by-pass data is, as expected
in good agreement, but the flow ratio for the 17 passage system is
seen to be less than the 175 predicted. The main inaccuracy is at
the maximum predicted flow rate of 7.34 m3/h. The difference
compared to the measured value is over 5% and so significantly
above the precision error of 2%. This probably indicates that at
this higher flowrate, the minor resistance or distribution losses
associated with the flow entering or leaving the meter between the
pressure tappings were starting to become significant. It is of note
that repeating the calculations for the original specification used in
Fig. 3 of 6.0 m3/h at 125 N/m2, the model still predicts an opti-
mum size of 1.5 mm nozzle width, now operating with 13.3 by-
pass passages, a minimum flowrate of 0.038 m3/h and a range of
157, reduced slightly from the previous value of 158 due to the
slight change in assumed Eumax and accounting for the boundary
layer development.

It is also apparent in Fig. 12 that the range of a given size of
target meter can be increased by increasing the size of the by-pass.
Although only one geometry will be exactly optimum, the rela-
tively shallow slope of the flow range curve around the optimum,
as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 11, means that the range does not
deviate strongly from optimum as the by-pass size is changed.
Thus a single target meter can be matched to several meter speci-
fications merely by changing the by-pass resistance. It should also

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and theoretical laminar by-
pass resistance

Fig. 11 Comparison of test data with predicted performance
for meter with 10 laminar by-pass passages, Qmax=4.53 m3/h

Fig. 12 Comparison of test data with predicted performance
for meters with various number of laminar by-pass passages,
d=1.4 mm
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be noted that the increase in flow ratio with by-pass size shown in
Fig. 12 is primarily because as the capacity of the meter increases,
it is fundamentally easier to achieve a higher flow range.

Meter Application
Designing a by-pass and meter combination to match a given

specification is essentially a matter of following the procedure
used to generate Figs. 3 and 11, which enable meter size and
by-pass geometry to be selected. This bases the meter size on the
maximum flow condition, with the minimum flow then depending
on the achievable range.

For applications in which the fluid is well defined, the proce-
dure for calculating the flowrate is as follows. Given a variation of
the Strouhal number with Re, in order to calculate the meter flow
rate it is useful to introduce a further characterizing number, the
Stokes number, defined as the product of S and Re,

St = S � Re =
fd

V

Vd�

�
=

fd2�

�
�11�

It is apparent that the meter St vs S characteristic enables the
meter Strouhal number and hence velocity to be calculated from
the frequency, provided the fluid properties are known. The total
flow through the by-pass meter, �Qm+Qr�, can therefore be found
as follows:

�i� Measure the meter oscillation frequency f .
�ii� Calculate S from the meter St versus S characteristic.
�iii� Calculate V from S and hence find Re.
�iv� Calculate the meter pressure drop from the meter Eu ver-

sus Re characteristic.
�v� Noting that the meter and by-pass have a common pres-

sure drop, calculate the by-pass flowrate, Qr, from the by-
pass Eur versus Rer characteristic.

�vi� Calculate the meter flowrate, Qm, from V.

This procedure requires that the necessary characteristics are
stored on a processor. It also relies on knowledge of the fluid
density and viscosity so the additional measurement of gas tem-
perature and, for a gas absolute pressure, may be required. Clearly
the overall accuracy of flow measurement will depend directly on
the accuracy of the fluid property values used.

If a fluidic oscillating meter is being used over a relatively
small flow range or is of a certain design, it may be possible to
assume that the Strouhal number is independent of Re. In this case
it follows from Eq. �7� that flowrate is directly proportional to
measured frequency, that is each meter pulse corresponds to a
given volumetric flow, and that step two in the above procedure
can be simplified.

It is of note that the accuracy with which fluctuating flowrates
can be measured improves if the meter frequency is raised, and
that although S tends to be fixed for a given meter type, frequency
increases with decreasing meter size. This is therefore a further
advantage of the by-pass system as the meter size is always less
than for a meter applied alone.

For operation with ill-defined fluids, this type of meter does
offer some potential to operate as a “smart” meter, with further
measurements enabling direct determination of both flowrate and
fluid properties. The system design and operation is, however, not
straightforward and is the subject of a further publication.

Conclusions
The ability of a flow meter to attain a given specification is

often limited by its minimum operating point. Analysis of the
characteristics of a typical fluidic flowmeter enables a merit pa-
rameter to be identified, which depends upon its minimum oper-
ating Reynolds number, its aspect ratio and its Euler number at the
maximum flow condition. This demonstrates that the fluidic meter
alone is unable to achieve a typical domestic gas meter specifica-
tion. The connection of the fluidic meter in parallel with a simple
laminar flow resistance, however, is shown to offer the potential
for extending the range. Analysis of the system shows that for any
particular maximum flow condition, there is an optimum combi-
nation of meter and by-pass, which maximizes the flow range. A
significant increase in flow range from 82 to 158 was predicted,
sufficient to meet the required specification.

To validate the model tests were done, based on a fluidic target
meter. A design of meter was chosen and tested in air. The meter
performance was found to be in agreement with previous work,
having a continuous and reasonably flat Strouhal number-
Reynolds number characteristic and a minimum operating Rey-
nolds number of 45. The meter was integrated into a housing in
parallel with a laminar by-pass of long thin passages of rectangu-
lar cross section formed between flat plates. The by-pass flow
resistance was measured and seen to agree with standard laminar
flow theory. Tests were done with the target meter combined with
both 10 and 17 passages in the by-pass. The results obtained were
in very good agreement with analytical predictions, especially for
the smaller capacity system. The biased by-pass system has thus
been demonstrated to significantly extend the operating range of a
fluidic flowmeter, and in principle the concept should be appli-
cable to any flowmeter having a suitable Eulerian pressure-flow
characteristic.
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The relation between the velocity and the enthalpy in steady shear
flow is expressed by the Crocco–Busemann relation, which states
that for adiabatic conditions the total enthalpy remains constant
throughout the shear layer when the Prandtl number is one. The
subject of the present Technical Brief is the rational extension of
this concept in case the Prandtl number differs from one. The
comparison between wall-bounded and free shear flows is studied
in particular, as well as the possible application of the concept in
turbulent shear flow. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2060739�

Introduction
The relation between the local values of the velocity and the

enthalpy in a viscous shear flow is expressed by the so-called
Crocco–Busemann �CB� relation. Such a relationship has great
practical significance, both for experimental purposes, where it
can be invoked to estimate flow temperature information where
such is not explicitly available, as well as in numerical studies in
which the temperature can be obtained from an algebraic relation
rather than having to solve the energy transport equation. The
background of the CB relation is essentially the similarity be-
tween momentum and heat transfer and the derivation can be
found in standard textbooks �1–3�. In the present discussion its
form pertinent to adiabatic flow is considered, which implies that
no heat is generated inside the fluid, nor transferred across its
boundaries. For these conditions the CB relation states that for
steady flow a constant value of the total enthalpy H is a possible
solution of the energy equation when the Prandtl number Pr=1.
Furthermore, the CB relation is applicable to turbulent flow as
well, provided that also the turbulent Prandtl number PrT is one.

Although usually discussed primarily in the context of wall-
bounded flows, the CB relation applies also to free shear flows,
such as wakes and mixing layers. The subject of this Technical

Brief is to investigate the rational extension of the CB concept for
these different flow geometries in case the Prandtl number differs
from one.

The effect of Pr on the CB relation in boundary layer flow is
commonly interpreted in the sense of an incomplete recovery, in
that a constant recovery factor r, different from one, is applied
throughout the entire boundary layer:

h = he + r
1

2
�ue

2 − u2� , �1�

where the subscript “e” refers to the conditions in the adjacent
inviscid free stream. The value of r is based on the recovery at the
wall, which has been shown to be r�Pr1/2 in laminar flow, and
r�Pr1/3 for turbulent flow �2�. The application of the recovery
concept to the variation of the temperature across the shear layer
suggests a conversion of kinetic into thermal energy. However, the
actual background for this phenomenon is essentially the result of
the combined action of mechanical and thermal diffusion �4�.

The extended CB relation is exact for Couette flow �5�, where
r=Pr. In the case of boundary layer flow, however, the description
of Eq. �1� is only approximate and furthermore incomplete, as
shown in an earlier paper �6� where an asymptotically complete
extension for the CB relation in the boundary layer flow was
derived. In this Technical Brief this analysis is extended to free
shear layers, while also the situation of turbulent flow is ad-
dressed.

Shear Flow in Zero Pressure Gradient
In the following analysis the fluid is modeled as a perfect gas

with enthalpy h=cpT, with the specific heat cp and the Prandtl
number Pr taken as constants. Furthermore, laminar flow with
constant material properties �density, viscosity, conductivity� in a
zero pressure gradient will be considered initially, the extension to
more general conditions being addressed subsequently. The effect
of flow turbulence will be modeled by introducing a turbulent
viscosity �T and Prandtl number PrT.

The boundary conditions imposed on the viscous flow should
conform to the basic assumption that no additional energy is sup-
plied to the flow. In the case of a wall-bounded flow hence, the
wall should be stationary and without heat transfer. For free shear
flows, more specifically the mixing layer between two inviscid
streams, the adiabatic condition requires that all external streams
have the same total enthalpy.

Laminar Flow Analysis. Laminar constant-property flow in
zero-pressure gradient conditions �constant ue and he� permits
self-similar solutions �1,2�, where nondimensional velocity and
enthalpy functions are introduced:

f���� =
u

ue
, ���� =

h − he

1

2
ue

2

, ���� =
H − He

1

2
ue

2

�2�

which depend only of the scaled transverse coordinate �:
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� = y� �ue

2�x
. �3�

With this transformation the following equations for f and � re-
sult:

f� + f f� = 0, �4�

�� + Pr f�� + 2�Pr − 1��f�f��� = 0. �5�

The boundary conditions for the adiabatic boundary layer are
f�0�= f��0�=0, f����=1, for the velocity and ����=���0�=0 for
the total enthalpy. For the adiabatic mixing layer we have f�0�
=0, f��−��=�, f����=1, and ����=��−��=0. Here, �
=u�−�� /ue is the velocity ratio of the two mixing streams.

To study the effect of Prandtl number on the CB relation, the
solution of the energy equation is expanded as an asymptotic se-
ries, ����=�0���+��1���+¯, with respect to the perturbation
parameter �=Pr−1. The leading-order term corresponds to the
solution for Pr=1, hence, �0=0. By means of regular perturbation
analysis, the equation for �1 is obtained as:

�1� + f�1� = − 2�f�f��� = − 2f�2 + 2f f�f�. �6�

The boundary conditions are �1���=0 and either �1��0�=0 for the
boundary layer, or �1�−��=0 for the mixing layer. The equation
for �1 can be solved analytically, by observing that with regard to
�4�, f�−1 can serve as an integrating factor. Taking the appropriate
boundary conditions into account the solution for the boundary
layer is found to be:

�1 =
1

2
�1 − f�2� − f f�, �7�

while for the mixing layer we have:

�1 =
1

2
�1 − f���f� − �� − f f�. �8�

With the above results, the following first-order extensions of the
CB relation between enthalpy and velocity can now be
established.

For the boundary layer we find, up to O��2�:

H = He + �r − 1��1

2
�ue

2 − u2� −
	

�

�u

�y
� , �9�

where 	=	�u dy is the streamfunction, while r can be identified
with the wall recovery factor, for which the analysis yields, again
up to O��2�:

r = 1 +
�

2
=

Pr + 1

2
�10�

which confirms that the expression r=Pr1/2 is an asymptotically
correct first-order approximation. The static enthalpy distribution
can be written as:

h = he + r
1

2
�ue

2 − u2� + �1 − r�
	

�

�u

�y
. �11�

A comparison shows that the classic modification of the CB rela-
tion, Eq. �1�, incorporates only the first “recovery” part of the
first-order term, but not the second part that expresses the energy
migration toward the outer flow.

In the same way we find for the mixing layer, up to O��2�:

H = He + �r − 1��1

2
�ue − u��u − uw� −

	

�

�u

�y
� �12�

with r given by the same relation as for the boundary layer, Eq.
�10�. A comparison with Eq. �9� leads to an interesting result. For
the boundary layer the first part of the total enthalpy variation can
be interpreted as the result of an incomplete recovery from the

free-stream conditions. For the mixing layer such a direct inter-
pretation is not valid. At most, the variation can be viewed as a
kind of mixed recovery from the upper and lower free-stream
conditions. The reason for this is that actually the total enthalpy
defect is not caused by an incomplete recovery, but instead results
from an imbalance in the transverse diffusion of mechanical and
thermal energy across the shear layer.

Numerical Assessment. The performance of the extended ana-
lytical CB relations is assessed by a comparison to accurate nu-
merical solutions obtained for a realistic value of the Prandtl num-
ber �results are given here for Pr=0.7�. The calculation results
further serve to identify typical differences between wall-bounded
and free shear flows. For the calculations a five-point equidistant
finite-difference scheme with fourth-order accuracy was
employed.

The results of the computations and analytical theory are given
in Fig. 1 in terms of computed profiles of various flow properties,
for three different flow cases. The top row of graphs corresponds
to the Blasius boundary layer, the center and bottom row to the
mixing layer with velocity ratios of �=0 and �=0.5, respectively.
For each case, going from left to right, the first two diagrams give
the velocity profile �f�� and the total-enthalpy perturbation func-
tion ��1�, as derived from Eqs. �7� and �8�. The remaining two
diagrams describe the static-enthalpy profile ��� and the total-
enthalpy profile ��� for the case of Pr=0.7. The solid lines give
the result of the numerical computation; the dashed lines the pre-
dictions of the perturbation theory.

Discussion
As can be observed from the comparison in Fig. 1, the results of

the perturbation analysis provide a good representation of the ex-
act solutions. The solutions further clearly illustrate the nature and
extent of energy separation in these shear layer flows, in particu-
lar, it is revealed how for Pr
1 net energy is migrated from the
lower- to the higher-velocity regions of the flow, for all flow con-
figurations considered, as a result of diffusive effects �also com-
pare the discussion in �7��. This effect is more pronounced in the
boundary layer than in the mixing layers. In comparison to the
shear layer with �=0, the extent of negative energy separation is
about twice as large in the boundary layer flow.

Effects of Nonsimilarity and Pressure Gradient. It has been
shown elsewhere �6� that the extended CB-relation Eq. �9� for
boundary layer flows apply generally to arbitrary pressure gradi-
ents. Similarly, it is easily verified that this solution can also be
applied to adiabatic wake flows, provided that the conditions at
both sides of the wake are equal.

For the mixing layer result, in contrast, the analysis does not
permit such a generalization. The present result of Eq. �12� is
therefore restricted to the constant pressure case.

Effects of Variable Properties (Compressibility). It is evident
that the recovery effect becomes significant in absolute sense un-
der conditions when for an ideal gas the fluid properties can no
longer be assumed constant. This consideration may raise concern
regarding the applicability of the present constant-property analy-
sis. The effect of compressibility is conveniently studied by adapt-
ing the transformation, Eq. �3�, to allow for variable properties in
the following way �3,8�:

� =
ue

�2
 �e�euedx


 �dy . �13�

As discussed extensively elsewhere �9�, the effect of variable
properties is found to disappear from the compressible flow analy-
sis as a result of this transformation, if Pr is approximately con-
stant �i.e., independent of temperature, which is a reasonable as-
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sumption for real gases� and when further the pressure gradient is
zero and when a linear relation exists between viscosity and tem-
perature. Under these conditions, the constant-property solutions
apply again, which means that in that case there are no compress-
ibility effects on the modified CB relation and on the recovery
factor �10�. These conclusions apply to wall-bounded and free
shear flow alike. For more general conditions, however, compress-
ibility influences may arise as a result of pressure gradient and a
nonlinear viscosity–temperature relation �9�.

A Note on the Recovery Concept in Viscous Flow. As men-
tioned, at least part of the modification of the CB relation can be
interpreted in the sense of a recovery mechanism, i.e., a transfor-
mation of kinetic into thermal energy. It should be reminded that
for inviscid flow the recovery concept is a direct consequence of
energy conservation, but that in viscous flow additional diffusive
effects have to be taken into account. These are the work done by
the viscous stresses and the conductive diffusion of heat. The
effect of the viscous stresses contains a dissipative component,
which constitutes a direct energy conversion, as well as a redis-
tributive component, which works as a pure gradient diffusion of
kinetic energy in the case of a thin shear flow.

Therefore, in viscous flow the energy balance contains two dif-
ferent mechanisms. The first is one of convective transport in
combination with a direct conversion of energy taking place along
a streamline. The second mechanism is one of diffusion, predomi-
nantly in the transverse direction. For the case of a Couette flow
the convective mechanism is inactive �streamwise derivatives are
zero� while the diffusive mechanism yields results that are identi-
cal to an incomplete recovery from the free-stream conditions,
with r=Pr. The true physical background, however, is as stated
the combined diffusive effect of viscosity and conductivity.

In general, for shear layers that develop alongside inviscid free
streams �and, possibly, adiabatic walls� both effects are present,
that is, the material derivative effect, which is a true and complete

thermal recovery for which a recovery factor r=1 applies, and the
diffusive effect, which is only an apparent recovery with r=Pr. It
is interesting to note that according to the present viscous flow
analysis the effective recovery factor is to first-order approxima-
tion simply the average of these values; see Eq. �10�.

Turbulent Flow. The situation of turbulent shear flow is of
essential higher complexity than that of laminar flow, because of
the combined molecular and turbulent transport effects, where
even at incompressible flow conditions the turbulent viscosity and
conductivity vary significantly throughout the flow field. This
complication and the absence of exact analytical models for the
turbulent mixing prevent a rigourous theoretical treatment unless
further simplifying assumptions are introduced.

An interesting approximate result can be obtained for turbulent
free shear layers. Under free shear flow conditions the molecular
transport terms can be neglected, while the turbulent viscosity can
be modeled as being approximately constant across the shear layer
�11� and with the turbulent Prandtl number constant as well. This
allows the �incompressible� turbulent shear layer then to be
treated as a quasilaminar flow, having constant density but vari-
able viscosity, with �=�T�x�. Invoking the results of the above
variable-property analysis then directly reveals that a transforma-
tion of the type �13� can be used to reduce the problem to that of
the incompressible laminar case. As a consequence, the expres-
sions �12� and �9� also apply to turbulent shear layers �wake and
mixing layers, respectively�. As in the analysis the turbulent
Prandtl has to be considered the corresponding recovery factor for
turbulent free shear layers is r=PrT

1/2; typically PrT�0.5 in free
shear flow �1�.

The latter result may be surprising in the sense that, whereas in
laminar flow a single recovery factor expression �r�Pr1/2� applies
to both wall-bounded and free shear layers alike, the result for the
turbulent free shear layer �r�PrT

1/2� differs from that for the tur-

Fig. 1 Velocity and enthalpy distributions for Pr=0.7; a comparison be-
tween the numerical solution „solid… and the perturbation solution „dashed….
Top: boundary layer; center: mixing layer �=0; bottom: mixing layer �=0.5.
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bulent boundary layer �r�Pr1/3�. In this context it may therefore
be clarifying to review shortly how the latter result has been theo-
retically justified. Analytical estimates of the turbulent recovery
factor have been provided by a number of authors, Rubesin al-
ready mentioning nearly a dozen studies in his 1953 review �12�.
Following the approach of Rubesin �12� or Dorrance �10�, a direct
relation between the local gradients in enthalpy and velocity can
be established in an approximation, which in the absence of sur-
face heat transfer takes the form of:

�h

�y
= − Prm�y�u

�u

�y
, Prm = cp

� + �T

k + kT
=

� + �T

�/Pr + �T/PrT
�14�

where Prm is the so-called “mixed Prandtl number,” which is ob-
tained as a viscosity-weighted average of the molecular and tur-
bulent Prandtl numbers. The above result can be interpreted as a
local energy recovery mechanism comparable to the differential
form of Eq. �1�, in which Prm acts as a local efficiency factor of
“incremental” recovery. The wall recovery factor is computed by
integrating the above relation under simplifying assumptions. In
particular, using a two-layer model of the turbulent boundary
layer, with a laminar sublayer with Pr constant �Prm=Pr� and a
fully turbulent outer region with PrT constant �Prm=PrT�, results
in:

r = PrT + �Pr − PrT��us/ue�2 �15�

where us is the velocity at the edge of the sublayer. Substitution of
appropriate values of us /ue and PrT �in particular, PrT=1� then
permits a relation of the customary form to be reproduced.

Although the above relation is instructive for revealing the
composite laminar/turbulent nature of the recovery effect in a tur-
bulent boundary layer, in particular the important role of the vis-
cous sublayer, it is evidently very approximate and limited in
accuracy. For example, it suggests a Reynolds number effect,
through the value of us /ue, which is not observed in reality. Also,
the use of a constant value of the turbulent Prandtl number is not
appropriate for boundary layer flow. According to both experi-
mental evidence �1–3� and DNS simulations �13�, PrT varies sig-
nificantly in the turbulent region of the boundary layer, with typi-
cal values of 0.9 or 1.0 near the wall and values of 0.5 to 0.7 near
the outer edge.

It can be verified that the above analysis is essentially equiva-
lent to assuming that the convective derivative of the total en-
thalpy can be neglected. This implies treating the boundary layer
as a quasi-Couette flow, in which case indeed the above analysis
applies exactly �cf. �14��. For the flat-plate turbulent boundary
layer there is some justification for this concept in view of the fact
that most of the boundary layer is described by the log law �small
wake component�, with the wall shear stress varying only weakly
with the streamwise distance. This also implies that, although the
above analysis may shed some light on the character of the recov-
ery mechanism in the turbulent boundary layer, the energy budget
is evidently not complete. By treating the boundary layer as a
quasi-Couette flow, with zero convective derivates, the energy-
migration term is not reproduced. A more complete description,
therefore, requires the convective terms to be included. This can
be conveniently expressed by applying the Crocco transformation,
which, when further assuming both the shear stress ��u� and en-
thalpy h�u� as a function of the velocity u, allows the energy
equation to be expressed as follows �see, e.g., �3��:

d

du
� 1

Prm

dh

du
� +

1 − Prm

Prm

1

�

d�

du

dh

du
+ 1 = 0 �16�

It can be easily observed that when either Prm=1, or when
d� /du=0 as in the case of Couette flow, the second term cancels
and the equation can be analytically integrated to yield Eq. �14�.
This approach was further followed by Whitfield and High �15�
for the case of the turbulent flat-plate boundary layer, by prescrib-
ing the relation for ��u� explicitly. The resulting nonlinear differ-

ential equation for h�u� was solved with a perturbation approach
similar as in the present analysis, under the additional assumption
of constant Prm. Selecting the value of Prm such that the experi-
mental wall recovery factor was reproduced, this allowed a rea-
sonable correspondence to be obtained to the experimental
temperature–velocity relation.

In conclusion, we may consider that the structure of the ex-
tended CB relations with a recovery component and a comple-
menting energy-migration term reflects basic energy conservation
mechanisms that also apply in turbulent flow. For free shear flows
there was a full justification for using the extended CB relation
with constant r under the realistic assumptions of constant turbu-
lent viscosity across the shear layer and constant turbulent Prandtl
number. However, in turbulent boundary layers the energy trans-
port is of essential mixed molecular/turbulent nature. Moreover,
the turbulent Prandtl number varies significantly in the boundary
layer. Therefore, it cannot be expected that the integral form of the
extended CB relation with a single value of the recovery factor r
can be applied to turbulent boundary layers with the same level of
confidence. However, reasonable results for the temperature–
velocity relation in the turbulent flat-plate boundary layer were
reported in the literature when using a constant value of the mixed
Prandtl number, which is equivalent to the laminar approach. This
provides some support for extending the results of the laminar
flow analysis to turbulent boundary layers as well.

Conclusions
The Crocco–Busemann relation expresses the relation between

the velocity and the enthalpy, which occurs in steady shear flow. It
describes, in particular, that for adiabatic conditions the total en-
thalpy remains constant throughout the shear layer, provided that
Pr=1 but irrespective of pressure gradient and compressibility ef-
fects. For the case that Pr�1 classic theory provides an approxi-
mate extension of the CB-relation for wall-bounded flows in the
form of a recovery correction.

The present analysis provides asymptotically correct first-order
corrections for the Pr effect on the CB relation in laminar flow for
boundary layers as well as free shear layers. For boundary layers
and wakes at arbitrary free-stream conditions, the first part of this
modification can indeed be written in terms of a partial thermal
recovery from the local free-stream conditions, with recovery fac-
tor r�Pr1/2. However, as the “imperfect” recovery is due to an
imbalance in diffusion, an additional term occurs, which repre-
sents the energy migration toward the outer flow. For the mixing
layer a similar correction was obtained, however, the recovery
component in this expression shows a mixed dependence on the
velocities of both adjacent external streams. The analysis further
reveals that the results can be extended to turbulent free shear
layer flows, where r�PrT

1/2. For turbulent boundary layers only a
conceptual justification was found, as the local recovery factor
actually varies across the boundary layer.
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The methodology for hydrodynamic characterization of a very
large water tunnel is described. Results are presented for the U. S.
Navy William B. Morgan Large Cavitation Channel in Memphis,
Tennessee, the world’s largest water tunnel. Three key character-
istics of tunnel velocity were measured: temporal stability, spatial
uniformity, and turbulence. The velocity stability at a single point
for run times greater than 2 h was measured as ±0.15% at the
95% confidence level for velocities from 0.5 to
18 m/s(1.6–59 ft / s). The spatial nonuniformity for the axial ve-
locity component was ±0.34 to ±0.60% for velocities from 3 to
16 m/s(9.8–52 ft / s). The relative turbulence intensity was mea-
sured as 0.2–0.5% depending on tunnel velocity.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2060740�

Introduction
A methodology has been developed for the hydrodynamic char-

acterization of a very large-scale water tunnel. Results of the ex-
perimental methods are described for the U. S. Navy William B.
Morgan Large Cavitation Channel �LCC� in Memphis, Tennessee,
the largest closed circuit water tunnel in the world. The design and
early performance measurements were described initially by Etter
and Wilson �1,2�. The geometry and dimensions of the channel are
shown schematically in Fig. 1. This paper is an abbreviated ver-
sion of a paper originally presented at the Fourth ASME/JSME
Joint Fluids Engineering Conference �3�. Additional details are
documented in Park et al. �4�.

Uncertainty Estimates in LDA Calibration
The Laser Doppler Anemometer �LDA� system at the LCC for

the measurements in this paper consists of four Dantec BSA
57N11 signal processors, three fiber optic probes, two Spectra
Physics 6 W argon-ion lasers �models 2016 and 2017�, a Dantec
three-dimensional traverse with remote control, and Dantec Flow
software. A single component fiber optic probe monitors tunnel
speed in a window near the test section entrance. A two-
component optical head is mounted on a three-dimensional tra-
versing system for the measurement of local velocity for models
and an empty test section. The traverse has a range of 1200 mm
�3.9 ft� in the y and z directions and 1300 mm �4.3 ft� in the x
direction where x is positive in the direction of flow, y is positive

toward the viewer in Fig. 1, and z is positive in the vertical direc-
tion. For the y direction, the software contains a magnification
factor for the index of refraction of water; consequently, the
traverse range in water in the y direction is 1600 mm �5.2 ft�. The
controller for the traversing system and motors is an Isel-
Schrittmotor-Controller C142-4.1, while the drive motors are step-
per motors. The stepper motors have a resolution of
±5 �m�0.20�10−3 in�.

A typical calibration uncertainty in velocity for the LDA was
±25 mm/s �±1 in. / s� at the 95% confidence level from a rotating
disk. The uncertainty in the regression analysis of the data based
upon statistical calibration theory from Scheffe �5� and Carroll et
al. �6� was usually ±10 mm/s �±0.4 in. / s�. Details of the uncer-
tainty estimates are describe in Park et al. �3,4�.

Tunnel Velocity

Long-Term Temporal Stability. The long-term velocity stabil-
ity of velocity in the test section has been quantified with a num-
ber of measurements. These measurements are summarized in Fig.
2. For the more recent measurements, the uncertainty in velocity
from variations in flow speed at 0.5 to 18 m/s �1.6–59 ft/ s� is
±0.15% at the 95% confidence level for run durations greater than
2 h.

Tunnel Velocity From Pump Speed. LDA is the most accurate
method for the measurement of tunnel velocity. The channel op-
erators adjusted the velocity by digitally setting the pump speed in
rpm. The pump speed can be set within ±0.01 rpm. From a linear
fit of the data, the slope for an empty test section is
0.320 m/s / rpm with an intercept of −0.164 m/s. From the slope
of this curve �0.32 m/s / rpm�, tunnel speed can be adjusted within
one or two iterations for a precise set-point velocity by LDA.

Although the concept of presenting data as residuals is not par-
ticularly original, data as residuals are rarely applied by experi-
mentalists in fluid mechanics. The concept of residuals is usually
presented in statistics texts such as Ross �7�. For an adequate
straight line curve fit, the data should be randomly distributed
about zero, which did not occur in this case. An additional benefit
of the residuals is that the size of the error bars is evident for
highly precise data. The error bars would be smaller than the size
of the symbols on a standard linear plot of the data.

The data were reevaluated with two different curve fits. From a
commercial computer code, “TableCurve2D,” an optimal curve fit
was computed to be a power law with an exponent of 1.04. The
results are presented in Fig. 3. As the figure indicates, the predic-
tion limit at the 95% confidence level of the nonlinear fit is about
±0.02 m/s �0.8 in. / s�. This value is not significantly larger than
the data scatter in the LDA calibration. The uncertainty in the
velocity from LDA is only slightly larger than the prediction limit.
At the lower velocities below about 2 m/s �6.6 ft/ s�, the data are
linear with nearly the same slope of 0.32 m/s / rpm�1.0 ft/ s / rpm�.
After tunnel speed is calibrated by the method in Fig. 3, tunnel
speed can be reproduced by rpm setting almost within the uncer-
tainty of the LDA calibration.

With a model in the tunnel, the velocity calibration from pump
speed will be different from an empty test section. However, the
tunnel speed can be set to a precise speed by LDA within one or
two iterations from the empty test section data. Additionally, a
powered model will also influence velocity. The propeller acts as
a pump and adds an incremental velocity of about 0.5% in com-
parison to the dummy hub case at 12.2 m/s �40 ft/ s�, a typical
test condition for a submarine model.

Velocity Nonuniformity
One of the measures of hydrodynamic performance is velocity

nonuniformity. The design specification for the LCC was 1%
�1,2�. Comprehensive measurements of velocity uniformity have
been conducted by a two-component fiber optic probe with a 1600
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mm lens. In these measurements, the survey area was 1000 mm
high by 1550 mm wide �3.3 by 5.1 ft� with a resolution of 50 by
50 mm �2.0 in�. The survey area was 17% of the test section
cross-sectional area. The velocity measurement at each position
was an average of 1000 samples. The total number of survey
positions was 672, where the number of survey positions outside
the boundary layer was typically 650.

Summaries of the results are shown in Fig. 4 for the axial and
vertical components. The vertical velocity has a variation of nomi-
nally 2% with a minimum value of 1.8%. The minimum variation
of axial velocity was 0.34%. The variation was systematically
lower in bay 4 near the center of the test section in comparison to
bay 2 near the entrance with a nominal value of 0.4%. Bay 4 is the
region of the tunnel where most models are installed.

Typical contour plots for the data summarized in Fig. 4 are
shown in Fig. 5. For these contour plots, the spatial coordinates
are nondimensionalized with the channel half width, h /2. The
gray scale in Fig. 5 for the axial component is in increments of
0.005 �0.5%� for the local mean velocity relative to the centerline
velocity �U /Uo�. Typically, only three levels are observed for bay
2 while bay 4 has only two. The gray-scale variation is consistent
with the statistics where the velocity variation is about 0.5% in
bay 2 but 0.4% in bay 4.

Turbulence

Experimental Methods. The primary method for the measure-
ment of turbulence in a water tunnel is by hot-film anemometry
with a constant temperature anemometer �CTA�. The background
noise level of LDA is about 1%; consequently, a LDA cannot

measure the anticipated turbulence of 0.1%. One of the difficulties
with CTA is the low operating temperature required in water.
Changes in water temperature will affect results. Additional de-
tails on the effect of temperature and calibration in water are
described by Bruun �8�.

Since water temperature increases from the energy from the
pump, data acquisition was greatly simplified through acquisition
of the data in a single set of measurements. That is, calibration
data and turbulence data were acquired from the same set of data.
Additionally, the sensitivity of the bridge voltage for the CTA
greatly diminishes with increasing velocity. The maximum value
reported in the literature for calibration in water is about
6 m/s �20 ft/ s� �8�. The solution at Penn State was to measure the
turbulence in the plenum chamber and extrapolate the results by
theory to the test section �9�.

For direct measurements of turbulence in the test section, a
head-form fixture attached to a submarine strut was modified to
accept a TSI probe support �1159AJ� and conical film probe
�1230W�. The outer diameter of the adapter was 50.8 mm �2.0
in.�. The calibration velocity for the hot film was provided by the
LDA located 2 mm �0.08 in.� upstream of the conical tip. The
CTA was a TSI IFA 300, which had been modified by TSI to
provide proper frequency response of the conical film and probe
support with a 4.6 m �15 ft� cable for operation in water. Also, the
tunnel water was deaerated to 10% saturation of oxygen for pre-
vention of bubble problems on the probe. Additional details are
described by Park et al. �3,4�.

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the LCC

Fig. 2 Long-term temporal stability of LCC test section veloc-
ity. Symbols:—0.15% reference line, light gray circles, Aeromet-
rics July 98, gray squares, Dantec BSA Nov. 99, dark gray
circles, Dantec BSA Oct. 00 & Jan. 01, � Dantec BSA May 01.

Fig. 3 Tunnel velocity from main pump speed. Residuals of
power-law fit. Low range intercept: −0.1314 m/s, slope:
0.3231 m/s/rpm, r: 0.999 973, high range intercept: 0.0679 m/s,
slope: 0.2449, exponent: 1.0359, r=0.999 9983. Symbols: ---
±95% prediction limit, light gray circles, LDA data, linear fit,
gray squares, LDA data, power-law fit.
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Experimental Results. The reference velocity for the hot-film
calibration was the LDA. The inflow to the hot-film probe was
characterized by measurements 2 mm �0.08 in.� upstream of the
probe tip with the LDA. Measurements were performed within a
non-dimensional radius of six probe-fixture radii for the vertical
and axial velocity components. The vertical and axial velocity
components were referenced to a measurement 1 m �3.3 ft� from
the centerline. The local velocity ratio was very nearly one. The
most significant feature is the downward velocity below the cen-
terline. The minimum measured value was −2.5% or −1.4° flow
angle for three tunnel velocity conditions of 5, 10, and 15 m/s
�16, 33, and 49 ft/ s�.

High-resolution measurements were also completed in a small
region at the probe tip with a maximum non-dimensional radius of
0.2. This radius is the same order of magnitude as the length of the
LDA probe volume, which was about 0.26 of the probe fixture
radius. The purpose of this measurement was to resolve the effect
of the probe on the flowfield nearer the probe tip. The minimum
axial velocity near the probe tip was measured as 0.97 of the
reference velocity or 3% below the reference for three tunnel ve-
locities �5, 10, and 15 m/s or 16, 33, and 49 ft/ s�.

The test section turbulence was measured by both a TSI IFA-
300 and Dantec StreamLine CTA. The frequency response of the
TSI CTA is fixed by factory settings and was adjusted at the
factory for the probe and probe support combination in water. The

frequency response of the Dantec CTA was adjustable through
software. The measured values were 96 kHz for the TSI CTA and
140 kHz for the Dantec unit.

The experimental results are presented in Fig. 6. As the figure
indicates, good agreement in the turbulence data was obtained for
the two CTAs. The turbulence had a maximum of about 0.49% at
2 m/s �6.6 ft/ s� and a minimum of 0.17% at 0.5 m/s �1.6 ft/ s�.
A gradual increase occurred in turbulence with increasing velocity

Fig. 4 Summary of spatial variation of tunnel velocity. Sym-
bols: gray upside down triangle, Bay 2, window 1, Dec. 98, dark
gray circles, Bay 2, window 1, Jan. 01, light gray circles, Bay 2,
window 1, May 01, light gray triangle, Bay 2, seeder on, Jan. 01,
dark gray squares, Bay 4, window 1, Jan. 01, light gray squares,
Bay 4, window 1, May 01. „a… Axial velocity, „b… vertical velocity.

Fig. 5 Contour plots for test section in bay 4 window 1 at
16.2 m/s „53 ft/s… in May 2001. „a… Vertical velocity component,
„b… axial velocity component.
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above 4 m/s �13 ft/ s� from 0.22% to 0.41% at 15 m/s �49 ft/ s�.
Also as the figure shows, the background noise level of the

LDA is significantly larger than the results obtained by CTA. The
minimum noise level was 0.77%, which occurred at the highest
tunnel velocity, where the value measured by CTA was 0.41% or
approximately half of the LDA value. During an LCC open water
dynamometer �OWD� experiment, the relative turbulence inten-
sity in the freestream was measured as 0.54% at
12.79 m/s �42 ft/ s�, which is one of the lowest values measured
by the LDA system for the LCC. In comparison, the hot-film
measured 0.31% at 12.50 m/s �41 ft/ s� as shown in Fig. 6.

Velocity spectra for the IFA 300 were computed with the TSI
Thermal Pro software. The data were averaged in 8192 sample
record lengths. The frequency resolution was between 0.244 and
2.44 Hz with the resolution increasing with tunnel velocity and
sample rate. Examples of the spectra are presented in Fig. 7 for
velocities of 0.5 �1.6 ft/ s� and 14.5 m/s �47.6 ft/ s�, respectively.
The frequency is nondimensionalized with the measured cutoff
frequency of the turbulence, that is, the frequency where the en-
ergy from the turbulence runs into the noise floor of the instru-
ment. In most cases, the frequency at the minimum magnitude of
spectrum was selected.

The spectra are quite smooth with the exception of instrument
noise spikes at the higher frequencies. For reference, the first three
large noise spikes in Fig. 7�a� for 0.5 m/s �1.6 ft/ s� are at 30, 60
�line frequency�, and 180 Hz or f / fc=0.122, 0.246, and 0.737. A
frequency spike at 180 Hz or f / fc=0.054 is barely discernable in
Fig. 7�b� for 14.5 m/s �47.6 ft/ s�. The results are similar for other
velocities including 9 m/s �30 ft/ s�, where an audible resonant
frequency can be heard. No resonant frequency spikes were ob-
served in any spectra. The pump for the tunnel is a seven-bladed
propeller. The blade frequency at 9 m/s �30 ft/ s� tunnel velocity
was 3.0 Hz in comparison to the frequency resolution of 1.2 Hz.
The blade-passage frequencies for the various tunnel speeds were
greater than the frequency resolution of the spectra, and they are
not evident in any of the spectra.

Conclusions
Experimental methods have been described for the hydrody-

namic characterization of a very large water tunnel. As an ex-
ample of the methodology, comprehensive experimental results
and data analysis have been presented on the hydrodynamic per-
formance of the William B. Morgan Large Cavitation Channel.
This research represents several years of data accumulation. The

results demonstrate a very high quality of hydrodynamic perfor-
mance and are probably the most comprehensive data ever pre-
sented for any water flow test facility. For the most part, perfor-
mance equals or exceeds design specifications. The results should
be a useful guide for future experiments at the LCC and charac-
terization of other water tunnels. Additional details are described
in Park et al. �4�.
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1 Introduction
The United States military has undergone numerous changes

since the end of the Cold War. Specifically, the U.S. Navy expe-
rienced a shift in the area of engagement from the “blue water”
�water depth greater than 100 m� to littoral regions of the world.
The sea mines become the big threat in the naval operations.
Within the past 15 years three U.S. ships, the USS Samuel B.
Roberts �FFG-58�, Tripoli �LPH-10�, and Princeton �CG-59� have
fallen victim to mines. The total ship damage was $125 million
while the mines cost approximately $30 ,000 �1�.

Let �x ,y� be the horizontal coordinates and z the vertical coor-
dinate. A two-dimensional model �called IMPACT28� was devel-
oped to predict the mine’s movement in the �x ,z� cross section
�2�. The model contains two momentum equations �in x and z
directions� and one moment of the momentum equation �in the y
direction�, and predicts the mine’s center of mass �COM� position
in the �x ,z� plane and the rotation �i.e., the mine’s orientation�
around the y axis. Since the mine’s movement in IMPACT28 is
strictly in the �x ,z� plane, it is very hard to include the motion of
fluid in the two-dimensional model, because it is impossible to lay
a mine in the same direction of the fluid velocity. In the littoral
zone, the water velocity is not negligible. The application of the
two-dimensional model for the operational use is limited.

Recently, a three-dimensional recursive model �IMPACT35�
has been developed to predict the rigid cylinder’s �or cylindrical
mine’s� translation velocity and orientation in fluid involving non-
linear dynamics, fluid–structure interaction, and instability theory
�3–5�. However, the Navy operational mines are usually not cy-
lindrical. The existing model should be extended from the cylin-
drical mines to more general shapes of mines with nose and tail.

2 Mine’s Location and Orientation
For an axially symmetric cylinder, the centers of mass �COM�

X and center of volume �COV� B are on the mine’s main axis
�Fig. 1�. Let �L ,R ,�� represent the mine’s length, radius, and the
distance between the two points �X ,B�. The positive � values
refer to the nose-down case, i.e., the point X is lower than the
point B. Let FE�O, i , j ,k� be the earth-fixed coordinate �E coordi-
nate� with the origin “O,” and three axes: x, y axes �horizontal�
with the unit vectors �i , j� and z axis �vertical� with the unit vector
k �upward positive�. The position of the cylinder is represented by
the position of the COM,

X = xi + yj + zk , �1�
which is a translation of the cylinder. The translation velocity is
given by

dX

dt
= V, V = �u,v,w� . �2�

Let the orientation of the mine’s main axis �pointing down-
ward� is given by iM. The angle between iM and k is denoted by
�2+� /2. The projection of the vector iM onto the �x ,y� plane
creates an angle ��3� between the projection and the x axis �Fig.
2�. The mine rotates around the main axis �i.e., iM� with an angle
of �1. The three angles ��1 ,�2 ,�3� determine the mine’s orienta-
tion.

Three coordinate systems are used to calculate the forces and
torques: earth-fixed coordinate �E coordinate�, the cylinder’s main
axis following the coordinate �M coordinate�, and the hydrody-
namic force following the coordinate �F coordinate� �3�. The ori-
gin of both M and F coordinates is at COM. The hydrodynamic
forces and torques are easily computed using the F coordinate.
The cylinder’s moments of gyration are simply represented using
the M coordinate.

3 Pseudocylinder Parametrization
For a near-cylindrical mine with a nose and tail falling through

a single medium or multiple media, the buoyancy force and torque
are relatively easy to calculate. But, the hydrodynamic forces �lift,
drag� and torques are difficult to compute. A feasible way is to
transform a mine with nose and tail to a cylindrical mine �i.e.,
called the pseudocylinder parametrization�. An axially symmetric
mine usually consists of three parts: cylindrical body with radius
of R, nose, and tail �Fig. 3�. The lengths of the mine, nose, and tail
are L, Ln, and Lt. A pseudocylinder is defined with the following
features: the same radius �R� of the mine’s cylindrical body and
the same volume as the original mine �Fig. 4�. It consists of three
parts: original cylindrical body, and equivalent cylinders for nose
and tail. Let �� ,�n ,�t� be the volumes of the mine, nose, and
tail. The equivalent cylinder has length

Lne =
�n

�R2 , �3�

for the nose, and

Lte =
�t

�R2 , �4�

for the tail. Let �cc ,cm� be the mine’s midpoint on the main axis
and the COM position, and let cev be the COV of the pseudocy-
lindrical mine �Fig. 4�. The gravity is downward and passing
through cm. The buoyancy force is upward and passing through
cev. Let �1 be the distances between cc and cm,

�1 =
Ln − Lne

2
−

Lt − Lte

2
. �5�

Let �2 be the displacement from cc to cm that is easy to determine
if COM is given. Let � be the displacement from cev to cm that is
calculate

� = �1 + �2. �6�

Both � and �2 can be positive and negative. The positive values
refer to the nose-down case, i.e., the point cm is lower than the
point cev for positive � and the point cc is lower than the point cev
for positive �2.

4 Impact Burial Prediction

4.1 Two-Dimensional Modeling. Let the mine be moving in
the �x ,z� cross section. The mine’s orientation is represented by
the angle ��2� rotating around the y axis. The two-dimensional
model �called IMPACT28� consists of two momentum equations
�for �x ,z�� and one moment of momentum equation �for �2� �see
�2��
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d2x

dt2 �
du

dt
=

Fh
x

��
, �7�

d2z

dt2 �
dw

dt
= − g +

Fnh
z + Fh

z

��
, �8�

J2
d2�2

dt
= Fnh

z � cos �2 + Mh
y , �9�

where �Fh
x ,Fh

z ,Fnh
z � are the components of hydrodynamic and non-

hydrodynamic forces; J2 is the moment of inertia and Mh
y is the

hydrodynamic torque in the y direction; and g is the gravitational
acceleration. Since the mine’s movement is strictly in the �x ,z�
plane, it is very hard to include the motion of fluid in the two-

dimensional model, because it is impossible to lay a mine in the
same direction of the fluid velocity. In the littoral zone, the water
velocity is not negligible. The application of the two-dimensional
model for the operational use is limited.

4.2 Three-Dimensional Modeling. Three-dimensional model
�called IMPACT35� consists of the three momentum equations for
the mine’s COM position

d2

dt2�x

y

z
� = − �0

0

g
� +

Fnh + Fh

��
, �10�

which is written in the E-coordinate system. Here, � is the mine’s
volume; � is the mine’s density; ��=m is the cylinder mass; Fnh
and Fh are integrated �over the whole volume� nonhydrodynamic
and hydrodynamic forces. The moment of momentum equation
for the mine’s orientation ��1 ,�2 ,�3� in the M-coordinate system
is written by �see �3,5��

J→̇
d2

dt2��1

�2

�3
� = Mnh + Mh, �11�

where J is the moment of gyration tensor; and Mnh and Mh are the
nonhydrodynamic and hydrodynamic torques. The hydrodynamic
�drag and lift� forces and torques are computed using the F coor-
dinate �3�. The sediment part is the same as that depicted in �5�.

5 Mine Drop Experiments
Data from two mine drop experiments are used to verify the

value added of the three-dimensional model. Exp-1 was designed
to collect data on the mine’s motion in the water column for
various combinations of the mine’s parameters. Exp-2 was de-
signed to collect synchronized data on sediment parameters �shear
strength and density� and the mine’s burial depth and orientation.

5.1 Exp-1. Exp-1 was conducted at the pond �water depth:
7.92 m� of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Caderock Division,
West Bethesda, Maryland in September 2001 using six model
mines with a radius of 0.084 m, two lengths �1.01 m, 0.505 m�,
and an adjustable internal weight to change the mine’s COM po-
sition �i.e., � value� �6�. The mine shapes are fabricated from
aluminum pipe with a urethane covered aluminum front plate
�Fig. 5�.

The controlled parameters for each drop were the L /R ratio, �
value, initial velocity �Vin�, and drop angle. The E-coordinate sys-
tem is chosen with the origin at the corner of the swimming pool
with the two sides as x and y axes and the vertical z axis. The
initial injection of cylinders was in the �x ,z� plane. The blunt
nosed mines are released into the water from three orientations

Fig. 1 Axially symmetric cylindrical mine. Here, � is the dis-
tance between the COV „B… and COM „X…, and „L ,R… are the
cylinder’s length and radius.

Fig. 2 Three coordinate systems

Fig. 3 Mine with nose, tail, and cylindrical body

Fig. 4 Location of cv, cev, and cm. Here, � is the distance be-
tween cv and cm; � is the distance between cev and cm.
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�horizontal, vertical, and 45° nose down� with a total of 42 drops.
The observational data are x�t�, z�t�, and �2�t� in the water col-
umn. For detailed information, please contact Dr. Philip Valent at
the Naval Research Laboratory Stennis Space Center
�pvalent@nrlssc.navy.mil�.

5.2 Exp-2. Exp-2 was conducted on the R/V John Martin on
23 May 2000 �7�. The purpose of this experiment is to collect
mine burial, sediment density, and shear strength data simulta-
neously. The barrel with a density ratio of 1.8 was released hori-
zontally while touching the surface with near zero velocity. The
barrel was to be released 17 times. The diver would snap the
quick-release shackle on the barrel and then dive down to measure

the burial depth. The average depth of the water was 13 m. Before
each drop, the gravity core is collected. The number of total mine
drops �gravity cores� is 17. An analysis of the gravity cores was
conducted at the USGS Laboratories in Menlo Park, California.

6 Value-Added of 3D Model

6.1 Trajectory in Water Column. Improvement from
IMPACT28 to IMPACT35 in predicting the cylinders’ trajectory
and orientation in the water column is verified using the Exp-1
data. The physical parameters of the six mines are presented in
Table 1. Here, we only list three cases for illustration.

6.1.1 Near Horizontal Release. Model mine #6 is released to
the water with �2=−14° �near horizontal, see Fig. 2�. The initial
conditions are given by

x0 = y0 = z0 = 0, u0 = v0 = w0 = 0,
�12�

�10 = 0, �20 = − 14 ° , �30 = 0, �10 = �20 = �30 = 0.

Substitution of the model parameters and the initial conditions
�12� into IMPACT28 and IMPACT35 leads to the prediction of
the mine’s translation and orientation that are compared with the
data collected during Exp-1 at time steps �Fig. 6�. The new 3D
model �IMPACT35� simulated trajectory agrees well with the ob-
served trajectory. Both show the same pattern and the same travel
time �1.91 s� for the cylinder passing through the water column.
However, the existing 2D model �IMPACT28� has less capability
to predict the cylinder’s movement in the water column.

6.1.2 Near 45° Release. Model mine #6 is released to the
water with �2=42.2° �near 45°, see Fig. 2�. The initial conditions
are given by

x0 = y0 = z0 = 0, u0 = v0 = w0 = 0,
�13�

�10 = 0, �20 = 42.2 ° , �30 = 0, �10 = �20 = �30 = 0.

Substitution of the model parameters �79� and the initial condi-
tions �81� into IMPACT28 and IMPACT35 leads to the prediction
of the mine’s translation and orientation that are compared with
the data collected during Exp-1 at time steps �Fig. 7�. The new 3D
model �IMPACT35� simulated trajectory and travel time agree

Fig. 5 Six model mines used in Carderock test pond with two
different lengths

Table 1 Physical parameters of the six mines used in Exp-1

Fig. 6 Movement of Mine #6 „L=1.01 m, �=2.1Ã103 kg m−3
… with �=

−0.0077 m and �2=−14.0° obtained from „a… experiment, „b… 3D IMPACT35
model, and „c… 2D Impact28 model
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well with the observed trajectory. However, the existing 2D model
�IMPACT28� has less capability to predict the cylinder’s move-
ment in the water column.

6.1.3 Near Vertical Release. Model mine #2 is released to the
water with �2=87° �near vertical, see Fig. 2�. The initial condi-
tions are given by

x0 = y0 = z0 = 0, u0 = v0 = w0 = 0,
�14�

�10 = 0, �20 = 87 ° , �30 = 0, �10 = �20 = �30 = 0.

The predicted cylinder’s translation and orientation are compared
with the data collected during Exp-1 at time steps �Fig. 8�. The 3D

model �IMPACT35� simulated trajectory agrees well with the ob-
served trajectory. Both show the same straight pattern and the
same travel time �1.83 s� for the cylinder passing through the
water column. However, the existing 2D model �IMPACT28� does
not predict the travel time well.

6.2 Burial Depth. After running the two models �IMPACT35
and IMPACT28� for each gravity core regime ��s�z� ,S�z��, the
burial depths were compared with measured burial depth data
�Fig. 9�. As evident, IMPACT35 improves the prediction capabil-
ity. The existing 2D model �IMPACT28� overpredicts the actual
burial depth by an order of magnitude, on average. However, the

Fig. 7 Movement of Mine #5 „L=1.01 m, �=2.1Ã103 kg m−3
… with �

=0.0045 m and �2=42.2° obtained from the „a… experiment, „b… 3D IMPACT35
model, and „c… 2D Impact28 model

Fig. 8 Movement of cylinder #2 „L=0.505 m, �=2.1Ã103 kg m−3
… with �=0

and �2=87.0° obtained from the „a… experiment, „b… 3D IMPACT35 model,
and „c… 2D Impact28 model
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3D model �IMPACT35� predicts the burial depth reasonably well
without evident overprediction. Since the gravity cores were taken
for approximately two to three meters from the impact location,
several cores were taken for each drop. This allowed an average to
be calculated in order to yield more accurate data for each drop.

7 Sensitivity and Weakness of IMPACT35
IMPACT35 has two major model parameters: �1� distance ���

between COM and COV, and �2� L /R ratio. In the two mine drop
experiments, COM almost coincides with COV. Model sensitivity
is tested with respect to the aspect ratio and initial release velocity
using the observational data. A comparison among Figs. 6–8
shows that the model has better predictability for a large L /R
ratio. When the L /R ratio is reduced, the prediction error in-
creases.

Let � represent any of the five parameters �x ,y ,z ,�2 ,�3�, and
let ��p ,�o� be the predicted and observed values. The difference
between the two

	
�i,t� = 
p�i,t� − 
o�i,t� , �15�

is defined as the model error. Here, the index �i� is the case num-
ber. The root-mean-square error �RMSE� for IMPACT35 is de-
fined by

RMSE�t� =� 1

N�t�	i

�	
�i,t��2, �16�

where N�t� is the total number of observational data at the falling
time t. Figure 10�a� shows that N�t� is around 40 as t�1.5 s and
reduces quickly with time as t�1.5 s. For t�2.5 s, the observa-

tional data points are less than 10. RMSEs of the �x ,y ,z ,�2� pre-
diction are very low when t�1.5 s and increases drastically when
t�1.5 s. The large values of RMSE as t�1.5 s may also be re-
lated to less observational data �Fig. 10�.

Although the number of observational data may affect RMSE
�Fig. 10�, a tendency of RMSE growing with time does exist. For
example, a RMSE of z increases from 0 at t=0 to 0.1 m at t
=1.5 s. If we set

RMSEz  0.4 m, �17�

as the tolerance level, IMPACT35 has capability within 6 s. In
Exp-1, it takes around 3 s for the mines falling in the pond �water
depth: 7.92 m� of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Caderock
Division. Therefore, at a water column depth of about 16 m,
IMPACT35 becomes unable to make reliable predictions.

Another weakness of the current version of IMPACT35 is only
for near-cylindrical mines. The hypothesis used in this study is
that the mine can be parametrized into a pseudocylinder. The
model neglects the effect of the mine shape and only addresses
only the effect of the L /R ratio, �, and density. The effect of mine
shape is a significant issue if the model is used operationally,

Fig. 9 A comparison among observed „Ext-2 data… and pre-
dicted burial depths

Fig. 10 Dependence of „a… observational data number, and of
root-mean-square errors of the prediction for „b… x, „c… y, „d… z,
„e… �2, „f… �3 on the mines’ falling time.
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because the most popular mines such as Rockan and Manta are
not near cylindrical. The most important issue is to determine the
hydrodynamic �drag and lift� force and torque for noncylindrical
mines. There is no existing formula for calculating the drag and
lift forces and torques for noncylindrical objects. The conformal
projection may be used to transfer the noncylindrical mine into an
“equivalent” cylindrical mine. In the model development, the non-
linear instability and model sensitivity should be studied. Within
the correct physics of the model there is a possibility of chaotic
behavior. The chaotic features will be handled by the instability
and predictability analyses.

To overcome such a weakness, test data are crucial to include
the mine shape. Since it is not likely to conduct full-size mine
experiments with varying mine shapes, controlled reduced-size
mine impact experiments are needed. The reduced size model
mines with various shapes �Rockan, Manta, Korean, Bowen
mines� should be conducted similar to the past experiments for the
cylindrical mines.

8 Conclusions
�1� Pseudo-cylinder parametrization is presented and included

into the recently developed 3D model �IMPACT35� to predict the
translation and orientation of falling mine with near cylindrical
shape through air, water, and sediment. After the pseudocylinder
parametrization, the drag and lift forces and torques can be easily
calculated using the existing formulas to calculate the drag and lift
coefficients.

�2� A model-data comparison shows that IMPACT35 improves
the prediction capability drastically versus the 2D model
�IMPACT28� with an order of error reduction in the mine burial
depth, more accurate cylinder track �depth and orientation� pre-
diction, and more accurate travel time of the cylinder through
air–water–sediment.

�3� The root-mean-square error of IMPACT35 grows with time.
If the error in predicting vertical position of COM is required less
than 0.4 m, at a water column depth of about 16 m, IMPACT35
becomes unable to make reliable predictions.

�4� Pseudocylinder parametrization is valid only for near-
cylindrical mines. The effect of the mine shape �rather than near-
cylindrical� is a significant issue if IMPACT35 is used operation-
ally, because the most popular mines such as Rockan and Manta
are not near-cylindrical. To overcome the weakness, test data are
crucial to include the mine shape. Reduced size mines with vari-
ous shapes �Rockan, Manta, Korean, Bowen mines� should be
conducted similar to the past experiments for the cylindrical or
near-cylindrical mines.
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